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PART FOUR

FORGING AN
INDUSTRIAL SOCIETY

���

1865–1899

Anation of farmers fought the Civil War in the
1860s. By the time the Spanish-American War

broke out in 1898, America was an industrial nation.
For generations Americans had plunged into the
wilderness and plowed their fields. Now they settled
in cities and toiled in factories. Between the Civil
War and the century’s end, economic and techno-
logical change came so swiftly and massively that it
seemed to many Americans that a whole new civi-
lization had emerged.

In some ways it had. The sheer scale of the new
industrial civilization was dazzling. Transcontinen-
tal railroads knit the country together from sea to
sea. New industries like oil and steel grew to stag-
gering size—and made megamillionaires out of
entrepreneurs like oilman John D. Rockefeller and
steel maker Andrew Carnegie.

Drawn by the allure of industrial employment,
Americans moved to the city. In 1860 only about 20
percent of the population were city dwellers. By
1900 that proportion doubled, as rural Americans
and European immigrants alike flocked to mill town
and metropolis in search of steady jobs.

These sweeping changes challenged the spirit of
individualism that Americans had celebrated since
the seventeenth century. Even on the western frontier,
that historic bastion of rugged loners, the hand of gov-
ernment was increasingly felt, as large armies were
dispatched to subdue the Plains Indians and federal

authority was invoked to regulate the use of natural
resources. The rise of powerful monopolies called into
question the government’s traditional hands-off pol-
icy toward business, and a growing band of reformers
increasingly clamored for government regulation of
private enterprise. The mushrooming cities, with their
needs for transport systems, schools, hospitals, sani-
tation, and fire and police protection, required bigger
governments and budgets than an earlier generation
could have imagined. As never before, Americans
struggled to adapt old ideals of private autonomy to
the new realities of industrial civilization.

With economic change came social and politi-
cal turmoil. Labor violence brought bloodshed to
places such as Chicago and Homestead, Pennsylva-
nia. Small farmers, squeezed by debt and foreign
competition, rallied behind the People’s, or “Pop-
ulist,” party, a radical movement of the 1880s and
1890s that attacked the power of Wall Street, big
business, and the banks. Anti-immigrant sentiment
swelled. Bitter disputes over tariffs and monetary
policy deeply divided the country, setting debtors
against lenders, farmers against manufacturers, the
West and South against the Northeast. And in this
unfamiliar era of big money and expanding govern-
ment, corruption flourished, from town hall to Con-
gress, fueling loud cries for political reform.

The bloodiest conflict of all pitted Plains Indi-
ans against the relentless push of westward expan-



sion. As railroads drove their iron arrows through
the heart of the West, the Indians lost their land and
life-sustaining buffalo herds. By the 1890s, after
three decades of fierce fighting with the U.S. Army,
the Indians who had once roamed across the vast
rolling prairies were struggling to preserve their shat-
tered cultures within the confinement of reservations.

The South remained the one region largely
untouched by the Industrial Revolution sweeping
the rest of America. A few sleepy southern hamlets
did become boomtowns, but for the most part, the
South’s rural way of life and its peculiar system of
race relations were largely unperturbed by the
changes happening elsewhere. On African-Ameri-
cans, the vast majority of whom continued to live in
the Old South, the post-emancipation era inflicted
new forms of racial injustice. State legislatures sys-
tematically deprived black Americans of their politi-

cal rights, including the right to vote. Segregation of
schools, housing, and all kinds of public facilities
made a mockery of African-Americans’ Reconstruc-
tion-era hopes for equality before the law.

The new wealth and power of industrial America
nurtured a growing sense of national self-confi-
dence. Literature flowered, and a golden age of phil-
anthropy dawned. The reform spirit spread. So did a
restless appetite for overseas expansion. In a brief
war against Spain in 1898, the United States, born in
a revolutionary war of independence and long the
champion of colonial peoples yearning to breathe
free, seized control of the Philippines and itself
became an imperial power. Uncle Sam’s venture into
empire touched off a bitter national debate about
America’s role in the world and ushered in a long
period of argument over the responsibilities, at
home as well as abroad, of a modern industrial state.
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1869–1896

Grant . . . had no right to exist. He should have been extinct for ages.
. . . That, two thousand years after Alexander the Great and Julius

Caesar, a man like Grant should be called—and should actually and
truly be—the highest product of the most advanced evolution, made
evolution ludicrous. . . . The progress of evolution, from President
Washington to President Grant, was alone evidence enough to upset
Darwin. . . . Grant . . . should have lived in a cave and worn skins.

HENRY ADAMS, THE EDUCATION OF HENRY ADAMS, 1907

The population of the post–Civil War Republic con-
tinued to vault upward by vigorous leaps, despite

the awful bloodletting in both Union and Confederate
ranks. Census takers reported over 39 million people
in 1870, a gain of 26.6 percent over the preceding
decade, as the immigrant tide surged again. The
United States was now the third largest nation in the
Western world, ranking behind Russia and France.

But the civic health of the United States did not
keep pace with its physical growth. The Civil War
and its aftermath spawned waste, extravagance,
speculation, and graft. Disillusionment ran deep
among idealistic Americans in the postwar era. They
had spilled their blood for the Union, emancipation,
and Abraham Lincoln, who had promised “a new
birth of freedom.” Instead they got a bitter dose of

corruption and political stalemate—beginning with
Ulysses S. Grant, a great soldier but an utterly inept
politician.

The “Bloody Shirt” Elects Grant 

Wrangling between Congress and President Andrew
Johnson had soured the people on professional
politicians in the Reconstruction era, and the notion
still prevailed that a good general would make a
good president. Stubbily bearded General Grant was
by far the most popular Northern hero to emerge
from the war. Grateful citizens of Philadelphia,
Washington, and his hometown of Galena, Illinois,
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passed the hat around and in each place presented
him with a house. New Yorkers tendered him a
check for $105,000. The general, silently puffing on
his cigar, unapologetically accepted these gifts as
his just deserts for having rescued the Union.

Grant was a hapless greenhorn in the political
arena. His one presidential vote had been cast for
the Democratic ticket in 1856. A better judge of
horseflesh than of humans, his cultural background
was breathtakingly narrow. He once reportedly
remarked that Venice (Italy) would be a fine city if
only it were drained.

The Republicans, freed from the Union party
coalition of war days, enthusiastically nominated
Grant for the presidency in 1868. The party’s platform
sounded a clarion call for continued Reconstruction
of the South under the glinting steel of federal bayo-
nets. Yet Grant, always a man of few words, struck a
highly popular note in his letter of acceptance when
he said, “Let us have peace.” This noble sentiment
became a leading campaign slogan and was later
engraved on his tomb beside the Hudson River.

Expectant Democrats, meeting in their own
nominating convention, denounced military Re-
construction but could agree on little else. Wealthy
eastern delegates demanded a plank promising that
federal war bonds be redeemed in gold—even
though many of the bonds had been purchased with
badly depreciated paper greenbacks. Poorer mid-
western delegates answered with the “Ohio Idea,”
which called for redemption in greenbacks. Debt-
burdened agrarian Democrats thus hoped to keep
more money in circulation and keep interest rates
lower. This dispute introduced a bitter contest over
monetary policy that continued to convulse the
Republic until the century’s end.

Midwestern delegates got the platform but not
the candidate. The nominee, former New York gover-
nor Horatio Seymour, scuttled the Democrats’ faint
hope for success by repudiating the Ohio Idea.
Republicans whipped up enthusiasm for Grant by
energetically “waving the bloody shirt”—that is, reviv-
ing gory memories of the Civil War—which became
for the first time a prominent feature of a presidential
campaign.* “Vote as You Shot” was a powerful Repub-
lican slogan aimed at Union army veterans.

Grant won, with 214 electoral votes to 80 for
Seymour. But despite his great popularity, the for-
mer general scored a majority of only 300,000 in the
popular vote (3,013,421 to 2,706,829). Most white
voters apparently supported Seymour, and the bal-
lots of three still-unreconstructed southern states
(Mississippi, Texas, and Virginia) were not counted
at all. An estimated 500,000 former slaves gave
Grant his margin of victory. To remain in power, the
Republican party somehow had to continue to con-
trol the South—and to keep the ballot in the hands
of the grateful freedmen. Republicans could not
take future victories “for Granted.”

The Era of Good Stealings 

A few skunks can pollute a large area. Although the
great majority of businesspeople and government
officials continued to conduct their affairs with
decency and honor, the whole postwar atmosphere
was fetid. The Man in the Moon, it was said, had to
hold his nose when passing over America. Free-
wheeling railroad promoters sometimes left gullible
bond buyers with only “two streaks of rust and a
right of way.” Unscrupulous stock-market manipu-
lators were a cinder in the public eye. Too many
judges and legislators put their power up for hire.
Cynics defined an honest politician as one who,
when bought, would stay bought.

Notorious in the financial world were two mil-
lionaire partners, “Jubilee Jim” Fisk and Jay Gould.
The corpulent and unscrupulous Fisk provided the
“brass,” while the undersized and cunning Gould
provided the brains. The crafty pair concocted a plot
in 1869 to corner the gold market. Their slippery
game would work only if the federal Treasury
refrained from selling gold. The conspirators
worked on President Grant directly and also
through his brother-in-law, who received $25,000
for his complicity. On “Black Friday” (September 24,
1869), Fisk and Gould madly bid the price of gold
skyward, while scores of honest businesspeople
were driven to the wall. The bubble finally broke
when the Treasury, contrary to Grant’s supposed
assurances, was compelled to release gold. A con-
gressional probe concluded that Grant had done
nothing crooked, though he had acted stupidly and
indiscreetly.
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*The expression is said to have derived from a speech by
Representative Benjamin F. Butler of Massachusetts, who
allegedly waved before the House the bloodstained nightshirt
of a Klan-flogged carpetbagger.



The infamous Tweed Ring in New York City
vividly displayed the ethics (or lack of ethics) typical
of the age. Burly “Boss” Tweed—240 pounds of ras-
cality—employed bribery, graft, and fraudulent
elections to milk the metropolis of as much as $200
million. Honest citizens were cowed into silence.
Protesters found their tax assessments raised.

Tweed’s luck finally ran out. The New York Times
secured damning evidence in 1871 and coura-
geously published it, though offered $5 million not
to do so. Gifted cartoonist Thomas Nast pilloried
Tweed mercilessly, after spurning a heavy bribe to
desist. The portly thief reportedly complained that
his illiterate followers could not help seeing “them
damn pictures.” New York attorney Samuel J. Tilden

headed the prosecution, gaining fame that later
paved the path to his presidential nomination.
Unbailed and unwept, Tweed died behind bars.

A Carnival of Corruption 

More serious than Boss Tweed’s peccadilloes were
the misdeeds of the federal government. President
Grant’s cabinet was a rodent’s nest of grafters and
incompetents. Favor seekers haunted the White
House, plying Grant himself with cigars, wines, and
horses. His election was a godsend to his in-laws of
the Dent family, several dozen of whom attached
themselves to the public payroll.

The easygoing Grant was first tarred by the
Crédit Mobilier scandal, which erupted in 1872.
Union Pacific Railroad insiders had formed the
Crédit Mobilier construction company and then
cleverly hired themselves at inflated prices to build
the railroad line, earning dividends as high as 348
percent. Fearing that Congress might blow the
whistle, the company furtively distributed shares
of its valuable stock to key congressmen. A news-
paper exposé and congressional investigation of
the scandal led to the formal censure of two con-
gressmen and the revelation that the vice president
of the United States had accepted payments from
Crédit Mobilier.

The breath of scandal in Washington also
reeked of alcohol. In 1874–1875 the sprawling
Whiskey Ring robbed the Treasury of millions in
excise-tax revenues. “Let no guilty man escape,”
declared President Grant. But when his own private
secretary turned up among the culprits, he volun-
teered a written statement to the jury that helped
exonerate the thief. Further rottenness in the Grant
administration came to light in 1876, forcing Secre-
tary of War William Belknap to resign after pocket-
ing bribes from suppliers to the Indian reservations.
Grant, ever loyal to his crooked cronies, accepted
Belknap’s resignation “with great regret.”

The Liberal Republican Revolt of 1872 

By 1872 a powerful wave of disgust with Grantism
was beginning to build up throughout the nation,
even before some of the worst scandals had been
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exposed. Reform-minded citizens banded together
to form the Liberal Republican party. Voicing the
slogan “Turn the Rascals Out,” they urged purifica-
tion of the Washington administration as well as an
end to military Reconstruction.

The Liberal Republicans muffed their chance
when their Cincinnati nominating convention
astounded the country by nominating the brilliant
but erratic Horace Greeley for the presidency.
Although Greeley was the fearless editor of the New
York Tribune, he was dogmatic, emotional, petulant,
and notoriously unsound in his political judgments.

More astonishing still was the action of the
office-hungry Democrats, who foolishly proceeded
to endorse Greeley’s candidacy. In swallowing Gree-
ley the Democrats “ate crow” in large gulps, for the
eccentric editor had long blasted them as traitors,
slave shippers, saloon keepers, horse thieves, and
idiots. Yet Greeley pleased the Democrats, North
and South, when he pleaded for clasping hands
across “the bloody chasm.” The Republicans duti-
fully renominated Grant. The voters were thus pre-
sented with a choice between two candidates who
had made their careers in fields other than politics
and who were both eminently unqualified, by tem-
perament and lifelong training, for high political
office.
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In a famous series of newspaper interviews in
1905, George Washington Plunkitt
(1842–1924), a political “boss” in the same
Tammany Hall Democratic political
“machine” that had spawned William Marcy
(“Boss”) Tweed, candidly described his ethical
and political principles:

“Everybody is talkin’ these days about Tam-
many men growin’ rich on graft, but nobody
thinks of drawin’ the distinction between
honest graft and dishonest graft. There’s all
the difference in the world between the two.
Yes, many of our men have grown rich in
politics. I have myself. I’ve made a big fortune
out of the game, and I’m gettin’ richer every
day, but I’ve not gone in for dishonest graft—
blackmailin’ gamblers, saloonkeepers,
disorderly people, etc.—and neither has any of
the men who have made big fortunes in
politics.

“There’s an honest graft, and I’m an ex-
ample of how it works. I might sum up the
whole thing by sayin’: ‘I seen my opportunities
and I took ’em.’

“Just let me explain by examples. My
party’s in power in the city, and it’s goin’ to
undertake a lot of public improvements. Well,
I’m tipped off, say, that they’re going to lay
out a new park at a certain place.

“I see my opportunity and I take it. I go to
that place and I buy up all the land I can in
the neighborhood. Then the board of this or
that makes its plan public, and there is a rush
to get my land, which nobody cared particular
for before.

“Ain’t it perfectly honest to charge a good
price and make a profit on my investment and
foresight? Of course, it is. Well, that’s honest
graft.”



In the mud-spattered campaign that followed,
regular Republicans denounced Greeley as an athe-
ist, a communist, a free-lover, a vegetarian, a brown-
bread eater, and a cosigner of Jefferson Davis’s bail
bond. Democrats derided Grant as an ignoramus, a
drunkard, and a swindler. But the regular Republi-
cans, chanting “Grant us another term,” pulled the
president through. The count in the electoral col-
umn was 286 to 66, in the popular column 3,596,745
to 2,843,446.

Liberal Republican agitation frightened the reg-
ular Republicans into cleaning their own house
before they were thrown out of it. The Republican
Congress in 1872 passed a general amnesty act,
removing political disabilities from all but some 
five hundred former Confederate leaders. Congress
also moved to reduce high Civil War tariffs and to
fumigate the Grant administration with mild civil-
service reform. Like many American third parties,
the Liberal Republicans left some enduring foot-
prints, even in defeat.

Depression, Deflation, and Inflation 

Grant’s woes deepened in the paralyzing economic
panic that broke in 1873. Bursting with startling
rapidity, the crash was one of those periodic plum-
mets that roller-coastered the economy in this age
of unbridled capitalist expansion. Overreaching
promoters had laid more railroad track, sunk more
mines, erected more factories, and sowed more
grainfields than existing markets could bear.
Bankers, in turn, had made too many imprudent
loans to finance those enterprises. When profits
failed to materialize, loans went unpaid, and the
whole credit-based house of cards fluttered down.

Boom times became gloom times as more than
fifteen thousand businesses went bankrupt. In New
York City, an army of unemployed riotously battled
police. Black Americans were hard hit. The Freed-
man’s Savings and Trust Company had made unse-
cured loans to several companies that went under.
Black depositors who had entrusted over $7 million
to the bank lost their savings, and black economic
development and black confidence in savings insti-
tutions went down with it.

Hard times inflicted the worst punishment on
debtors, who intensified their clamor for inflation-
ary policies. Proponents of inflation breathed new

life into the issue of greenbacks. During the war
$450 million of the “folding money” had been
issued, but it had depreciated under a cloud of pop-
ular mistrust and dubious legality.* By 1868 the
Treasury had already withdrawn $100 million of the
“battle-born currency” from circulation, and “hard-
money” people everywhere looked forward to its
complete disappearance. But now afflicted agrarian
and debtor groups—“cheap-money” supporters—
clamored for a reissuance of the greenbacks. With a
crude but essentially accurate grasp of monetary
theory, they reasoned that more money meant
cheaper money and, hence, rising prices and easier-
to-pay debts. Creditors, of course, reasoning from
the same premises, advocated precisely the oppo-
site policy. They had no desire to see the money they
had loaned repaid in depreciated dollars. They
wanted deflation, not inflation.

The “hard-money” advocates carried the day. In
1874 they persuaded a confused Grant to veto a bill
to print more paper money. They scored another
victory in the Resumption Act of 1875, which
pledged the government to the further withdrawal
of greenbacks from circulation and to the redemp-
tion of all paper currency in gold at face value,
beginning in 1879.

Down but not out, debtors now looked for relief
to another precious metal, silver. The “sacred white
metal,” they claimed, had received a raw deal. In the
early 1870s, the Treasury stubbornly and unrealisti-
cally maintained that an ounce of silver was worth
only one-sixteenth as much as an ounce of gold,
though open-market prices for silver were higher.
Silver miners thus stopped offering their shiny
product for sale to the federal mints. With no silver
flowing into the federal coffers, Congress formally
dropped the coinage of silver dollars in 1873. Fate
then played a sly joke when new silver discoveries
later in the 1870s shot production up and forced sil-
ver prices down. Westerners from silver-mining
states joined with debtors in assailing the “Crime of
’73,” demanding a return to the “Dollar of Our Dad-
dies.” Like the demand for more greenbacks, the
demand for the coinage of more silver was nothing
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*The Supreme Court in 1870 declared the Civil War Legal Tender
Act unconstitutional. With the concurrence of the Senate,
Grant thereupon added to the bench two justices who could
be counted on to help reverse that decision, which happened
in 1871. This is how the Court grew to its current size of nine
justices.



more nor less than another scheme to promote
inflation.

Hard-money Republicans resisted this scheme
and counted on Grant to hold the line against it. He
did not disappoint them. The Treasury began to
accumulate gold stocks against the appointed day
for resumption of metallic-money payments. Cou-
pled with the reduction of greenbacks, this policy
was called “contraction.” It had a noticeable defla-
tionary effect—the amount of money per capita in
circulation actually decreased between 1870 and
1880, from $19.42 to $19.37. Contraction probably
worsened the impact of the depression. But the new
policy did restore the government’s credit rating,
and it brought the embattled greenbacks up to their
full face value. When Redemption Day came in 1879,
few greenback holders bothered to exchange the
lighter and more convenient bills for gold.

Republican hard-money policy had a political
backlash. It helped elect a Democratic House of
Representatives in 1874, and in 1878 it spawned the
Greenback Labor party, which polled over a million
votes and elected fourteen members of Congress.
The contest over monetary policy was far from over.

Pallid Politics in the Gilded Age 

The political seesaw was delicately balanced
throughout most of the Gilded Age (a sarcastic
name given to the three-decade-long post–Civil War
era by Mark Twain in 1873). Even a slight nudge
could tip the teeter-totter to the advantage of the
opposition party. Every presidential election was 
a squeaker, and the majority party in the House of
Representatives switched six times in the eleven
sessions between 1869 and 1891. In only three ses-
sions did the same party control the House, the Sen-
ate, and the White House. Wobbling in such shaky
equilibrium, politicians tiptoed timidly, producing a
political record that was often trivial and petty.

Few significant economic issues separated the
major parties. Democrats and Republicans saw very
nearly eye-to-eye on questions like the tariff and
civil-service reform, and majorities in both parties
substantially agreed even on the much-debated
currency question. Yet despite their rough agree-
ment on these national matters, the two parties
were ferociously competitive with each other. They
were tightly and efficiently organized, and they

commanded fierce loyalty from their members.
Voter turnouts reached heights unmatched before or
since. Nearly 80 percent of eligible voters cast their
ballots in presidential elections in the three decades
after the Civil War. On election days droves of the
party faithful tramped behind marching bands to
the polling places, and “ticket splitting,” or failing to
vote the straight party line, was as rare as a silver
dollar.

How can this apparent paradox of political con-
sensus and partisan fervor be explained? The
answer lies in the sharp ethnic and cultural differ-
ences in the membership of the two parties—in 
distinctions of style and tone, and especially of reli-
gious sentiment. Republican voters tended to
adhere to those creeds that traced their lineage to
Puritanism. They stressed strict codes of personal
morality and believed that government should play
a role in regulating both the economic and the
moral affairs of society. Democrats, among whom
immigrant Lutherans and Roman Catholics figured
heavily, were more likely to adhere to faiths that
took a less stern view of human weakness. Their reli-
gions professed toleration of differences in an
imperfect world, and they spurned government
efforts to impose a single moral standard on the
entire society. These differences in temperament
and religious values often produced raucous politi-
cal contests at the local level, where issues like pro-
hibition and education loomed large.

Democrats had a solid electoral base in the
South and in the northern industrial cities, teeming
with immigrants and controlled by well-oiled politi-
cal machines. Republican strength lay largely in the
Midwest and the rural and small-town Northeast.
Grateful freedmen in the South continued to vote
Republican in significant numbers. Another impor-
tant bloc of Republican ballots came from the mem-
bers of the Grand Army of the Republic (GAR)—a
politically potent fraternal organization of several
hundred thousand Union veterans of the Civil War.

The lifeblood of both parties was patronage—
disbursing jobs by the bucketful in return for votes,
kickbacks, and party service. Boisterous infighting
over patronage beset the Republican party in the
1870s and 1880s. A “Stalwart” faction, led by the
handsome and imperious Roscoe (“Lord Roscoe”)
Conkling, U.S. senator from New York, unblushingly
embraced the time-honored system of swapping
civil-service jobs for votes. Opposed to the Conk-
lingites were the so-called Half-Breeds, who flirted
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coyly with civil-service reform, but whose real quar-
rel with the Stalwarts was over who should grasp the
ladle that dished out the spoils. The champion of
the Half-Breeds was James G. Blaine of Maine, a
radiantly personable congressman with an elastic
conscience. But despite the color of their person-
alities, Conkling and Blaine succeeded only in
stalemating each other and deadlocking their party.

The Hayes-Tilden Standoff, 1876 

Hangers-on around Grant, like fleas urging their ail-
ing dog to live, begged the “Old Man” to try for a
third term in 1876. The general, blind to his own
ineptitudes, showed a disquieting willingness. But
the House, by a lopsided bipartisan vote of 233 to
18, derailed the third-term bandwagon. It passed a
resolution that sternly reminded the country—and
Grant—of the antidictator implications of the two-
term tradition.

With Grant out of the running and with the
Conklingites and Blaineites neutralizing each other,
the Republicans turned to a compromise candidate,
Rutherford B. Hayes, who was obscure enough to be
dubbed “The Great Unknown.” His foremost qualifi-
cation was the fact that he hailed from the elec-
torally doubtful but potent state of Ohio, where he
had served three terms as governor. So crucial were
the “swing” votes of Ohio in the cliffhanging presi-
dential contests of the day that the state produced

more than its share of presidential candidates. A
political saying of the 1870s paraphrased Shake-
speare:

Some are born great,
Some achieve greatness,
And some are born in Ohio.

Pitted against the humdrum Hayes was the
Democratic nominee, Samuel J. Tilden, who had
risen to fame as the man who bagged Boss Tweed in
New York. Campaigning against Republican scan-
dal, Tilden racked up 184 electoral votes of the
needed 185, with 20 votes in four states—three of
them in the South—doubtful because of irregular
returns (see the map below). Surely Tilden could
pick up at least one of these, especially in view of the
fact that he had polled 247,448 more popular votes
than Hayes, 4,284,020 to 4,036,572.

Both parties scurried to send “visiting states-
men” to the contested southern states of Louisiana,
South Carolina, and Florida. All three disputed
states submitted two sets of returns, one Demo-
cratic and one Republican. As the weeks drifted by,
the paralysis tightened, generating a dramatic con-
stitutional crisis. The Constitution merely specifies
that the electoral returns from the states shall be
sent to Congress, and in the presence of the House
and Senate, they shall be opened by the president of
the Senate (see the Twelfth Amendment). But who
should count them? On this point the Constitution
was silent. If counted by the president of the Senate
(a Republican), the Republican returns would be
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selected. If counted by the Speaker of the House (a
Democrat), the Democratic returns would be chosen.
How could the impasse be resolved?

The Compromise of 1877 
and the End of Reconstruction 

Clash or compromise was the stark choice. The dan-
ger loomed that there would be no president on
Inauguration Day, March 4, 1877. “Tilden or Blood!”
cried Democratic hotheads, and some of their
“Minute Men” began to drill with arms. But behind
the scenes, frantically laboring statesmen gradually
hammered out an agreement in the Henry Clay tra-
dition—the Compromise of 1877.

The election deadlock itself was to be broken by
the Electoral Count Act, which passed Congress
early in 1877. It set up an electoral commission con-
sisting of fifteen men selected from the Senate, the
House, and the Supreme Court.

In February 1877, about a month before Inau-
guration Day, the Senate and House met together in
an electric atmosphere to settle the dispute. The roll
of the states was tolled off alphabetically. When
Florida was reached—the first of the three southern
states with two sets of returns—the disputed docu-
ments were referred to the electoral commission,
which sat in a nearby chamber. After prolonged dis-
cussion the members agreed, by the partisan vote of
eight Republicans to seven Democrats, to accept the
Republican returns. Outraged Democrats in Con-
gress, smelling defeat, undertook to launch a fili-
buster “until hell froze over.”

Renewed deadlock was avoided by the rest of
the complex Compromise of 1877, already partially
concluded behind closed doors. The Democrats

reluctantly agreed that Hayes might take office in
return for his withdrawing intimidating federal
troops from the two states in which they remained,
Louisiana and South Carolina. Among various con-
cessions, the Republicans assured the Democrats a
place at the presidential patronage trough and sup-
port for a bill subsidizing the Texas and Pacific Rail-
road’s construction of a southern transcontinental
line. Not all of these promises were kept in later
years, including the Texas and Pacific subsidy. But
the deal held together long enough to break the
dangerous electoral standoff. The Democrats per-
mitted Hayes to receive the remainder of the dis-
puted returns—all by the partisan vote of 8 to 7. So
close was the margin of safety that the explosive
issue was settled only three days before the new
president was officially sworn into office. The nation
breathed a collective sigh of relief.

The compromise bought peace at a price. Vio-
lence was averted by sacrificing the black freedmen
in the South. With the Hayes-Tilden deal, the
Republican party quietly abandoned its commit-
ment to racial equality. That commitment had been
weakening in any case. The Civil Rights Act of 1875
was in a sense the last feeble gasp of the congres-
sional radical Republicans. The act supposedly
guaranteed equal accommodations in public places
and prohibited racial discrimination in jury selec-
tion, but the law was born toothless and stayed that
way for nearly a century. The Supreme Court pro-
nounced much of the act unconstitutional in the
Civil Rights Cases (1883). The Court declared that
the Fourteenth Amendment prohibited only govern-
ment violations of civil rights, not the denial of civil
rights by individuals. Hayes clinched the bargain 
by withdrawing the last federal troops that were
propping up carpetbag governments. The bayonet-
backed Republican regimes collapsed as the blue-
clad soldiers departed.

The Birth of Jim Crow in the
Post-Reconstruction South

The Democratic South speedily solidified and
swiftly suppressed the now-friendless blacks.
Reconstruction, for better or worse, was officially
ended. Shamelessly relying on fraud and intimi-
dation, white Democrats (“Redeemers”) resumed
political power in the South and exercised it ruth-
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Composition of the Electoral Commission, 1877

Members Republicans Democrats

Senate (Republican 
majority) 3 3

House (Democratic 
majority) 2 3

Supreme Court 3 2

TOTAL 8 7



lessly. Blacks who tried to assert their rights faced
unemployment, eviction, and physical harm.

Blacks (as well as poor whites) were forced into
sharecropping and tenant farming. Former slaves
often found themselves at the mercy of former 
masters who were now their landlords and credi-
tors. Through the “crop-lien” system, storekeepers
extended credit to small farmers for food and sup-
plies and in return took a lien on their harvests.
Shrewd merchants manipulated the system so that

farmers remained perpetually in debt to them. For
generations to come, southern blacks were con-
demned to eke out a threadbare living under condi-
tions scarcely better than slavery.

With white southerners back in the political
saddle, daily discrimination against blacks grew
increasingly oppressive. What had started as the
informal separation of blacks and whites in the
immediate postwar years developed by the 1890s
into systematic state-level legal codes of segregation
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known as Jim Crow laws. Southern states also
enacted literacy requirements, voter-registration
laws, and poll taxes to ensure full-scale disfran-
chisement of the South’s black population. The
Supreme Court validated the South’s segregationist
social order in the case of Plessy v. Ferguson (1896). It
ruled that “separate but equal” facilities were con-
stitutional under the “equal protection” clause of
the Fourteenth Amendment. 

But in reality the quality of African-American
life was grotesquely unequal to that of whites. Seg-
regated in inferior schools and separated from
whites in virtually all public facilities, including rail-
road cars, theaters, and even restrooms, blacks were
assaulted daily by galling reminders of their second-
class citizenship. To ensure the stability of this polit-
ical and economic “new order,” southern whites
dealt harshly with any black who dared to violate
the South’s racial code of conduct. A record number
of blacks were lynched during the 1890s, most often
for the “crime” of asserting themselves as equals
(see the table below). It would take a second Recon-
struction, nearly a century later, to redress the racist
imbalance of southern society.

Class Conflicts and Ethnic Clashes

The year 1877 marked more than the end of Recon-
struction. As the curtains officially closed on
regional warfare, they opened on scenes of class
warfare. The explosive atmosphere was largely a by-
product of the long years of depression and defla-
tion following the panic of 1873. Railroad workers
faced particularly hard times. When the presidents of
the nation’s four largest railroads collectively
decided in 1877 to cut employees’ wages by 10 per-
cent, the workers struck back. President Hayes’s
decision to call in federal troops to quell the unrest
brought the striking laborers an outpouring of work-
ing-class support. Work stoppages spread like wild-
fire in cities from Baltimore to St. Louis. When the
battling between workers and soldiers ended after
several weeks, over one hundred people were dead.

The failure of the great railroad strike exposed
the weakness of the labor movement. Racial and eth-
nic fissures among workers everywhere fractured
labor unity and were particularly acute between the
Irish and the Chinese in California (see “Makers of
America: The Chinese,” pp. 512–513). By 1880 the
Golden State counted seventy-five thousand Asian
newcomers, about 9 percent of its entire population.
Mostly poor, uneducated, single males, they derived
predominantly from the Taishan district of K’uang-
t’ung (Guangdong) province in southern China. They
had originally come to America to dig in the gold-
fields and to sledgehammer the tracks of the
transcontinental railroads across the West. When the
gold supply petered out and the tracks were laid,
many—perhaps half of those who arrived before the
1880s—returned home to China with their meager
savings.

Those who remained in America faced extraor-
dinary hardships. They worked at the most menial
jobs, often as cooks, laundrymen, or domestic 
servants. Without women or families, they were
marooned in a land where they neither were wanted
nor wanted to be. They lived lonely lives, bereft of
the children who in other immigrant communities
eased their parents’ assimilation through their
exposure to the English language and American
customs in school. The phrase “not a Chinaman’s
chance” emerged in this era to describe the daunt-
ing odds against which they struggled.

In San Francisco Irish-born demagogue Denis
Kearney incited his followers to violent abuse of the
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Persons in United States Lynched [by race],
1882–1970*

Year Whites Blacks Total

1882 64 49 113
1885 110 74 184
1890 11 85 96
1895 66 113 179
1900 9 106 115
1905 5 57 62
1910 9 67 76
1915 13 56 69
1920 8 53 61
1925 0 17 17
1930 1 20 21
1935 2 18 20
1940 1 4 5
1945 0 1 1
1950 1 1 2
1965 0 0 0

*There were no lynchings in 1965–1970. In every year from
1882 (when records were first kept) to 1964, the number of
lynchings corresponded roughly to the figures given here. 
The worst year was 1892, when 161 blacks and 69 whites were
lynched (total 230); the next worst was 1884, when 164 whites
and 51 blacks were lynched (total 215).



The Chinese

In the late nineteenth century, the burgeoning
industries and booming frontier towns of the

United States’ Pacific coast hungered for laborers to
wrench minerals from stubborn rock, to lay down
railroad track through untamed wastelands, and to
transform dry expanses into fertile fields of fruit and
vegetables. In faraway Asia the Chinese answered
the call. Contributing their muscle to the building of
the West, they dug in the gold mines and helped to
lay the transcontinental railroads that stitched
together the American nation.

The first Chinese had arrived in Spanish Amer-
ica as early as 1565. But few followed those earliest
pioneers until the 1848 discovery of gold in Califor-
nia attracted people from all over the world to
America’s Pacific coast. Among them were many
fortune-hungry Chinese who sailed into San Fran-
cisco, which Chinese immigrants named the
“golden mountain.”

The California boom coincided with the culmi-
nation of years of tumult and suffering in China.
The once great Chinese Empire was disintegrating,
while a few ruthless landlords, like looters, grabbed
control of nearly every acre of farmland. In destruc-
tive complement to this internal disarray, the Euro-
pean imperial powers forced their way into the
unstable country, seeking to unlock the riches of 
a nation that had been closed to outsiders for 
centuries.

Faced with economic hardship and political
turmoil, more than 2 million Chinese left their
homeland between 1840 and 1900, for destinations
as diverse as Southeast Asia, Peru, Hawaii, and
Cuba, with more than 300,000 entering the United
States. Although their numbers included a few mer-
chants and artisans, most were unskilled country
folk. In some cases families pooled their money to
send out a son, but most travelers, desperately poor,
obtained their passage through Chinese middle-
men, who advanced them ship fare in return for the
emigrants’ promise to work off their debts after they
landed. This contracting sometimes led to condi-
tions so cruel that the practice was ignominiously
called pig selling.

The Chinese-America of the late-nineteenth-
century West was overwhelmingly a bachelor soci-
ety. Women of good repute rarely made the passage.
Of the very few Chinese women who ventured to
California at this time, most became prostitutes.
Many of them had been deceived by the false
promise of honest jobs.

Although a stream of workers returned to their
homeland, many Chinese stayed. “Chinatowns”
sprang up wherever economic opportunities pre-
sented themselves—in railroad towns, farming vil-
lages, and cities. Chinese in these settlements spoke
their own language, enjoyed the fellowship of their
own compatriots, and sought safety from prejudice
and violence, never rare in American society. Many
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immigrant clubs, American adaptations of Chinese
traditions of loyalty to clan or region, were estab-
lished in these communities. Rivaling such clubs
and associations were the secret societies known as
tongs. The word tong—literally, “meeting hall”—
acquired a sinister reputation among non-Chinese,
for the tongs counted the poorest and shadiest
immigrants among their members. These were peo-
ple without ties to a clan, those individuals most
alienated from traditional Chinese organizations
and from American society as well.

After 1882 the Chinese Exclusion Act barred
nearly all Chinese from the United States for six
decades. Many of the bachelors who had made the

long journey to America died or returned home.
Slowly, however, those men and the few women
who remained raised families and reared a new gen-
eration of Chinese Americans. Like their immigrant 
parents, this second generation suffered from dis-
crimination. They had to eke out a living in jobs
despised by Caucasian laborers or take daunting
risks in small entrepreneurial ventures. Yet many
hard-working Chinese did manage to open their
own restaurants, laundries, and other small busi-
nesses. The enterprises formed a solid economic
foundation for their small community and remain a
source of livelihood for many Chinese-Americans
even today.
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Chinese Population in the Continental United States, 1850–1900

Total Chinese
Males per Percentage Immigrants in

Year Population One Female U.S.-Born Preceding Decade*

1850 4,018† — — —
1860 34,933 19 — 41,397
1870 63,199 13 1 64,301
1880 105,465 21 1 123,201
1890 107,488 27 3 61,711
1900 89,863 19 10 14,799

*Includes Chinese immigrants in Hawaii after 1898.
†Estimated.



hapless Chinese. The Kearneyites, many of whom
were recently arrived immigrants from Europe,
hotly resented the competition of cheap labor from
the still more recently arrived Chinese. The beef-
eater, they claimed, had no chance against the rice-
eater in a life-and-death struggle for jobs and wages.
The present tens of thousands of Chinese “coolies”
were regarded as a menace, the prospective millions
as a calamity. Taking to the streets, gangs of Kear-
neyites terrorized the Chinese by shearing off their
precious pigtails. Some victims were murdered 
outright.

Congress finally slammed the door on Chinese
immigrant laborers when it passed the Chinese
Exclusion Act in 1882, prohibiting all further immi-
gration from China. The door stayed shut until 1943.
Some exclusionists even tried to strip native-born
Chinese-Americans of their citizenship, but the

Supreme Court ruled in U.S. v. Wong Kim Ark in
1898 that the Fourteenth Amendment guaranteed
citizenship to all persons born in the United States.
This doctrine of “birthright citizenship” (or jus soli,
the “right of the soil,” as contrasted with jus sangui-
nis, the “right of blood-tie,” which based citizenship
on the parents’ nationality) provided important pro-
tections to Chinese-Americans as well as to other
immigrant communities.

Garfield and Arthur

As the presidential campaign of 1880 approached,
“Rutherfraud” Hayes was a man without a party,
denounced and repudiated by the Republican Old
Guard. The Republican party sought a new standard-
bearer for 1880 and finally settled on a “dark-horse”
candidate, James A. Garfield, from the electorally
powerful state of Ohio. His vice-presidential running
mate was a notorious Stalwart henchman, Chester A.
Arthur of New York.

Energetically waving the bloody shirt, Garfield
barely squeaked out a victory over the Democratic
candidate and Civil War hero, Winfield Scott Han-
cock. He polled only 39,213 more votes than Han-
cock—4,453,295 to 4,414,082—but his margin in the
electoral column was a comfortable 214 to 155.

The new president was energetic and able, but
he was immediately ensnared in a political conflict
between his secretary of state, James G. Blaine, and
Blaine’s Stalwart nemesis, Senator Roscoe Conkling.
Then, as the Republican factions dueled, tragedy
struck. A disappointed and mentally deranged
office seeker, Charles J. Guiteau, shot President
Garfield in the back in a Washington railroad sta-
tion. Garfield lingered in agony for eleven weeks
and died on September 19, 1881. Guiteau, when
seized, reportedly cried, “I am a Stalwart. Arthur is
now President of the United States.” The implication
was that now the Conklingites would all get good
jobs. Guiteau’s attorneys argued that he was not
guilty because of his incapacity to distinguish right
from wrong—an early instance of the “insanity
defense.” The defendant himself demonstrated his
weak grip on reality when he asked all those who
had benefited politically by the assassination to
contribute to his defense fund. These tactics availed
little. Guiteau was found guilty of murder and
hanged.
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Garfield’s death had one positive outcome: it
shocked politicians into reforming the shameful
spoils system. The unlikely instrument of reform
was Chester Arthur. Observers at first underesti-
mated him. His record of cronyism and his fondness
for fine wines and elegant clothing (including eighty
pairs of trousers) suggested that he was little more
than a foppish dandy. But Arthur surprised his crit-
ics by prosecuting several fraud cases and giving his
former Stalwart pals the cold shoulder.

Disgust with Garfield’s murder gave the Repub-
lican party itself a previously undetected taste for
reform. The medicine finally applied to the long-
suffering federal government was the Pendleton Act
of 1883—the so-called Magna Carta of civil-service

reform. It made compulsory campaign contribu-
tions from federal employees illegal, and it estab-
lished the Civil Service Commission to make
appointments to federal jobs on the basis of com-
petitive examinations rather than “pull.”

Although at first covering only about 10 percent
of federal jobs, civil-service reform did rein in the
most blatant abuses. Yet like many well-intentioned
reforms, it bred unintended problems of its own.
With the “plum” federal posts now beyond their
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Theodore Roosevelt (1858–1919), an ardent
civil-service reformer, condemned the
patronage system as 

“tending to degrade American politics. . . .
The men who are in office only for what they
can make out of it are thoroughly
unwholesome citizens, and their activity in
politics is simply noxious. . . . Decent private
citizens must inevitably be driven out of
politics if it is suffered to become a mere
selfish scramble for plunder, where victory
rests with the most greedy, the most
cunning, the most brazen. The whole
patronage system is inimical to American
institutions; it forms one of the gravest
problems with which democratic and
republican government has to grapple.’’

New York political “boss” Roscoe Conkling
(1829–1888) denounced the civil-service
reformers in the New York World (1877):

“[The reformers’] vocation and ministry is to
lament the sins of other people. Their stock
in trade is rancid, canting self-righteousness.
They are wolves in sheep’s clothing. Their
real object is office and plunder. When Dr.
Johnson defined patriotism as the last
refuge of a scoundrel, he was unconscious of
the then undeveloped capabilities and uses
of the word ‘Reform.’”



reach, politicians were forced to look elsewhere for
money, “the mother’s milk of politics.” Increasingly,
they turned to the bulging coffers of the big corpo-
rations. A new breed of “boss” emerged—less skilled
at mobilizing small armies of immigrants and other
voters on election day, but more adept at milking
dollars from manufacturers and lobbyists. The
Pendleton Act partially divorced politics from
patronage, but it helped drive politicians into “mar-
riages of convenience” with big-business leaders.

President Arthur’s surprising display of integrity
offended too many powerful Republicans. His
ungrateful party turned him out to pasture, and in
1886 he died of a cerebral hemorrhage.

The Blaine-Cleveland 
Mudslingers of 1884 

James G. Blaine’s persistence in pursuit of his party’s
presidential nomination finally paid off in 1884. The
dashing Maine politician, blessed with almost every
political asset except a reputation for honesty, was
the clear choice of the Republican convention in
Chicago. But many reform-minded Republicans
gagged on Blaine’s candidacy. Blaine’s enemies pub-
licized the fishy-smelling “Mulligan letters,” written
by Blaine to a Boston businessman and linking the
powerful politician to a corrupt deal involving fed-
eral favors to a southern railroad. At least one of the

damning documents ended with the furtive warn-
ing “Burn this letter.” Some reformers, unable to
swallow Blaine, bolted to the Democrats. They were
sneeringly dubbed Mugwumps, a word of Indian
derivation meant to suggest that they were “sancti-
monious” or “holier-than-thou.”*

Victory-starved Democrats turned enthusiasti-
cally to a noted reformer, Grover Cleveland. A burly
bachelor with a soup-straining mustache and a
taste for chewing tobacco, Cleveland was a solid but
not brilliant lawyer of forty-seven. He had rocketed
from the mayor’s office in Buffalo to the governor-
ship of New York and the presidential nomination in
three short years. Known as “Grover the Good” he
enjoyed a well-deserved reputation for probity in
office.

But Cleveland’s admirers soon got a shock. Res-
olute Republicans, digging for dirt in the past of
bachelor Cleveland, unearthed the report that he
had been involved in an amorous affair with a Buf-
falo widow. She had an illegitimate son, now eight
years old, for whom Cleveland had made financial
provision. Democratic elders were demoralized.
They hurried to Cleveland and urged him to lie like
a gentleman, but their ruggedly honest candidate
insisted, “Tell the truth.”
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The campaign of 1884 sank to perhaps the low-
est level in American experience, as the two parties
grunted and shoved for the hog trough of office. Few
fundamental differences separated them. Even the
bloody shirt had faded to a pale pink.* Personalities,
not principles, claimed the headlines. Crowds of
Democrats surged through city streets, chanting—
to the rhythm of left, left, left, right, left—“Burn,
burn, burn this letter!” Republicans taunted in
return, “Ma, ma, where’s my pa?” Defiant Demo-
crats shouted back, “Gone to the White House, ha,
ha, ha!”

The contest hinged on the state of New York,
where Blaine blundered badly in the closing days 
of the campaign. A witless Republican clergyman
damned the Democrats in a speech as the party of
“Rum, Romanism, and Rebellion”—insulting with
one swift stroke the race, the faith, and the patrio-
tism of New York’s numerous Irish-American voters.
Blaine was present at the time but lacked the pres-
ence of mind to repudiate the statement immedi-
ately. The pungent phrase, shortened to “RRR,”
stung and stuck. Blaine’s silence seemed to give
assent, and the wavering Irishmen who deserted his

camp helped account for Cleveland’s paper-thin
plurality of about a thousand votes in New York
State, enough to give him the presidency. Cleveland
swept the solid South and squeaked into office with
219 to 182 electoral votes and 4,879,507 to 4,850,93
popular votes.
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*Neither candidate had served in the Civil War. Cleveland had
hired a substitute to go in his stead while he supported his
widowed mother and two sisters. Blaine was the only Republi-
can presidential candidate from Grant through McKinley
(1868 to 1900) who had not been a Civil War officer.



“Old Grover” Takes Over 

Bull-necked Cleveland in 1885 was the first Demo-
crat to take the oath of presidential office since
Buchanan, twenty-eight years earlier. Huge question
marks hung over his ample frame (5 feet 11 inches,
250 pounds). Could the “party of disunion” be trusted
to govern the Union? Would desperate Democrats,
ravenously hungry after twenty-four years of exile,
trample the frail sprouts of civil-service reform in a
stampede to the patronage trough? Could Cleveland
restore a measure of respect and power to the
maligned and enfeebled presidency?

Cleveland was a man of principles, most of them
safely orthodox by the standards of his day. A
staunch apostle of the hands-off creed of laissez-
faire, the new president caused the hearts of busi-
nesspeople and bankers to throb with contentment.
He summed up his political philosophy in 1887
when he vetoed a bill to provide seeds for drought-
ravaged Texas farmers. “Though the people support
the government,” he declared, “the government
should not support the people.” As tactless as a mir-
ror and as direct as a bulldozer, he was outspoken,
unbending, and profanely hot-tempered.

At the outset Cleveland narrowed the North-
South chasm by naming to his cabinet two former
Confederates. As for the civil service, Cleveland was
whipsawed between the demands of the Demo-
cratic faithful for jobs and the demands of the Mug-

wumps, who had helped elect him, for reform.
Believing in the merit system, Cleveland at first
favored the cause of the reformers, but he eventu-
ally caved in to the carpings of Democratic bosses
and fired almost two-thirds of the 120,000 federal
employees, including 40,000 incumbent (Repub-
lican) postmasters, to make room for “deserving
Democrats.”

Military pensions gave Cleveland some of his
most painful political headaches. The politically
powerful Grand Army of the Republic (GAR) rou-
tinely lobbied hundreds of private pension bills
through a compliant Congress. Benefits were
granted to deserters, to bounty jumpers, to men
who never served, and to former soldiers who in
later years had incurred disabilities in no way con-
nected with war service. A Democrat and a nonvet-
eran, Cleveland was in an awkward position when 
it came to fighting the pension-grabbers. But the
conscience-driven president read each bill care-
fully, vetoed several hundred of them, and then
laboriously penned individual veto messages for
Congress.

Cleveland Battles for a Lower Tariff 

Cleveland also risked his political neck by prodding
the hornet’s nest of the tariff issue. During the Civil
War, tariff schedules had been jacked up to new
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high levels, partly to raise revenues for the insatiable
military machine. American industry, which was
preponderantly in Republican hands, had profited
from this protection and hated to see the sheltering
benefits reduced in peacetime. But the high duties
continued to pile up revenue at the customshouses,
and by 1881 the Treasury was running an annual
surplus amounting to an embarrassing $145 mil-
lion. Most of the government’s income, in those
pre–income tax days, came from the tariff.

Congress could reduce the vexatious surplus in
two ways. One was to squander it on pensions and
“pork-barrel” bills and thus curry favor with veter-
ans and other self-seeking groups. The other was to
lower the tariff—something the big industrialists
vehemently opposed. Grover Cleveland, the rustic
Buffalo attorney, had known little and cared less
about the tariff before entering the White House.
But as he studied the subject, he was much
impressed by the arguments for downward revision
of the tariff schedules. Lower barriers would mean
lower prices for consumers and less protection for
monopolies. Most important, they would mean an
end to the Treasury surplus, a standing mockery of
Cleveland’s professed belief in fiscal orthodoxy and
small-government frugality. After much hesitation
Cleveland saw his duty and overdid it.

With his characteristic bluntness, Cleveland
tossed an appeal for lower tariffs like a bombshell

into the lap of Congress in late 1887. The response
was electric. Cleveland succeeded admirably in
smoking the issue out into the open. Democrats
were deeply depressed at the obstinacy of their
chief. Republicans rejoiced at his apparent reckless-
ness. The old warrior Blaine gloated, “There’s one
more President for us in [tariff ] protection.” For the
first time in years, a real issue divided the two par-
ties as the 1888 presidential election loomed.
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Dismayed Democrats, seeing no alternative,
somewhat dejectedly nominated Grover Cleveland
in their St. Louis convention. Eager Republicans
turned to Benjamin Harrison, whose grandfather
was former president William Henry (“Tippecanoe”)
Harrison. The tariff was the prime issue. The two
parties flooded the country with some 10 million
pamphlets on the subject.

The specter of a lowered tariff spurred the
Republicans to frantic action. In an impressive
demonstration of the post–Pendleton Act politics of
alliances with big business, they raised a war chest
of some $3 million—the heftiest yet—largely by “fry-
ing the fat” out of nervous industrialists. The money
was widely used to line up corrupt “voting cattle”
known as “repeaters” and “floaters.” In Indiana,
always a crucial “swing” state, votes were shame-
lessly purchased for as much as $20 each.

On election day Harrison nosed out Cleveland,
233 to 168 electoral votes. A change of about 7,000
ballots in New York would have reversed the out-
come. Cleveland actually polled more popular
votes, 5,537,857 to 5,447,129, but he nevertheless
became the first sitting president to be voted out of
his chair since Martin Van Buren in 1840.

The Billion-Dollar Congress

After a four-year famine, the Republicans under
Harrison licked their lips hungrily for the bounty of
federal offices. They yearned to lavish upon the

party faithful the fat surpluses produced by the high
tariffs. But in the House of Representatives, they had
only three more votes than the necessary quorum of
163 members, and the Democrats were preparing to
obstruct all House business by refusing to answer
roll calls, demanding roll calls to determine the
presence of a quorum, and employing other delay-
ing tactics.

Into this tense cockpit stepped the new Repub-
lican Speaker of the House, Thomas B. Reed of
Maine. A hulking figure who towered six feet three
inches, he was renowned as a master debater. He
spoke with a harsh nasal drawl and wielded a verbal
harpoon of sarcasm. To one congressman who
quoted Henry Clay that he would “rather be right
than be president,” Reed caustically retorted that he
“would never be either.” Opponents cringed at the
crack of his quip.

Reed soon bent the intimidated House to his
imperious will. He counted as present Democrats
who had not answered the roll and who, rule book
in hand, furiously denied that they were legally
there. By such tactics “Czar” Reed utterly dominated
the “Billion-Dollar” Congress—the first in history to
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On the night before the inauguration of
Harrison, a crowd of jubilant Republicans
tauntingly serenaded the darkened White
House with a popular campaign ditty
directed at Grover Cleveland:

Down in the cornfield
Hear that mournful sound;
All the Democrats are weeping—
Grover’s in the cold, cold ground!

But Grover was to rise again and serve as pres-
ident for a second term of four more years.
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appropriate that sum. Congress showered pensions
on Civil War veterans and increased government
purchases of silver. To keep the revenues flowing
in—and to protect Republican industrialists from
foreign competition—the Billion-Dollar Congress
also passed the McKinley Tariff Act of 1890, boosting
rates to their highest peacetime level ever (an aver-
age of 48.4 percent on dutiable goods).

Sponsored in the House by rising Republican
star William McKinley of Ohio, the new tariff act
brought fresh woes to farmers. Debt-burdened
farmers had no choice but to buy manufactured
goods from high-priced protected American in-
dustrialists, but were compelled to sell their own
agricultural products into highly competitive,
unprotected world markets. Mounting discontent
against the McKinley Tariff caused many rural vot-
ers to rise in wrath. In the congressional elections of
1890, the Republicans lost their precarious majority
and were reduced to just 88 seats, as compared with
235 Democrats. Even the much-touted McKinley
went down to defeat. Ominously for conservatives,
the new Congress also included nine members of

the Farmers’ Alliance, a militant organization of
southern and western farmers.

The Drumbeat of Discontent

Politics was no longer “as usual” in 1892, when the
newly formed People’s Party, or “Populists,” burst
upon the scene. Rooted in the Farmers’ Alliance of
frustrated farmers in the great agricultural belts of
the West and South, the Populists met in Omaha
and adopted a scorching platform that denounced
“the prolific womb of governmental injustice.” They
demanded inflation through free and unlimited
coinage of silver at the rate of sixteen ounces of sil-
ver to one ounce of gold. They further called for a
graduated income tax; government ownership of
the railroads, telegraph, and telephone; the direct
election of U.S. senators; a one-term limit on the
presidency; the adoption of the initiative and refer-
endum to allow citizens to shape legislation more
directly; a shorter workday; and immigration



restriction. As their presidential candidate, the Pop-
ulists uproariously nominated the eloquent old
Greenbacker, General James B. Weaver.

An epidemic of nationwide strikes in the sum-
mer of 1892 raised the prospect that the Populists

could weld together a coalition of aggrieved work-
ers and indebted farmers in a revolutionary joint
assault on the capitalist order. At Andrew Carnegie’s
Homestead steel plant near Pittsburgh, company
officials called in three hundred armed Pinkerton
detectives in July to crush a strike by steelworkers
angry over pay cuts. Defiant strikers, armed with
rifles and dynamite, forced their assailants to sur-
render after a vicious battle that left ten people dead
and some sixty wounded. Troops were eventually
summoned, and both the strike and the union were
broken. That same month, federal troops bloodily
smashed a strike among silver miners in Idaho’s
fabled Coeur d’Alene district.

The Populists made a remarkable showing in the
1892 presidential election. Singing “Good-by, Party
Bosses,” they rolled up 1,029,846 popular votes and
22 electoral votes for General Weaver. They thus
became one of the few third parties in U.S. history to
break into the electoral column. But they fell far short
of an electoral majority. Industrial laborers, especially
in the urban East, did not rally to the Populist banner
in appreciable numbers. Populist electoral votes
came from only six midwestern and western states,
four of which (Kansas, Colorado, Idaho, and Nevada)
fell completely into the Populist basket.

The South, although a hotbed of agrarian agita-
tion, proved especially unwilling to throw in its lot
with the new party. Race was the reason. The more
than one million southern black farmers organized
in the Colored Farmers’ National Alliance shared a
host of complaints with poor white farmers, and for
a time their common economic goals promised to
overcome their racial differences. Recognizing the
crucial edge that black votes could give them in the
South, Populist leaders like Georgia’s Tom Watson
reached out to the black community. Watson was a
wiry redhead who could “talk like the thrust of a
Bowie knife.” He declared, “There is no reason why
the black man should not understand that the law
that hurts me, as a farmer, hurts him, as a farmer.”
Many blacks were disillusioned enough with the
Republican party to respond. Alarmed, the conserv-
ative white “Bourbon” elite in the South played cyni-
cally upon historic racial antagonisms to counter
the Populists’ appeal for interracial solidarity and
woo back poor whites.

Southern blacks were heavy losers. The Pop-
ulist-inspired reminder of potential black political
strength led to the near-total extinction of what little
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A popular protest song of the 1890s among
western farmers was titled “The Hayseed.”
One stanza ran,

I once was a tool of oppression,
And as green as a sucker could be,
And monopolies banded together
To beat a poor hayseed like me.



African-American suffrage remained in the South.
White southerners more aggressively than ever used
literacy tests and poll taxes to deny blacks the bal-
lot. The notorious “grandfather clause” exempted
from those requirements anyone whose forebear

had voted in 1860—when, of course, black slaves
had not voted at all. More than half a century would
pass before southern blacks could again vote in
considerable numbers. Accompanying this dis-
franchisement were more severe Jim Crow laws,
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Presidential Election of 1892
(showing vote by county)
Note the concentration of Populist
strength in the semiarid farming
regions of the western half of 
the country. (Compare this with the
annual precipitation map on p. 606).



designed to enforce racial segregation in public
places, including hotels and restaurants, and
backed up by atrocious lynchings and other forms
of intimidation.

The conservative crusade to eliminate the black
vote also had dire consequences for the Populist
party itself. Even Tom Watson abandoned his inter-
racial appeals and, in time, became a vociferous
racist himself. After 1896 the Populist party lapsed

increasingly into vile racism and staunchly advo-
cated black disfranchisement. Such were the bitterly
ironic fruits of the Populist campaign in the South.

Cleveland and Depression

With the Populists divided and the Republicans dis-
credited, Grover Cleveland took office once again in
1893, the only president ever reelected after defeat.
He was the same old bull-necked and bull-headed
Cleveland, with a little more weight, polish, conser-
vatism, and self-assertiveness. 

But though it was the same old Cleveland, it was
not the same old country. Debtors were up in arms,
workers were restless, and the advance shadows of
panic were falling. Hardly had Cleveland seated
himself in the presidential chair when the devastat-
ing depression of 1893 burst about his burly frame.
Lasting for about four years, it was the most punish-
ing economic downturn of the nineteenth century.
Contributing causes were the splurge of overbuild-
ing and speculation, labor disorders, and the ongo-
ing agricultural depression. Free-silver agitation
had also damaged American credit abroad, and the
usual pinch on American finances had come when
European banking houses began to call in loans
from the United States.

Distress ran deep and far. About eight thousand
American businesses collapsed in six months.
Dozens of railroad lines went into the hands of
receivers. Soup kitchens fed the unemployed, while
gangs of hoboes (“tramps”) wandered aimlessly
about the country. Local charities did their feeble
best, but the federal government, bound by the let-
nature-take-its-course philosophy of the times, saw
no legitimate way to relieve the suffering masses.

Cleveland, who had earlier been bothered by 
a surplus, was now burdened with a deepening
deficit. The Treasury was required to issue legal ten-
der notes for the silver bullion that it bought. Own-
ers of the paper currency would then present it for
gold, and by law the notes had to be reissued. New
holders would repeat the process, thus draining
away precious gold in an “endless-chain” operation.

Alarmingly, the gold reserve in the Treasury
dropped below $100 million, which was popularly
regarded as the safe minimum for supporting about
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$350 million in outstanding paper money. Cleve-
land saw no alternative but to halt the bleeding
away of gold by engineering a repeal of the Sherman
Silver Purchase Act of 1890. For this purpose he
summoned Congress into an extra session in the
summer of 1893.

Unknown to the country, complications threat-
ened from another quarter. A malignant growth had
developed on the roof of Cleveland’s mouth, and it
had to be removed on a private yacht with extreme
secrecy. If the president had died under the sur-
geon’s knife, his place would have been taken by the
“soft-money” vice president, Adlai E. Stevenson—
an eventuality that would have deepened the crisis.

In Congress the debate over the repeal of the sil-
ver act was meanwhile running its heated course. 
A silver-tongued young Democratic congressman
from Nebraska, thirty-three-year-old William Jen-
nings Bryan, held the galleries spellbound for three
hours as he championed the cause of free silver. The
friends of silver announced that “hell would freeze
over” before Congress would pass the repeal mea-
sure. But an angered Cleveland used his job-
granting power to break the filibuster in the Senate.
He thus alienated the Democratic silverites like
Bryan and disrupted his party at the very outset of
his administration.

Repeal of the Sherman Silver Purchase Act only
partially stopped the hemorrhaging of gold from the
Treasury. In February 1894 the gold reserve sank to a
dismaying $41 million. The United States was now
in grave danger of going off the gold standard—a
move that would render the nation’s currency
volatile and unreliable as a measure of value and
that would also mortally cripple America’s interna-
tional trade. Cleveland floated two Treasury bond
issues in 1894, totaling over $100 million, but the
“endless-chain” operations continued relentlessly.

Early in 1895 Cleveland turned in desperation
to J. P. Morgan, “the bankers’ banker” and the head
of a Wall Street syndicate. After tense negotiations at
the White House, the bankers agreed to lend the
government $65 million in gold. They were obvi-
ously in business for profit, so they charged a com-
mission amounting to about $7 million. But they
did make a significant concession when they agreed
to obtain one-half of the gold abroad and take the
necessary steps to dam it up in the leaky Treasury.
The loan, at least temporarily, helped restore confi-
dence in the nation’s finances.

Cleveland Breeds a Backlash

The bond deal stirred up a storm. The Wall Street
ogre, especially in the eyes of the silverites and other
debtors, symbolized all that was wicked and grasp-
ing in American politics. President Cleveland’s
secretive dealings with the mighty “Jupiter” Morgan
were savagely condemned as a “sellout” of the
national government. But Cleveland was certain
that he had done no wrong. Sarcastically denying
that he was “Morgan’s errand boy,” Cleveland
asserted, “Without shame and without repentance I
confess my share of the guilt.”

Cleveland suffered further embarrassment with
the passage of the Wilson-Gorman Tariff in 1894.
The Democrats had pledged to lower tariffs, but by
the time their tariff bill made it through Congress, it
had been so loaded with special-interest protection
that it made scarcely a dent in the high McKinley
Tariff rates. An outraged Cleveland grudgingly
allowed the bill, which also contained a 2 percent
tax on incomes over $4,000, to become law without
his signature. When the Supreme Court struck down
the income-tax provision in 1895,* the Populists and
other disaffected groups found proof that the courts
were only the tools of the plutocrats.

Democratic political fortunes naturally suffered
in the face of these several setbacks. The tariff dyna-
mite that had blasted the Republicans out of the
House in 1890 now dislodged the Democrats, with a
strong helping hand from the depression. The revi-
talized Republicans, singing “Times Are Mighty
Hard,” won the congressional elections of 1894 in a
landslide—244 seats to 105 for the Democrats. The
Republicans began to look forward to the presiden-
tial race of 1896 with unconcealed glee.

Despite his gruff integrity and occasional
courage, Grover Cleveland failed utterly to cope
with the serious economic crisis that befell the
country in 1893. He was tied down in office by the
same threads that held all the politicians of the day
to Lilliputian levels. Grant, Hayes, Garfield, Arthur,
Harrison, and Cleveland are often referred to as the
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*It violated the “direct tax” clause. See Art. I, Sec. IX, para. 4 in
the Appendix. The Sixteenth Amendment to the Constitution,
adopted in 1913, permitted an income tax.



“forgettable presidents.” Bewhiskered and bland in
person, they left mostly blanks—or blots—on the
nation’s political record, as issues like the tariff, the
money question, and the rights of labor continued
to fester. What little political vitality existed in
Gilded Age America was to be found in local settings

or in Congress, which overshadowed the White
House for most of this period. But before the cen-
tury ended, down-and-out debtors and disgruntled
workers would make one last titanic effort to wring
reform out of the political system—in the momen-
tous election of 1896.
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Chronology

1868 Grant defeats Seymour for the presidency

1869 Fisk and Gould corner the gold market

1871 Tweed scandal in New York

1872 Crédit Mobilier scandal exposed
Liberal Republicans break with Grant
Grant defeats Greeley for the presidency

1873 Panic of 1873

1875 Whiskey Ring scandal
Civil Rights Act of 1875
Resumption Act passed

1876 Hayes-Tilden election standoff and crisis

1877 Compromise of 1877
Reconstruction ends 
Railroad strikes paralyze nation

1880 Garfield defeats Hancock for presidency

1881 Garfield assassinated; Arthur assumes 
presidency

1882 Chinese Exclusion Act

1883 Civil Rights Cases
Pendleton Act sets up Civil Service 

Commission

1884 Cleveland defeats Blaine for presidency

1888 Harrison defeats Cleveland for presidency

1889 Thomas B. “Czar” Reed becomes Speaker of 
the House of Representatives

1890 “Billion-Dollar” Congress
McKinley Tariff Act
Sherman Silver Purchase Act (repealed 1893)

1892 Homestead steel strike
Coeur d’Alene (Idaho) silver miners’ strike
People’s party candidate James B. Weaver wins 

twenty-two electoral votes
Cleveland defeats Harrison and Weaver to

regain presidency

1893 Depression of 1893 begins

1894 Wilson-Gorman Tariff (contains income-tax 
provision, declared unconstitutional 1895)

Republicans regain House of Representatives

1895 J. P. Morgan’s banking syndicate loans $65
million in gold to federal government

1896 Plessy v. Ferguson legitimizes “separate but 
equal” doctrine
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VARYING VIEWPOINTS

The Populists: Radicals or Reactionaries?

Taking their cue from contemporary satirical
commentaries like Mark Twain and Charles Dud-

ley Warner’s The Gilded Age (1873), the first histori-
ans who wrote about the post–Civil War era judged
it harshly. They condemned its politicians as petty
and corrupt, lamented the emergence of a new plu-
tocratic class, and railed against the arrogance of
corporate power. Such a view is conspicuous in
Charles and Mary Beard’s The Rise of American Civi-
lization (4 vols., 1927–1942), perhaps the most influ-
ential American history textbook ever written. It is
equally evident in Vernon Louis Parrington’s classic
literary history, Main Currents of American Thought
(3 vols., 1927–1930), in which the entire post–Civil
War period is contemptuously dismissed as the time
of “the great barbecue.”

The Beards and Parrington were leaders of the
so-called progressive school of historical writing
that flourished in the early years of the twentieth
century. Progressive historians, many of whom grew
up in the Gilded Age, shared in a widespread disillu-
sionment that the Civil War had failed to generate a
rebirth of American idealism. Their political sympa-
thies were chillingly antibusiness and warmly pro-
labor, pro-farmer, and pro-reform.

Historians of the progressive persuasion identi-
fied Populism as virtually the only organized oppo-
sition to the social, economic, and political order
that took shape in the last decades of the nineteenth
century. The Populists thus became heroes to sev-
eral generations of writers who bemoaned that
order and looked back longingly at Americans’
agrarian past. John D. Hicks, The Populist Revolt
(1931), is the classic portrayal of the Populists as
embattled farmers hurling defiance at Wall Street
and the robber barons in a last-ditch defense of
their simple, honest way of life. Bowed but unbro-
ken by the defeat of their great champion, William
Jennings Bryan, in the presidential election of 1896,

the Populists, Hicks claimed, left a reforming legacy
that flourished again in the progressive era and the
New Deal.

Hicks’s point of view was the dominant one
until the 1950s, when it was sharply criticized 
by Richard Hofstadter in The Age of Reform (1955).
Hofstadter charged that the progressive historians
had romanticized the Populists, who were best
understood not as picturesque protesters, but as
“harassed little country businessmen” bristling with
provincial prejudices. The city-born-and-bred Hof-
stadter argued that the Populist revolt was aimed
not just at big business and the money power 
but also somewhat irrationally at urbanism, immi-
grants, the East, and modernity itself. Hofstadter
thus exposed a “dark side” of Populism, which con-
tained elements of backwoods anti-intellectualism,
paranoia, and even anti-Semitism.

In the 1960s several scholars, inspired by the
work of C. Vann Woodward, as well as by sympathy
with the protest movements of that turbulent
decade, began to rehabilitate the Populists as
authentic reformers with genuine grievances. Espe-
cially notable in this vein was Lawrence Goodwyn’s
Democratic Promise: The Populist Movement in
America (1976). Goodwyn depicted the Populists as
reasonable radicals who were justifiably resentful of
their eclipse by urban industrialism and finance
capitalism. He also portrayed Populism as the last
gasp of popular political participation, a democratic
“moment” in American history that expired with the
Populists’ absorption into the Democratic party.

Two subsequent works, Edward L. Ayers’s
Promise of the New South (1992) and Robert C.
McMath’s American Populism (1993), synthesized
many of the older perspectives and presented a bal-
anced view of the Populists as radical in many ways
but also limited by their nostalgia for a lost agrarian
past.

For further reading, see page A16 of the Appendix. For web resources, go to http://college.hmco.com.
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Industry Comes of Age
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1865–1900

The wealthy class is becoming more wealthy; but the poorer class is
becoming more dependent. The gulf between the employed and the
employer is growing wider; social contrasts are becoming sharper;

as liveried carriages appear; so do barefooted children.

HENRY GEORGE, 1879

As the nineteenth century drew to a close,
observers were asking, “Why are the best men

not in politics?” One answer was that they were
being lured away from public life by the lusty attrac-
tions of the booming private economy. As America’s
Industrial Revolution slipped into high gear, tal-
ented men ached for profits, not the presidency.
They dreamed of controlling corporations, not the
Congress. What the nation lost in civic leadership, it
gained in an astounding surge of economic growth.
Although in many ways still a political dwarf, the
United States was about to stand up before the
world as an industrial colossus—and the lives of
millions of working Americans would be trans-
formed in the process.

The Iron Colt Becomes an Iron Horse

The government-business entanglements that in-
creasingly shaped politics after the Civil War also
undergirded the industrial development of the

nation. The unparalleled outburst of railroad con-
struction was a crucial case. When Lincoln was shot
in 1865, there were only 35,000 miles of steam rail-
ways in the United States, mostly east of the Missis-
sippi. By 1900 the figure had spurted up to 192,556
miles, or more than that for all of Europe combined,
and much of the new trackage ran west of the
Mississippi.

Transcontinental railroad building was so costly
and risky as to require government subsidies. The
extension of rails into thinly populated regions was
unprofitable until the areas could be built up; and
private promoters were unwilling to suffer heavy ini-
tial losses. Congress, impressed by arguments plead-
ing military and postal needs, began to advance
liberal money loans to two favored cross-continent
companies in 1862 and added enormous donations
of acreage paralleling the tracks. All told, Washington
rewarded the railroads with 155,504,994 acres, and
the western states contributed 49 million more—a
total area larger than Texas.

Grasping railroads tied up even more land than
this for a number of years. Land grants to railroads



were made in broad belts along the proposed route.
Within these belts the railroads were allowed to
choose alternate mile-square sections in checker-
board fashion (see the map above). But until they
determined the precise location of their tracks and
decided which sections were the choicest selec-
tions, the railroads withheld all the land from other
users. President Grover Cleveland put an end to this
foot-dragging practice in 1887 and threw open to
settlement the still-unclaimed public portions of
the land-grant areas.

Noisy criticism, especially in later years, was
leveled at the “giveaway” of so valuable a birthright
to greedy corporations. But the government did
receive beneficial returns, including long-term pref-
erential rates for postal service and military traffic.

Granting land was also a “cheap” way to subsidize a
much-desired transportation system, because it
avoided new taxes for direct cash grants. The rail-
roads could turn the land into gold by using it as
collateral for loans from private bankers or, later, by
selling it. This they often did, at an average price of
$3 an acre. Critics were also prone to overlook the
fact that the land did not have even that relatively
modest value until the railroads had ribboned it
with steel.

Frontier villages touched by the magic wand of
the iron rail became flourishing cities; those that
were bypassed often withered away and became
“ghost towns.” Little wonder that communities
fought one another for the privilege of playing host
to the railroads. Ambitious towns customarily held
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out monetary and other attractions to the builders,
who sometimes blackmailed them into contributing
more generously.

Spanning the Continent with Rails

Deadlock in the 1850s over the proposed transconti-
nental railroad was broken when the South seceded,
leaving the field to the North. In 1862, the year after
the guns first spoke at Fort Sumter, Congress made
provision for starting the long-awaited line. One
weighty argument for action was the urgency of bol-
stering the Union, already disrupted, by binding the
Pacific Coast—especially gold-rich California—
more securely to the rest of the Republic.

The Union Pacific Railroad—note the word
Union—was thus commissioned by Congress to
thrust westward from Omaha, Nebraska. For each
mile of track constructed, the company was granted
20 square miles of land, alternating in 640-acre sec-
tions on either side of the track. For each mile the
builders were also to receive a generous federal
loan, ranging from $16,000 on the flat prairie land to
$48,000 for mountainous country. The laying of rails
began in earnest after the Civil War ended in 1865,

and with juicy loans and land grants available, the
“groundhog” promoters made all possible haste.
Insiders of the Crédit Mobilier construction com-
pany reaped fabulous profits. They slyly pocketed
$73 million for some $50 million worth of breakneck
construction, spending small change to bribe con-
gressmen to look the other way.

Sweaty construction gangs, containing many
Irish “Paddies” (Patricks) who had fought in the
Union armies, worked at a frantic pace. On one
record-breaking day, a sledge-and-shovel army of
some five thousand men laid ten miles of track. A
favorite song was,

Then drill, my Paddies, drill;
Drill, my heroes, drill;
Drill all day,
No sugar in your tay [tea]
Workin’ on the U.P. Railway.

When hostile Indians attacked in futile efforts to
protect what once rightfully had been their land, the
laborers would drop their picks and seize their rifles.
Scores of men—railroad workers and Indians—lost
their lives as the rails stretched ever westward. At
rail’s end, workers tried their best to find relaxation
and conviviality in their tented towns, known as
“hells on wheels,” often teeming with as many as



ten thousand men and a sprinkling of painted pros-
titutes and performers.

Rail laying at the California end was undertaken
by the Central Pacific Railroad. This line pushed
boldly eastward from boomtown Sacramento, over
and through the towering, snow-clogged Sierra
Nevada. Four farseeing men—the so-called Big
Four—were the chief financial backers of the enter-
prise. The quartet included the heavyset, enterpris-
ing ex-governor Leland Stanford of California, who
had useful political connections, and the burly,
energetic Collis P. Huntington, an adept lobbyist.
The Big Four cleverly operated through two con-
struction companies, and although they walked
away with tens of millions in profits, they kept their
hands relatively clean by not becoming involved in
the bribery of congressmen.

The Central Pacific, which was granted the
same princely subsidies as the Union Pacific, had
the same incentive to haste. Some ten thousand
Chinese laborers, sweating from dawn to dusk
under their basket hats, proved to be cheap, effi-
cient, and expendable (hundreds lost their lives in
premature explosions and other mishaps). The tow-
ering Sierra Nevada presented a formidable barrier,
and the nerves of the Big Four were strained when
their workers could chip only a few inches a day
tunneling through solid rock, while the Union
Pacific was sledgehammering westward across the
open plains.

A “wedding of the rails” was finally consum-
mated near Ogden, Utah, in 1869, as two locomo-
tives—“facing on a single track, half a world behind
each back”—gently kissed cowcatchers. The colorful
ceremony included the breaking of champagne bot-
tles and the driving of a last ceremonial (golden)
spike, with ex-governor Leland Stanford clumsily
wielding a silver sledgehammer.* In all, the Union
Pacific built 1,086 miles, the Central Pacific 689
miles.

Completion of the transcontinental line—a
magnificent engineering feat for that day—was one
of America’s most impressive peacetime undertak-
ings. It welded the West Coast more firmly to the
Union and facilitated a flourishing trade with Asia. It
penetrated the arid barrier of the deserts, paving the
way for the phenomenal growth of the Great West.
Americans compared this electrifying achievement
with the Declaration of Independence and the
emancipation of the slaves; jubilant Philadelphians
again rang the cracked bell of Independence Hall.

Binding the Country with Railroad Ties

With the westward trail now blazed, four other
transcontinental lines were completed before the
century’s end. None of them secured monetary
loans from the federal government, as did the Union
Pacific and the Central Pacific. But all of them
except the Great Northern received generous grants
of land.
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The Northern Pacific Railroad, stretching from
Lake Superior to Puget Sound, reached its terminus
in 1883. The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe, stretch-
ing through the southwestern deserts to California,
was completed in 1884. The Southern Pacific rib-
boned from New Orleans to San Francisco and was
consolidated in the same year.

The last spike of the last of the five trans-
continental railroads of the nineteenth century was
hammered home in 1893. The Great Northern,
which ran from Duluth to Seattle north of the North-
ern Pacific, was the creation of a far-visioned Cana-
dian-American, James J. Hill, a bearlike man who
was probably the greatest railroad builder of all.
Endowed with a high sense of public duty, he per-
ceived that the prosperity of his railroad depended
on the prosperity of the area that it served. He ran
agricultural demonstration trains through the “Hill
Country” and imported from England blooded bulls,
which he distributed to the farmers. His enterprise
was so soundly organized that it rode through later
financial storms with flying colors.

Yet the romance of the rails was not without its
sordid side. Pioneer builders were often guilty of
gross overoptimism. Avidly seeking land bounties
and pushing into areas that lacked enough potential
population to support a railroad, they sometimes
laid down rails that led “from nowhere to nothing.”
When prosperity failed to smile upon their coming,
they went into bankruptcy, carrying down with
them the savings of trusting investors. Many of the
large railroads in the post–Civil War decades passed
through seemingly endless bankruptcies, mergers,
or reorganizations.
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In 1892 James Baird Weaver (1833–1912),
nominee of the Populists, wrote regarding the
railroad magnates,

“In their delirium of greed the managers of
our transportation systems disregard both
private right and the public welfare. Today
they will combine and bankrupt their weak
rivals, and by the expenditure of a trifling
sum possess themselves of properties which
cost the outlay of millions. Tomorrow they
will capitalize their booty for five times the
cost, issue their bonds, and proceed to levy
tariffs upon the people to pay dividends upon
the fraud.”



Railroad Consolidation 
and Mechanization

The success of the western lines was facilitated by
welding together and expanding the older eastern
networks, notably the New York Central. The genius
in this enterprise was “Commodore” Cornelius Van-
derbilt—burly, boisterous, white-whiskered. Having
made his millions in steamboating, he daringly
turned, in his late sixties, to a new career in railroad-
ing. Though ill educated, ungrammatical, coarse,
and ruthless, he was clear-visioned. Offering supe-
rior railway service at lower rates, he amassed a for-
tune of $100 million. His name is perhaps best
remembered through his contribution of $1 
million to the founding of Vanderbilt University in
Tennessee.

Two significant new improvements proved a
boon to the railroads. One was the steel rail, which
Vanderbilt helped popularize when he replaced the
old iron tracks of the New York Central with the
tougher metal. Steel was safer and more economical
because it could bear a heavier load. A standard
gauge of track width likewise came into wide use
during the postwar years, thus eliminating the
expense and inconvenience of numerous changes
from one line to another.

Other refinements played a vital role in rail-
roading. The Westinghouse air brake, generally
adopted in the 1870s, was a marvelous contribution
to efficiency and safety. The Pullman Palace Cars,
advertised as “gorgeous traveling hotels,” were
introduced on a considerable scale in the 1860s.
Alarmists condemned them as “wheeled torture
chambers” and potential funeral pyres, for the
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wooden cars were equipped with swaying kerosene
lamps. Appalling accidents continued to be almost
daily tragedies, despite safety devices like the tele-
graph (“talking wires”), double-tracking, and (later)
the block signal.

Revolution by Railways

The metallic fingers of the railroads intimately
touched countless phases of American life. For the
first time, a sprawling nation became united in a
physical sense, bound with ribs of iron and steel. By
stitching North America together from ocean to
ocean, the transcontinental lines created an enor-
mous domestic market for American raw materials
and manufactured goods—probably the largest
integrated national market area in the world. This
huge empire of commerce beckoned to foreign and
domestic investors alike, as well as to businesspeo-
ple who could now dare to dream on a continental
scale.

More than any other single factor, the railroad
network spurred the amazing industrialization of
the post–Civil War years. The puffing locomotives
opened up fresh markets for manufactured goods
and sped raw materials to factories. The forging of
the rails themselves generated the largest single
source of orders for the adolescent steel industry.

The screeching iron horse likewise stimulated
mining and agriculture, especially in the West. It
took farmers out to their land, carried the fruits of
their toil to market, and brought them their manu-
factured necessities. Clusters of farm settlements
paralleled the railroads, just as earlier they had fol-
lowed the rivers.

Railways were a boon for cities and played a
leading role in the great cityward movement of the
last decades of the century. The iron monsters could
carry food to enormous concentrations of people
and at the same time ensure them a livelihood by
providing both raw materials and markets.

Railroad companies also stimulated the mighty
stream of immigration. Seeking settlers to whom
their land grants might be sold at a profit, they
advertised seductively in Europe and sometimes
offered to transport the newcomers free to their
farms.

The land also felt the impact of the railroad—
especially the broad, ecologically fragile midsection

of the continent that Thomas Jefferson had pur-
chased from France in 1803. Settlers following the
railroads plowed up the tallgrass prairies of Iowa,
Illinois, Kansas, and Nebraska and planted well-
drained, rectangular cornfields. On the shortgrass
prairies of the high plains in the Dakotas and Mon-
tana, range-fed cattle rapidly displaced the buffalo,
which were hunted to near-extinction. The white
pine forests of Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota
disappeared into lumber that was rushed by rail to
prairie farmers, who used it to build houses and
fences.

Time itself was bent to the railroads’ needs.
Until the 1880s every town in the United States had
its own “local” time, dictated by the sun’s position.
When it was noon in Chicago, it was 11:50 A.M. in St.
Louis and 12:18 P.M. in Detroit. For railroad opera-
tors worried about keeping schedules and avoiding
wrecks, this patchwork of local times was a night-
mare. Thus on November 18, 1883, the major rail
lines decreed that the continent would henceforth
be divided into four “time zones.” Most communi-
ties quickly adopted railroad “standard” time.

Finally, the railroad, more than any other single
factor, was the maker of millionaires. A raw new
aristocracy, consisting of “lords of the rail,” replaced
the old southern “lords of the lash.” The multi-
webbed lines became the playthings of Wall Street,
and colossal wealth was amassed by stock specula-
tors and railroad wreckers.

Wrongdoing in Railroading

Corruption lurks nearby when fabulous fortunes
can materialize overnight. The fleecings adminis-
tered by the railroad construction companies, such
as the Crédit Mobilier, were but the first of the
bunco games that the railroad promoters learned to
play. Methods soon became more refined, as fast-
fingered financiers executed multimillion-dollar
maneuvers beneath the noses of a bedazzled public.
Jay Gould was the most adept of these ringmasters
of rapacity. For nearly thirty years, he boomed and
busted the stocks of the Erie, the Kansas Pacific, 
the Union Pacific, and the Texas and Pacific in an
incredible circus of speculative skullduggery.

One of the favorite devices of the moguls of
manipulation was “stock watering.” The term origi-
nally referred to the practice of making cattle thirsty
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by feeding them salt and then having them bloat
themselves with water before they were weighed in
for sale. Using a variation of this technique, railroad
stock promoters grossly inflated their claims about
a given line’s assets and profitability and sold stocks
and bonds far in excess of the railroad’s actual value.
“Promoters’ profits” were often the tail that wagged
the iron horse itself. Railroad managers were forced
to charge extortionate rates and wage ruthless com-
petitive battles in order to pay off the exaggerated
financial obligations with which they were saddled.

The public interest was frequently trampled
underfoot as the railroad titans waged their brutal
wars. Crusty old Cornelius Vanderbilt, when told
that the law stood in his way, reportedly exclaimed,
“Law! What do I care about the law? Hain’t I got the
power?” On another occasion he supposedly threat-
ened some associates: “I won’t sue you, for the law is
too slow. I’ll ruin you.” His son, William H. Vander-
bilt, when asked in 1883 about the discontinuance
of a fast mail train, reportedly snorted, “The public
be damned!”

While abusing the public, the railroaders
blandly bought and sold people in public life. They
bribed judges and legislatures, employed arm-
twisting lobbyists, and elected their own “creatures”
to high office. They showered free passes on jour-

nalists and politicians in profusion. One railroad
man noted in 1885 that in the West “no man who
has money, or official position, or influence thinks
he ought to pay anything for riding on a railroad.”

Railroad kings were, for a time, virtual industrial
monarchs. As manipulators of a huge natural
monopoly, they exercised more direct control over
the lives of more people than did the president of
the United States—and their terms were not limited
to four years. They increasingly shunned the crude
bloodletting of cutthroat competition and began to
cooperate with one another to rule the railroad
dominion. Sorely pressed to show at least some
returns on their bloated investments, they entered
into defensive alliances to protect precious profits.

The earliest form of combination was the
“pool”—an agreement to divide the business in a
given area and share the profits. Other rail barons
granted secret rebates or kickbacks to powerful
shippers in return for steady and assured traffic.
Often they slashed their rates on competing lines,
but they more than made up the difference on non-
competing ones, where they might actually charge
more for a short haul than for a long one.

Government Bridles the Iron Horse

It was neither healthy nor politically acceptable that
so many people should be at the mercy of so 
few. Impoverished farmers, especially in the Mid-
west, began to wonder if the nation had not escaped
from the slavery power only to fall into the hands of
the money power, as represented by the railroad
plutocracy.

But the American people, though quick to
respond to political injustice, were slow to combat
economic injustice. Dedicated to free enterprise
and to the principle that competition is the soul of
trade, they cherished a traditionally keen pride in
progress. They remembered that Jefferson’s ideals
were hostile to government interference with busi-
ness. Above all, there shimmered the “American
dream”: the hope that in a catch-as-catch-can eco-
nomic system, anyone might become a millionaire.

The depression of the 1870s finally goaded 
the farmers into protesting against being “rail-
roaded” into bankruptcy. Under pressure from organ-
ized agrarian groups like the Grange (Patrons of 
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Husbandry), many midwestern legislatures tried to
regulate the railroad monopoly.

The scattered state efforts screeched to a halt in
1886. The Supreme Court, in the famed Wabash
case, decreed that individual states had no power to
regulate interstate commerce. If the mechanical
monster were to be corralled, the federal govern-
ment would have to do the job.

Stiff-necked President Cleveland did not look
kindly on effective regulation. But Congress ignored
his grumbling indifference and passed the epochal
Interstate Commerce Act in 1887. It prohibited
rebates and pools and required the railroads to
publish their rates openly. It also forbade unfair 

discrimination against shippers and outlawed
charging more for a short haul than for a long one
over the same line. Most important, it set up the
Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) to admin-
ister and enforce the new legislation.

Despite acclaim, the Interstate Commerce Act
emphatically did not represent a popular victory
over corporate wealth. One of the leading corpora-
tion lawyers of the day, Richard Olney, shrewdly
noted that the new commission “can be made of
great use to the railroads. It satisfies the popular
clamor for a government supervision of railroads, at
the same time that such supervision is almost
entirely nominal. . . . The part of wisdom is not to
destroy the Commission, but to utilize it.”

What the new legislation did do was to provide
an orderly forum where competing business inter-
ests could resolve their conflicts in peaceable ways.
The country could now avoid ruinous rate wars
among the railroads and outraged, “confiscatory”
attacks on the lines by pitchfork-prodded state leg-
islatures. This was a modest accomplishment but by
no means an unimportant one. The Interstate Com-
merce Act tended to stabilize, not revolutionize, the
existing business system.

Yet the act still ranks as a red-letter law. It was the
first large-scale attempt by Washington to regulate
business in the interest of society at large. It heralded
the arrival of a series of independent regulatory com-
missions in the next century, which would irrevoca-
bly commit the government to the daunting task of
monitoring and guiding the private economy. It fore-
shadowed the doom of freewheeling, buccaneering
business practices and served full notice that there
was a public interest in private enterprise that the
government was bound to protect.

Miracles of Mechanization

Postwar industrial expansion, partly a result of the
railroad network, rapidly began to assume mam-
moth proportions. When Lincoln was elected in
1860, the Republic ranked only fourth among the
manufacturing nations of the world. By 1894 it had
bounded into first place. Why the sudden upsurge?

Liquid capital, previously scarce, was now
becoming abundant. The word millionaire had not
been coined until the 1840s, and in 1861 only a
handful of individuals were eligible for this class.
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But the Civil War, partly through profiteering, cre-
ated immense fortunes, and these accumulations
could now be combined with the customary bor-
rowings from foreign capitalists.

The amazing natural resources of the nation
were now about to be fully exploited, including coal,
oil, and iron. For example, the Minnesota–Lake
Superior region, which had yielded some iron ore by
the 1850s, contributed the rich deposits of the
Mesabi Range by the 1890s. This priceless bonanza,
where mountains of red-rusted ore could be
scooped up by steam shovels, ultimately became a
cornerstone of a vast steel empire.

Massive immigration helped make unskilled
labor cheap and plentiful. Steel, the keystone indus-
try, built its strength largely on the sweat of low-
priced immigrant labor from eastern and southern
Europe, working in two twelve-hour shifts, seven
days a week.

American ingenuity at the same time played a
vital role in the second American industrial revolu-
tion. Techniques of mass production, pioneered by
Eli Whitney, were being perfected by the captains of
industry. American inventiveness flowered luxuri-
antly in the postwar years: between 1860 and 1890
some 440,000 patents were issued. Business opera-
tions were facilitated by such machines as the cash
register, the stock ticker, and the typewriter (“liter-
ary piano”), which attracted women from the con-
fines of home to industry. Urbanization was
speeded by the refrigerator car, the electric dynamo,
and the electric railway, which displaced animal-
drawn cars.

One of the most ingenious inventions was the
telephone, introduced by Alexander Graham Bell in

1876. A teacher of the deaf who was given a dead
man’s ear to experiment with, he remarked that if he
could make the mute talk, he could make iron
speak. America was speedily turned into a nation of
“telephoniacs,” as a gigantic communication net-
work was built on his invention. The social impact
of this instrument was further revealed when an
additional army of “number please” women was
attracted from the stove to the switchboard. Tele-
phone boys were at first employed as operators, but
their profanity shocked patrons.

The most versatile inventor of all was Thomas
Alva Edison (1847–1931), who as a boy had been
considered so dull-witted that he was taken out of
school. His severe deafness enabled him to concen-
trate without distraction. Edison was a gifted tin-
kerer and a tireless worker, not a pure scientist.
“Genius,” he said, “is one percent inspiration and
ninety-nine percent perspiration.” Wondrous de-
vices poured out of his “invention factory” in New
Jersey—the phonograph, the mimeograph, the dic-
taphone, and the moving picture. He is probably
best known for his perfection in 1879 of the electric
light bulb, which he unveiled after experimenting
with some six thousand different filaments. The
electric light turned night into day and transformed
ancient human habits as well. People had previ-
ously slept an average of nine hours a night; now
they slept just a bit more than seven hours.

The Trust Titan Emerges

Despite pious protests to the contrary, competition
was the bugbear of most business leaders of the day.
Tycoons like Andrew Carnegie, the steel king; John
D. Rockefeller, the oil baron; and J. Pierpont Mor-
gan, the bankers’ banker, exercised their genius in
devising ways to circumvent competition. Carnegie
integrated every phase of his steel-making opera-
tion. His miners scratched the ore from the earth in
the Mesabi Range; Carnegie ships floated it across
the Great Lakes; Carnegie railroads delivered it 
to the blast furnaces at Pittsburgh. When the molten
metal finally poured from the glowing crucibles into
the waiting ingot molds, no other hands but those 
in Carnegie’s employ had touched the product.
Carnegie thus pioneered the creative entrepreneur-
ial tactic of “vertical integration,” combining into
one organization all phases of manufacturing from
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Regarding the exploitation of immigrant
labor, Ralph Waldo Emerson (1803–1882)
wrote in 1860,

“The German and Irish millions, like the
Negro, have a great deal of guano in their
destiny. They are ferried over the Atlantic,
and carted over America, to ditch and to
drudge, to make corn cheap, and then to lie
down prematurely to make a spot of green
grass on the prairie.”



mining to marketing. His goal was to improve effi-
ciency by making supplies more reliable, controlling
the quality of the product at all stages of production,
and eliminating middlemen’s fees.

Less justifiable on grounds of efficiency was the
technique of “horizontal integration,” which simply
meant allying with competitors to monopolize a
given market. Rockefeller was a master of this strat-
agem. He perfected a device for controlling bother-
some rivals—the “trust.” Stockholders in various
smaller oil companies assigned their stock to the
board of directors of his Standard Oil Company,
formed in 1870. It then consolidated and concerted
the operations of the previously competing enter-
prises. “Let us prey” was said to be Rockefeller’s
unwritten motto. Ruthlessly wielding vast power,
Standard Oil soon cornered virtually the entire
world petroleum market. Weaker competitors, left
out of the trust agreement, were forced to the wall.
Rockefeller’s stunning success inspired many imita-
tors, and the word trust came to be generally used to
describe any large-scale business combination.

The imperial Morgan devised still other
schemes for eliminating “wasteful” competition.
The depression of the 1890s drove into his welcom-
ing arms many bleeding businesspeople, wounded
by cutthroat competition. His prescribed remedy
was to consolidate rival enterprises and to ensure
future harmony by placing officers of his own 
banking syndicate on their various boards of direc-
tors. These came to be known as “interlocking 
directorates.”

The Supremacy of Steel

“Steel is king!” might well have been the exultant war
cry of the new industrialized generation. The mighty
metal ultimately held together the new steel civiliza-
tion, from skyscrapers to coal scuttles, while provid-
ing it with food, shelter, and transportation. Steel
making, notably rails for railroads, typified the domi-
nance of “heavy industry,” which concentrated on
making “capital goods,” as distinct from the produc-
tion of “consumer goods” such as clothes and shoes.

Now taken for granted, steel was a scarce com-
modity in the wood-and-brick America of Abraham
Lincoln. Considerable iron went into railroad rails
and bridges, but steel was expensive and was used
largely for products like cutlery. The early iron horse
snorted exclusively (and dangerously) over iron
rails. When in the 1870s “Commodore” Vanderbilt of
the New York Central began to use steel rails, he was
forced to import them from Britain.

Yet within an amazing twenty years, the United
States had outdistanced all foreign competitors and
was pouring out more than one-third of the world’s
supply of steel. By 1900 America was producing as
much as Britain and Germany combined.

What wrought the transformation? Chiefly the
invention in the 1850s of a method of making cheap
steel—the Bessemer process. It was named after a
derided British inventor, although an American had
stumbled on it a few years earlier. William Kelly, a
Kentucky manufacturer of iron kettles, discovered
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that cold air blown on red-hot iron caused the metal
to become white-hot by igniting the carbon and
thus eliminating impurities. He tried to apply the
new “air boiling” technique to his own product, 
but his customers decried “Kelly’s fool steel,” and
his business declined. Gradually the Bessemer-
Kelly process won acceptance, and these two “crazy
men” ultimately made possible the present steel
civilization.

A revolutionary steel-fabricating process was
not the whole story. America was one of the few
places in the world where one could find relatively
close together abundant coal for fuel, rich iron ore
for smelting, and other essential ingredients for
making steel. The nation also boasted an abundant
labor supply, guided by industrial know-how of 
a high order. The stage was set for miracles of
production.

Carnegie and Other Sultans of Steel

Kingpin among steelmasters was Andrew Carnegie,
an undersized, charming Scotsman. As a towheaded
lad of thirteen, he was brought to America by his
impoverished parents in 1848 and got a job as a
bobbin boy at $1.20 a week. Mounting the ladder of
success so fast that he was said to have scorched the
rungs, he forged ahead by working hard, doing the
extra chore, cheerfully assuming responsibility, and
smoothly cultivating influential people.

After accumulating some capital, Carnegie
entered the steel business in the Pittsburgh area. A
gifted organizer and administrator, he succeeded by
picking high-class associates and by eliminating
many middlemen. Although inclined to be tough-

fisted in business, he was not a monopolist and 
disliked monopolistic trusts. His remarkable organi-
zation was a partnership that involved, at its maxi-
mum, about forty “Pittsburgh millionaires.” By 1900
he was producing one-fourth of the nation’s Besse-
mer steel, and the partners were dividing profits of
$40 million a year, with the “Napoleon of the
Smokestacks” himself receiving a cool $25 million.
These were the pre–income tax days, when million-
aires made real money and profits represented take-
home pay.

Into the picture now stepped the financial giant
of the age, J. Pierpont Morgan. “Jupiter” Morgan had
made a legendary reputation for himself and his
Wall Street banking house by financing the reorgan-
ization of railroads, insurance companies, and
banks. An impressive figure of a man, with massive
shoulders, shaggy brows, piercing eyes, and a bul-
bous, acne-cursed red nose, he had established an
enviable reputation for integrity. He did not believe
that “money power” was dangerous, except when in
dangerous hands—and he did not regard his own
hands as dangerous.

The force of circumstances brought Morgan
and Carnegie into collision. By 1900 the canny little
Scotsman, weary of turning steel into gold, was
eager to sell his holdings. Morgan had meanwhile
plunged heavily into the manufacture of steel pipe
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Andrew Carnegie (1835–1919) wrote in 1889,

“The man who dies leaving behind him
millions of available wealth, which was his to
administer during life, will pass away
‘unwept, unhonored, and unsung,’ no matter
to what uses he leaves the dross which he
cannot take with him. Of such as these the
public verdict will then be: ‘The man who
dies thus rich dies disgraced.’ ”



tubing. Carnegie, cleverly threatening to invade the
same business, was ready to ruin his rival if he did
not receive his price. The steelmaster’s agents hag-
gled with the imperious Morgan for eight agonizing
hours, and the financier finally agreed to buy out
Carnegie for over $400 million. Fearing that he
would die “disgraced” with so much wealth, Car-
negie dedicated the remaining years of his life to
giving away money for public libraries, pensions for
professors, and other such philanthropic pur-
poses—in all disposing of about $350 million.

Morgan moved rapidly to expand his new
industrial empire. He took the Carnegie holdings,
added others, “watered” the stock liberally, and in
1901 launched the enlarged United States Steel Cor-
poration. Capitalized at $1.4 billion, it was America’s
first billion-dollar corporation—a larger sum than
the total estimated wealth of the nation in 1800. The
Industrial Revolution, with its hot Bessemer breath,
had come into its own.

Rockefeller Grows an 
American Beauty Rose

The sudden emergence of the oil industry was one
of the most striking developments of the years dur-
ing and after the Civil War. Traces of oil found on
streams had earlier been bottled for back-rub and

other patent medicines, but not until 1859 did the
first well in Pennsylvania—“Drake’s Folly”—pour
out its liquid “black gold.” Almost overnight an
industry was born that was to take more wealth
from the earth, and more useful wealth at that, than
all of the gold extracted by the forty-niners and their
western successors. Kerosene, derived from petro-
leum, was the first major product of the infant oil
industry. Burned from a cotton wick in a glass chim-
ney lamp, kerosene produced a much brighter
flame than whale oil. The oil business boomed; by
the 1870s kerosene was America’s fourth most
valuable export. Whaling, in contrast, the lifeblood
of ocean-roaming New Englanders since before the
days of Moby Dick, swiftly became a sick industry.

But what technology gives, technology takes
away. By 1885, 250,000 of Thomas Edison’s electric
light bulbs were in use; fifteen years later, perhaps
15 million. The new electrical industry rendered
kerosene obsolete just as kerosene had rendered
whale oil obsolete. Only in rural America and over-
seas did a market continue for oil-fired lamps.

Oil might thus have remained a modest, even a
shrinking, industry but for yet another turn of the
technological tide—the invention of the automo-
bile. By 1900 the gasoline-burning internal combus-
tion engine had clearly bested its rivals, steam and
electricity, as the superior means of automobile
propulsion. As the century of the automobile
dawned, the oil business got a new, long-lasting,
and hugely profitable lease on life.
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John D. Rockefeller—lanky, shrewd, ambitious,
abstemious (he neither drank, smoked, nor swore)
—came to dominate the oil industry. Born to a fam-
ily of precarious income, he became a successful
businessman at age nineteen. One upward stride
led to another, and in 1870 he organized the Stan-
dard Oil Company of Ohio, nucleus of the great trust
formed in 1882. Locating his refineries in Cleveland,
he sought to eliminate the middlemen and squeeze
out competitors.

Pious and parsimonious, Rockefeller flourished
in an era of completely free enterprise. So-called
piratical practices were employed by “corsairs of
finance,” and business ethics were distressingly low.
Rockefeller, operating “just to the windward of the
law,” pursued a policy of rule or ruin. “Sell all the oil
that is sold in your district” was the hard-boiled
order that went out to his local agents. By 1877
Rockefeller controlled 95 percent of all the oil
refineries in the country.

Rockefeller—“Reckafellow,” as Carnegie had
once called him—showed little mercy. A kind of
primitive savagery prevailed in the jungle world of
big business, where only the fittest survived. Or so
Rockefeller believed. His son later explained that
the giant American Beauty rose could be produced
“only by sacrificing the early buds that grew up
around it.” His father pinched off the small buds
with complete ruthlessness. Employing spies and
extorting secret rebates from the railroads, he even

forced the lines to pay him rebates on the freight
bills of his competitors!

Rockefeller thought he was simply obeying a
law of nature. “The time was ripe” for aggressive
consolidation, he later reflected. “It had to come,
though all we saw at the moment was the need to
save ourselves from wasteful conditions. . . . The
day of combination is here to stay. Individualism
has gone, never to return.”

On the other side of the ledger, Rockefeller’s oil
monopoly did turn out a superior product at a rela-
tively cheap price. It achieved important econ-
omies, both at home and abroad, by its large-scale
methods of production and distribution. This, in
truth, was the tale of the other trusts as well. The
efficient use of expensive machinery called for big-
ness, and consolidation proved more profitable
than ruinous price wars.

Other trusts blossomed along with the Ameri-
can Beauty of oil. These included the sugar trust, the
tobacco trust, the leather trust, and the harvester
trust, which amalgamated some two hundred com-
petitors. The meat industry arose on the backs of
bawling western herds, and meat kings like Gus-
tavus F. Swift and Philip Armour took their place
among the new royalty. Wealth was coming to domi-
nate the commonwealth.

These untrustworthy trusts, and the “pirates”
who captained them, were disturbingly new. They
eclipsed an older American aristocracy of modestly
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successful merchants and professionals. An arro-
gant class of “new rich” was now elbowing aside the
patrician families in the mad scramble for power
and prestige. Not surprisingly, the ranks of the
antitrust crusaders were frequently spearheaded by
the “best men”—genteel old-family do-gooders who
were not radicals but conservative defenders of
their own vanishing influence.

The Gospel of Wealth

Monarchs of yore invoked the divine right of kings,
and America’s industrial plutocrats took a some-
what similar stance. Some candidly credited heav-
enly help. “Godliness is in league with riches,”
preached the Episcopal bishop of Massachusetts,
and hardfisted John D. Rockefeller piously acknowl-
edged that “the good Lord gave me my money.”
Steel baron Andrew Carnegie agreed that the
wealthy, entrusted with society’s riches, had to
prove themselves morally responsible according to
a “Gospel of Wealth.” But most defenders of wide-
open capitalism relied more heavily on the survival-

of-the-fittest theories of Charles Darwin. “The mil-
lionaires are a product of natural selection,” 
concluded Yale Professor and Social Darwinist
William Graham Sumner. “They get high wages and
live in luxury, but the bargain is a good one for soci-
ety.” Despite plutocracy and deepening class divi-
sions, the captains of industry provided material
progress.

Self-justification by the wealthy inevitably in-
volved contempt for the poor. Many of the rich,
especially the newly rich, had pulled themselves up
by their own bootstraps; hence they concluded that
those who stayed poor must be lazy and lacking 
in enterprise. The Reverend Russell Conwell of
Philadelphia became rich by delivering his lecture
“Acres of Diamonds” thousands of times. In it he
charged, “There is not a poor person in the United
States who was not made poor by his own short-
comings.” Such attitudes were a formidable road-
block to social reform.

Plutocracy, like the earlier slavocracy, took its
stand firmly on the Constitution. The clause that gave
Congress sole jurisdiction over interstate commerce
was a godsend to the monopolists; their high-priced
lawyers used it time and again to thwart controls by
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the state legislatures. Giant trusts likewise sought
refuge behind the Fourteenth Amendment, which
had been originally designed to protect the rights of
the ex-slaves as persons. The courts ingeniously
interpreted a corporation to be a legal “person” and
decreed that, as such, it could not be deprived of its
property by a state without “due process of law” (see
Amendment XIV, para. 1). There is some question-
able evidence that slippery corporation lawyers
deliberately inserted this loophole when the Four-
teenth Amendment was being fashioned in 1866.

Great industrialists likewise sought to incorpo-
rate in “easy states,” like New Jersey, where the
restrictions on big business were mild or nonexis-
tent. For example, the Southern Pacific Railroad,
with much of its trackage in California, was incorpo-
rated in Kentucky.

Government Tackles the Trust Evil

At long last the masses of the people began to mobi-
lize against monopoly. They first tried to control the
trusts through state legislation, as they had earlier
attempted to curb the railroads. Failing here, as
before, they were forced to appeal to Congress. After
prolonged pulling and hauling, the Sherman Anti-
Trust Act of 1890 was finally signed into law.

The Sherman Act flatly forbade combinations in
restraint of trade, without any distinction between
“good” trusts and “bad” trusts. Bigness, not bad-
ness, was the sin. The law proved ineffective, largely
because it had only baby teeth or no teeth at all, and
because it contained legal loopholes through which

clever corporation lawyers could wriggle. But it was
unexpectedly effective in one respect. Contrary to
its original intent, it was used to curb labor unions
or labor combinations that were deemed to be
restraining trade.

Early prosecutions of the trusts by the Justice
Department under the Sherman Act of 1890, as it
turned out, were neither vigorous nor successful.
The decisions in seven of the first eight cases pre-
sented by the attorney general were adverse to the
government. More new trusts were formed in the
1890s under President McKinley than during any
other like period. Not until 1914 were the paper jaws
of the Sherman Act fitted with reasonably sharp
teeth. Until then, there was some question whether
the government would control the trusts or the
trusts the government.

But the iron grip of monopolistic corporations
was being threatened. A revolutionary new princi-
ple had been written into the law books by the Sher-
man Anti-Trust Act of 1890, as well as by the
Interstate Commerce Act of 1887. Private greed
must henceforth be subordinated to public need.

The South in the Age of Industry

The industrial tidal wave that washed over the
North after the Civil War caused only feeble ripples
in the backwater of the South. As late as 1900, the
South still produced a smaller percentage of the
nation’s manufactured goods than it had before 
the Civil War. The plantation system had degener-
ated into a pattern of absentee land ownership.
White and black sharecroppers now tilled the soil
for a share of the crop, or they became tenants, in
bondage to their landlords, who controlled needed
credit and supplies.

Southern agriculture received a welcome boost
in the 1880s, when machine-made cigarettes
replaced the roll-your-own variety and tobacco con-
sumption shot up. James Buchanan Duke took full
advantage of the new technology to mass-produce
the dainty “coffin nails.” In 1890, in what was
becoming a familiar pattern, he absorbed his main
competitors into the American Tobacco Company.
The cigarette czar later showed such generosity to
Trinity College, near his birthplace in Durham,
North Carolina, that the trustees gratefully changed
its name to Duke University.
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Industrial millionaires were condemned in
the Populist platform of 1892:

“The fruits of the toil of millions are boldly
stolen to build up colossal fortunes for a few
. . . and the possessors of these, in turn
despise the Republic and endanger liberty.
From the same prolific womb of
governmental injustice we breed the two
great classes—tramps and millionaires.”



Industrialists tried to coax the agricultural
South out of the fields and into the factories, but
with only modest success. The region remained
overwhelmingly rural. Prominent among the boost-
ers of a “new South” was silver-tongued Henry W.
Grady, editor of the Atlanta Constitution. He tire-
lessly exhorted the ex-Confederates to become
“Georgia Yankees” and outplay the North at the
commercial and industrial game.

Yet formidable obstacles lay in the path of
southern industrialization. One was the paper bar-
rier of regional rate-setting systems imposed by the

northern-dominated railroad interests. Railroads
gave preferential rates to manufactured goods mov-
ing southward from the north, but in the opposite
direction they discriminated in favor of southern
raw materials. The net effect was to keep the South
in a kind of “Third World” servitude to the North-
east—as a supplier of raw materials to the manufac-
turing metropolis, unable to develop a substantial
industrial base of its own.

A bitter example of this economic discrimina-
tion against the South was the “Pittsburgh plus”
pricing system in the steel industry. Rich deposits of
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SPINDLES IN NEW ENGLAND
(by thousands)

SPINDLES IN COTTON STATES
(by thousands)

1880

1890

1900

1910

1920

1930

1940

1950

1980

                               8,632

                        10,934

                13,171

        15,735

18,287

                      11,351

                                           5,279

                                                3,739

                                                   269

561

   1,570

 4,368

                   10,494

                                    15,231

                                             18,586

                                           17,641

                                           17,673

                                     16,795

Cotton Manufacturing Moves South,
1880–1980 Textile manufacturing
usually looms large in the early stages of
industrial development. In later stages it
gives way to higher-technology businesses.
This trend can be seen here, both in the
migration of textile manufacturing to the
southern United States and in the decline
in the number of spindles in the United
States as a whole since the 1930s, as
developing Third World countries 
became major textile producers.



coal and iron ore near Birmingham, Alabama,
worked by low-wage southern labor, should have
given steel manufacturers there a competitive edge,
especially in southern markets. But the steel lords of
Pittsburgh brought pressure to bear on the compli-
ant railroads. As a result, Birmingham steel, no mat-
ter where it was delivered, was charged a fictional
fee, as if it had been shipped from Pittsburgh. This
stunting of the South’s natural economic advan-
tages throttled the growth of the Birmingham steel
industry.

In manufacturing cotton textiles, the South
fared considerably better. Southerners had long
resented shipping their fiber to New England, and
now their cry was “Bring the mills to the cotton.”
Beginning about 1880, northern capital began to
erect cotton mills in the South, largely in response
to tax benefits and the prospect of cheap and
nonunionized labor. (See the chart at left.)
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American Industry in 1900 By the end of the nineteenth century, once-rural America boasted the
world’s largest industrial output—a development with enormous consequences for politics, diplomacy,
and family life.

Henry W. Grady (1851–1889), editor of the
Atlanta Constitution, urged the new South to
industrialize. In a Boston speech in 1889, he
described the burial in Georgia of a
Confederate veteran:

“The South didn’t furnish a thing on earth for
that funeral but the corpse and the hole in
the ground. . . . They buried him in a New
York coat and a Boston pair of shoes and a
pair of breeches from Chicago and a shirt
from Cincinnati, leaving him nothing to carry
into the next world with him to remind him of
the country in which he lived, and for which
he fought for four years, but the chill of blood
in his veins and the marrow in his bones.”



The textile mills proved a mixed blessing to the
economically blighted South. They slowly wove an
industrial thread into the fabric of southern life, but
at a considerable human cost. Cheap labor was the
South’s major attraction for potential investors, and
keeping labor cheap became almost a religion
among southern industrialists. The mills took root
in the chronically depressed piedmont region of
southern Appalachia and came to dominate utterly
the communities in which they were located.

Rural southerners—virtually all of them white,
for blacks were excluded from all but the most
menial jobs in the mills—poured out of the hills and
hollows to seek employment in the hastily erected

company mill towns. Entire families—often derided
as “hillbillies” or “lint-heads”—worked from dawn
to dusk amid the whirring spindles. They were paid
at half the rate of their northern counterparts and
often received their compensation in the form of
credit at a company store, to which they were habit-
ually in debt. But despite their depressed working
conditions and poor pay, many southerners saw
employment in the mills as a salvation, the first
steady jobs and wages they had ever known. With
many mills anxious to tap the cheap labor of
women and children, mill work often offered desti-
tute farm-fugitive families their only chance to
remain together.
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The Impact of the New 
Industrial Revolution on America

Economic miracles wrought during the decades
after the Civil War enormously increased the wealth
of the Republic. The standard of living rose sharply,
and well-fed American workers enjoyed more physi-
cal comforts than their counterparts in any other
industrial nation. Urban centers mushroomed as
the insatiable factories demanded more American
labor and as immigrants swarmed like honeybees to
the new jobs (see “Makers of America: The Poles,”
pp. 734–735).

Early Jeffersonian ideals were withering before
the smudgy blasts from the smokestacks. As agricul-

ture declined in relation to manufacturing, America
could no longer aspire to be a nation of small free-
hold farms. Jefferson’s concepts of free enterprise,
with neither help nor hindrance from Washington,
were being thrown out the factory window. Tariffs
had already provided assistance, but the long arm of
federal authority was now committed to decades of
corporation curbing and “trust-busting.”

Older ways of life also wilted in the heat of the
factory furnaces. The very concept of time was revo-
lutionized. Rural American migrants and peasant
European immigrants, used to living by the languid
clock of nature, now had to regiment their lives 
by the factory whistle. The seemingly arbitrary dis-
cipline of industrial labor did not come easily and
sometimes had to be forcibly taught. One large 
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The Photography of Lewis W. Hine The pell-mell
onrush of industrialization after the Civil War
spawned countless human abuses, few more objec-
tionable than the employment of children, often in
hazardous jobs. For decades, reformers tried to
arouse public outrage against child labor, and they
made significant headway at last with the help of
photography—especially the photographs of Lewis
W. Hine (1874–1940). A native of Wisconsin, Hine in
1908 became the staff photographer for the National
Child Labor Committee, an organization committed
to ending child labor. This 1909 photo of young “dof-
fers,” whose job it was to remove fully wound bob-
bins from textile spinning machines, is typical of
Hine’s work. He shows the boys climbing danger-
ously on the whirling mechanism, and his own cap-
tion for the photo names the mill—“Bibb Mill No. 1,
Macon, Georgia”—but not the boys, as if to under-
line the impersonal, dehumanizing nature of their
work, and the specific responsibilities of their
employer. His other subjects included child workers
on Colorado beet farms, in Pennsylvania coal mines
and Gulf Coast fish canneries, and in the glass,
tobacco, and garment trades. Hine’s images con-
tributed heavily to the eventual success of the cam-
paign to end child labor in the New Deal era. He is

also celebrated as one of the fathers of documentary
photography. Why might Hine’s graphic images have
succeeded in stirring public opinion more power-
fully than factual and statistical demonstrations of
the evil of child labor? Given Hine’s own reform
objectives, can his photographs—or any so-called
“documentary” images—be taken at face value as
literal, accurate information about the past?



corporation simultaneously instructed its Polish
immigrant workers in the English language and in
the obligations of factory work schedules:

I hear the whistle. I must hurry.
I hear the five-minute whistle.
It is time to go into the shop. . . .
I change my clothes and get ready to work.
The starting whistle blows.
I eat my lunch.
It is forbidden to eat until then. . . .
I work until the whistle blows to quit.
I leave my place nice and clean.
I put all my clothes in the locker.
I must go home.

Probably no single group was more profoundly
affected by the new industrial age than women. Pro-
pelled into industry by recent inventions, chiefly the
typewriter and the telephone switchboard, millions
of stenographers and “hello girls” discovered new
economic and social opportunities. The “Gibson
Girl,” a magazine image of an independent and ath-
letic “new woman” created in the 1890s by the artist
Charles Dana Gibson, became the romantic ideal of
the age. For middle-class women, careers often
meant delayed marriages and smaller families. Most
women workers, however, toiled neither for inde-
pendence nor for glamour, but out of economic
necessity. They faced the same long hours and dan-
gerous working conditions as did their mates and
brothers, and they earned less, as wages for
“women’s jobs” were usually set below those for
men’s.

The clattering machine age likewise accentu-
ated class division. “Industrial buccaneers” flaunted
bloated fortunes, and their rags-to-riches spouses
displayed glittering diamonds. Such extravagances
evoked bitter criticism. Some of it was envious, but
much of it rose from a small but increasingly vocal
group of socialists and other radicals, many of
whom were recent European immigrants. The exis-
tence of an oligarchy of money was amply dem-
onstrated by the fact that in 1900 about one-tenth 
of the people owned nine-tenths of the nation’s
wealth.

A nation of farmers and independent producers
was becoming a nation of wage earners. In 1860 half
of all workers were self-employed; by the century’s
end, two of every three working Americans
depended on wages. Real wages were rising, and
times were good for workers who were working. But

with dependence on wages came vulnerability to
the swings of the economy and the whims of the
employer. The fear of unemployment was never dis-
tant. A breadwinner’s illness could mean catastro-
phe for an entire family. Nothing more sharply
defined the growing difference between working-
class and middle-class conditions of life than the
precariousness of the laborer’s lot. Reformers strug-
gled to introduce a measure of security—job and
wage protection, and provision for temporary
unemployment—into the lives of the working class.

Finally, strong pressures for foreign trade devel-
oped as the tireless industrial machine threatened to
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saturate the domestic market. American products
radiated out all over the world—notably the five-
gallon kerosene can of the Standard Oil Company.
The flag follows trade, and empire tends to follow the
flag—a harsh lesson that America was soon to learn.

In Unions There Is Strength

Sweat of the laborer lubricated the vast new indus-
trial machine. Yet the wage workers did not share
proportionately with their employers in the benefits
of the age of big business.

The worker, suggestive of the Roman galley
slave, was becoming a lever-puller in a giant mecha-
nism. Individual originality and creativity were
being stifled, and less value than ever before was
being placed on manual skills. Before the Civil War,
the worker might have toiled in a small plant whose
owner hailed the employee in the morning by 
first name and inquired after the family’s health. 
But now the factory hand was employed by a cor-
poration—depersonalized, bodiless, soulless, and
often conscienceless. The directors knew the worker
not; and in fairness to their stockholders they 
were not inclined to engage in large-scale private
philanthropy.

New machines displaced employees, and
though in the long run more jobs were created than
destroyed, in the short run the manual worker was
often hard hit. A glutted labor market, moreover,
severely handicapped wage earners. Employers
could take advantage of the vast new railroad net-
work and bring in unemployed workers, from the
four corners of the country and beyond, to beat
down high wage levels. During the 1880s and 1890s,
several hundred thousand unskilled workers a year
poured into the country from Europe, creating a
labor market more favorable to the boss than the
worker.

Individual workers were powerless to battle 
single-handedly against giant industry. Forced to
organize and fight for basic rights, they found the
dice heavily loaded against them. The corporation
could dispense with the individual worker much
more easily than the worker could dispense with the
corporation. Employers could pool vast wealth
through thousands of stockholders, retain high-
priced lawyers, buy up the local press, and put 
pressure on the politicians. They could import

strikebreakers (“scabs”) and employ thugs to beat
up labor organizers. In 1886 Jay Gould reputedly
boasted, “I can hire one-half of the working class to
kill the other half.”

Corporations had still other weapons in their
arsenals. They could call upon the federal courts—
presided over by well-fed and conservative judges—
to issue injunctions ordering the strikers to cease
striking. If defiance and disorders ensued, the com-
pany could request the state and federal authorities
to bring in troops. Employers could lock their doors
against rebellious workers—a procedure called the
“lockout”—and then starve them into submission.
They could compel them to sign “ironclad oaths” or
“yellow-dog contracts,” both of which were solemn
agreements not to join a labor union. They could
put the names of agitators on a “black list” and cir-
culate it among fellow employers. A corporation
might even own the “company town,” with its high-
priced grocery stores and “easy” credit. Often the
worker sank into perpetual debt—a status that
strongly resembled serfdom. Countless thousands
of blackened coal miners were born in a company
house, nurtured by a (high-priced) company store,
and buried in a company graveyard—prematurely
dead.

The middle-class public, annoyed by recurrent
strikes, grew deaf to the outcry of the worker. Ameri-
can wages were perhaps the highest in the world,
although a dollar a day for pick-and-shovel labor
does not now seem excessive. Carnegie and Rocke-
feller had battled their way to the top, and the view
was common that the laborer could do likewise.
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The Reverend Henry Ward Beecher (1813–1887)
of Brooklyn, the most distinguished (and
notorious) clergyman of the era after the Civil
War, said,

“The trade union, which originated under the
European system, destroys liberty. I do not
say a dollar a day is enough to support a
working man, but it is enough to support a
man. Not enough to support a man and five
children if a man insists on smoking and
drinking beer.”



Somehow the strike seemed like a foreign importa-
tion—socialistic and hence unpatriotic. Big busi-
ness might combine into trusts to raise prices, but
the worker must not combine into unions to raise
wages. Unemployment seemed to be an act of God,
who somehow would take care of the laborer.

Labor Limps Along

Labor unions, which had been few and disorganized
in 1861, were given a strong boost by the Civil War.
This bloody conflict, with its drain on human
resources, put more of a premium on labor; and the
mounting cost of living provided an urgent incen-
tive to unionization. By 1872 there were several
hundred thousand organized workers and thirty-
two national unions, representing such crafts as
bricklayers, typesetters, and shoemakers.

The National Labor Union, organized in 1866,
represented a giant bootstride by workers. The
union lasted six years and attracted the impressive
total of some 600,000 members, including the
skilled, unskilled, and farmers, though in keeping
with the times, it excluded the Chinese and made
only nominal efforts to include women and blacks.
Black workers organized their own Colored National
Labor Union as an adjunct, but their support for the
Republican party and the persistent racism of white
unionists prevented the two national unions from
working together. The National Labor Union agi-
tated for the arbitration of industrial disputes and
the eight-hour workday, and won the latter for gov-
ernment workers. But the devastating depression of
the 1870s dealt it a knockout blow. Labor was gener-
ally rocked back on its heels during the tumultuous
years of the depression, but it never completely 
toppled. Wage reductions in 1877 touched off such
disruptive strikes on the railroads that nothing short
of federal troops could restore order.
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A new organization—the Knights of Labor—
seized the torch dropped by the defunct National
Labor Union (see “Makers of America: The Knights
of Labor,” pp. 552–553). Officially known as The
Noble and Holy Order of the Knights of Labor, it
began inauspiciously in 1869 as a secret society,
with a private ritual, passwords, and a special hand-
shake. Secrecy, which continued until 1881, would
forestall possible reprisals by employers.

The Knights of Labor, like the National Labor
Union, sought to include all workers in “one big
union.” Their slogan was “An injury to one is the
concern of all.” A welcome mat was rolled out for
the skilled and unskilled, for men and women, for
whites and underprivileged blacks, some ninety
thousand of whom joined. The Knights barred only
“nonproducers”—liquor dealers, professional gam-
blers, lawyers, bankers, and stockbrokers.

Setting up broad goals, the embattled Knights
refused to thrust their lance into politics. Instead
they campaigned for economic and social reform,
including producers’ cooperatives and codes for
safety and health. Voicing the war cry “Labor is the
only creator of values and capital,” they frowned
upon industrial warfare while fostering industrial
arbitration. The ordinary workday was then ten
hours or more, and the Knights waged a determined
campaign for the eight-hour stint. A favorite song of
these years ran,

Hurrah, hurrah, for labor,
it is mustering all its powers,

And shall march along to victory
with the banner of eight hours.

Under the eloquent but often erratic leadership of
Terence V. Powderly, an Irish-American of nimble wit
and fluent tongue, the Knights won a number of
strikes for the eight-hour day. When the Knights
staged a successful strike against Jay Gould’s Wabash
Railroad in 1885, membership mushroomed, to
about three-quarters of a million workers.

Unhorsing the Knights of Labor

Despite their outward success, the Knights were rid-
ing for a fall. They became involved in a number of
May Day strikes in 1886, about half of which failed.
A focal point was Chicago, home to about eighty
thousand Knights. The city was also honeycombed

with a few hundred anarchists, many of them 
foreign-born, who were advocating a violent over-
throw of the American government.

Tensions rapidly built up to the bloody Haymar-
ket Square episode. Labor disorders had broken out,
and on May 4, 1886, the Chicago police advanced on
a meeting called to protest alleged brutalities by the
authorities. Suddenly a dynamite bomb was thrown
that killed or injured several dozen people, includ-
ing police.

Hysteria swept the Windy City. Eight anarchists
were rounded up, although nobody proved that they
had anything to do directly with the bomb. But the
judge and jury held that since they had preached
incendiary doctrines, they could be charged with
conspiracy. Five were sentenced to death, one of
whom committed suicide, and the other three were
given stiff prison terms.

Agitation for clemency mounted. In 1892, some
six years later, John P. Altgeld, a German-born
Democrat of strong liberal tendencies, was elected
governor of Illinois. After studying the Haymarket
case exhaustively, he pardoned the three survivors.
Violent abuse was showered on him by conserva-
tives, unstinted praise by those who thought the
men innocent. He was defeated for reelection and
died a few years later in relative obscurity, “The
Eagle Forgotten.” Whatever the merits of the case,
Altgeld displayed courage in opposing what he
regarded as a gross injustice.

The Haymarket Square bomb helped blow the
props from under the Knights of Labor. They were
associated in the public mind, though mistakenly,
with the anarchists. The eight-hour movement suf-
fered correspondingly, and subsequent strikes by
the Knights met with scant success.

Another fatal handicap of the Knights was their
inclusion of both skilled and unskilled workers.
Unskilled labor could easily be replaced by strike-
breaking “scabs.” High-class craft unionists, who
enjoyed a semimonopoly of skills, could not readily
be supplanted and hence enjoyed a superior bar-
gaining position. They finally wearied of sacrificing
this advantage on the altar of solidarity with their
unskilled coworkers and sought refuge in a federa-
tion of exclusively skilled craft unions—the Ameri-
can Federation of Labor. The desertion of the skilled
craft unionists dealt the Knights a body blow. By the
1890s they had melted away to 100,000 members,
and these gradually fused with other protest groups
of that decade.
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The Knights of Labor

It was 1875. The young worker was guided into a
room, where his blindfold was removed. Sur-

rounding him were a dozen men, their faces covered
by hoods. One of the masked figures solemnly asked
three questions: “Do you believe in God?” “Do you
gain your bread by the sweat of your brow?” “Are you
willing to take a solemn vow, binding you to secrecy,
obedience, and mutual assistance?” Yes, came the
reply. The men doffed their hoods and joined hands
in a circle. Their leader, the Master Workman,
declared, “On behalf of the toiling millions of earth,
I welcome you to this Sanctuary, dedicated to the
service of God, by serving humanity.” Then the
entire group burst into song:

Storm the fort, ye Knights of Labor,
Battle for your cause;
Equal rights for every neighbor,
Down with tyrant laws!

The carefully staged pageantry then drew to a close.
The worker was now a full-fledged member of the
Knights of Labor.

He had just joined a loose-knit organization 
of some 100,000 workingpeople, soon to swell to
nearly one million after the Knights led several suc-
cessful strikes in the 1880s. The first women Knights
joined in 1881, when an all-female local was estab-
lished in the shoe trade in Philadelphia, and one in
ten members were women by 1885. They were
organizers, too. Fiery Mary Harris (“Mother”) Jones
got her start agitating for the Knights in the Illinois
coal fields. The first all-black local was founded
among coal miners in Ottumwa, Iowa. The Knights
preached tolerance and the solidarity of all working
men and women, and they meant it, but even their
inclusionary spirit had its limits. Chinese workers
were barred from joining, and the Knights vigor-
ously supported the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882.
They also championed the Contract Labor Law of
1885, which aimed to restrain competition from

low-wage immigrant workers—though immigrants,
especially the Irish, were themselves disproportion-
ately represented among the Knights’ membership.

Terence V. Powderly, born to Irish immigrant
parents in Carbondale, Pennsylvania, in 1849,
became the Grand Master Workman of the Knights
in 1879. Slightly built, with mild blue eyes behind
glasses, he had dropped out of school at age thirteen
to take a job guarding railroad track switches and
rose to mayor of Scranton, Pennsylvania, in the
1870s. In 1894 he became a lawyer—despite the fact
that the Knights excluded lawyers from member-
ship. A complex, colorful, and sometimes cynical
man, he denounced the “multimillionaires [for] 
laying the foundation for their colossal fortunes on
the bodies and souls of living men.” In the eyes of
Powderly and his Knights, only the economic and
political independence of American workers could
preserve republican traditions and institutions from
corruption by monopolists and other “parasites.”

Powderly denounced “wage-slavery” and dedi-
cated the Knights to achieving the “cooperative com-
monwealth.” Shunning socialism, which advocated
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government ownership of the means of production,
Powderly urged laborers to save enough from their
wages to purchase mines, factories, railroads, and
stores. They would thereby create a kind of toilers’
utopia; because labor would own and operate those
enterprises, workers themselves would be owner-
producers, and the conflict between labor and capi-
tal would evaporate. The Knights actually did
operate a few businesses, including coal mines in
Indiana, but all eventually failed.

Powderly’s vision of the cooperative common-
wealth reflected the persistent dream of many nine-
teenth-century American workers that they would
all one day become producers. As expectant capital-
ists, they lacked “class consciousness”—that is, a
sense of themselves as a permanent working class
that must organize to coax what benefits it could
out of the capitalist system. Samuel Gompers, by
contrast, accepted the framework of American capi-
talism, and his American Federation of Labor
sought to work within that framework, not to over-
turn it. Gompers’s conservative strategy, not Pow-
derly’s utopian dream, eventually carried the day.
The swift decline of the Knights in the 1890s under-
scored the obsolescence of their unrealistic, even
naive, view that a bygone age of independent pro-
ducers could be restored. Yet the Knights’ com-
mitment to unifying all workers in one union—
regardless of race, gender, ethnicity, or skill level—
provided a blueprint for the eventual success of

similarly committed unions like the Congress of
Industrial Organizations in the 1930s.



The AF of L to the Fore

The elitist American Federation of Labor, born in
1886, was largely the brainchild of squat, square-
jawed Samuel Gompers. This colorful Jewish cigar
maker, born in a London tenement and removed
from school at age ten, was brought to America
when thirteen. Taking his turn at reading informa-
tive literature to fellow cigar makers in New York, he
was pressed into overtime service because of his
strong voice. Rising spectacularly in the labor ranks,
he was elected president of the American Federa-
tion of Labor every year except one from 1886 to
1924.

Significantly, the American Federation of Labor
was just what it called itself—a federation. It con-
sisted of an association of self-governing national
unions, each of which kept its independence, with
the AF of L unifying overall strategy. No individual
laborer as such could join the central organization.

Gompers adopted a down-to-earth approach,
soft-pedaling attempts to engineer sweeping social
reform. A bitter foe of socialism, he shunned politics
for economic strategies and goals. Gompers had no

quarrel with capitalism, but he demanded a fairer
share for labor. All he wanted, he said, was “more.”
Promoting what he called a “pure and simple”
unionism, he sought better wages, hours, and work-
ing conditions. Unlike the somewhat utopian
Knights of Labor, he was not concerned with the
sweet by-and-by, but with the bitter here and now. A
major goal of Gompers was the “trade agreement”
authorizing the “closed shop”—or all-union labor.
His chief weapons were the walkout and the boy-
cott, enforced by “We don’t patronize” signs. The
stronger craft unions of the federation, by pooling
funds, were able to amass a war chest that would
enable them to ride out prolonged strikes.

The AF of L thus established itself on solid but
narrow foundations. Although attempting to speak
for all workers, it fell far short of being representa-
tive of them. Composed of skilled craftsmen, like
the carpenters and the bricklayers, it was willing to
let unskilled laborers, including women and espe-
cially blacks, fend for themselves. Though hard-
pressed by big industry, the federation was basically
nonpolitical. But it did attempt to persuade mem-
bers to reward friends and punish foes at the polls.
The AF of L weathered the panic of 1893 reasonably
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well, and by 1900 it could boast a membership of
500,000. Critics referred to it, with questionable
accuracy, as “the labor trust.”

Labor disorders continued, peppering the years
from 1881 to 1900 with an alarming total of over
23,000 strikes. These disturbances involved 6,610,000
workers, with a total loss to both employers and
employees of $450 million. The strikers lost about half
their strikes and won or compromised the remainder.
Perhaps the gravest weakness of organized labor was
that it still embraced only a small minority of all work-
ingpeople—about 3 percent in 1900.

But attitudes toward labor had begun to change
perceptibly by 1900. The public was beginning to
concede the right of workers to organize, to bargain

collectively, and to strike. As a sign of the times,
Labor Day was made a legal holiday by act of Con-
gress in 1894. A few enlightened industrialists had
come to perceive the wisdom of avoiding costly eco-
nomic warfare by bargaining with the unions and
signing agreements. But the vast majority of
employers continued to fight organized labor,
which achieved its grudging gains only after recur-
rent strikes and frequent reverses. Nothing was
handed to it on a silver platter. Management still
held the whip hand, and several trouble-fraught
decades were to pass before labor was to gain a
position of relative equality with capital. If the age of
big business had dawned, the age of big labor was
still some distance over the horizon.
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Chronology

1862 Congress authorizes a transcontinental
railroad

1866 National Labor Union organized

1869 Transcontinental railroad joined near Ogden,
Utah

Knights of Labor organized

1870 Standard Oil Company organized

1876 Bell invents the telephone

1879 Edison invents the electric light

1886 Haymarket Square bombing
Wabash case
American Federation of Labor formed

1887 Interstate Commerce Act

1890 Sherman Anti-Trust Act

1901 United States Steel Corporation formed

VARYING VIEWPOINTS

Industrialization: Boon or Blight?

The capitalists who forged an industrial America
in the late nineteenth century were once called

captains of industry—a respectful title that bespoke
the awe due their wondrous material accomplish-
ments. But these economic innovators have never
been universally admired. During the Great Depres-
sion of the 1930s, when the entire industrial order
they had created seemed to have collapsed utterly, 
it was fashionable to speak of them as robber
barons—a term implying scorn for their high-
handed methods. This sneer often issued from the
lips and pens of leftist critics like Matthew Joseph-

son, who sympathized with the working classes that
were allegedly brutalized by the factory system.

Criticism has also come from writers nostalgic
for a preindustrial past. These critics believe that
industrialization stripped away the traditions, val-
ues, and pride of native farmers and immigrant
craftspeople. Conceding that economic develop-
ment elevated the material standard of living for
working Americans, this interpretation contends
that the Industrial Revolution diminished their spir-
itual “quality of life.” Accordingly, historians like
Herbert Gutman and David Montgomery portray
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labor’s struggle for control of the workplace as the
central drama of industrial expansion.

Nevertheless, even these historians concede
that class-based protest has never been as powerful
a force in the United States as in certain European
countries. Many historians believe that this is so
because greater social mobility in America damp-
ened class tensions. The French observer Alexis de
Tocqueville noted in the 1830s that America had few
huge inherited fortunes and that most of its wealthy
men were self-made. For two centuries a majority of
Americans have believed that greater opportunity
distinguished the New World from the Old.

In the 1960s historians led by Stephan Thern-
strom began to test this long-standing belief. 
Looking at such factors as occupation, wealth, and
geographic mobility, they tried to gauge the nature
and extent of social mobility in the United States.
Most of these historians concluded that although
relatively few Americans made rags-to-riches leaps
like those heralded in the Horatio Alger stories, large
numbers experienced small improvements in their
economic and social status. Few sons of laborers
became corporate tycoons, but many more became
line bosses and white-collar clerks. These studies
also have found that race and ethnicity often
affected one’s chances for success. For instance, the
children and grandchildren of Jewish immigrants

tended to rise faster in the professions than Ameri-
cans of Italian and Irish descent. Throughout the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, blacks
lagged far behind other groups in almost every 
category.

In recent years such studies have been criticized
by certain historians who point out the difficulties
involved in defining social status. For instance,
some white-collar clerical workers received lower
wages than manual laborers did. Were they higher
or lower on the social scale? Furthermore, James
Henretta has pointed out that different groups
defined success differently: whereas Jewish immi-
grants often struggled to give their sons professional
educations, the Irish put more emphasis on acquir-
ing land, and Italians on building small family-run
businesses.

Meanwhile, leftist historians such as Michael
Katz have argued that the degree of social mobility
in America has been overrated. These historians
argue that industrial capitalism created two classes:
a working class that sold its labor, and a business
class that controlled resources and bought labor.
Although most Americans took small steps upward,
they generally remained within the class in which
they began. Thus, these historians argue, the
inequality of a capitalistic class system persisted in
America’s seemingly fluid society.

For further reading, see page A17 of the Appendix. For web resources, go to http://college.hmco.com.
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America Moves
to the City

���

1865–1900

What shall we do with our great cities? What will our great cities do
with us . . . ? [T]he question . . . does not concern the city alone. The

whole country is affected . . . by the condition of its great cities.

LYMAN ABBOTT, 1891

Born in the country, America moved to the city in
the decades following the Civil War. By the year

1900, the United States’ upsurging population
nearly doubled from its level of some 40 million
souls enumerated in the census of 1870. Yet in the
very same period, the population of American cities
tripled. By the end of the nineteenth century, four
out of ten Americans were city dwellers, in striking
contrast to the rustic population of stagecoach days.

This cityward drift affected not only the United
States but most of the Western world. European
peasants, pushed off the land in part by competition
from cheap American foodstuffs, were pulled into
cities—in both Europe and America—by the new
lure of industrial jobs. A revolution in American
agriculture thus fed the industrial and urban revolu-
tions in Europe, as well as in the United States.

The Urban Frontier 

The growth of American metropolises was spectac-
ular. In 1860 no city in the United States could boast
a million inhabitants; by 1890 New York, Chicago,
and Philadelphia had vaulted past the million mark.
By 1900 New York, with some 3.5 million people,
was the second largest city in the world, outranked
only by London.

Cities grew both up and out. The cloud-brush-
ing skyscraper allowed more people and workplaces
to be packed onto a parcel of land. Appearing first as
a ten-story building in Chicago in 1885, the sky-
scraper was made usable by the perfecting of the
electric elevator. An opinionated Chicago architect,
Louis Sullivan (1856–1924), contributed formidably
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to the further development of the skyscraper with
his famous principle that “form follows function.’’
Nesting loftily above city streets in the new steel-
skeleton high-rises that Sullivan helped to make
popular, many Americans were becoming modern
cliff dwellers.

Americans were also becoming commuters,
carted daily between home and job on the mass-
transit lines that radiated out from central cities to
surrounding suburbs. Electric trolleys, powered by
wagging antennae from overhead wires, propelled
city limits explosively outward. The compact and
communal “walking city,’’ its boundaries fixed by
the limits of leg-power, gave way to the immense
and impersonal megalopolis, carved into distinctly
different districts for business, industry, and resi-
dential neighborhoods—which were in turn segre-
gated by race, ethnicity, and social class.

Rural America could not compete with the siren
song of the city. Industrial jobs, above all, drew
country folks off the farms and into factory centers.

But the urban lifestyle also held powerful attrac-
tions. The predawn milking of cows had little appeal
when compared with the late-night glitter of 
city lights. Electricity, indoor plumbing, and tele-
phones—whose numbers leapt from some 50,000 in
1880 to over 1 million in 1900—all made life in the
big city more alluring. Engineering marvels like 
the skyscraper and New York’s awesome Brooklyn
Bridge, a harplike suspension span dedicated in
1883, further added to the seductive glamour of the
gleaming cities.

Cavernous department stores such as Macy’s in
New York and Marshall Field’s in Chicago attracted
urban middle-class shoppers and provided urban
working-class jobs, many of them for women. The
bustling emporiums also heralded a dawning era of
consumerism and accentuated widening class divi-
sions. When Carrie Meeber, novelist Theodore
Dreiser’s fictional heroine in Sister Carrie (1900),
escapes from rural boredom to Chicago just before
the turn of the century, it is the spectacle of the city’s
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dazzling department stores that awakens her fateful
yearning for a richer, more elegant way of life—for
entry into the privileged urban middle class, whose
existence she had scarcely imagined in the rustic
countryside.

The move to the city introduced Americans to
new ways of living. Country dwellers produced little
household waste. Domestic animals or scavenging
pigs ate food scraps on the farm. Rural women
mended and darned worn clothing rather than dis-
card it. Household products were sold in bulk at the
local store, without wrapping. Mail-order houses
such as Sears and Montgomery Ward, which
increasingly displaced the rural “general store’’ in
the late nineteenth century, at first did not list trash
barrels or garbage cans in their catalogues. In the
city, however, goods came in throwaway bottles,
boxes, bags, and cans. Apartment houses had no
adjoining barnyards where residents might toss
garbage to the hogs. Cheap ready-to-wear clothing
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The Shift to the City This chart shows
the percentage of total population living in
locales with a population of twenty-five
hundred or more. Note the slowing of the
cityward trend from 1970 on.
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and swiftly changing fashions pushed old suits and
dresses out of the closet and onto the trash heap.
Waste disposal, in short, was an issue new to the
urban age. And the mountains of waste that urban-
ites generated further testified to a cultural shift
away from the virtues of thrift to the conveniences
of consumerism.

The jagged skyline of America’s perpendicular
civilization could not fully conceal the canker sores
of a feverish growth. Criminals flourished like lice in
the teeming asphalt jungles. Sanitary facilities could
not keep pace with the mushrooming population
explosion. Impure water, uncollected garbage,
unwashed bodies, and droppings from draft ani-
mals enveloped many cities in a satanic stench. Bal-
timore was described as smelling like a billion
polecats.

The cities were monuments of contradiction.
They represented “humanity compressed,’’ re-
marked one observer, “the best and the worst com-
bined, in a strangely composite community.’’ They
harbored merchant princes and miserable paupers,
stately banks and sooty factories, green-grassed
suburbs and treeless ghettos, towering skyscrapers
and stinking tenements. The glaring contrasts that
assaulted the eye in New York reminded one visitor
of “a lady in ball costume, with diamonds in her
ears, and her toes out at the boots.’’

Worst of all were the human pigsties known as
slums. They seemed to grow ever more crowded,
more filthy, and more rat-infested, especially after
the perfection in 1879 of the “dumbbell’’ tenement.
So named because of the outline of its floor plan,
the dumbbell was usually seven or eight stories
high, with shallow, sunless, and ill-smelling air
shafts providing minimal ventilation. Several fami-
lies were sardined onto each floor of the barracks-
like structures, and they shared a malodorous toilet
in the hall. In these fetid warrens, conspicuously in
New York’s “Lung Block,’’ hundreds of unfortunate
urbanites coughed away their lives. “Flophouses’’
abounded where the half-starved and unemployed
might sleep for a few cents on verminous mat-
tresses. Small wonder that slum dwellers strove
mightily to escape their wretched surroundings—as
many of them did. The slums remained foul places,
inhabited by successive waves of newcomers. To a
remarkable degree hard-working people moved up
and out of them. But although they escaped the old
ghetto, they generally resettled in other urban
neighborhoods alongside people of the same eth-
nicity or religion. The wealthiest left the cities alto-
gether and headed for the semirural suburbs. These
leafy “bedroom communities” eventually ringed 
the brick-and-concrete cities with a greenbelt of 
affluence.
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The New Immigration

The powerful pull of the American urban magnet
was felt even in faraway Europe. A brightly colored
stream of immigrants continued to pour in from the
old “mother continent.’’ In each of the three decades
from the 1850s through the 1870s, more than 2 mil-
lion migrants had stepped onto America’s shores. By
the 1880s the stream had swelled to a rushing tor-
rent, as more than 5 million cascaded into the coun-
try. A new high for a single year was reached in 1882,
when 788,992 arrived—or more than 2,100 a day.

Until the 1880s most immigrants had come 
from the British Isles and western Europe, chiefly
Germany and Scandinavia. They were typically fair-
skinned Anglo-Saxon and Teutonic types, and they
were usually Protestant, except for the Catholic Irish
and many Catholic Germans. Many of them boasted
a comparatively high rate of literacy and were accus-
tomed to some kind of representative government.
Their Old Country ways of life were such that they fit-

ted relatively easily into American society, especially
when they took up farming, as many did.

But in the 1880s, the character of the immigrant
stream changed drastically. The so-called New
Immigrants came from southern and eastern
Europe. Among them were Italians, Croats, Slovaks,
Greeks, and Poles; many of them worshiped in
orthodox churches or synagogues. They came from
countries with little history of democratic govern-
ment, where people had grown accustomed to
cringing before despotism and where opportunities
for advancement were few. Largely illiterate and
impoverished, most new immigrants preferred to
seek industrial jobs in jam-packed cities rather than
move out to farms (see “Makers of America: The Ital-
ians,” pp. 566–567).

These new peoples totaled only 19 percent of
the inpouring immigrants in the 1880s, but by the
first decade of the twentieth century, they consti-
tuted an astonishing 66 percent of the total inflow.
They hived together in cities like New York and
Chicago, where the “Little Italys’’ and “Little
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Annual Immigration, 1860–1997 The 1989 total includes 478,814 people granted permanent residence
status under the “amnesty” provisions of the 1986 Immigration Reform and Control Act. The 1990 total
includes 880,372 people granted permanent residence under these provisions. The peak came in 1991, when
1,123,162 people were affected. (Source: Statistical Abstract of the United States, relevant years.)
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Polands’’ soon claimed more inhabitants than many
of the largest cities of the same nationality in the
Old World. Some Americans feared that these New
Immigrants would not—or could not—assimilate to
life in their new land, and they began asking if the
nation had become a melting pot or a dumping
ground.

Southern Europe Uprooted

Why were these bright-shawled and quaint-jacketed
strangers hammering on the gates? In part they left
their native countries because Europe seemed to
have no room for them. The population of the Old
World was growing vigorously. It nearly doubled in
the century after 1800, thanks in part to abundant
supplies of fish and grain from America and to the
widespread cultivation in Europe of that humble
New World transplant, the potato. American food
imports and the galloping pace of European indus-

trialization shook the peasantry loose from its
ancient habitats and customary occupations, creat-
ing a vast, footloose army of the unemployed. Euro-
peans by the millions drained out of the countryside
and into European cities. Most stayed there, but
some kept moving and left Europe altogether. About
60 million Europeans abandoned the Old Continent
in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
More than half of them moved to the United States.
But that striking fact should not obscure the impor-
tant truth that masses of people were already in
motion in Europe before they felt the tug of the
American magnet. Immigration to America was, in
many ways, a by-product of the urbanization of
Europe.

“America fever’’ proved highly contagious in
Europe. The United States was often painted as a
land of fabulous opportunity in the “America let-
ters’’ sent by friends and relatives already trans-
planted—letters that were soiled by the hands of
many readers. “We eat here every day,’’ wrote one
jubilant Pole, “what we get only for Easter in our
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Manuscript Census Data, 1900 Article I of the
Constitution requires that a census of the Ameri-
can people be taken every ten years, in order to
provide a reliable basis for congressional appor-
tionment. Early censuses gathered little more than
basic population numbers, but over the years, the
census-takers have collected information on other
matters as well, including occupational categories,
educational levels, and citizenship status, yielding
copious raw data for historical analysis. The cen-
sus of 1890 was the first to use punch cards and
electric tabulating machines, which greatly
expanded the range of data that could be assem-
bled and correlated—though the basic informa-
tion was still hand-recorded by individual

canvassers who went door-to-door to question
household members and fill out the census forms.
Those hand-written forms, as much as the aggre-
gate numbers printed in the final census tally, 
can furnish invaluable insights to the historian.
Despite its apparent bureaucratic formality, the
form shown here richly details the lives of the resi-
dents of a tenement house on New York’s Lower
East Side in 1900. See in particular the entries for
the Goldberg family. In what ways does this docu-
ment reflect the great demographic changes that
swept late-nineteenth-century America? What
light does it shed on the character of immigrant
“ghettoes?” What further use might historians
make out of information like this? 
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[native] country.’’ The land of the free was also
blessed with freedom from military conscription
and institutionalized religious persecution.

Profit-seeking Americans trumpeted through-
out Europe the attractions of the new promised
land. Industrialists wanted low-wage labor, rail-
roads wanted buyers for their land grants, states
wanted more population, and steamship lines
wanted more human cargo for their holds. In fact,
the ease and cheapness of steam-powered shipping
greatly accelerated the transoceanic surge.

As the century lengthened, savage persecutions
of minorities in Europe drove many shattered souls
to American shores. In the 1880s the Russians
turned violently upon their own Jews, chiefly in the
Polish areas. Tens of thousands of these battered
refugees, survivors of centuries of harassment as
hated outcasts, fled their burning homes. They
made their way to the seaboard cities of the Atlantic
Coast, notably New York. Jews had experienced city
life in Europe—a circumstance that made them vir-
tually unique among the New Immigrants. Many of
them brought their urban skills of tailoring or shop-
keeping to American cities. Destitute and devout,
eastern European Jews were frequently given a
frosty reception not only by old-stock Americans
but also by those German Jews who had arrived
decades earlier and prospered in the United States,
some as garment manufacturers who now conde-

scendingly employed their coreligionists as cheap
labor.

Many of the immigrants never intended to
become Americans in any case. A large number of
them were single men who worked in the United
States for several months or years and then returned
home with their hard-earned roll of American dol-
lars. Some 25 percent of the nearly 20 million people
who arrived between 1820 and 1900 were “birds of
passage’’ who eventually returned to their country
of origin. For them the grip of the American magnet
was never strong.
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Mary Antin (1881–1949), who came to
America from Russian Poland in 1894 
when thirteen years of age, later wrote 
in The Promised Land (1912),

“So at last I was going to America! Really,
really going, at last! The boundaries burst.
The arch of heaven soared. A million suns
shone out for every star. The winds rushed 
in from outer space, roaring in my ears,
‘America! America!’”



Even those who stayed in America struggled
heroically to preserve their traditional culture.
Catholics expanded their parochial-school system
and Jews established Hebrew schools. Foreign-
language newspapers abounded. Yiddish theaters,
kosher food stores, Polish parishes, Greek restau-
rants, and Italian social clubs all attested to the
desire to keep old ways alive. Yet time took its toll on
these efforts to conserve the customs of the Old
World in the New. The children of the immigrants
grew up speaking fluent English, sometimes mock-
ing the broken grammar of their parents. They often
rejected the Old Country manners of their mothers
and fathers in their desire to plunge headlong into
the mainstream of American life.

Reactions to the New Immigration

America’s government system, nurtured in wide-
open spaces, was ill suited to the cement forests of
the great cities. Beyond minimal checking to weed
out criminals and the insane, the federal govern-
ment did virtually nothing to ease the assimilation
of immigrants into American society. State govern-
ments, usually dominated by rural representatives,
did even less. City governments, overwhelmed by
the sheer scale of rampant urban growth, proved
woefully inadequate to the task. By default, the
business of ministering to the immigrants’ needs
fell to the unofficial “governments’’ of the urban
political machines, led by “bosses’’ like New York’s
notorious Boss Tweed.

Taking care of the immigrants was big business,
indeed. Trading jobs and services for votes, a power-
ful boss might claim the loyalty of thousands of fol-
lowers. In return for their support at the polls, the
boss provided jobs on the city’s payroll, found hous-
ing for new arrivals, tided over the needy with gifts of
food and clothing, patched up minor scrapes with
the law, and helped get schools, parks, and hospitals
built in immigrant neighborhoods. Reformers
gagged at this cynical exploitation of the immigrant
vote, but the political boss gave valuable assistance
that was forthcoming from no other source.

The nation’s social conscience, slumbering
since the antislavery crusade, gradually awakened
to the plight of the cities, and especially their immi-
grant masses. Prominent in this awakening were

several Protestant clergymen, who sought to apply
the lessons of Christianity to the slums and facto-
ries. Noteworthy among them was Walter
Rauschenbusch, who in 1886 became pastor of a
German Baptist church in New York City. Also con-
spicuous was Washington Gladden, who took over a
Congregational church in Columbus, Ohio, in 1882.
Preaching the “social gospel,’’ they both insisted
that the churches tackle the burning social issues of
the day. The Sermon on the Mount, they declared,
was the science of society, and many social gospel-
ers predicted that socialism would be the logical
outcome of Christianity. These “Christian socialists’’
did much to prick calloused middle-class con-
sciences, thus preparing the path for the progressive
reform movement after the turn of the century.

One middle-class woman who was deeply dedi-
cated to uplifting the urban masses was Jane
Addams (1860–1935). Born into a prosperous Illi-
nois family, Addams was one of the first generation
of college-educated women. Upon her graduation
she sought other outlets for her large talents than
could be found in teaching or charitable volunteer
work, then the only permissible occupations for a
young woman of her social class. Inspired by a visit
to England, in 1889 she acquired the decaying Hull
mansion in Chicago. There she established Hull
House, the most prominent (though not the first)
American settlement house.

Soft-spoken but tenacious, Jane Addams
became a kind of urban American saint in the eyes
of many admirers. The philosopher William James
told her, “You utter instinctively the truth we others
vainly seek.’’ She was a broad-gauge reformer who
courageously condemned war as well as poverty,
and she eventually won the Nobel Peace Prize in
1931. But her pacifism also earned her the enmity of
some Americans, including the Daughters of the
American Revolution, who choked on her antiwar
views and expelled her from membership in their
august organization.

Located in a poor immigrant neighborhood of
Greeks, Italians, Russians, and Germans, Hull House
offered instruction in English, counseling to help
newcomers cope with American big-city life, child-
care services for working mothers, and cultural
activities for neighborhood residents. Following
Jane Addams’s lead, women founded settlement
houses in other cities as well. Conspicuous among
the houses was Lillian Wald’s Henry Street Settle-
ment in New York, which opened its doors in 1893.
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The Italians

Who were the “New Immigrants”? Who were
these southern and eastern European birds of

passage that flocked to the United States between
1880 and 1920? Prominent and typical among them
were Italians, some 4 million of whom sailed to the
United States during the four decades of the New 
Immigration.

They came from the southern provinces of their
native land, the heel and toe of the Italian boot.
These areas had lagged behind the prosperous,
industrial region of northern Italy. The north had
been the seat of earlier Italian glory, as well as the
fountainhead of the successful movement to unify
the country in 1860. There industry had been
planted and agriculture modernized. Unification

raised hopes of similar progress in the downtrodden
south, but it was slow in coming. Southern Italian
peasants tilled their fields without fertilizer or
machinery, using hand plows and rickety hoes that
had been passed down for generations.

From such disappointed and demeaned condi-
tions, southern Italians set out for the New World.
Almost all of them were young men who intended to
spend only a few months in America, stuff their
pockets with dollars, and return home. Almost half
of Italian immigrants did indeed repatriate—as did
comparable numbers of the other New Immigrants,
with the conspicuous exception of the Jews, who
had fled their native lands to escape religious perse-
cution. Almost all Italian immigrants sailed through
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New York harbor, sighting the Statue of Liberty as
they debarked from crowded ships. Many soon
moved on to other large cities, but so many re-
mained that in the early years of the twentieth cen-
tury, more Italians resided in New York than in 
the Italian cities of Florence, Venice, and Genoa
combined.

Since the immigrant Italians, with few excep-
tions, had been peasant farmers in the Old Country,
the U.S. government encouraged them to practice
their ancestral livelihood here, believing they would
more rapidly assimilate in the countryside than in
the ethnic enclaves of the cities. But almost all such
ventures failed. The farmers lacked capital, and they
were in any case more interested in earning quick
money than in permanently sinking roots. Although
they huddled in the cities, Italian immigrants did
not abandon their rural upbringings entirely. Much
to their neighbors’ consternation, they often kept
chickens in vacant lots and raised vegetables in
small garden plots nestled between decaying tene-
ment houses.

Those who bade a permanent farewell to Italy
clustered in tightly knit communities that boasted
opera clubs, Italian-language newspapers, and

courts for playing bocci—a version of lawn bowling
imported from the Old Country. Pizza emerged
from the hot wood-burning ovens of these Little
Italys, its aroma and flavor wafting their way into
the hearts and stomachs of all Americans.

Italians typically earned their daily bread as
industrial laborers—most famously as longshore-
men and construction workers. They owed their
prominence in the building trades to the “padrone
system.” The padrone, or labor boss, met immi-
grants upon arrival and secured jobs for them in
New York, Chicago, or wherever there was an imme-
diate demand for industrial labor. The padrone
owed his power to his ability to speak both Italian
and English, and he often found homes as well as
jobs for the newcomers.

Lacking education, the Italians, as a group,
remained in blue-collar jobs longer than some of
their fellow New Immigrants. Many Italians, valuing
vocation over schooling, sent their children off to
work as early in their young lives as possible. Before
World War I, less than 1 percent of Italian children
enrolled in high school. Over the next fifty years,
Italian-Americans and their offspring gradually
prospered, moving out of the cities into the more
affluent suburbs. Many served heroically in World
War II and availed themselves of the GI Bill to
finance the college educations and professional
training their immigrant forebears had lacked.
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The settlement houses became centers of
women’s activism and of social reform. The women
of Hull House successfully lobbied in 1893 for an
Illinois antisweatshop law that protected women
workers and prohibited child labor. They were led in
this case by the black-clad Florence Kelley, a guer-
rilla warrior in the urban jungle. Armed with the
insights of socialism and endowed with the voice of
an actress, Kelley was a lifelong battler for the wel-
fare of women, children, blacks, and consumers.
She later moved to the Henry Street Settlement in
New York and served for three decades as general
secretary of the National Consumers League.

The pioneering work of Addams, Wald, and Kel-
ley helped blaze the trail that many women—and
some men—later followed into careers in the new
profession of social work. These reformers vividly
demonstrated the truth that the city was the frontier

of opportunity for women, just as the wilderness
had been for men.

The urban frontier opened new possibilities for
women. More than a million women joined the
work force in the single decade of the 1890s. Strict
social codes prescribed which women might work
and what jobs they might hold. Because employ-
ment for wives and mothers was considered taboo,
the vast majority of working women were single.
Their jobs depended on their race, ethnicity, and
class. Black women had few opportunities beyond
domestic service. White-collar jobs as social work-
ers, secretaries, department store clerks, and tele-
phone operators were largely reserved for
native-born women. Immigrant women tended to
cluster in particular industries, as Jewish women
did in the garment trades. Although hours were
often long, pay low, and advancement limited, a job
still bought working women some economic and
social independence. After contributing a large
share of their earnings to their families, many
women still had enough money in their pocket-
books to enter a new urban world of sociability—
excursions to amusement parks with friends on
days off, Saturday night dances with the “fellas.”

Narrowing the Welcome Mat

Antiforeignism, or “nativism,’’ earlier touched off by
the Irish and German arrivals in the 1840s and
1850s, bared its ugly face in the 1880s with fresh
ferocity. The New Immigrants had come for much
the same reasons as the Old—to escape the poverty
and squalor of Europe and to seek new opportuni-
ties in America. But “nativists’’ viewed the eastern
and southern Europeans as culturally and reli-
giously exotic hordes and often gave them a rude
reception. The newest newcomers aroused wide-
spread alarm. Their high birthrate, common among
people with a low standard of living and sufficient
youth and vigor to pull up stakes, raised worries that
the original Anglo-Saxon stock would soon be out-
bred and outvoted. Still more horrifying was the
prospect that it would be mongrelized by a mixture
of “inferior’’ southern European blood and that the
fairer Anglo-Saxon types would disappear. One New
England writer cried out in anguish,

O Liberty, white Goddess! is it well
To leave the gates unguarded?
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“Native’’ Americans voiced additional fears.
They blamed the immigrants for the degradation of
urban government. Trade unionists assailed the
alien arrivals for their willingness to work for “star-
vation’’ wages that seemed to them like princely
sums and for importing in their intellectual baggage
such dangerous doctrines as socialism, commu-
nism, and anarchism. Many business leaders, who
had welcomed the flood of cheap manual labor,
began to fear that they had embraced a Franken-
stein’s monster.

Antiforeign organizations, reminiscent of the
“Know-Nothings’’ of antebellum days, were now
revived in a different guise. Notorious among them
was the American Protective Association (APA),
which was created in 1887 and soon claimed a mil-
lion members. In pursuing its nativist goals, the APA
urged voting against Roman Catholic candidates for
office and sponsored the publication of lustful fan-
tasies about runaway nuns.

Organized labor was quick to throw its growing
weight behind the move to choke off the rising tide
of foreigners. Frequently used as strikebreakers, the
wage-depressing immigrants were hard to unionize
because of the language barrier. Labor leaders
argued, not illogically, that if American industry was
entitled to protection from foreign goods, American
workers were entitled to protection from foreign
laborers.
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Native born and nativist, sociologist E. A.
Ross (1866–1951) condemned the new
immigrants as despicable human specimens
who threatened to drag down the American
race:

“Observe immigrants . . . in their gatherings.
You are struck by the fact that from ten to
twenty per cent are hirsute, low-browed, big-
faced persons of obviously low mentality. . . .
They . . . clearly belong in skins, in wattled
huts at the close of the Great Ice Age. These
oxlike men are descendants of those who
always stayed behind.”

Taking a very different stance, Jewish
immigrant playwright Israel Zangwill
(1864–1926) celebrated the new superior
American emerging out of what he called
“the great melting pot” of European races:

“America is God’s crucible, the great melting
pot, where all the races of Europe are
melting and re-forming! . . . Germans and
Frenchmen, Irishmen and Englishmen, Jews
and Russians—into the Crucible with you all!
God is making the American!”



Congress finally nailed up partial bars against
the inpouring immigrants. The first restrictive 
law, passed in 1882, banged the gate shut in the
faces of paupers, criminals, and convicts, all of
whom had to be returned at the expense of the
greedy or careless shipper. Congress further re-
sponded to pained outcries from organized labor
when in 1885 it prohibited the importation of for-
eign workers under contract—usually for substan-
dard wages.

In later years other federal laws lengthened the
list of undesirables to include the insane, polyga-
mists, prostitutes, alcoholics, anarchists, and people
carrying contagious diseases. A proposed literacy
test, long a favorite of nativists because it favored the
Old Immigrants over the New, met vigorous opposi-
tion. It was not enacted until 1917, after three presi-
dents had vetoed it on the grounds that literacy was
more a measure of opportunity than of intelligence.

The year 1882, in addition to the first federal
restrictions on immigration, brought forth a law to
bar completely one ethnic group—the Chinese (see
p. 514). Hitherto America, at least officially, had
embraced the oppressed and underprivileged of all
races and creeds. Hereafter the gates would be pad-
locked against defective undesirables—plus the
Chinese.

Four years later, in 1886, the Statue of Liberty
arose in New York harbor, a gift from the people of
France. On its base were inscribed the words of
Emma Lazarus:
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In the 1970s the sources of immigration to the
United States shifted yet again. The largest
number of immigrants came from Latin America
(especially Mexico), the next largest from Asia.
The old “mother continent” of Europe accounted
for only 10 percent of immigrants to America as
the twenty-first century opened. (See the chart on
p. 1023.)



Give me your tired, your poor
Your huddled masses yearning to breathe free,
The wretched refuse of your teeming shore.

To many nativists, those noble words described
only too accurately the “scum’’ washed up by the
New Immigrant tides. Yet the uprooted immigrants,
unlike “natives’’ lucky enough to have had parents
who caught an earlier ship, became American citi-
zens the hard way. These new immigrants stepped
off the boat, many of them full-grown and well mus-
cled, ready to put their shoulders to the nation’s
industrial wheels. The Republic owes much to these
latercomers—for their brawn, their brains, their
courage, and the yeasty diversity they brought to
American society.

Churches Confront the Urban Challenge

The swelling size and changing character of the
urban population posed sharp challenges to Ameri-
can churches, which, like other national institu-
tions, had grown up in the country. Protestant
churches, in particular, suffered heavily from the
shift to the city, where many of their traditional doc-
trines and pastoral approaches seemed irrelevant.
Some of the larger houses of worship, with their
stained-glass windows and thundering pipe organs,
were tending to become merely sacred diversions or
amusements. Reflecting the wealth of their prosper-
ous parishioners, many of the old-line churches
were distressingly slow to raise their voices against
social and economic vices. John D. Rockefeller was a
pillar of the Baptist Church, J. Pierpont Morgan of

the Episcopal Church. Trinity Episcopal Church in
New York actually owned some of the city’s worst
slum property. Cynics remarked that the Episcopal
Church had become “the Republican party at
prayer.’’ Some religious leaders began to worry that
in the age-old struggle between God and the Devil,
the Wicked One was registering dismaying gains.
The mounting emphasis was on materialism; too
many devotees worshiped at the altar of avarice.
Money was the accepted measure of achievement,
and the new gospel of wealth proclaimed that God
caused the righteous to prosper.

Into this spreading moral vacuum stepped a
new generation of urban revivalists. Most conspicu-
ous was a former Chicago shoe salesman, Dwight
Lyman Moody. Like many of those to whom he
preached, Moody was a country boy who had made
good in the big city. Proclaiming a gospel of kind-
ness and forgiveness, Moody was a modern urban
circuit rider who took his message to countless
American cities in the 1870s and 1880s. Clad in a
dark business suit, the bearded and rotund Moody
held huge audiences spellbound. When he
preached in Brooklyn, special trolley tracks had to
be laid to carry the crowds who wanted to hear him.
Moody contributed powerfully to adapting the old-
time religion to the facts of city life. The Moody
Bible Institute founded in Chicago in 1889 contin-
ued to carry on his work after his death in 1899.

Simultaneously, the Roman Catholic and Jewish
faiths were gaining enormous strength from the
New Immigration. By 1900 the Roman Catholics had
increased their lead as the largest single denomina-
tion, numbering nearly 9 million communicants.
Roman Catholic and Jewish groups kept the com-
mon touch better than many of the leading Protes-
tant churches. Cardinal Gibbons (1834–1921), an
urban Catholic leader devoted to American unity,
was immensely popular with Roman Catholics and
Protestants alike. Acquainted with every president
from Johnson to Harding, he employed his liberal
sympathies to assist the American labor movement.

By 1890 the variety-loving Americans could
choose from 150 religious denominations, 2 of them
newcomers. One was the band-playing Salvation
Army, whose soldiers without swords invaded
America from England in 1879 and established a
beachhead on the street corners. Appealing frankly
to the down-and-outers, the boldly named Salva-
tion Army did much practical good, especially with
free soup.
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President Grover Cleveland (1837–1908)
declared in 1897,

“It is said . . . that the quality of recent
immigration is undesirable. The time is quite
within recent memory when the same thing
was said of immigrants who, with their
descendants, are now numbered among our
best citizens.”



The other important new faith was the Church
of Christ, Scientist (Christian Science), founded by
Mary Baker Eddy in 1879, after she had suffered
much ill health. Preaching that the true practice of
Christianity heals sickness, she set forth her views in
a book entitled Science and Health with Key to the
Scriptures (1875), which sold an amazing 400,000
copies before her death. A fertile field for converts
was found in America’s hurried, nerve-racked, and
urbanized civilization, to which Eddy held out the
hope of relief from discords and diseases through
prayer as taught by Christian Science. By the time
she died in 1910, she had founded an influential
church that embraced several hundred thousand
devoted worshipers.

Urbanites also participated in a new kind of reli-
gious-affiliated organization, the Young Men’s and

Women’s Christian Associations. The YMCA and the
YWCA, established in the United States before the
Civil War, grew by leaps and bounds. Combining
physical and other kinds of education with religious
instruction, the “Y’s” appeared in virtually every
major American city by the end of the nineteenth
century.

Darwin Disrupts the Churches

The old-time religion received many blows from
modern trends, including a booming sale of books
on comparative religion and on historical criticism
as applied to the Bible. Most unsettling of all was On
the Origin of Species, a highly controversial volume
published in 1859, on the eve of the Civil War, by the
English naturalist Charles Darwin. He set forth in
lucid form the sensational theory that humans had
slowly evolved from lower forms of life—a theory
that was soon summarized to mean “the survival of
the fittest.’’

Evolution cast serious doubt on a literal inter-
pretation of the Bible, which relates how God cre-
ated the heaven and the earth in six days. The
Conservatives, or “Fundamentalists,’’ stood firmly
on the Scripture as the inspired and infallible Word
of God, and they condemned what they thought
was the “bestial hypothesis’’ of the Darwinians. The
“Modernists’’ parted company with the “Funda-
mentalists’’ and flatly refused to accept the Bible in
its entirety as either history or science.

This furious battle over Darwinism created rifts
in the churches and colleges of the post–Civil War
era. “Modernist’’ clergymen were removed from
their pulpits; teachers of biology who embraced
evolution were dismissed from their chairs. But as
time wore on, an increasing number of liberal
thinkers were able to reconcile Darwinism with
Christianity. They heralded the revolutionary theory
as a newer and grander revelation of the ways of the
Almighty. As one commentator observed,

Some call it Evolution,
And others call it God.

But Darwinism undoubtedly did much to
loosen religious moorings and to promote unbelief
among the gospel-glutted. The most bitterly
denounced skeptic of the era was a golden-tongued
orator, Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll, who lectured
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widely on “Some Mistakes of Moses’’ and “Why I Am
an Agnostic.’’ He might have gone far in public life if
he had stuck to politics and refrained from attacking
orthodox religion by “giving hell hell,’’ as he put it.

The Lust for Learning

Public education continued its upward climb. The
ideal of tax-supported elementary schools, adopted
on a nationwide basis before the Civil War, was still
gathering strength. Americans were accepting the
truism that a free government cannot function suc-
cessfully if the people are shackled by ignorance.
Beginning about 1870, more and more states were
making at least a grade-school education compul-
sory, and this gain, incidentally, helped check the
frightful abuses of child labor.

Spectacular indeed was the spread of high
schools, especially by the 1880s and 1890s. Before
the Civil War, private academies at the secondary
level were common, and tax-supported high
schools were rare, numbering only a few hundred.
But the concept was now gaining impressive sup-
port that a high-school education, as well as a
grade-school education, was the birthright of every
citizen. By 1900 there were some six thousand high
schools. In addition, free textbooks were being pro-
vided in increasing quantities by the taxpayers of
the states during the last two decades of the century.

Other trends were noteworthy. Teacher-training
schools, then called “normal schools,’’ experienced
a striking expansion after the Civil War. In 1860 there
were only twelve of them, in 1910 over three hun-
dred. Kindergartens, earlier borrowed from Ger-
many, also began to gain strong support. The New

Immigration in the 1880s and 1890s brought vast
new strength to the private Catholic parochial
schools, which were fast becoming a major pillar of
the nation’s educational structure.

Public schools, though showering benefits on
children, excluded millions of adults. This defi-
ciency was partially remedied by the Chautauqua
movement, a successor to the lyceums, which was
launched in 1874 on the shores of Lake Chautauqua,
in New York. The organizers achieved gratifying suc-
cess through nationwide public lectures, often held
in tents and featuring well-known speakers, includ-
ing the witty Mark Twain. In addition, there were
extensive Chautauqua courses of home study, for
which 100,000 people enrolled in 1892 alone.

Crowded cities, despite their cancers, generally
provided better educational facilities than the old
one-room, one-teacher red schoolhouse. The suc-
cess of the public schools is confirmed by the falling
of the illiteracy rate from 20 percent in 1870 to 10.7
percent in 1900. Americans were developing a pro-
found faith, often misplaced, in formal education as
the sovereign remedy for their ills.

Booker T. Washington and 
Education for Black People

War-torn and impoverished, the South lagged far
behind other regions in public education, and
African-Americans suffered most severely. A stag-
gering 44 percent of nonwhites were illiterate in
1900. Some help came from northern philan-
thropists, but the foremost champion of black edu-
cation was an ex-slave, Booker T. Washington, who
had slept under a board sidewalk to save pennies for
his schooling. Called in 1881 to head the black nor-
mal and industrial school at Tuskegee, Alabama, he
began with forty students in a tumbledown shanty.
Undaunted, he taught black students useful trades
so that they could gain self-respect and economic
security. Washington’s self-help approach to solving
the nation’s racial problems was labeled “accommo-
dationist” because it stopped short of directly chal-
lenging white supremacy. Recognizing the depths of
southern white racism, Washington avoided the
issue of social equality. Instead he grudgingly acqui-
esced in segregation in return for the right to
develop—however modestly and painstakingly—
the economic and educational resources of the
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A famous and vehement evangelist, Billy
Sunday (1862–1935), declared in 1908,

“I have studied the Bible from Genesis to
Revelation, I have read everything that Bob
Ingersoll ever spouted. . . . And if Bob
Ingersoll isn’t in hell, God is a liar and the
Bible isn’t worth the paper it is printed on.”



black community. Economic independence would
ultimately be the ticket, Washington believed, to
black political and civil rights.

Washington’s commitment to training young
blacks in agriculture and the trades guided the cur-
riculum at Tuskegee Institute and made it an ideal
place for slave-born George Washington Carver to
teach and research. After Carver joined the faculty
in 1896, he became an internationally famous agri-
cultural chemist who provided a much-needed
boost to the southern economy by discovering hun-
dreds of new uses for the lowly peanut (shampoo,
axle grease), sweet potato (vinegar), and soybean
(paint).

Other black leaders, notably Dr. W. E. B. Du Bois,
assailed Booker T. Washington as an “Uncle Tom’’
who was condemning their race to manual labor
and perpetual inferiority. Born in Massachusetts,
Du Bois was a mixture of African, French, Dutch,
and Indian blood (“Thank God, no Anglo-Saxon,’’
he would add). After a determined struggle, he
earned a Ph.D. at Harvard, the first of his race to

achieve this goal. (“The honor, I assure you, was
Harvard’s,’’ he said.) He demanded complete equal-
ity for blacks, social as well as economic, and helped
to found the National Association for the Advance-
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W. E. B. Du Bois (1868–1963) wrote in his
1903 classic, The Souls of Black Folk,

“It is a peculiar sensation, this double-
consciousness, this sense of always looking at
one’s self through the eyes of others, of
measuring one’s self through the eyes of
others. . . . One ever feels his two-ness—an
American, a Negro; two souls, two thoughts,
two unreconciled strivings; two warring
ideals in one dark body, whose dogged
strength alone keeps it from being torn
asunder.”



ment of Colored People (NAACP) in 1910. Rejecting
Washington’s gradualism and separatism, he
demanded that the “talented tenth’’ of the black
community be given full and immediate access to
the mainstream of American life. An exceptionally
skilled historian, sociologist, and poet, he died as a
self-exile in Africa in 1963, at the age of ninety-five.
Many of Du Bois’s differences with Washington
reflected the contrasting life experiences of south-
ern and northern blacks.

The Hallowed Halls of Ivy

Colleges and universities also shot up like lusty
young saplings in the decades after the Civil War. A
college education increasingly seemed indispen-
sable in the scramble for the golden apple of success.
The educational battle for women, only partially
won before the war, now turned into a rout of the
masculine diehards. Women’s colleges such as Vassar
were gaining ground, and universities open to both
genders were blossoming, notably in the Midwest.

By 1900 every fourth college graduate was a woman.
By the turn of the century as well, the black institutes
and academies planted during Reconstruction had
blossomed into a crop of southern black colleges.
Howard University in Washington, D.C., Hampton
Institute in Virginia, Atlanta University, and numer-
ous others nurtured higher education for blacks
until the civil rights movement of the 1960s made
attendance at white institutions possible.

The truly phenomenal growth of higher educa-
tion owed much to the Morrill Act of 1862. This
enlightened law, passed after the South had
seceded, provided a generous grant of the public
lands to the states for support of education. “Land-
grant colleges,’’ most of which became state univer-
sities, in turn bound themselves to provide certain
services, such as military training. The Hatch Act of
1887, extending the Morrill Act, provided federal
funds for the establishment of agricultural experi-
ment stations in connection with the land-grant
colleges.

Private philanthropy richly supplemented fed-
eral grants to higher education. Many of the new
industrial millionaires, developing tender social
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Educational Levels, 1870–2000

High School Graduates
Number Number Median School as a Percentage

Graduating from Graduating from Years Completed of 17-Year-Old
Year High School College Completed (Years)* Population

1870 16,000 9,371 2.0%
1880 24,000 12,896 2.5
1890 44,000 15,539 3.5
1900 95,000 27,410 6.4
1910 156,000 37,199 8.1† 8.8
1920 311,000 48,622 8.2† 16.8
1930 667,000 122,484 8.4† 29.0
1940 1,221,000 186,500 8.6 50.8
1950 1,199,700 432,058 9.3 59.0
1960 1,858,000 392,440 10.5 69.5
1970 2,889,000 792,656 12.2 76.9
1980 3,043,000 929,417 12.5 71.4
1990 2,503,000 1,048,631 12.7 74.2
2000 2,875,000 (est.) 1,173,000 (est.) N.A. N.A.

*People twenty-five years and over.
†1910–1930 based on retrogressions of 1940 data; 1940 was the first year measured (Folger and Nam, Education 
of the American Population, a 1960 Census Monograph).

(Sources: Digest of Education Statistics, 1992, a publication of the National Center for Education Statistics, and 
Statistical Abstract of the United States, relevant years.)



consciences, donated immense fortunes to educa-
tional enterprises. A philanthropist was cynically
described as “one who steals privately and gives
publicly.’’ In the twenty years from 1878 to 1898,
these money barons gave away about $150 million.
Noteworthy among the new private universities of
high quality to open were Cornell (1865) and Leland
Stanford Junior (1891), the latter founded in mem-
ory of the deceased fifteen-year-old only child of a
builder of the Central Pacific Railroad. The Univer-
sity of Chicago, opened in 1892, speedily forged into
a front-rank position, owing largely to the lubricant
of John D. Rockefeller’s oil millions. Rockefeller died
at ninety-seven, after having given some $550 mil-
lion for philanthropic purposes.

Significant also was the sharp increase in pro-
fessional and technical schools, where modern lab-
oratories were replacing the solo experiments
performed by instructors in front of their classes.
Towering among the specialized institutions was
Johns Hopkins University, opened in 1876, which
maintained the nation’s first high-grade graduate
school. Several generations of American scholars,
repelled by snobbish English cousins and attracted
by painstaking Continental methods, had attended
German universities. Johns Hopkins ably carried on
the Germanic tradition of profusely footnoted
tomes. Reputable scholars no longer had to go
abroad for a gilt-edged graduate degree. Dr.
Woodrow Wilson, among others, received his Ph.D.
from Johns Hopkins.

The March of the Mind

Cut-and-dried, the old classical curriculum in the
colleges was on the way out, as the new industrial-
ization brought insistent demands for “practical’’
courses and specialized training in the sciences. The
elective system, which permitted students to
choose more courses in cafeteria fashion, was gain-
ing popularity. It received a powerful boost in the
1870s when Dr. Charles W. Eliot, a vigorous young
chemist, became president of Harvard College and
embarked upon a lengthy career of educational
statesmanship.

Medical schools and medical science after the
Civil War were prospering. Despite the enormous
sale of patent medicines and so-called Indian reme-
dies—“good for man or beast’’—the new scientific

gains were reflected in improved public health. Rev-
olutionary discoveries abroad, such as those of the
French scientist Louis Pasteur and the English
physician Joseph Lister, left their imprint on Amer-
ica.* The popularity of heavy whiskers waned as the
century ended; such hairy adornments were now
coming to be regarded as germ traps. As a result of
new health-promoting precautions, including cam-
paigns against public spitting, life expectancy at
birth was measurably increased.

One of America’s most brilliant intellectuals, the
slight and sickly William James (1842–1910), served
for thirty-five years on the Harvard faculty. Through
his numerous writings, he made a deep mark on
many fields. His Principles of Psychology (1890)
helped to establish the modern discipline of behav-
ioral psychology. In The Will to Believe (1897) and
Varieties of Religious Experience (1902), he explored
the philosophy and psychology of religion. In his
most famous work, Pragmatism (1907), he colorfully
described America’s greatest contribution to the
history of philosophy. The concept of pragmatism
held that truth was to be tested, above all, by the
practical consequences of an idea, by action rather
than theories. This kind of reasoning aptly
expressed the philosophical temperament of a
nation of doers.

The Appeal of the Press

Books continued to be a major source of edification
and enjoyment, for both juveniles and adults. Best-
sellers of the 1880s were generally old favorites like
David Copperfield and Ivanhoe.

Well-stocked public libraries—the poor person’s
university—were making encouraging progress,
especially in Boston and New York. The magnificent
Library of Congress building, which opened its
doors in 1897, provided thirteen acres of floor space
in the largest and costliest edifice of its kind in the
world. A new era was inaugurated by the generous
gifts of Andrew Carnegie. This openhanded Scots-
man, book-starved in his youth, contributed $60
million for the construction of public libraries all
over the country. By 1900 there were about nine
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*From Pasteur came the word pasteurize; from Lister came 
Listerine.



thousand free circulating libraries in America, each
with at least three hundred books.

Roaring newspaper presses, spurred by the
invention of the Linotype in 1885, more than kept
pace with the demands of a word-hungry public.
But the heavy investment in machinery and plant
was accompanied by a growing fear of offending
advertisers and subscribers. Bare-knuckle editorials
were, to an increasing degree, being supplanted by
feature articles and noncontroversial syndicated
material. The day of slashing journalistic giants like
Horace Greeley was passing.

Sensationalism, at the same time, was captur-
ing the public taste. The semiliterate immigrants,
combined with straphanging urban commuters,
created a profitable market for news that was simply
and punchily written. Sex, scandal, and other

human-interest stories burst into the headlines, as a
vulgarization of the press accompanied the growth
of circulation. Critics now complained in vain of
these “presstitutes.’’

Two new journalistic tycoons emerged. Joseph
Pulitzer, Hungarian-born and near-blind, was a
leader in the techniques of sensationalism in St.
Louis and especially with the New York World. His
use of the colored comic supplements, featuring the
“Yellow Kid,’’ gave the name yellow journalism to his
lurid sheets. A close and ruthless competitor was
youthful William Randolph Hearst, who had been
expelled from Harvard College for a crude prank.
Able to draw on his California father’s mining mil-
lions, he ultimately built up a powerful chain of
newspapers, beginning with the San Francisco
Examiner in 1887.

Unfortunately, the overall influence of Pulitzer
and Hearst was not altogether wholesome. Al-
though both championed many worthy causes,
both prostituted the press in their struggle for
increased circulation; both “stooped, snooped, and
scooped to conquer.’’ Their flair for scandal and
sensational rumor was happily somewhat offset by
the introduction of syndicated material and by the
strengthening of the news-gathering Associated
Press, which had been founded in the 1840s.

Apostles of Reform

Magazines partially satisfied the public appetite for
good reading, notably old standbys like Harper’s, the
Atlantic Monthly, and Scribner’s Monthly. Possibly
the most influential journal of all was the liberal and
highly intellectual New York Nation, which was read
largely by professors, preachers, and publicists as
“the weekly Day of Judgment.’’ Launched in 1865 by
the Irish-born Edwin L. Godkin, a merciless critic, it
crusaded militantly for civil-service reform, honesty
in government, and a moderate tariff. The Nation
attained only a modest circulation—about 10,000 in
the nineteenth century—but Godkin believed that if
he could reach the right 10,000 leaders, his ideas
through them might reach the 10 millions.

Another journalist-author, Henry George, was
an original thinker who left an enduring mark. Poor
in formal schooling, he was rich in idealism and in
the milk of human kindness. After seeing poverty at
its worst in India and land-grabbing at its greediest
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in California, he took pen in hand. His classic trea-
tise Progress and Poverty undertook to solve “the
great enigma of our times’’—“the association of
progress with poverty.’’ According to George, the
pressure of growing population on a fixed supply of
land unjustifiably pushed up property values, show-
ering unearned profits on owners of land. A single
100 percent tax on those windfall profits would
eliminate unfair inequalities and stimulate eco-
nomic growth.

George soon became a most controversial fig-
ure. His single-tax ideas were so horrifying to the
propertied classes that his manuscript was rejected
by numerous publishers. Finally brought out in
1879, the book gradually broke into the best-seller
lists and ultimately sold some 3 million copies.
George also lectured widely in America, where he
influenced thinking about the maldistribution of
wealth, and in Britain, where he left an indelible
mark on English Fabian socialism.

Edward Bellamy, a quiet Massachusetts Yankee,
was another journalist-reformer of remarkable
power. In 1888 he published a socialistic novel,
Looking Backward, in which the hero, falling into a
hypnotic sleep, awakens in the year 2000. He “looks
backward’’ and finds that the social and economic
injustices of 1887 have melted away under an idyllic
government, which has nationalized big business to
serve the public interest. To a nation already
alarmed by the trust evil, the book had a magnetic
appeal and sold over a million copies. Scores of Bel-
lamy Clubs sprang up to discuss this mild utopian
socialism, and they heavily influenced American
reform movements near the end of the century.

Postwar Writing

As literacy increased, so did book reading. Post–Civil
War Americans devoured millions of “dime novels,’’
usually depicting the wilds of the woolly West.
Paint-bedaubed Indians and quick-triggered gun-
men like “Deadwood Dick’’ shot off vast quantities
of powder, and virtue invariably triumphed. These
lurid “paperbacks’’ were frowned upon by parents,
but goggle-eyed youths read them in haylofts or in
schools behind the broad covers of geography
books. The king of dime novelists was Harlan F.
Halsey, who made a fortune by dashing off about
650 novels, often one in a day.

General Lewis Wallace—lawyer-soldier-author
—was a colorful figure. Having fought with distinc-
tion in the Civil War, he sought to combat the pre-
vailing wave of Darwinian skepticism with his novel
Ben Hur: A Tale of the Christ (1880). A phenomenal
success, the book sold an estimated 2 million copies
in many languages, including Arabic and Chinese,
and later appeared on stage and screen. It was the
Uncle Tom’s Cabin of the anti-Darwinists, who
found in it support for the Holy Scriptures.

An even more popular writer was Horatio
(“Holy Horatio’’) Alger, a Puritan-reared New Eng-
lander, who in 1866 forsook the pulpit for the pen.
Deeply interested in New York newsboys, he wrote
more than a hundred volumes of juvenile fiction
that sold over 100 million copies. His stock formula
was that virtue, honesty, and industry are rewarded
by success, wealth, and honor—a kind of survival of
the purest, especially nonsmokers, nondrinkers,
nonswearers, and nonliars. Although Alger’s own
bachelor life was criticized, he implanted morality
and the conviction that there is always room at the
top (especially if one is lucky enough to save the life
of the boss’s daughter and marry her).

In poetry Walt Whitman was one of the few
luminaries of yesteryear who remained active.
Although shattered in health by service as a Civil
War nurse, he brought out successive—and puri-
fied—revisions of his hardy perennial, Leaves of
Grass. The assassination of Lincoln inspired him to
write two of the most moving poems in American
literature, “O Captain! My Captain!’’ and “When
Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Bloom’d.’’

The curious figure of Emily Dickinson, one of
America’s most gifted lyric poets, did not emerge
until 1886, when she died and her poems were dis-
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Henry George (1839–1897) wrote in Progress
and Poverty (1879),

“Our boasted freedom necessarily involves
slavery, so long as we recognize private
property in land. Until that is abolished,
Declarations of Independence and Acts of
Emancipation are in vain. So long as one man
can claim the exclusive ownership of the land
from which other men must live, slavery will
exist, and as material progresses on, must
grow and deepen!”



covered. A Massachusetts recluse, she wrote over a
thousand short lyrics on scraps of paper. Only two
were published during her lifetime, and those with-
out her consent. As she wrote,

How dreary to be somebody!
How public, like a frog
To tell your name the livelong June
To an admiring bog!

Among the lesser poetical lights was a tragic
southerner, Sidney Lanier (1842–1881). He was
oppressed by poverty and ill health, and torn
between flute playing and poetry. Dying young of
tuberculosis, he wrote some of his finest poems
while afflicted with a temperature of 104 degrees.
He is perhaps best known for “The Marshes of
Glynn,’’ a poem of faith inspired by the current clash
between Darwinism and orthodox religion.

Literary Landmarks

In novel writing the romantic sentimentality of a
youthful era was giving way to a rugged realism that
reflected more faithfully the materialism of an
industrial society. American authors now turned in-
creasingly to the coarse human comedy and drama
of the world around them to find their subjects.

Two Missouri-born authors with deep connec-
tions to the South brought altogether new voices to
the late-nineteenth-century literary scene. The dar-
ing feminist author Kate Chopin (1851–1904) wrote
candidly about adultery, suicide, and women’s
ambitions in The Awakening (1899). Largely ignored
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in her own day, Chopin was rediscovered by later
readers, who cited her work as suggestive of the
feminist yearnings that stirred beneath the surface
of “respectability’’ in the Gilded Age.

Mustachioed Mark Twain (1835–1910) had leapt
to fame with The Celebrated Jumping Frog of Calav-
eras County (1867) and The Innocents Abroad (1869).
He teamed up with Charles Dudley Warner in 1873
to write The Gilded Age. An acid satire on post–Civil
War politicians and speculators, the book gave a
name to an era. With his scanty formal schooling in
frontier Missouri, Twain typified a new breed of
American authors in revolt against the elegant
refinements of the old New England school of writ-
ing. Christened Samuel Langhorne Clemens, he had
served for a time as a Mississippi riverboat pilot and
later took his pen name, Mark Twain, from the boat-
man’s cry that meant two fathoms. After a brief stint
in the armed forces, Twain journeyed westward to
California, a trip he described, with a mixture of
truth and tall tales, in Roughing It (1872).

Many other books flowed from Twain’s busy
pen. The Adventures of Tom Sawyer (1876) and The
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (1884) rank among
American masterpieces, though initially regarded as
“trash’’ by snobbish Boston critics. His later years
were soured by bankruptcy growing out of unwise
investments, and he was forced to take to the lec-
ture platform and amuse what he called “the
damned human race.’’ A great tribute was paid to
his self-tutored genius—and to American letters—
when England’s Oxford University awarded him an
honorary degree in 1907. Journalist, humorist,
satirist, and foe of social injustice, he made his most
enduring contribution in recapturing frontier real-
ism and humor in the authentic American dialect.

Another author who wrote out of the West and
achieved at least temporary fame and fortune was

Bret Harte (1836–1902). A foppishly dressed New
Yorker, Harte struck it rich in California with gold-
rush stories, especially “The Luck of Roaring Camp’’
and “The Outcasts of Poker Flat.’’ Catapulted sud-
denly into notoriety by those stories, he never again
matched their excellence or their popularity. He
lived out his final years in London as little more
than a hack writer.

William Dean Howells (1837–1920), a printer’s
son from Ohio, could boast of little schoolhouse
education, but his busy pen carried him high into
the literary circles of the East. In 1871 he became the
editor in chief of the prestigious Boston-based
Atlantic Monthly and was subsequently presented
with honorary degrees from six universities, includ-
ing Oxford. He wrote about ordinary people and
about contemporary and sometimes controversial
social themes. A Modern Instance (1882) deals with
the once-taboo subject of divorce; The Rise of Silas
Lapham (1885) describes the trials of a newly rich
paint manufacturer caught up in the caste system of
Brahmin Boston. A Hazard of New Fortunes (1890)
portrays the reformers, strikers, and Socialists in
Gilded Age New York.

Stephen Crane (1871–1900), the fourteenth son
of a Methodist minister, also wrote about the seamy
underside of life in urban, industrial America. His
Maggie: A Girl of the Streets (1893), a brutal tale about
a poor prostitute driven to suicide, was too grim to
find a publisher. Crane had to have it printed pri-
vately. He rose quickly to prominence with The Red
Badge of Courage (1895), the stirring story of a blood-
ied young Civil War recruit (“fresh fish’’) under fire.
Crane himself had never seen a battle and wrote
entirely from the printed Civil War records. He died
of tuberculosis in 1900, when only twenty-nine.
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Jack London (1876–1916), the socialist who
hated strikebreakers known as “scabs,” said,

“No man has a right to scab so long as there
is a pool of water to drown his carcass in, or
a rope long enough to hang his body with.
Judas Iscariot was a gentleman compared
with a scab. For betraying his master, he had
character enough to hang himself. A scab
has not.”

In 1935 Ernest Hemingway (1899–1961)
wrote,

“All modern American literature comes from
one book by Mark Twain called Huckleberry
Finn. . . . All American writing comes from
that. There was nothing before. There has
been nothing as good since.”



Henry James (1843–1916), brother of Harvard
philosopher William James, was a New Yorker who
turned from law to literature. Taking as his domi-
nant theme the confrontation of innocent Ameri-
cans with subtle Europeans, James penned a
remarkable number of brilliant novels, including
Daisy Miller (1879), The Portrait of a Lady (1881),
and The Wings of the Dove (1902). His book The
Bostonians (1886) was one of the first novels about
the rising feminist movement. James frequently
made women his central characters, exploring their
inner reactions to complex situations with a deft-
ness that marked him as a master of “psychological
realism.’’ Long resident in England, he became a
British subject shortly before his death.

Candid portrayals of contemporary life and
social problems were the literary order of the day by
the turn of the century. Jack London (1876–1916),
famous as a nature writer in such books as The Call
of the Wild (1903), turned to depicting a possible
fascistic revolution in The Iron Heel (1907). Frank
Norris (1870–1902), like London a Californian,
wrote The Octopus (1901), an earthy saga of the
stranglehold of the railroad and corrupt politicians
on California wheat ranchers. A sequel, The Pit
(1903), dealt with the making and breaking of spec-
ulators on the Chicago wheat exchange.

Two black writers, Paul Laurence Dunbar
(1872–1906) and Charles W. Chesnutt (1858–1932),
brought another kind of realism to late-nineteenth-

century literature. Dunbar through poetry—partic-
ularly his acclaimed Lyrics of Lowly Life (1896)—and
Chesnutt through fiction—short stories in the
Atlantic Monthly and The Conjure Women (1899)—
embraced the use of black dialect and folklore, pre-
viously shunned by black authors, to capture the
spontaneity and richness of southern black culture. 

Conspicuous among the new “social novelists’’
rising in the literary firmament was Theodore
Dreiser (1871–1945), a homely, gangling writer from
Indiana. He burst upon the literary scene in 1900
with Sister Carrie, a graphically realistic narrative of
a poor working girl in Chicago and New York. She
becomes one man’s mistress, then elopes with
another, and finally strikes out on her own to make a
career on the stage. The fictional Carrie’s disregard
for prevailing moral standards so offended Dreiser’s
publisher that the book was soon withdrawn from
circulation, though it later reemerged as an
acclaimed American classic.

The New Morality

Victoria Woodhull, who was real flesh and blood,
also shook the pillars of conventional morality
when she publicly proclaimed her belief in free love
in 1871. Woodhull was a beautiful and eloquent
divorcée, sometime stockbroker, and tireless femi-
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nist propagandist. Together with her sister, Ten-
nessee Claflin, she published a far-out periodical,
Woodhull and Claflin’s Weekly. The sisters again
shocked “respectable’’ society in 1872 when their
journal struck a blow for the new morality by charg-
ing that Henry Ward Beecher, the most famous
preacher of his day, had for years been carrying on
an adulterous affair.

Pure-minded Americans sternly resisted these
affronts to their moral principles. Their foremost
champion was a portly crusader, Anthony Com-
stock, who made lifelong war on the “immoral.’’
Armed after 1873 with a federal statute—the notori-
ous “Comstock Law’’—this self-appointed defender
of sexual purity boasted that he had confiscated no
fewer than 202,679 “obscene pictures and photos’’;
4,185 “boxes of pills, powders, etc., used by abor-
tionists’’; and 26 “obscene pictures, framed on walls
of saloons.’’ His proud claim was that he had driven
at least fifteen people to suicide.

The antics of the Woodhull sisters and Anthony
Comstock exposed to daylight the battle going on in
late-nineteenth-century America over sexual atti-
tudes and the place of women. Switchboards and
typewriters in the booming cities became increas-
ingly the tools of women’s liberation. Economic
freedom encouraged sexual freedom, and the “new
morality’’ began to be reflected in soaring divorce
rates, the spreading practice of birth control, and
increasingly frank discussion of sexual topics. By
1913, said one popular magazine, the chimes had
struck “sex o’clock in America.’’

Families and Women in the City

The new urban environment was hard on families.
Paradoxically, the crowded cities were emotionally
isolating places. Urban families had to go it alone,
separated from clan, kin, and village. As families
increasingly became the virtually exclusive arena for
intimate companionship and for emotional and
psychological satisfaction, they were subjected to
unprecedented stress. Many families cracked under
the strain. The urban era launched the era of
divorce. From the late nineteenth century dates the
beginning of the “divorce revolution’’ that trans-
formed the United States’ social landscape in the
twentieth century (see the table below).

Urban life also dictated changes in work habits
and even in family size. Not only fathers but mothers
and even children as young as ten years old often
worked, and usually in widely scattered locations. On
the farm having many children meant having more
hands to help with hoeing and harvesting; but in the
city more children meant more mouths to feed, more
crowding in sardine-tin tenements, and more human
baggage to carry in the uphill struggle for social
mobility. Not surprisingly, birthrates were still drop-
ping and family size continued to shrink as the nine-
teenth century lengthened. Marriages were being
delayed, and more couples learned the techniques of
birth control. The decline in family size in fact affected
rural Americans as well as urban dwellers, and old-
stock “natives’’ as well as new immigrant groups.
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Marriages and Divorces, 1890–1997

Ratio of Divorces
Year Marriages Divorces to Marriages

1890 570,000 33,461 1 : 17
1900 709,000 55,751 1 : 12
1910 948,166 83,045 1 : 11
1920 1,274,476 170,505 1 : 7
1930 1,126,856 195,961 1 : 5
1940 1,595,879 264,000 1 : 6
1950 1,667,231 385,144 1 : 4.3
1960 1,523,381 393,000 1 : 3.8
1970 2,159,000 708,000 1 : 3
1980 2,390,000 1,189,000 1 : 2
1990 2,443,000 1,182,000 1 : 2
1995 2,336,000 1,169,000 1 : 2
1997 2,383,000 870,000 1 : 2.7

(Source: Statistical Abstract of the United States, relevant years.)



Women were growing more independent in the
urban environment, and in 1898 they heard the
voice of a major feminist prophet, Charlotte Perkins
Gilman. In that year the freethinking and original-
minded Gilman published Women and Economics, a
classic of feminist literature. A distant relative of
Harriet Beecher Stowe and Catharine Beecher,
Gilman displayed the restless temperament and
reforming zeal characteristic of the remarkable
Beecher clan. Strikingly handsome, she shunned
traditional feminine frills and instead devoted her-
self to a vigorous regimen of physical exercise and
philosophical meditation.

In her masterwork of 1898, Gilman called on
women to abandon their dependent status and con-
tribute to the larger life of the community through
productive involvement in the economy. Rejecting
all claims that biology gave women a fundamentally
different character from men, she argued that “our
highly specialized motherhood is not so advanta-
geous as believed.’’ She advocated centralized nurs-
eries and cooperative kitchens to facilitate women’s
participation in the work force—anticipating by
more than half a century the day-care centers and
convenience-food services of a later day.

Fiery feminists also continued to insist on the
ballot. They had been demanding the vote since
before the Civil War, but many high-minded female
reformers had temporarily shelved the cause of
women to battle for the rights of blacks. In 1890 mil-
itant suffragists formed the National American
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Woman Suffrage Association. Its founders included
aging pioneers like Elizabeth Cady Stanton, who
had helped organize the first women’s rights con-
vention in 1848, and her long-time comrade Susan
B. Anthony, the radical Quaker spitfire who had
courted jail by trying to cast a ballot in the 1872
presidential election.

By 1900 a new generation of women had taken
command of the suffrage battle. Their most effective
leader was Carrie Chapman Catt, a pragmatic and
businesslike reformer of relentless dedication. Sig-
nificantly, under Catt the suffragists de-emphasized
the argument that women deserved the vote as a
matter of right, because they were in all respects the
equals of men. Instead Catt stressed the desirability
of giving women the vote if they were to continue to
discharge their traditional duties as homemakers
and mothers in the increasingly public world of the
city. Women had special responsibility for the health
of the family and the education of children, the
argument ran. On the farm, women could discharge
these responsibilities in the separate sphere of the
isolated homestead. But in the city, they needed a
voice on boards of public health, police commis-
sions, and school boards.

By thus linking the ballot to a traditional definition
of women’s role, suffragists registered encouraging
gains as the new century opened, despite continuing
showers of rotten eggs and the jeers of male critics who
insisted that women were made for loving, not for vot-

ing. Women were increasingly permitted to vote in
local elections, particularly on issues related to the
schools. Wyoming Territory—later called “the Equality
State’’—granted the first unrestricted suffrage to
women in 1869. This important breach in the dike
once made, many states followed Wyoming’s example.
Paralleling these triumphs, most of the states by 1890
had passed laws to permit wives to own or control
their property after marriage. City life also fostered the
growth of a spate of women’s organizations, including
the General Federation of Women’s Clubs, which
counted some 200,000 members in 1900.

The reborn suffrage movement and other
women’s organizations excluded black women from
their ranks. Fearful that an integrated campaign
would compromise its efforts to get the vote, the
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In 1906 progressive reformer Jane Addams
(1860–1935) argued that granting women the
vote would improve the social and political
condition of American cities:

“City housekeeping has failed partly because
women, the traditional housekeepers, have
not been consulted as to its multiform
activities. The men have been carelessly
indifferent to much of the civic
housekeeping, as they have been indifferent
to the details of the household. . . . City
government demands the help of minds
accustomed to detail and a variety of work,
to a sense of obligation to the health and
welfare of young children, and to a
responsibility for the cleanliness and comfort
of other people.”



National American Woman Suffrage Association
limited membership to whites. Black women, how-
ever, created their own associations. Journalist and
teacher Ida B. Wells inspired black women to mount
a nationwide antilynching crusade. She also helped
launch the black women’s club movement, which
culminated in the establishment of the National
Association of Colored Women in 1896.

Prohibition of Alcohol and 
Social Progress 

Alarming gains by Demon Rum spurred the temper-
ance reformers to redoubled zeal. Especially obnox-
ious to them was the shutter-doored corner saloon,
appropriately called “the poor man’s club.’’ The 
barroom helped keep both him and his family poor.

Liquor consumption had increased during the
nerve-racking days of the Civil War, and immigrant
groups, accustomed to alcohol in the Old Country,
were hostile to restraints. Whiskey-loving foreigners
in Boston would rudely hiss temperance lecturers.
Many tipplers charged, with some accuracy, that
temperance reform amounted to a middle-class
assault on working-class lifestyles.

The National Prohibition party, organized in
1869, polled a sprinkling of votes in some of the
ensuing presidential elections. Among the favorite
songs of these sober souls were “I’ll Marry No Man If
He Drinks,’’ “Vote Down the Vile Traffic,’’ and “The
Drunkard’s Doom.’’ Typical was this:

Now, all young men, a warning take,
And shun the poisoned bowl;
’Twill lead you down to hell’s dark gate,
And ruin your own soul.
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Militant women entered the alcoholic arena,
notably when the Woman’s Christian Temperance
Union (WCTU) was organized in 1874. The white rib-
bon was its symbol of purity; the saintly Frances E.
Willard—also a champion of planned parenthood—
was its leading spirit. Less saintly was a muscular and
mentally deranged “Kansas Cyclone,’’ Carrie A.
Nation, whose first husband had died of alcoholism.
With her hatchet she boldly smashed saloon bottles
and bars, and her “hatchetations’’ brought consider-
able disrepute to the prohibition movement because
of the violence of her one-woman crusade.

But rum was now on the run. The potent Anti-
Saloon League was formed in 1893, with its mem-
bers singing “The Saloon Must Go’’ and “Vote for
Cold Water, Boys.’’ Female supporters sang “The
Lips That Touch Liquor Must Never Touch Mine.’’
Statewide prohibition, which had made surprising
gains in Maine and elsewhere before the Civil War,
was sweeping new states into the “dry’’ column. The
great triumph—but only a temporary one—came in
1919, when the national prohibition amendment
(Eighteenth) was attached to the Constitution.

Banners of other social crusaders were aloft.
The American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Animals was created in 1866, after its founder 
had witnessed brutality to horses in Russia. The
American Red Cross was launched in 1881, with 
the dynamic and diminutive five-foot-tall Clara Bar-
ton, an “angel’’ of Civil War battlefields, at the helm.

Artistic Triumphs

John Adams had anticipated that his generation’s
preoccupation with nation building would allow art
to flourish in the future, but the results long proved
unspectacular. Portrait painting continued to
appeal, as it had since the colonial era, but many of
America’s finest painters made their living abroad.
James Whistler (1834–1903) did much of his work,
including the celebrated portrait of his mother, in
England. This eccentric and quarrelsome Massa-
chusetts Yankee had earlier been dropped from
West Point after failing chemistry. “Had silicon been
a gas,” he later jested, “I would have been a major
general.” Another gifted portrait painter, likewise
self-exiled in England, was John Singer Sargent
(1856–1925). His flattering but somewhat superficial
likenesses of the British nobility were highly prized.
Mary Cassatt, an American in exile in Paris, painted

sensitive portrayals of women and children that
earned her a place in the pantheon of the French
impressionist painters.

Other brush wielders, no less talented, bright-
ened the artistic horizon. Self-taught George Inness
(1825–1894), who looked like a fanatic with his long
hair and piercing gaze, became America’s leading
landscapist. Thomas Eakins (1844–1916) attained a
high degree of realism in his paintings, a quality not
appreciated by portrait sitters who wanted their
moles overlooked. Boston-born Winslow Homer
(1836–1910), who as a youth had secretly drawn
sketches in school, was perhaps the greatest painter
of the group. Earthily American and largely resistant
to foreign influences, he revealed rugged realism
and boldness of conception. His canvases of the sea
and of fisherfolk were masterly, and probably no
American artist has excelled him in portraying the
awesome power of the ocean.

Probably the most gifted sculptor yet produced
by America was Augustus Saint-Gaudens (1848–
1907). Born in Ireland of an Irish mother and a French
father, he became an adopted American. Among his
most moving works is the Robert Gould Shaw memo-
rial, erected in Boston in 1897. It depicts Colonel
Shaw, a young white “Boston Brahmin’’ officer, lead-
ing his black troops into battle in the Civil War.

Music, too, was gaining popularity. America of
the 1880s and 1890s was assembling high-quality
symphony orchestras, notably in Boston and
Chicago. The famed Metropolitan Opera House of
New York was erected in 1883. In its fabled “Dia-
mond Horseshoe,’’ the newly rich, often under the
pretense of enjoying the imported singers, would
flaunt their jewels, gowns, and furs. While sym-
phonies and operas were devoted to bringing Euro-
pean music to elite American audiences, new
strains of homegrown American music were sprout-
ing in the South. Black folk traditions like spirituals
and “ragged music” were evolving into the blues,
ragtime, and jazz, which would transform American
popular music in the twentieth century.

A marvelous discovery was the reproduction of
music by mechanical means. The phonograph,
though a squeakily imperfect instrument when
invented by the deaf Edison, had by 1900 reached
over 150,000 homes. Americans were rapidly being
dosed with “canned music,’’ as the “sitting room’’
piano increasingly gathered dust.

In addition to skyscraper builder Louis Sullivan,
a famous American architect of the age was Henry
H. Richardson. Born in Louisiana and educated at
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Harvard and in Paris, Richardson settled in Boston
and from there spread his immense influence
throughout the eastern half of the United States. He
popularized a distinctive, ornamental style that
came to be known as “Richardsonian.’’ High-vaulted
arches, like those on Gothic churches, were his
trademark. His masterpiece and most famous work
was the Marshall Field Building (1885) in Chicago.
Enjoying his success, Richardson was noted for his
capacity for champagne, his love of laughter, and
the bright yellow vests he sported.

A revival of classical architectural forms—and a
setback for realism—came with the great Colum-
bian Exposition. Held in Chicago in 1893, it honored
the four-hundredth anniversary of Columbus’s first
voyage. This so-called dream of loveliness, which
was visited by 27 million people, did much to raise
American artistic standards and promote city plan-
ning, although many of the spectators were
attracted primarily by the contortions of a hootchy-
kootchy dancer, “Little Egypt.’’

The Business of Amusement

Fun and frolic were not neglected by the workaday
American. The pursuit of happiness, heralded in the
Declaration of Independence, had by century’s end
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Hamlin Garland (1860–1940), the well-known
novelist and writer of short stories, was im-
mensely impressed by the cultural value of
Chicago’s Columbian Exposition. He wrote to
his aged parents on their Dakota farm,

“Sell the cook stove if necessary and come.
You must see this fair.”



become a frenzied scramble. People sought their
pleasures fiercely, as they had overrun their conti-
nent fiercely. And now they had more time to play.

Varied diversions beckoned. As a nation of
“joiners’’ contemptuous of royalty, Americans in-
consistently sought to escape from democratic
equality in the aristocratic hierarchies of lodges. The
legitimate stage still flourished, as appreciative
audiences responded to the lure of the footlights.
Vaudeville, with its coarse jokes and graceful acro-
bats, continued to be immensely popular during the
1880s and 1890s, as were minstrel shows in the
South, now performed by black singers and dancers
rather than by blackfaced whites as in the North
before the Civil War.

The circus—high-tented and multiringed—
finally emerged full-blown. Phineas T. Barnum, the
master showman who had early discovered that “the
public likes to be humbugged,’’ joined hands with
James A. Bailey in 1881 to stage the “Greatest Show
on Earth.’’*

Colorful “Wild West’’ shows, first performed 
in 1883, were even more distinctively American.
Headed by the knightly, goateed, and free-drinking
William F. (“Buffalo Bill’’) Cody, the troupe included
war-whooping Indians, live buffalo, and deadeye
marksmen. Among them was the girlish Annie Oak-

ley. Rifle in hand, she could at thirty paces perforate
a tossed-up card half a dozen times before it flut-
tered to the ground (hence the term Annie Oakley
for a punched ticket, later for a free pass).

Baseball, already widely played before the Civil
War, was clearly emerging as the national pastime, if
not a national mania. A league of professional play-
ers was formed in the 1870s, and in 1888 an all-star
baseball team toured the world, using the pyramids
as a backstop while in Egypt.

A gladiatorial trend toward spectator sports,
rather than participative sports, was exemplified by
football. This rugged game, with its dangerous flying
wedge, had become popular well before 1889, when
Yaleman Walter C. Camp chose his first “All Ameri-
can’’ team. The Yale-Princeton game of 1893 drew
fifty thousand cheering fans, while foreigners jeered
that the nation was getting sports “on the brain.’’

Even pugilism, with its long background of
bare-knuckle brutality, gained a new and gloved
respectability in 1892. Agile “Gentleman Jim’’ Cor-
bett, a scientific boxer, wrestled the world cham-
pionship from the aging and alcoholic John L.
Sullivan, the fabulous “Boston Strong Boy.’’

Two crazes swept the country in the closing
decades of the century. Croquet became all the rage,
though condemned by moralists of the “naughty
nineties’’ because it exposed feminine ankles and
promoted flirtation. The low-framed “safety’’ bicy-
cle came to replace the high-seated model. By 1893
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a million bicycles were in use, and thousands of
young women, jokesters remarked, were turning to
this new “spinning wheel,’’ one that offered free-
dom, not tedium.

Basketball was invented in 1891 by James Nai-
smith, a YMCA instructor in Springfield, Massachu-
setts. Designed as an active indoor sport that could be
played during the winter months, it spread rapidly
and enjoyed enormous popularity in the next century.

The land of the skyscraper was plainly becoming
more standardized, owing largely to the new indus-
trialization. Although race and ethnicity assigned
urban Americans to distinctive neighborhoods and
workplaces, to an increasing degree they shared a
common popular culture—playing, reading, shop-
ping, and talking alike. As the century drew to a close,
the explosion of cities paradoxically made Americans
more diverse and more similar at the same time.
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Chronology

1859 Charles Darwin publishes On the 
Origin of Species

1862 Morrill Act provides public land for higher
education

1866 American Society for the Prevention of 
Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) created

1869 Wyoming Territory grants women the
right to vote

1871 Woodhull and Claflin’s Weekly published

1873 Comstock Law passed

1874 Woman’s Christian Temperance Union
(WCTU) organized

Chautauqua education movement launched

1876 Johns Hopkins University graduate
school established

1879 Henry George publishes Progress and Poverty
Dumbbell tenement introduced
Mary Baker Eddy establishes Christian

Science
Salvation Army begins work in America

1881 Booker T. Washington becomes head of
Tuskegee Institute

American Red Cross founded
Barnum and Bailey first join to stage the

“Greatest Show on Earth”

1882 First immigration-restriction laws passed

1883 Brooklyn Bridge completed 
Metropolitan Opera House built in New York

1884 Mark Twain publishes The Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn

1885 Louis Sullivan builds the first skyscraper,
in Chicago

Linotype invented

1886 Statue of Liberty erected in New York harbor

1887 American Protective Association (APA) formed
Hatch Act supplements Morrill Act

1888 Edward Bellamy publishes Looking Backward
American all-star baseball team tours

the world

1889 Jane Addams founds Hull House in Chicago
Moody Bible Institute established in Chicago

1890 National American Woman Suffrage
Association formed

1891 Basketball invented

1893 Lillian Wald opens Henry Street Settlement 
in New York

Anti-Saloon League formed
Columbian Exposition held in Chicago

1897 Library of Congress opens

1898 Charlotte Perkins Gilman publishes
Women and Economics

1899 Kate Chopin publishes The Awakening

1900 Theodore Dreiser publishes Sister Carrie

1910 National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People (NAACP) founded

For further reading, see page A18 of the Appendix. For web resources, go to http://college.hmco.com.
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The Great West and 
the Agricultural

Revolution
���

1865–1896

Up to our own day American history has been in a large degree the
history of the colonization of the Great West. The existence of an
area of free land, its continuous recession, and the advance of

American settlement westward, explain American development.

FREDERICK JACKSON TURNER, 1893

When the Civil War crashed to a close, the fron-
tier line was still wavering westward. A long

fringe of settlement, bulging outward here and
there, ran roughly north through central Texas and
on to the Canadian border. Between this jagged line
and the settled areas on the Pacific slope, there were
virtually no white people. The few exceptions were
the islands of Mormons in Utah, occasional trading
posts and gold camps, and several scattered Span-
ish-Mexican settlements throughout the Southwest.

Sprawling in expanse, the Great West was a rough
square that measured about a thousand miles on
each side. Embracing mountains, plateaus, deserts,
and plains, it was the habitat of the Indian, the buf-
falo, the wild horse, the prairie dog, and the coyote.
Twenty-five years later—that is, by 1890—the entire

domain had been carved into states and the four ter-
ritories of Utah, Arizona, New Mexico, and “Indian
Territory,” or Oklahoma. Pioneers flung themselves
greedily on this enormous prize, as if to ravish it.
Probably never before in human experience had so
huge an area been transformed so rapidly.

The Clash of Cultures on the Plains

Native Americans numbered about 360,000 in 1860,
many of them scattered about the vast grasslands of
the trans-Missouri West. But to their eternal misfor-
tune, the Indians stood in the path of the advancing
white pioneers. An inevitable clash loomed between



an acquisitive, industrializing civilization and the
Indians’ highly evolved lifeways, adapted over cen-
turies to the demanding environment of the sparsely
watered western plains.

Migration and conflict—and sometimes dra-
matic cultural change—were no strangers in the
arid West, even before the whites began to arrive.
The Comanches had driven the Apaches off the cen-
tral plains into the upper Rio Grande valley in the
eighteenth century. Harried by the Mandans and
Chippewas, the Cheyenne had abandoned their vil-
lages along the upper reaches of the Mississippi and
Missouri Rivers in the century before the Civil War.
The Sioux, displaced from the Great Lakes wood-
lands in the late eighteenth century, emerged onto
the plains to prey upon the Crows, Kiowas, and
Pawnees. Mounted on Spanish-introduced horses,
peoples like the Cheyenne and the Sioux trans-
formed themselves within just a few generations
from foot-traveling, crop-growing villagers to wide-
ranging nomadic traders and deadly efficient buf-
falo hunters—so deadly that they threatened to
extinguish the vast bison herds that had lured them
onto the plains in the first place.

When white soldiers and settlers edged onto the
plains in the decades just before the Civil War, they
accelerated a fateful cycle that exacerbated already
fierce enmities among the Indians and ultimately
undermined the foundations of Native American
culture. White intruders unwittingly spread cholera,

typhoid, and smallpox among the native peoples of
the plains, with devastating results. Equally harm-
ful, whites put further pressure on the steadily
shrinking bison population by hunting and by graz-
ing their own livestock on the prairie grasses. As the
once-mammoth buffalo herds dwindled, warfare
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As early as the Coronado expedition in 1541,
Spanish explorers marveled at the Plains
Indians’ reliance on the buffalo:

“With the skins [the Indians] build their
houses; with the skins they clothe and shoe
themselves; from the skins they make ropes
and also obtain wool. From the sinews they
make thread, with which they sew their
clothing and likewise their tents. From the
bones they shape awls, and the dung they
use for firewood, since there is no fuel in all
that land. The bladders serve as jugs and
drinking vessels. They sustain themselves on
the flesh of the animals, eating it slightly
roasted and sometimes uncooked. Taking it
in their teeth, they pull with one hand; with
the other they hold a large flint knife and cut
off mouthfuls, swallowing it half chewed, like
birds. They eat raw fat, without warming it.”



intensified among the plains tribes for ever-scarcer
hunting grounds. “I am traveling all over this coun-
try, and am cutting the trees of my brothers,” an
Arikara Indian told a U.S. Army officer along the
Platte River in 1835. “I am killing their buffalo before
my friends arrive so that when they come up, they
can find no buffalo.”

The federal government tried to pacify the
Plains Indians by signing treaties with the “chiefs” of
various “tribes” at Fort Laramie in 1851 and at Fort
Atkinson in 1853. The treaties marked the begin-
nings of the reservation system in the West. They
established boundaries for the territory of each
tribe and attempted to separate the Indians into two
great “colonies” to the north and south of a corridor
of intended white settlement.

But the white treaty makers misunderstood both
Indian government and Indian society. “Tribes” and
“chiefs” were often fictions of the white imagination,
which could not grasp the fact that Native Americans,
living in scattered bands, usually recognized no
authority outside their immediate family, or perhaps
a village elder. And the nomadic culture of the Plains
Indians was utterly alien to the concept of living out
one’s life in the confinement of a defined territory.

In the 1860s the federal government intensified
this policy and herded the Indians into still smaller
confines, principally the “Great Sioux reservation”
in Dakota Territory, and Indian Territory in present-
day Oklahoma, into which dozens of southern
Plains tribes were forced.

The Indians surrendered their ancestral lands
only when they had received solemn promises from
Washington that they would be left alone and pro-
vided with food, clothing, and other supplies.
Regrettably, the federal Indian agents were often
corrupt. They palmed off moth-eaten blankets,
spoiled beef, and other defective provisions on the
friendless Indians. One of these cheating officials,
on an annual salary of $1,500, returned home after
four years with an estimated “savings” of $50,000. 

For more than a decade after the Civil War,
fierce warfare between Indians and the U.S. Army
raged in various parts of the West. Army troops,
many of them recent immigrants who had, ironi-
cally, fled Europe to avoid military service, met for-
midable adversaries in the Plains Indians, whose
superb horsemanship gave them baffling mobility.
Fully one-fifth of all U.S. Army personnel on the
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One disheartened Indian complained to the
white Sioux Commission created by Congress,

“Tell your people that since the Great Father
promised that we should never be removed
we have been moved five times. . . . I think
you had better put the Indians on wheels
and you can run them about wherever you
wish.”



frontier were African-American—dubbed “Buffalo
Soldiers” by the Indians, supposedly because of the
resemblance of their hair to the bison’s furry coat.

Receding Native Population

The Indian wars in the West were often savage
clashes. Aggressive whites sometimes shot peaceful
Indians on sight, just to make sure they would give
no trouble. At Sand Creek, Colorado, in 1864,
Colonel J. M. Chivington’s militia massacred in cold
blood some four hundred Indians who apparently
thought they had been promised immunity. Women
were shot praying for mercy, children had their
brains dashed out, and braves were tortured,
scalped, and unspeakably mutilated. 

Cruelty begot cruelty. In 1866 a Sioux war party
attempting to block construction of the Bozeman
Trail to the Montana goldfields ambushed Captain
William J. Fetterman’s command of eighty-one sol-
diers and civilians in Wyoming’s Bighorn Moun-
tains. The Indians left not a single survivor and
grotesquely mutilated the corpses. One trooper’s

face was spitted with 105 arrows. George Armstrong
Custer, the buckskin-clad “boy general” of Civil War
fame, now demoted to colonel and turned Indian
fighter, wrote that Fetterman’s annihilation “awak-
ened a bitter feeling toward the savage perpetra-
tors.” The cycle of ferocious warfare intensified.

The Fetterman massacre led to one of the few—
though short-lived—Indian triumphs in the plains
wars. In another Treaty of Fort Laramie, signed in
1868, the government abandoned the Bozeman
Trail. The sprawling “Great Sioux reservation” was
guaranteed to the Sioux tribes. But in 1874 a new
round of warfare with the Plains Indians began when
Custer led a “scientific” expedition into the Black
Hills of South Dakota (part of the Sioux reservation)
and announced that he had discovered gold. Hordes
of greedy gold-seekers swarmed into the Sioux lands.
The aggrieved Sioux took to the warpath, inspired by
the influential and wily Sitting Bull. 

Colonel Custer’s Seventh Cavalry, nearly half of
them immigrants, set out to suppress the Indians
and to return them to the reservation. Attacking
what turned out to be a superior force of some 2,500
well-armed warriors camped along the Little
Bighorn River in present-day Montana, the “White
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Chief with Yellow Hair” and his 264 officers and men
were completely wiped out in 1876 when two sup-
porting columns failed to come to their rescue.* But
in a series of battles across the northern plains in the
ensuing months, the U.S. Army relentlessly hunted
down the Indians who had humiliated Custer.

One band of Nez Percé Indians in northeastern
Oregon were goaded into daring flight in 1877,
when U.S. authorities tried to herd them onto a
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A young lieutenant told Colonel Chivington
that to attack the Indians would be a
violation of pledges:

“His reply was, bringing his fist down close to
my face, ‘Damn any man who sympathizes
with Indians.’ I told him what pledges were
given the Indians. He replied that he ‘had
come to kill Indians, and believed it to be
honorable to kill Indians under any and all
circumstances.’”

Indian Wars, 1860–1890 Surrendering in 1877, Chief Joseph of the Nez Percé declared, “Our chiefs 
are killed. . . . The old men are all dead. . . . The little children are freezing to death. . . . I want to have time
to look for my children. . . . Hear me, my chiefs. My heart is sick and sad. From where the sun now stands 
I will fight no more forever.”

*When whites wiped out Indians, the engagement (in white his-
tory books) was usually a “battle”; when Indians wiped out
whites, it was a “massacre.” “Strategy” when practiced by Indi-
ans was “treachery.”



reservation. Chief Joseph finally surrendered his
breakaway band of some seven hundred Indians
after a tortuous, seventeen-hundred-mile, three-
month trek across the Continental Divide toward
Canada. There Joseph hoped to rendezvous with Sit-
ting Bull, who had taken refuge north of the border
after the Battle of Little Bighorn. Betrayed into
believing they would be returned to their ancestral
lands in Idaho, the Nez Percés instead were sent to a
dusty reservation in Kansas, where 40 percent of

them perished from disease. The survivors were
eventually allowed to return to Idaho.

Fierce Apache tribes of Arizona and New Mexico
were the most difficult to subdue. Led by Geronimo,
whose eyes blazed hatred of the whites, they were
pursued into Mexico by federal troops using the sun-
flashing heliograph, a communication device that
impressed the Indians as “big medicine.” Scattered
remnants of the warriors were finally persuaded to
surrender after the Apache women had been exiled
to Florida. The Apaches ultimately became success-
ful farmers in Oklahoma.

This relentless fire-and-sword policy of the
whites at last shattered the spirit of the Indians. The
vanquished Native Americans were finally ghet-
toized on reservations where they could theoreti-
cally preserve their cultural autonomy but were in
fact compelled to eke out a sullen existence as wards
of the government. Their white masters had at last
discovered that the Indians were much cheaper to
feed than to fight. Even so, for many decades they
were almost ignored to death.

The “taming” of the Indians was engineered by
a number of factors. Of cardinal importance was the
railroad, which shot an iron arrow through the heart
of the West. Locomotives could bring out unlimited
numbers of troops, farmers, cattlemen, sheep-
herders, and settlers. The Indians were also ravaged
by the white people’s diseases, to which they
showed little resistance, and by their firewater, to
which they showed almost no resistance. Above all,
the virtual extermination of the buffalo doomed the
Plains Indians’ nomadic way of life.

Bellowing Herds of Bison

Tens of millions of buffalo—described by early
Spaniards as “hunchback cows”—blackened the
western prairies when the white Americans first
arrived. These shaggy, lumbering animals were the
staff of life for Native Americans (see “Makers of
America: The Plains Indians,” pp. 598–599). Their
flesh provided food; their dried dung provided fuel
(“buffalo chips”); their hides provided clothing, lari-
ats, and harnesses.

When the Civil War closed, some 15 million of
these meaty beasts were still grazing on the western
plains. In 1868 a Kansas Pacific locomotive had to
wait eight hours for a herd to amble across the tracks.
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Much of the food supply of the railroad construction
gangs came from leathery buffalo steaks. William
“Buffalo Bill” Cody—sinewy, telescope-eyed, and a
crack shot—killed over 4,000 animals in eighteen
months while employed by the Kansas Pacific.

With the building of the railroad, the massacre
of the herds began in deadly earnest. The creatures
were slain for their hides, for their tongues or a few
other choice cuts, or for sheer amusement. “Sports-
men” on lurching railroad trains would lean out the
windows and blaze away at the animals to satisfy
their lust for slaughter or excitement. Such whole-
sale butchery left fewer than a thousand buffalo
alive by 1885, and the once-numerous beasts were
in danger of complete extinction. The whole story is
a shocking example of the greed and waste that
accompanied the conquest of the continent.

The End of the Trail

By the 1880s the national conscience began to stir
uneasily over the plight of the Indians. Helen Hunt
Jackson, a Massachusetts writer of children’s litera-

ture, pricked the moral sense of Americans in 1881,
when she published A Century of Dishonor. The book
chronicled the sorry record of government ruthless-
ness and chicanery in dealing with the Indians. Her
later novel Ramona (1884), a love story of injustice to
the California Indians, sold some 600,000 copies and
further inspired sympathy for the Indians.

Debate seesawed. Humanitarians wanted to treat
the Indians kindly and persuade them thereby to
“walk the white man’s road.” Yet hard-liners insisted
on the current policy of forced containment and bru-
tal punishment. Neither side showed much respect
for Native American culture. Christian reformers, who
often administered educational facilities on the reser-
vations, sometimes withheld food to force the Indians
to give up their tribal religion and assimilate to white
society. In 1884 these zealous white souls joined with
military men in successfully persuading the federal
government to outlaw the sacred Sun Dance. When
the “Ghost Dance” cult later spread to the Dakota
Sioux, the army bloodily stamped it out in 1890 at the
so-called Battle of Wounded Knee. In the fighting thus
provoked, an estimated two hundred Indian men,
women, and children were killed, as well as twenty-
nine invading soldiers.
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The Indian
Removal Act
of 1830
eliminated
all Indian
land rights
east of the 
Mississippi
River.

The Dawes Act in 1887 changed
common tribal lands into individual
allotments. Nearly 90 million acres
of tribal land were lost before the
act was repealed in 1932. Since
then, through court battles and 
federal recognition of old claims,
some Indian lands have been
restored to the tribes.   

Indian lands

1790 1860 1880

1890 2000

Vanishing Lands Once masters of the continent, Native Americans have been squeezed into just 2 percent
of U.S. territory. (Source: Copyright © 2000 by The New York Times Company. Reprinted by permission.)



The misbegotten offspring of the movement to
reform Indian policy was the Dawes Severalty Act of
1887. Reflecting the forced-civilization views of the
reformers, the act dissolved many tribes as legal
entities, wiped out tribal ownership of land, and set
up individual Indian family heads with 160 free
acres. If the Indians behaved themselves like “good
white settlers,” they would get full title to their hold-
ings, as well as citizenship, in twenty-five years. The
probationary period was later extended, but full 
citizenship was granted to all Indians in 1924.

Reservation land not allotted to the Indians
under the Dawes Act was to be sold to railroads and
white settlers, with the proceeds used by the federal
government to educate and “civilize” the native peo-
ples. In 1879 the government had already funded
the Carlisle Indian School in Pennsylvania, where
Native American children, separated from their
tribes, were taught English and inculcated with
white values and customs. “Kill the Indian and save
the man” was the school founder’s motto. In the

1890s the government expanded its network of
Indian boarding schools and sent “field matrons” to
the reservations to teach Native American women
the art of sewing and to preach the virtues of
chastity and hygiene.

The Dawes Act struck directly at tribal organiza-
tion and tried to make rugged individualists out of
the Indians. This legislation ignored the inherent
reliance of traditional Indian culture on tribally held
land, literally pulling the land out from under them.
By 1900 Indians had lost 50 percent of the 156 mil-
lion acres they had held just two decades earlier.
The forced-assimilation doctrine of the Dawes Act
remained the cornerstone of the government’s offi-
cial Indian policy for nearly half a century, until the
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Civil War veteran and long-time Indian
fighter General Philip Sheridan (1831–1888)
reflected on the wars against the Indians:

“We took away their country and their means
of support, broke up their mode of living,
their habits of life, introduced disease and
decay among them, and it was for this and
against this they made war. Could anyone
expect less?”

The Indian spokesman Plenty Coups said 
in 1909,

“I see no longer the curling smoke rising from
our lodge poles. I hear no longer the songs of
the women as they prepare the meal. The
antelope have gone; the buffalo wallows are
empty. Only the wail of the coyote is heard. 
The white man’s medicine is stronger than
ours. . . . We are like birds with a broken wing.”



The Plains Indians

The last of the native peoples of North America to
bow before the military might of the whites, the

Indians of the northern Great Plains long defended
their lands and their ways of life against the Ameri-
can cavalry. After the end of the Indian wars, toward
the close of the nineteenth century, the Plains tribes
struggled on, jealously guarding their communities
against white encroachment. Crowded onto reser-
vations, subject to ever-changing federal Indian
policies, assailed by corrupt settlers and Indian
agents, the Plains Indians have nonetheless pre-
served much of their ancestral culture to this day.

Before Europeans first appeared in North Amer-
ica in the sixteenth century, the vast plain from north-
ern Texas to Saskatchewan was home to some thirty
different tribes. There was no typical Plains Indian;
each tribe spoke a distinct language, practiced its own
religion, and formed its own government. When

members of different bands met on the prairies, com-
munication depended on a special sign language.

Indians had first trod the arid plains to pursue
sprawling herds of antelope, elk, and especially buf-
falo. But these early peoples of the plains were not
exclusively hunters: the women were expert farm-
ers, coaxing lush gardens of pumpkins, squash,
corn, and beans from the dry but fertile soil. Still,
the shaggy pelt and heavy flesh of the buffalo con-
stituted the staff of life on the plains. Hunted by
men, the great bison were butchered by women,
who used every part of the beast. They fashioned
horns and hooves into spoons, and intestines into
containers. They stretched sinews into strong bow-
strings and wove buffalo hair into ropes. Meat not
immediately eaten was pounded into pemmican—
thin strips of smoked or sun-dried buffalo flesh
mixed with berries and stuffed into rawhide bags.
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The nomadic Plains Indians sought what shel-
ter they could in small bands throughout the winter,
gathering together in summer for religious cere-
monies, socializing, and communal buffalo hunts.
At first these seasonal migrations required arduous
loading and carting. The Indians carried all their
possessions or heaped them on wheelless carts
called travois, which were dragged by dogs—their
only beasts of burden.

Then in the sixteenth century, the mounted
Spanish conquistadores ventured into the New
World. Their steeds—some of them escaping to
become mustangs, the wild horses of the American
West, and others acquired by the Indians in trade—
quickly spread over the plains. The horse revolu-
tionized Indian societies, turning the Plains tribes
into efficient hunting machines that promised to
banish hunger from the prairies. But the plains
pony also ignited a furious competition for grazing
lands, for trade goods, and for ever more horses, so
that wars of aggression and of revenge became
increasingly bitter and frequent.

The European invasion soon eclipsed the short-
lived era of the horse. After many battles the Plains
Indians found themselves crammed together on
tiny reservations, clinging with tired but determined
fingers to their traditions. Although much of Plains
Indian culture persists to this day, the Indians’ free-
ranging way of life has passed into memory. As
Black Elk, an Oglala Sioux, put it, “Once we were
happy in our own country and we were seldom hun-
gry, for then the two-leggeds and the four-leggeds
lived together like relatives, and there was plenty for
them and for us. But then the Wasichus [white peo-
ple] came, and they made little islands for us . . . 
and always these islands are becoming smaller, 
for around them surges the gnawing flood of
Wasichus.”
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Indian Reorganization Act (the “Indian New Deal”)
of 1934 partially reversed the individualistic ap-
proach and belatedly tried to restore the tribal basis
of Indian life (see p. 790).

Under these new federal policies, defective
though they were, the Indian population started to
mount slowly. The total number had been reduced
by 1887 to about 243,000—the result of bullets, bat-
tles, and bacteria—but the census of 2000 counted
more than 1.5 million Native Americans, urban and
rural.

Mining: From Dishpan to Ore Breaker

The conquest of the Indians and the coming of the
railroad were life-giving boons to the mining fron-
tier. The golden gravel of California continued to
yield “pay dirt,” and in 1858 an electrifying discov-
ery convulsed Colorado. Avid “fifty-niners” or “Pike’s
Peakers” rushed west to rip at the ramparts of the
Rockies. But there were more miners than minerals;
and many gold-grubbers, with “Pike’s Peak or Bust”
inscribed on the canvas of their covered wagons,
creaked wearily back with the added inscription,
“Busted, by Gosh.” Yet countless bearded fortune
seekers stayed on, some to strip away the silver
deposits, others to extract nonmetallic wealth from
the earth in the form of golden grain.

“Fifty-niners” also poured feverishly into
Nevada in 1859, after the fabulous Comstock Lode
had been uncovered. A fantastic amount of gold and
silver, worth more than $340 million, was mined by
the “Kings of the Comstock” from 1860 to 1890. The
scantily populated state of Nevada, “child of the
Comstock Lode,” was prematurely railroaded into
the Union in 1864, partly to provide three electoral
votes for President Lincoln.

Smaller “lucky strikes” drew frantic gold- and 
silver-seekers into Montana, Idaho, and other west-
ern states. Boomtowns, known as “Helldorados,”
sprouted from the desert sands like magic. Every
third cabin was a saloon, where sweat-stained miners
drank adulterated liquor (“rotgut”) in the company of
accommodating women. Lynch law and hempen vig-
ilante justice, as in early California, preserved a crude
semblance of order in the towns. And when the “dig-
gings” petered out, the gold-seekers decamped, leav-
ing eerily picturesque “ghost towns,” such as Virginia
City, Nevada, silhouetted in the desert. Begun with a
boom, these towns ended with a whimper.

Once the loose surface gold was gobbled up,
ore-breaking machinery was imported to smash the
gold-bearing quartz. This operation was so expen-
sive that it could ordinarily be undertaken only by
corporations pooling the wealth of stockholders.
Gradually the age of big business came to the min-
ing industry. Dusty, bewhiskered miners, dishpans
in hand, were replaced by the impersonal corpora-
tions, with their costly machinery and trained engi-
neers. The once-independent gold-washer became
just another day laborer.

Yet the mining frontier had played a vital role in
subduing the continent. Magnetlike, it attracted pop-
ulation and wealth, while advertising the wonders of
the Wild West. Women as well as men found opportu-
nity, running boardinghouses or working as prosti-
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tutes. They won a kind of equality on the rough fron-
tier that earned them the vote in Wyoming (1869),
Utah (1870), Colorado (1893), and Idaho (1896) long
before their sisters in the East could cast a ballot.

The amassing of precious metals helped finance
the Civil War, facilitated the building of railroads, and
intensified the already bitter conflict between whites
and Indians. The outpouring of silver and gold
enabled the Treasury to resume specie payments 
in 1879 and injected the silver issue into American
politics. “Silver Senators,” representing the thinly
peopled “acreage states” of the West, used their dis-
proportionate influence to promote the interests of
the silver miners. Finally, the mining frontier added
to American folklore and literature, as the writings of
Bret Harte and Mark Twain so colorfully attest.

Beef Bonanzas and the Long Drive

When the Civil War ended, the grassy plains of Texas
supported several million tough, long-horned cat-
tle. These scrawny beasts, whose horn spread 

sometimes reached eight feet, were killed primarily
for their hides. There was no way of getting their
meat profitably to market.

The problem of marketing was neatly solved
when the transcontinental railroads thrust their
iron fingers into the West. Cattle could now be
shipped bodily to the stockyards, and under “beef
barons” like the Swifts and Armours, the highly
industrialized meatpacking business sprang into
existence as a main pillar of the economy. Drawing
upon the gigantic stockyards at Kansas City and
Chicago, the meatpackers could ship their fresh
products to the East Coast in the newly perfected
refrigerator cars.

A spectacular feeder of the new slaughter-
houses was the “Long Drive.” Texas cowboys—
black, white, and Mexican—drove herds numbering
from one thousand to ten thousand head slowly
over the unfenced and unpeopled plains until they
reached a railroad terminal. The bawling beasts
grazed en route on the free government grass.
Favorite terminal points were flyspecked “cow
towns” like Dodge City—“the Bibulous Babylon 
of the Frontier”—and Abilene (Kansas), Ogallala
(Nebraska), and Cheyenne (Wyoming). At Abilene
order was maintained by Marshal James B. (“Wild
Bill”) Hickok, a fabulous gunman who reputedly
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killed only in self-defense or in the line of duty and
who was fatally shot in the back in 1876, while play-
ing poker.

As long as lush grass was available, the Long
Drive proved profitable—that is, to the luckier cattle-
men who escaped Indians, stampedes, cattle fever,
and other hazards. From 1866 to 1888, bellowing
herds, totaling over 4 million steers, were driven
northward from the beef bowl of Texas. The steer was
king in a Cattle Kingdom richly carpeted with grass.

What the Lord giveth, the Lord also can taketh
away. The railroad made the Long Drive, and the rail-
road unmade the Long Drive, primarily because the
locomotives ran both ways. The same rails that bore
the cattle from the open range to the kitchen range
brought out the homesteader and the sheepherder.
Both of these intruders, sometimes amid flying bul-
lets, built barbed-wire fences that were too numer-
ous to be cut down by the cowboys. Furthermore, the
terrible winter of 1886–1887, with blinding blizzards
reaching 68 degrees below zero, left thousands of
dazed cattle starving and freezing. Overexpansion
and overgrazing likewise took their toll, as the cow-
boys slowly gave way to plowboys.

The only escape for the stockmen was to make
cattle-raising a big business and avoid the perils of

overproduction. Breeders learned to fence their
ranches, lay in winter feed, import blooded bulls,
and produce fewer and meatier animals. They also
learned to organize. The Wyoming Stock-Growers’
Association, especially in the 1880s, virtually con-
trolled the state and its legislature.

This was the heyday of the cowboy. The equip-
ment of the cowhand—from “shooting irons” and
ten-gallon hat to chaps and spurs—served a useful,
not an ornamental, function. A “genuwine” gun-
toting cowpuncher, riding where men were men
and smelled like horses, could justifiably boast of
his toughness.

These bowlegged Knights of the Saddle, with
their colorful trappings and cattle-lulling songs,
became part of American folklore. Many of them,
perhaps five thousand, were blacks, who especially
enjoyed the newfound freedom of the open range.

The Farmers’ Frontier

Miners and cattlemen created the romantic legend
of the West, but it was the sober sodbuster who
wrote the final chapter of frontier history. A fresh
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day dawned for western farmers with the Home-
stead Act of 1862. The new law allowed a settler to
acquire as much as 160 acres of land (a quarter-
section) by living on it for five years, improving it,
and paying a nominal fee of about $30.

The Homestead Act marked a drastic departure
from previous policy. Before the act, public land had
been sold primarily for revenue; now it was to be
given away to encourage a rapid filling of empty
spaces and to provide a stimulus to the family
farm—“the backbone of democracy.” The new law
was a godsend to a host of farmers who could not
afford to buy large holdings. During the forty years
after its passage, about half a million families took
advantage of the Homestead Act to carve out new
homes in the vast open stretches. Yet five times that
many families purchased their land from the rail-
roads, the land companies, or the states.

The Homestead Act often turned out to be a
cruel hoax. The standard 160 acres, quite adequate
in the well-watered Mississippi basin, frequently
proved pitifully inadequate on the rain-scarce Great
Plains. Thousands of homesteaders, perhaps two
out of three, were forced to give up the one-sided

struggle against drought. Uncle Sam, it was said, bet
160 acres against ten dollars that the settlers could
not live on their homesteads for five years. One of
these unsuccessful gambles in Greer County, west-
ern Oklahoma, inspired a folk song:

Hurrah for Greer County! The land of the free,
The land of the bedbug, grasshopper, and flea;
I’ll sing of its praises, I’ll tell of its fame,
While starving to death on my government

claim.

Naked fraud was spawned by the Homestead
Act and similar laws. Perhaps ten times more of the
public domain wound up in the clutches of land-
grabbing promoters than in the hands of bona fide
farmers. Unscrupulous corporations would use
“dummy” homesteaders—often their employees or
aliens bribed with cash or a bottle of beer—to grab
the best properties containing timber, minerals, 
and oil. Settlers would later swear that they had
“improved” the property by erecting a “twelve by
fourteen” dwelling, which turned out to measure
twelve by fourteen inches.
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The railways also played a major role in devel-
oping the agricultural West, largely through the
profitable marketing of crops. Some railroad com-
panies induced Americans and European immi-
grants to buy the cheap lands earlier granted by the
government. The Northern Pacific Railroad at one
time had nearly a thousand paid agents in Europe
distributing roseate leaflets in various languages.

Shattering the myth of the Great American
Desert opened the gateways to the agricultural West
even wider. The windswept prairies were for the
most part treeless, and the tough sod had been
pounded solid by millions of buffalo hooves. Pio-
neer explorers and trappers had assumed that the
soil must be sterile, simply because it was not heav-
ily watered and did not support immense forests.
But once the prairie sod was broken with heavy iron
plows pulled by four yokes of oxen—the “plow that
broke the plains”—the earth proved astonishingly
fruitful. “Sodbusters” poured onto the prairies.
Lacking trees for lumber and fuel, they built homes
from the very sod they dug from the ground, and
burned corncobs for warmth.

Lured by higher wheat prices resulting from
crop failures elsewhere in the world, settlers in the
1870s rashly pushed still farther west, onto the poor,
marginal lands beyond the 100th meridian. That
imaginary line, running north to south from the
Dakotas through west Texas, separated two climato-
logical regions—a well-watered area to the east, and
a semiarid area to the west. Bewhiskered and one-

armed geologist John Wesley Powell, explorer of the
Colorado River’s Grand Canyon and director of the
U.S. Geological Survey, warned in 1874 that beyond
the 100th meridian so little rain fell that agriculture
was impossible without massive irrigation.

Ignoring Powell’s advice, farmers heedlessly
chewed up the crusty earth in western Kansas, east-
ern Colorado, and Montana. They quickly went
broke as a six-year drought in the 1880s further des-
iccated the already dusty region. Western Kansas
lost half its population between 1888 and 1892.
“There is no God west of Salina,” one hapless home-
steader declared.

In the wake of the devastating drought, the new
technique of “dry farming” took root on the plains.
Its methods of frequent shallow cultivation suppos-
edly were adapted to the arid western environment,
but over time “dry farming” created a finely pulver-
ized surface soil that contributed to the notorious
“Dust Bowl” several decades later (see p. 789).

Other adaptations to the western environment
were more successful. Tough strains of wheat, resis-
tant to cold and drought, were imported from Russia
and blossomed into billowing yellow carpets. Wise
farmers abandoned corn in favor of sorghum and
other drought-resistant grains. Barbed wire, per-
fected by Joseph F. Glidden in 1874, solved the prob-
lem of how to build fences on the treeless prairies.

Eventually federally financed irrigation projects
—on a colossal scale, beyond even what John Wes-
ley Powell had dreamed—caused the Great Ameri-
can Desert to bloom. A century after Powell’s
predictions, arching dams had tamed the Missouri
and Columbia Rivers and had so penned up and
diverted the canyon-gnawing Colorado that its
mouth in the Gulf of California was dry. More than
45 million acres were irrigated in seventeen western
states. In the long run, the hydraulic engineers had
more to do with shaping the modern West than all
the trappers, miners, cavalrymen, and cowboys
there ever were. As one engineer boasted, “We enjoy
pushing rivers around.”

The Far West Comes of Age

The Great West experienced a fantastic growth in
population from the 1870s to the 1890s. A parade of
new western states proudly joined the Union.
Boomtown Colorado, offspring of the Pike’s Peak
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In making the arduous journey across the
western prairies, many women settlers
discovered new confidence in their abilities.
Early on in her trek, Mary Richardson Walker
(1811–1897) confided in her diary that

“. . . my circumstances are rather trying. So
much danger attends me on every hand. A
long journey before me, going I know not
whither, without mother or sister to attend
me, can I expect to survive it all?” 

Only a month later, she recorded that

“in the afternoon we rode thirty-five miles
without stopping. Pretty well tired out, all of
us. Stood it pretty well myself.”



Robert Louis Stevenson’s Transcontinental Jour-
ney, 1879 The celebrated Scottish writer Robert
Louis Stevenson, author of such enduring classics
as Treasure Island, Kidnapped, and The Strange Case
of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, journeyed from Scotland
to California in 1879 to rendezvous with his Ameri-
can fiancée, Frances Osbourne. Between New York
and San Francisco, Stevenson traveled on the
transcontinental railroad line completed just ten
years earlier, and he dutifully recorded his impres-
sions of America, the West in particular, as he made
his way toward California. Stevenson’s account of
his trip provides an unusually gifted writer’s vivid

portrait of the trans-Mississippi West at the close of
the era of the Indian wars. Like all travelogues,
Stevenson’s colorful tale may reveal as much about
the traveler as it does about the things he saw. Yet
historians frequently make use of such documents
to reconstruct the original appearance and texture
of places that were once the exotic destinations of
adventurous travelers, before they were trans-
formed by the onrush of modernity. In the passages
reproduced here, inspired by the view as Steven-
son’s train passed through Nebraska and Wyoming,
what features of the landscape does the author find
most remarkable? How does he portray the railroad? 

Source: Across the Plains, by Robert Louis Stevenson (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1897).

THE PLAINS OF NEBRASKA
. . . We were at sea—there is no other adequate expression—on the plains of Nebraska. . . . It was a world
almost without a feature; an empty sky, an empty earth; front and back, the line of railway stretched from
horizon to horizon, like a cue across a billiard-board; on either hand, the green plain ran till it touched the
skirts of heaven. . . . [G]razing beasts were seen upon the prairie at all degrees of distance and diminution;
and now and again we might perceive a few dots beside the railroad which grew more and more distinct as
we drew nearer till they turned into wooden cabins, and then dwindled and dwindled in our wake until they
melted into their surroundings, and we were once more alone upon the billiard-board. The train toiled over
this infinity like a snail; and being the one thing moving, it was wonderful what huge proportions it began
to assume in our regard. . . .

[That] evening we left Laramie [Wyoming]. . . . And yet when day came, it was to shine upon the same
broken and unsightly quarter of the world. Mile upon mile, and not a tree, a bird, or a river. Only down the
long, sterile cañons, the train shot hooting and awoke the resting echo. That train was the one piece of life in
all the deadly land; it was the one actor, the one spectacle fit to be observed in this paralysis of man and
nature. And when I think how the railroad has been pushed through this unwatered wilderness and haunt
of savage tribes, and now will bear an emigrant for some £12 from the Atlantic to the Golden Gates; how at
each stage of the construction, roaring, impromptu cities, full of gold and lust and death, sprang up and
then died away again, and are now but wayside stations in the desert; how in these uncouth places pig-
tailed Chinese pirates worked side by side with border ruffians and broken men from Europe, talking
together in a mixed dialect, mostly oaths, gambling, drinking, quarrelling and murdering like wolves; how
the plumed hereditary lord of all America heard, in this last fastness, the scream of the ‘bad medicine
waggon’ charioting his foes; and then when I go on to remember that all this epical turmoil was conducted
by gentlemen in frock coats, and with a view to nothing more extraordinary than a fortune and a
subsequent visit to Paris, it seems to me, I own, as if this railway were the one typical achievement of the
age in which we live, as if it brought together into one plot all the ends of the world and all the degrees of
social rank, and offered to some great writer the busiest, the most extended, and the most varied subject for
an enduring literary work. . . .
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gold rush, was greeted in 1876 as “the Centennial
State.” In 1889–1890 a Republican Congress, eagerly
seeking more Republican electoral and congres-
sional votes, admitted in a wholesale lot six new
states: North Dakota, South Dakota, Montana,
Washington, Idaho, and Wyoming. The Mormon
Church formally and belatedly banned polygamy in
1890, but not until 1896 was Utah deemed worthy of
admission. Only Oklahoma, New Mexico, and Ari-
zona remained to be lifted into statehood from con-
tiguous territory on the mainland of North America.

In a last gaudy fling, the federal government
made available to settlers vast stretches of fertile
plains formerly occupied by the Indians in the dis-
trict of Oklahoma (“the Beautiful Land”). Scores of
overeager and well-armed “sooners,” illegally jump-
ing the gun, had entered Oklahoma Territory. They
had to be evicted repeatedly by federal troops, who
on occasion would shoot the intruders’ horses. On
April 22, 1889, all was in readiness for the legal

opening, and some 50,000 “boomers” were poised
expectantly on the boundary line. At high noon the
bugle shrilled, and a horde of “eighty-niners”
poured in on lathered horses or careening vehicles.
That night a lonely spot on the prairie had mush-
roomed into the tent city of Guthrie, with over
10,000 people. By the end of the year, Oklahoma
boasted 60,000 inhabitants, and Congress made it a
territory. In 1907 it became the “Sooner State.”

The Fading Frontier

In 1890—a watershed date—the superintendent of
the census announced that for the first time in
America’s experience, a frontier line was no longer
discernible. All the unsettled areas were now broken
into by isolated bodies of settlement. The “closing”
of the frontier inspired one of the most influential
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essays ever written about American history—Fred-
erick Jackson Turner’s “The Significance of the Fron-
tier in American History” in 1893.

As the nineteenth century neared its sunset, the
westward-tramping American people were dis-
turbed to find that their fabled free land was going
or had gone. The secretary of war had prophesied in
1827 that five hundred years would be needed to fill
the West. But as the nation finally recognized that its
land was not inexhaustible, seeds were planted to
preserve the vanishing resource. The government
set aside land for national parks—first Yellowstone
in 1872, followed by Yosemite and Sequoia in 1890.

But the frontier was more than a place; it was
also a state of mind and a symbol of opportunity. Its
passing ended a romantic phase of the nation’s
internal development and created new economic
and psychological problems.

Traditionally footloose, Americans have been
notorious for their mobility. The nation’s farmers,
unlike the peasants of Europe, have seldom re-
mained rooted to their soil. The land, sold for a
profit as settlement closed in, was often the settler’s
most profitable crop.

Much has been said about the frontier as a
“safety valve.” The theory is that when hard times
came, the unemployed who cluttered the city pave-
ments merely moved west, took up farming, and
prospered.

In truth, relatively few city dwellers, at least in
the populous eastern centers, migrated to the fron-
tier during depressions. Most of them did not know

how to farm; few of them could raise enough money
to transport themselves west and then pay for live-
stock and expensive machinery.

But the safety-valve theory does have some
validity. Free acreage did lure to the West a host of
immigrant farmers who otherwise might have
remained in the eastern cities to clog the job mar-
kets and to crowd the festering and already over-
populated slums. And the very possibility of
westward migration may have induced urban
employers to maintain wage rates high enough to
discourage workers from leaving. But the real safety
valve by the late nineteenth century was in western
cities like Chicago, Denver, and San Francisco,
where failed farmers, busted miners, and displaced
easterners found ways to seek their fortunes.
Indeed, after about 1880 the area from the Rocky
Mountains to the Pacific Coast was the most urban-
ized region in America, measured by the percentage
of people living in cities.

U.S. history cannot be properly understood
unless it is viewed in light of the westward-moving
experience. As Frederick Jackson Turner wrote,
“American history has been in a large degree the his-
tory of the colonization of the Great West.” The story
of settling and taming the trans-Mississippi West in
the late nineteenth century was but the last chapter
in the saga of colonizing various American “wests”
since Columbus’s day—from the West Indies to the
Chesapeake shore, from the valleys of the Hudson
and Connecticut Rivers to the valleys of the Ten-
nessee and Ohio Rivers.
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And yet the trans-Mississippi West formed a dis-
tinct chapter in that saga and retains even to this
day much of its uniqueness. There the Native Amer-
ican peoples made their last and most desperate
struggle against colonization, and there most Native
Americans live today. There “Anglo” culture collided
most directly with Hispanic culture—the historic
rival of the Anglo-Americans for dominance in the
New World—and the Southwest remains the most
Hispanicized region in America. There America
faced across the Pacific to Asia, and there most
Asian-Americans dwell today. There the scale and
severity of the environment posed their largest chal-
lenges to human ambitions, and there the environ-
ment, with its aridity and still-magical emptiness,
continues to mold social and political life, and the
American imagination, as in no other part of the
nation. And in no other region has the federal gov-
ernment, with its vast landholdings, its subsidies to
the railroads, and its massive irrigation projects,
played so conspicuous a role in economic and
social development.

The westward-moving pioneers and the country
they confronted have assumed mythic proportions
in the American mind. They have been immortalized
by such writers as Bret Harte, Mark Twain, Helen
Hunt Jackson, and Francis Parkman, and by such
painters as George Catlin, Frederic Remington, and
Albert Bierstadt. For better or worse, those pioneers
planted the seeds of civilization in the immense
western wilderness. The life we live, they dreamed of;
the life they lived, we can only dream.

The Farm Becomes a Factory

The situation of American farmers, once jacks-and-
jills-of-all-trades, was rapidly changing. They had
raised their own food, fashioned their own clothing,
and bartered for other necessities with neighbors.
Now high prices persuaded farmers to concentrate
on growing single “cash” crops, such as wheat or
corn, and use their profits to buy foodstuffs at the
general store and manufactured goods in town or by
mail order. The Chicago firm of Aaron Montgomery
Ward sent out its first catalogue—a single sheet—in
1872.

Large-scale farmers, especially in the immense
grain-producing areas of the Mississippi Valley,
were now both specialists as well as business-
people. As cogs in the vast industrial machine,
these farmers were intimately tied to banking, rail-
roading, and manufacturing. They had to buy
expensive machinery in order to plant and to har-
vest their crops. A powerful steam engine could
drag behind it simultaneously the plow, seeder, and
harrow. The speed of harvesting wheat was dramat-
ically increased in the 1870s by the invention of the
twine binder and then in the 1880s by the “com-
bine”—the combined reaper-thresher, which was
drawn by twenty to forty horses and which both
reaped and bagged the grain. Widespread use of
such costly equipment naturally called for first-
class management. But the farmers, often unskilled
as businesspeople, were inclined to blame the
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banks and railroads or the volatility of the global
marketplace rather than their own shortcomings,
for their losses.

This amazing mechanization of agriculture in
the postwar years was almost as striking as the mech-
anization of industry. In fact, agricultural moderniza-
tion drove many marginal farmers off the land, thus
swelling the ranks of the new industrial work force. As
the rural population steadily decreased, those farm-
ers who remained achieved miracles of production,
making America the world’s breadbasket and butcher
shop. The farm was attaining the status of a factory—
an outdoor grain factory. Bonanza wheat farms of the
Minnesota–North Dakota area, for example, were
enormous. By 1890 at least a half-dozen of them were
larger than fifteen thousand acres, with communica-
tion by telephone from one part to another. These
bonanza farms foreshadowed the gigantic agribusi-
nesses of the next century.

Agriculture was a big business from its earliest
days in California’s phenomenally productive (and
phenomenally irrigated) Central Valley. California
farms, carved out of giant Spanish-Mexican land

grants and the railroads’ huge holdings, were from
the outset more than three times larger than the
national average. The reformer Henry George in
1871 described the Golden State as “not a country of
farms but a country of plantations and estates.”
With the advent of the railroad refrigerator car in the
1880s, California fruit and vegetable crops, raised
on sprawling tracts by ill-paid migrant Mexican and
Chinese farmlands, sold at a handsome profit in the
rich urban markets of the East.

Deflation Dooms the Debtor

Once the farmers became chained to a one-crop
economy—wheat or corn—they were in the same
leaky boat with the southern cotton growers. As long
as prices stayed high, all went well. But when they
skidded in the 1880s, bankruptcy fell like a blight on
the farm belts.

The grain farmers were no longer the masters of
their own destinies. They were engaged in one of the
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most fiercely competitive of businesses, for the
price of their product was determined in a world
market by the world output. If the wheat fields of
Argentina, Russia, and other foreign countries flour-
ished, the price of the farmers’ grain would fall and
American sodbusters would face ruin, as they did in
the 1880s and 1890s.

Low prices and a deflated currency were the
chief worries of the frustrated farmers—North,
South, and West. If a family had borrowed $1,000 in
1855, when wheat was worth about a dollar a
bushel, they expected to pay back the equivalent of
one thousand bushels, plus interest, when the mort-
gage fell due. But if they let their debt run to 1890,
when wheat had fallen to about fifty cents a bushel,
they would have to pay back the price of two thou-
sand bushels for the $1,000 they had borrowed, plus
interest. This unexpected burden struck them as
unjust, though their steely-eyed creditors often
branded the complaining farmers as slippery and
dishonest rascals.

The deflationary pinch on the debtor flowed
partly from the static money supply. There were
simply not enough dollars to go around, and as a
result, prices were forced down. In 1870 the cur-
rency in circulation for each person was $19.42; in
1890 it was only $22.67. Yet during these twenty
years, business and industrial activity, increasing
manyfold, had intensified the scramble for available
currency.

The forgotten farmers were caught on a tread-
mill. Despite unremitting toil, they operated year
after year at a loss and lived off their fat as best they
could. In a vicious circle, their farm machinery
increased their output of grain, lowered the price,
and drove them even deeper into debt. Mortgages
engulfed homesteads at an alarming rate; by 1890
Nebraska alone reported more than 100,000 farms
blanketed with mortgages. The repeated crash of
the sheriff-auctioneer’s hammer kept announcing

to the world that another sturdy American farmer
had become landless in a landed nation.

Ruinous rates of interest, running from 8 to 40
percent, were charged on mortgages, largely by
agents of eastern loan companies. The windburned
sons and daughters of the sod, who felt that they
deserved praise for developing the country, cried
out in despair against the loan sharks and the Wall
Street octopus.

Farm tenancy rather than farm ownership was
spreading like stinkweed. The trend was especially
marked in the sharecropping South, where cotton
prices also sank dismayingly. By 1880 one-fourth of
all American farms were operated by tenants. The
United States was ready to feed the world, but under
the new industrial feudalism, the farmers were
about to sink into a status suggesting Old World
serfdom.

Unhappy Farmers

Even Mother Nature ceased smiling, as her powerful
forces conspired against agriculture. Mile-wide
clouds of grasshoppers, leaving “nothing but the
mortgage,” periodically ravaged prairie farms. The
terrible cotton-boll weevil was also wreaking havoc
in the South by the early 1890s.

The good earth was going sour. Floods added to
the waste of erosion, which had already washed the
topsoil off millions of once-lush southern acres.
Expensive fertilizers were urgently needed. A long
succession of droughts seared the trans-Mississippi
West, beginning in the summer of 1887. Whole
towns were abandoned. “Going home to the wife’s
folks” and “In God we trusted, in Kansas we busted”
were typical laments of many impoverished farm-
ers, as they fled their weather-beaten shacks and
sun-baked sod houses. One irate “poet” snarled,

Fifty miles to water,
A hundred miles to wood,
To hell with this damned country,
I’m going home for good.

To add to their miseries, the soil-tillers were
gouged by their government—local, state, and
national. Their land was overassessed, and they paid
painful local taxes, whereas wealthy easterners
could conceal their stocks and bonds in safe-deposit
boxes. High protective tariffs in these years poured
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A contemporary farm protest song, “The
Kansas Fool,” ran,

The bankers followed us out west;
And did in mortgages invest;
They looked ahead and shrewdly planned,
And soon they’ll have our Kansas land.



profits into the pockets of manufacturers. Farmers,
on the other hand, had no choice but to sell 
their low-priced products in a fiercely competitive,
unprotected world market, while buying high-priced
manufactured goods in a protected home market.

The farmers were also “farmed” by the corpora-
tions and processors. They were at the mercy of the
harvester trust, the barbed-wire trust, and the fertil-
izer trust, all of which could control output and raise
prices to extortionate levels. Middlemen took a juicy
“cut” from the selling price of the goods that the
farmers bought, while operators pushed storage rates
to the ceiling at grain warehouses and elevators.

In addition, the railroad octopus had the grain
growers in its grip. Freight rates could be so high
that the farmers sometimes lost less if they burned
their corn for fuel than if they shipped it. If they
raised their voices in protest, the ruthless railroad
operators might let their grain spoil in damp places
or refuse to provide them with cars when needed.

Farmers still made up nearly one-half the popu-
lation in 1890, but they were hopelessly disorgan-
ized. The manufacturers and the railroad barons
knew how to combine to promote their interests,
and so, increasingly, did industrial workers. But the
farmers were by nature independent and individu-
alistic—dead set against consolidation or regimen-
tation. No really effective Carnegie or Gompers
arose among them to preach the gospel of eco-
nomic integration and concentration. They never

did organize successfully to restrict production until
forced to by the federal government nearly half a
century later, in Franklin Roosevelt’s New Deal days.
What they did manage to organize was a monumen-
tal political uprising.

The Farmers Take Their Stand

Agrarian unrest had flared forth earlier, in the
Greenback movement shortly after the Civil War.
Prices sagged in 1868, and a host of farmers unsuc-
cessfully sought relief from low prices and high
indebtedness by demanding an inflation of the cur-
rency with paper money.

The National Grange of the Patrons of Hus-
bandry—better known as the Grange—was organ-
ized in 1867. Its leading spirit was Oliver H. Kelley, a
shrewd and energetic Minnesota farmer then work-
ing as a clerk in Washington. Kelley’s first objective
was to enhance the lives of isolated farmers through
social, educational, and fraternal activities. Farm
men and women, cursed with loneliness in widely
separated farmhouses, found the Grange’s picnics,
concerts, and lectures a godsend. Kelley, a Mason,
even found farmers receptive to his mumbo-jumbo
of passwords and secret rituals, as well as his four-
ply hierarchy, ranging (for men) from Laborer to
Husbandman and (for women) from Maid to
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Matron. The Grange spread like an old-time prairie
fire and by 1875 claimed 800,000 members, chiefly
in the Midwest and South. Buzzing with gossip,
these calicoed and calloused folk often met in red
schoolhouses around potbellied stoves.

The Grangers gradually raised their goals from
individual self-improvement to improvement of the
farmers’ collective plight. In a determined effort to
escape the clutches of the trusts, they established
cooperatively owned stores for consumers and
cooperatively owned grain elevators and ware-
houses for producers. Their most ambitious experi-
ment was an attempt to manufacture harvesting
machinery, but this venture, partly as a result of
mismanagement, ended in financial disaster.

Embattled Grangers also went into politics,
enjoying their most gratifying success in the grain-
growing regions of the upper Mississippi Valley,
chiefly in Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa, and Minnesota.
There, through state legislation, they strove to regu-
late railway rates and the storage fees charged by
railroads and by the operators of warehouses and
grain elevators. Many of the state courts, notably in
Illinois, were disposed to recognize the principle of

public control of private business for the general
welfare. A number of the so-called Granger Laws,
however, were badly drawn, and they were bitterly
fought through the high courts by the well-paid
lawyers of the “interests.” Following judicial
reverses, most severely at the hands of the Supreme
Court in the famous Wabash decision of 1886 (see 
p. 536), the Grangers’ influence faded. But their
organization has lived on as a vocal champion of
farm interests, while brightening rural life with
social activities.

Farmers’ grievances likewise found a vent in the
Greenback Labor party, which combined the infla-
tionary appeal of the earlier Greenbackers with a
program for improving the lot of labor. In 1878, the
high-water mark of the movement, the Greenback
Laborites polled over a million votes and elected
fourteen members of Congress. In the presidential
election of 1880, the Greenbackers ran General
James B. Weaver, an old Granger who was a favorite
of the Civil War veterans and who possessed a
remarkable voice and bearing. He spoke to perhaps
a half-million citizens in a hundred or so speeches
but polled only 3 percent of the total popular vote.
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Prelude to Populism

A striking manifestation of rural discontent 
came through the Farmers’ Alliance, founded in
Texas in the late 1870s (see p. 521). Farmers came
together in the Alliance to socialize, but more
importantly to break the strangling grip of the rail-
roads and manufacturers through cooperative buy-
ing and selling. Local chapters spread throughout
the South and the Great Plains during the 1880s,
until by 1890 members numbered more than a mil-
lion hard-bitten souls.

Unfortunately, the Alliance weakened itself by
ignoring the plight of landless tenant farmers, share-
croppers, and farmworkers. Even more debilitating
was the Alliance’s exclusion of blacks, who counted
for nearly half the agricultural population of the
South. In the 1880s a separate Colored Farmers’
National Alliance emerged to attract black farmers,
and by 1890 membership numbered more than
250,000. The long history of racial division in the
South, however, made it difficult for white and black
farmers to work together in the same organization.

Out of the Farmers’ Alliances a new political
party emerged in the early 1890s—the People’s
party. Better known as the Populists, these frus-
trated farmers attacked Wall Street and the “money
trust.” They called for nationalizing the railroads,
telephones, and telegraph; instituting a graduated
income tax; and creating a new federal “subtrea-
sury”—a scheme to provide farmers with loans for
crops stored in government-owned warehouses,
where they could be held until market prices rose.
They also wanted the free and unlimited coinage of
silver—yet another of the debtors’ demands for
inflation that echoed continuously throughout the
Gilded Age.

Numerous fiery prophets leapt forward to trum-
pet the Populist cause. The free coinage of silver
struck many Populists as a cure-all, especially after
the circulation of an enormously popular pamphlet
titled Coin’s Financial School (1894). Written by
William Hope Harvey, it was illustrated by clever
woodcuts, one of which depicted the gold ogre
beheading the beautiful silver maiden. In fiction
parading as fact, the booklet showed how the “little
professor”—“Coin” Harvey—overwhelmed the bank-
ers and professors of economics with his brilliant
arguments on behalf of free silver. Another notori-
ous spellbinder was red-haired Ignatius Donnelly 

of Minnesota, three times elected to Congress. The
queen of the Populist “calamity howlers” was Mary
Elizabeth (“Mary Yellin’”) Lease, a tall, athletic
woman known as the “Kansas Pythoness.” She
reportedly demanded that Kansans should raise
“less corn and more hell.” The big-city New York
Evening Post snarled, “We don’t want any more
states until we can civilize Kansas.” To many east-
erners, complaint, not corn, was rural America’s sta-
ple crop.

Yet the Populists, despite their oddities, were
not to be laughed away. They were leading a deadly
earnest and impassioned campaign to relieve the
farmers’ many miseries. Smiles faded from Republi-
can and Democratic faces alike as countless thou-
sands of Populists began to sing “Good-bye, My
Party, Good-bye.” In 1892 the Populists had jolted
the traditional parties by winning several congres-
sional seats and polling more than 1 million votes
for their presidential candidate, James B. Weaver.
Racial divisions continued to hobble the Populists
in the South, but in the West their ranks were
swelling. Could the People’s party now reach
beyond its regional bases in agrarian America, join
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hands with urban workers, and mount a successful
attack on the northeastern citadels of power?

Coxey’s Army and the Pullman Strike

The panic of 1893 and the severe ensuing depres-
sion strengthened the Populists’ argument that
farmers and laborers alike were being victimized by
an oppressive economic and political system.
Ragged armies of the unemployed began marching
to protest their plight. In the growing hordes of dis-
placed industrial toilers, the Populists saw potential
political allies.

The most famous marcher was “General” Jacob
S. Coxey, a wealthy Ohio quarry owner. He set out
for Washington in 1894 with a few score of support-
ers and a swarm of newspaper reporters. His plat-
form included a demand that the government
relieve unemployment by an inflationary public
works program, supported by some $500 million in
legal tender notes to be issued by the Treasury.
Coxey himself rode in a carriage with his wife and
infant son, appropriately named Legal Tender
Coxey, while his tiny “army” tramped along behind,
singing, 

We’re coming, Grover Cleveland,
500,000 strong,

We’re marching on to Washington
to right the nation’s wrong.

The “Commonweal Army” of Coxeyites finally strag-
gled into the nation’s capital, but the invasion took
on the aspects of a comic opera when “General”
Coxey and his “lieutenants” were arrested for walk-
ing on the grass.

Elsewhere, violent flare-ups accompanied labor
protests, notably in Chicago. Most dramatic was the
crippling Pullman strike of 1894. Eugene V. Debs, a
charismatic labor leader, had helped organize the
American Railway Union of about 150,000 mem-
bers. The Pullman Palace Car Company, which
maintained a model town near Chicago for its
employees, was hit hard by the depression and cut
wages by about one-third, while holding the line on
rent for the company houses. The workers finally
struck—in some places overturning Pullman cars—
and paralyzed railway traffic from Chicago to the
Pacific coast. The American Federation of Labor
conspicuously declined to support the Pullman
strikers, thus enhancing the AF of L’s reputation for
“respectability” even while weakening labor’s cause
by driving a large wedge into the workers’ ranks.
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The turmoil in Chicago was serious but not yet
completely out of hand. At least this was the judg-
ment of Governor John Peter Altgeld of Illinois, a
friend of the downtrodden, who had pardoned the
Haymarket Square anarchists the year before (see 
p. 551). But U.S. Attorney General Richard Olney, an
archconservative and an ex–railroad attorney, urged
the dispatch of federal troops. His legal grounds
were that the strikers were interfering with the tran-
sit of the U.S. mail. President Cleveland supported
Olney with the ringing declaration, “If it takes the
entire army and navy to deliver a postal card in
Chicago, that card will be delivered.”

To the delight of conservatives, federal troops,
bayonets fixed, crushed the Pullman strike. Debs
was sentenced to six months’ imprisonment for

contempt of court because he had defied a federal
court injunction to cease striking. Ironically, the
lean labor agitator spent much of his enforced
leisure reading radical literature, which led to his
later leadership of the socialist movement in 
America.

Embittered cries of “government by injunction”
now burst from organized labor. This was the first
time that such a legal weapon had been used con-
spicuously by Washington to break a strike, and it
was all the more distasteful because defiant workers
who were held in contempt could be imprisoned
without a jury trial. Signs multiplied that employers
were striving to smash labor unions by court action.
Nonlabor elements of the country, including the
Populists and other debtors, were likewise incensed.
They saw in the brutal Pullman episode further
proof of an unholy alliance between business and
the courts.

Golden McKinley and Silver Bryan

The smoldering grievances of the long-suffering
farmers and the depression-plagued laborers gave
ominous significance to the election of 1896. 
Conservatives of all stripes feared an impending
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After the Pullman strike collapsed, Eugene
Debs (1855–1926) said,

“No strike has ever been lost.”

In 1897 he declared,

“The issue is Socialism versus Capitalism. I am
for Socialism because I am for humanity.”



upheaval, while down-and-out husbandmen and
discontented workers cast about desperately for
political salvation. Increasingly, monetary policy—
whether to maintain the gold standard or inflate the
currency by monetizing silver—loomed as the issue
on which the election would turn.

The leading candidate for the Republican presi-
dential nomination in 1896 was former congress-
man William McKinley of Ohio, sponsor of the
ill-starred tariff bill of 1890 (see p. 521). He had
established a creditable Civil War record, having
risen to the rank of major; he hailed from the elec-
torally potent state of Ohio; and he could point to
long years of honorable service in Congress, where
he had made many friends with his kindly and con-
ciliatory manner.

As a presidential candidate, McKinley was
largely the creature of a fellow Ohioan, Marcus
Alonzo Hanna, who had made his fortune in the

iron business and now coveted the role of president
maker. “I love McKinley,” he once said. As a whole-
hearted Hamiltonian, Hanna believed that a prime
function of government was to aid business. Hon-
est, earnest, tough, and direct, he became the per-
sonification of big industry in politics. He was often
caricatured in cartoons, quite unfairly, as a bloated
bully in a loud checkered suit with a dollar sign in
each square. He believed that in some measure
prosperity “trickled down” to the laborer, whose
dinner pail was full when business flourished. Crit-
ics assailed this idea as equivalent to feeding the
horses in order to feed the sparrows.

The hardheaded Hanna, although something of
a novice in politics, organized his preconvention
campaign for McKinley with consummate skill 
and with a liberal outpouring of his own money. 
The convention steamroller, well lubricated with
Hanna’s dollars, nominated McKinley on the first
ballot in St. Louis in June 1896. The Republican plat-
form cleverly straddled the money question but
leaned toward hard-money policies. It declared for
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the gold standard, even though McKinley’s voting
record in Congress had been embarrassingly
friendly to silver. The platform also condemned
hard times and Democratic incapacity, while pour-
ing praise on the protective tariff.

Dissension riddled the Democratic camp.
Cleveland no longer led his party. The depression
had driven the last nail into his political coffin.
Dubbed “the Stuffed Prophet,” he was undeniably
the most unpopular man in the country. Labor-
debtor groups remembered too vividly his interven-
tion in the Pullman strike, the backstairs Morgan
bond deal, and especially his stubborn hard-money
policies. Ultraconservative in finance, Cleveland
now looked more like a Republican than a Demo-
crat on the money issue.

Rudderless, the Democratic convention met in
Chicago in July 1896, with the silverites lusting for
victory. Shouting insults at the absent Cleveland,
the delegates refused, by a suicidal vote of 564 to
357, to endorse their own administration. They had
the enthusiasm and the numbers; all they lacked
was a leader.

A new Moses suddenly appeared in the person
of William Jennings Bryan of Nebraska. Then only
thirty-six years of age and known as “the Boy Orator
of the Platte,”* he stepped confidently onto the plat-
form before fifteen thousand people. His masterful
presence was set off by a peninsular jaw and raven-
black hair. He radiated honesty, sincerity, and
energy.

The convention-hall setting was made to order
for a magnificent oratorical effort. A hush fell over
the delegates as Bryan stood before them. With an
organlike voice that rolled into the outer corners of
the huge hall, he delivered a fervent plea for silver.
Rising to supreme heights of eloquence, he thun-
dered, “We will answer their demands for a gold
standard by saying to them: ‘You shall not press
down upon the brow of labor this crown of thorns,
you shall not crucify mankind upon a cross of
gold.’”

The Cross of Gold speech was a sensation.
Swept off its feet in a tumultuous scene, the Demo-
cratic convention nominated Bryan the next day on
the fifth ballot. The platform demanded inflation

through the unlimited coinage of silver at the ratio
of 16 ounces of silver to 1 of gold, though the market
ratio was about 32 to 1. This meant that the silver in
a dollar would be worth about fifty cents.

Democratic “Gold Bugs,” unable to swallow
Bryan, bolted their party over the silver issue. A con-
servative senator from New York, when asked if he
was a Democrat still, reportedly replied, “Yes, I am a
Democrat still—very still.” The Democratic minor-
ity, including Cleveland, charged that the Populist-
silverites had stolen both the name and the clothes
of their party. They nominated a lost-cause ticket of
their own, and many of them, including Cleveland,
not too secretly hoped for a McKinley victory.

The Populists now faced a dilemma, because
the Democratic majority had appropriated their
main plank—“16 to 1,” that “heaven-born ratio.”
The bulk of the Populists, fearing a hard-money
McKinley victory, endorsed both “fusion” with the
Democrats and Bryan for president, sacrificing their
identity in the mix. Singing “The Jolly Silver Dollar of
the Dads,” they became in effect the “Demo-Pop”
party, though a handful of the original Populists
refused to support Bryan and went down with their
colors nailed to the mast.

Class Conflict: Plowholders 
Versus Bondholders

Mark Hanna smugly assumed that he could make
the tariff the focus of the campaign. But Bryan, a
dynamo of energy, forced the free-trade issue into
the back seat when he took to the stump in behalf of
free silver. Sweeping through 27 states and traveling
18,000 miles, he made nearly 600 speeches—36 in
one day—and even invaded the East, “the enemy’s
country.” Vachel Lindsay caught the spirit of his ora-
torical orgy:

Prairie avenger, mountain lion,
Bryan, Bryan, Bryan, Bryan,

Gigantic troubadour, speaking like a siege gun,
Smashing Plymouth Rock with his boulders 

from the West.*
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his home state of Nebraska, was “six inches deep and six miles
wide at the mouth.”

*Reprinted with the permission of Scribner, a Division of Simon
& Schuster, Inc., from Collected Poems by Vachel Lindsay.
Copyright © 1920 by Macmillan Publishing Company; copy-
right renewed 1948 by Elizabeth C. Lindsay.



Free silver became almost as much a religious as a
financial issue. Hordes of fanatical free-silverites
hailed Bryan as the messiah to lead them out of 
the wilderness of debt. They sang “We’ll All Have
Our Pockets Lined with Silver” and “No Crown of
Thorns, No Cross of Gold.”

Bryan created panic among eastern conserva-
tives with his threat of converting their holdings
overnight into fifty-cent dollars. The “Gold Bugs”
responded with their own free and unlimited coin-
age of verbiage. They vented their alarm in abusive
epithets, ringing from “fanatic” and “madman” to
“traitor” and “murderer.” “In God We Trust, with
Bryan We Bust,” the Republicans sneered, while one
eastern clergyman cried, “That platform was made
in Hell.” Widespread fear of Bryan and the “silver
lunacy” enabled “Dollar Mark” Hanna, now chair-
man of the Republican National Committee, to
shine as a money-raiser. He “shook down” the trusts
and plutocrats and piled up an enormous “slush
fund” for a “campaign of education”—or of propa-
ganda, depending on one’s point of view. Reminding

the voters of Cleveland’s “Democratic panic,”
Republicans appealed to the “belly vote” with their
prize slogan, “McKinley and the Full Dinner Pail.”
The McKinleyites amassed the most formidable
political campaign chest thus far in American his-
tory. At all levels—national, state, and local—it
amounted to about $16 million, as contrasted with
about $1 million for the poorer Democrats (roughly
“16 to 1”). With some justification, the Bryanites
accused Hanna of “buying” the election and of
floating McKinley into the White House on a tidal
wave of mud and money.

Bryan’s cyclonic campaign began to lose steam
as the weeks passed. Fear was probably Hanna’s
strongest ally, as it was Bryan’s worst enemy. Republi-
can businesspeople placed contracts with manufac-
turers, contingent on the election of McKinley. A few
factory owners, with thinly veiled intimidation, paid
off their workers and told them not to come to work
on Wednesday morning if Bryan won. Reports also
circulated that employers were threatening to pay
their employees in fifty-cent pieces, instead of in dol-
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lars, if Bryan triumphed. Such were some of the “dirty
tricks” of the “Stop Bryan, Save America” crusade.

Hanna’s campaign methods paid off. On elec-
tion day McKinley triumphed decisively. The vote
was 271 to 176 in the Electoral College and 7,102,246
to 6,492,559 in the popular election. Driven by fear
and excitement, an unprecedented outpouring of
voters flocked to the polls. McKinley ran strongly in
the populous East, where he carried every county of
New England, and in the upper Mississippi Valley.
Bryan’s states, concentrated in the debt-burdened
South and the trans-Mississippi West, boasted more
acreage than McKinley’s but less population.

The free-silver election of 1896 was perhaps the
most significant political turning point since Lin-
coln’s victories in 1860 and 1864. Despite Bryan’s
strength in the South and West, the results vividly
demonstrated his lack of appeal to the unmort-
gaged farmer and especially to the eastern urban
laborer. Many wage earners in the East voted for

their jobs and full dinner pails, threatened as they
were by free silver, free trade, and fireless factories.
Living precariously on a fixed wage, the factory
workers had no reason to favor inflation, which was
the heart of the Bryanites’ program. 

The Bryan-McKinley battle heralded the advent
of a new era in American politics. At first glance the
election seemed to be the age-old story of the
underprivileged many against the privileged few, of
the indebted backcountry against the wealthier
seaboard, of the country against the city, of the
agrarians against the industrialists, of Main Street
against Wall Street, of the nobodies against the
somebodies. Yet when Bryan made his evangelical
appeal to all those supposed foes of the existing
social order, not enough of them banded together to
form a political majority.

The outcome was instead a resounding victory
for big business, the big cities, middle-class values,
and financial conservatism. Bryan’s defeat marked
the last serious effort to win the White House with
mostly agrarian votes. The future of presidential
politics lay not on the farms, with their dwindling
population, but in the mushrooming cities, with
their growing hordes of freshly arriving immigrants.

The smashing Republican victory of 1896 also
heralded a Republican grip on the White House for
sixteen consecutive years—indeed, for all but eight
of the next thirty-six years. McKinley’s election thus
imparted a new character to the American political
system. The long reign of Republican political 
dominance that it ushered in was accompanied by
diminishing voter participation in elections, the
weakening of party organizations, and the fading
away of issues like the money question and civil-
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In gold-standard Britain, there was much
relief over McKinley’s victory. The London
Standard commented,

“The hopelessly ignorant and savagely
covetous waifs and strays of American
civilization voted for Bryan, but the bulk of
the solid sense, business integrity, and social
stability sided with McKinley. The nation is to
be heartily congratulated.”



service reform, which came to be replaced by con-
cern for industrial regulation and the welfare of
labor. Scholars have dubbed this new political era
the period of the “fourth party system.”*

Republican Stand-pattism Enthroned

An eminently “safe” McKinley took the inaugural
oath in 1897. With his impeccable white vest, he
seemed never to perspire, even in oppressively
muggy Washington. Though a man of considerable
ability, he was an ear-to-the-ground politician who
seldom got far out of line with majority opinion. His
cautious, conservative nature caused him to shy
away from the flaming banner of reform. Business
was given a free rein, and the trusts, which had
trusted him in 1896, were allowed to develop more
mighty muscles without serious restraints.

Almost as soon as McKinley took office, the tar-
iff issue, which had played second fiddle to silver in
the “Battle of ’96,” quickly forced itself to the fore.
The current Wilson-Gorman law was not raising
enough revenue to cover the annual Treasury
deficits, and the Republican trusts thought that they
had purchased the right to additional tariff protec-
tion by their lush contributions to Hanna’s war
chest. In due course the Dingley Tariff Bill was
jammed through the House in 1897, under the
pounding gavel of the rethroned “Czar” Reed. The
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*The first party system, marked by doubts about the very legiti-
macy of parties, embraced the Federalist-Republican clashes
of the 1790s and early 1800s. The second party system took
shape after 1828 with the emergence of mass-based politics in
the Jacksonian era, and pitted Democrats against Whigs. The
third party system, beginning in 1860, was characterized by
the precarious equilibrium between Republicans and Demo-
crats, as well as the remarkably high electoral participation
rates that endured from the end of the Civil War to McKinley’s
election. The fourth party system is described above. The fifth
party system emerged with Franklin Roosevelt’s New Deal in
the 1930s, initiating a long period of Democratic ascendancy.
Each “system,” with the conspicuous exception of the fifth,
lasted about three and one-half decades—a cyclical regularity
that has long intrigued political scientists and historians.
Debate still rages about whether the country passed into a
sixth party system with Richard Nixon’s election in 1968.
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proposed new rates were high, but not high enough
to satisfy the paunchy lobbyists, who once again
descended upon the Senate. Over 850 amendments
were tacked onto the overburdened bill. The result-
ing piece of patchwork finally established the aver-
age rates at 46.5 percent, substantially higher than
the Democratic Wilson-Gorman Act of 1894 and in
some categories even higher than the McKinley Act
of 1890. (See the chart in the Appendix.)

Prosperity, long lurking around the corner,
began to return with a rush in 1897, the first year of
McKinley’s term. The depression of 1893 had run its
course, and farm prices rose. Paint-thirsty midwest-
ern barns blossomed in new colors, and the wheels
of industry resumed their hum. Republican politi-
cians, like crowing roosters believing they caused
the sun to rise, claimed credit for attracting the sun-
light of prosperity.

With the return of prosperity, the money issue
that had overshadowed politics since the Civil War
gradually faded away. The Gold Standard Act of 1900,
passed over last-ditch silverite opposition, provided
that the paper currency be redeemed freely in gold.
Nature and science gradually provided an inflation
that the “Gold Bug” East had fought so frantically 
to prevent. Electrifying discoveries of new gold
deposits in Canada’s fabled Klondike, as well as in
Alaska, South Africa, and Australia, brought huge
quantities of gold onto world markets, as did the
perfecting of the cheap cyanide process for extract-
ing gold from low-grade ore. Moderate inflation thus
took care of the currency needs of an explosively
expanding nation, as its circulatory system greatly
improved. The tide of “silver heresy” rapidly receded,
and the “Popocratic” fish were left gasping high and
dry on a golden-sanded beach.
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Chronology

c. 1700-1800 New Indian peoples move onto 
Great Plains

1858 Pike’s Peak gold rush

1859 Nevada Comstock Lode discovered

1862 Homestead Act

1864 Sand Creek massacre
Nevada admitted to the Union

1867 National Grange organized

1876 Battle of Little Bighorn
Colorado admitted to the Union

1877 Nez Percé Indian War

1881 Helen Hunt Jackson publishes A Century of 
Dishonor

1884 Federal government outlaws Indian Sun Dance

1885-
1890 Local chapters of Farmers’ Alliance formed

1887 Dawes Severalty Act

1889 Oklahoma opened to settlement

1889- North Dakota, South Dakota, Montana,
1890 Washington, Idaho, and Wyoming 

admitted to the Union

1890 Census Bureau declares frontier line ended
Emergence of People’s party (Populists)
Battle of Wounded Knee

1892 Populist party candidate James B. Weaver polls 
more than 1 million votes in presidential 
election

1893 Frederick Jackson Turner publishes “The 
Significance of the Frontier in American 
History”

1894 “Coxey’s Army” marches on Washington
Pullman strike

1896 Utah admitted to the Union
McKinley defeats Bryan for presidency

1897 Dingley Tariff Act

1900 Gold Standard Act

1907 Oklahoma admitted to the Union

1924 Indians granted U.S. citizenship

1934 Indian Reorganization Act
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VARYING VIEWPOINTS

Was the West Really “Won”?

For more than half a century, the Turner thesis
dominated historical writing about the West. In

his famous essay of 1893, “The Significance of the
Frontier in American History,” historian Frederick
Jackson Turner argued that the frontier experience
molded both region and nation. Not only the West,
Turner insisted, but the national character had been
uniquely shaped by the westward movement. Pio-
neers had brought the raw West into the embrace of
civilization. And the struggle to overcome the haz-
ards of the western wilderness—including distance,
deserts, drought, and Indians—had transformed
Europeans into tough, inventive, and self-reliant
Americans.

Turner’s thesis raised a question that Americans
found especially intriguing in 1893. Just three years
earlier, the superintendent of the census declared
that the frontier, defined as a zone with little or no
settled population, had closed forever. What new
forces, Turner now asked, would shape a distinctive
American national character, now that the testing
ground of the frontier had been plowed and tamed?

Turner’s hypothesis that the American character
was forged in the western wilderness is surely
among the most provocative statements ever made
about the formative influences on the nation’s
development. But as the frontier era recedes ever
further into the past, scholars are less persuaded
that Turner’s thesis adequately explains the national
character. American society is still conspicuously
different from European and other cultures, even
though Turner’s frontier disappeared more than a
century ago.

Modern scholars charge that Turner based his
thesis on several questionable assumptions. Histo-
rian David J. Weber, for example, suggests that the
line of the frontier did not define the quavering edge
of “civilization” but marked the boundary between
diverse cultures, each with its own claims to legiti-
macy and, indeed, to legitimate possession of the
land. The frontier should therefore be understood

not as the place where “civilization” triumphed over
“savagery,” but as the principal site of interaction
between those cultures.

Several so-called New Western historians take
this argument still further. Scholars such as Patricia
Nelson Limerick, Richard White, and Donald
Worster suggest that the cultural and ecological
damage inflicted by advancing “civilization” must
be reckoned with in any final accounting of what
the pioneers accomplished. These same scholars
insist that the West did not lose its regional identity
after the frontier line was no longer recognizable in
1890. The West, they argue, is still a unique part of
the national mosaic, a region whose history, culture,
and identity remain every bit as distinctive as those
of New England or the Old South.

But where Turner saw the frontier as the princi-
pal shaper of the region’s character, the New Western
historians emphasize the effects of ethnic and racial
confrontation, topography, climate, and the roles of
government and big business as the factors that have
made the modern West. The New Western historians
thus reject Turner’s emphasis on the triumphal civi-
lizing of the wilderness. As they see the matter, Euro-
pean and American settlers did not tame the West,
but rather conquered it, by suppressing the Native
American and Hispanic peoples who had preceded
them into the region. But those conquests were 
less than complete, so the argument goes, and the
West therefore remains, uniquely among American
regions, an unsettled arena of commingling and
competition among those groups. Moreover, in
these accounts the West’s distinctively challenging
climate and geography yielded to human habitation
not through the efforts of heroic individual pioneers,
but only through massive corporate—and especially
federal government—investments in transportation
systems (like the transcontinental railroad) and irri-
gation projects (like the watering of California’s Cen-
tral Valley). Such developments still give western life
its special character today.

For further reading, see page A19 of the Appendix. For web resources, go to http://college.hmco.com.
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The Path of Empire
���

1890–1899

We assert that no nation can long endure half republic and half
empire, and we warn the American people that imperialism abroad

will lead quickly and inevitably to despotism at home.

DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL PLATFORM, 1900

In the years immediately following the Civil War,
Americans remained astonishingly indifferent to

the outside world. Enmeshed in struggles over
Reconstruction policies and absorbed in efforts to
heal the wounds of war, build an industrial econ-
omy, make their cities habitable, and settle the
sprawling West, most citizens took little interest in
international affairs. But the sunset decades of the
nineteenth century witnessed a momentous shift 
in U.S. foreign policy. America’s new diplomacy
reflected the far-reaching changes that were reshap-
ing agriculture, industry, and the social structure.
American statesmen also responded to the intensi-
fying scramble of several other nations for interna-
tional advantage in the dawning “age of empire.” By
century’s end America itself would become an
imperial power, an astonishing departure from its
venerable anticolonial traditions.

Imperialist Stirrings

Many developments fed the nation’s ambition for
overseas expansion. Both farmers and factory own-
ers began to look beyond American shores as agri-
cultural and industrial production boomed. Many
Americans believed that the United States had to
expand or explode. Their country was bursting with
a new sense of power generated by the robust
growth in population, wealth, and productive
capacity—and it was trembling from the hammer
blows of labor violence and agrarian unrest. Over-
seas markets might provide a safety valve to relieve
those pressures.

Other forces also whetted the popular appetite
for overseas involvement. The lurid “yellow press” 
of Joseph Pulitzer and William Randolph Hearst
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described foreign exploits as manly adventures, the
kind of dashing derring-do that was the stuff of
young boys’ dreams. Pious missionaries, inspired by
books like the Reverend Josiah Strong’s Our Coun-
try: Its Possible Future and Its Present Crisis, looked
overseas for new souls to harvest. Strong trumpeted
the superiority of Anglo-Saxon civilization and sum-
moned Americans to spread their religion and their
values to the “backward” peoples. He cast his seed
on fertile ground. At the same time, aggressive
Americans like Theodore Roosevelt and Congress-
man Henry Cabot Lodge were interpreting Darwin-
ism to mean that the earth belonged to the strong
and the fit—that is, to Uncle Sam. This view was
strengthened as latecomers to the colonial scramble
scooped up leavings from the banquet table of 
earlier diners. Africa, previously unexplored and
mysterious, was partitioned by the Europeans in the
1880s in a pell-mell rush of colonial conquest. In the
1890s Japan, Germany, and Russia all extorted con-
cessions from the anemic Chinese Empire. If Amer-
ica was to survive in the competition of modern
nation-states, perhaps it, too, would have to
become an imperial power.

The development of a new steel navy also
focused attention overseas. Captain Alfred Thayer
Mahan’s book of 1890, The Influence of Sea Power

upon History, 1660–1783, argued that control of the
sea was the key to world dominance. Read by the
English, Germans, and Japanese, as well as by his
fellow Americans, Mahan helped stimulate the
naval race among the great powers that gained
momentum around the turn of the century. Red-
blooded Americans joined in the demands for a
mightier navy and for an American-built isthmian
canal between the Atlantic and the Pacific.

America’s new international interest manifested
itself in several ways. As secretary of state, first in the
Garfield administration and later in the Harrison
administration, James G. Blaine pushed his “Big Sis-
ter” policy. It aimed to rally the Latin American
nations behind Uncle Sam’s leadership and to open
Latin American markets to Yankee traders. Blaine’s
efforts bore modest fruit in 1889, when he presided
over the first Pan-American Conference, held in
Washington, D.C. Although the frock-coated dele-
gates did little more than sketch a vague plan for
economic cooperation through reciprocal tariff
reduction, they succeeded in blazing the way for a
long and increasingly important series of inter-
American assemblages.

A number of diplomatic crises or near-wars also
marked the path of American diplomacy in the late
1880s and early 1890s. The American and German
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navies nearly came to blows in 1889 over the far-
away Samoan Islands in the South Pacific. The
lynching of eleven Italians in New Orleans in 1891
brought America and Italy to the brink of war; the
crisis was defused when the United States agreed to
pay compensation. In the ugliest affair, American
demands on Chile after the deaths of two American
sailors in the port of Valparaiso in 1892 made hostil-
ities between the two countries seem inevitable.
The threat of attack by Chile’s modern navy spread
alarm on the Pacific Coast, until American power
finally forced the Chileans to pay an indemnity. A
simmering argument between the United States
and Canada over seal hunting near the Pribilof
Islands off the coast of Alaska was resolved by arbi-
tration in 1893. The willingness of Americans to risk
war over such distant and minor disputes demon-
strated the aggressive new national mood.

Monroe’s Doctrine and the
Venezuelan Squall

America’s anti-British feeling, which periodically
came to a head, flared ominously in 1895–1896 over
Venezuela. For more than a half-century, the jungle
boundary between British Guiana and Venezuela
had been in dispute. The Venezuelans, whose claims
on the whole were extravagant, had repeatedly
urged arbitration. But the prospect of a peaceful set-
tlement faded when gold was discovered in the con-
tested area.

President Cleveland, a champion of righteous-
ness and no lover of Britain, at length decided upon
a strong protest. His no less pugnacious secretary of
state, Richard Olney, was authorized to present to
London a smashing note, which Cleveland later
dubbed a “twenty-inch gun” blast. Olney declared in
effect that the British, by attempting to dominate
Venezuela in this quarrel and acquire more territory,
were flouting the Monroe Doctrine. London should
therefore submit the dispute to arbitration. Not
content to stop there, Olney haughtily informed the
world’s number one naval power that the United
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In 1896 the Washington Post editorialized,

“A new consciousness seems to have come
upon us—the consciousness of strength—
and with it a new appetite, the yearning to
show our strength. . . . Ambition, interest,
land hunger, pride, the mere joy of fighting,
whatever it may be, we are animated by a
new sensation. We are face to face with a
strange destiny. The taste of Empire is in the
mouth of the people even as the taste of
blood is in the jungle. It means an Imperial
policy, the Republic, renascent, taking her
place with the armed nations.”

The undiplomatic note to Britain by Secretary
of State Richard Olney (1835–1917) read,

“To-day the United States is practically
sovereign on this continent, and its fiat is law
upon the subjects to which it confines its
interposition. . . . Its infinite resources
combined with its isolated position render it
master of the situation and practically
invulnerable as against any or all other
powers.”

The Venezuela–British Guiana Boundary Dispute
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States was now calling the tune in the Western
Hemisphere.

British officials, unimpressed, took four months
to prepare their reply. Preoccupied elsewhere, they
were inclined to shrug off Olney’s lengthy salvo as
just another twist of the lion’s tail designed to elicit
cheers from Irish-American voters. When London’s
answer finally came, it flatly denied the relevance of
the Monroe Doctrine, while no less emphatically
spurning arbitration. In short, said John Bull, the
affair was none of Uncle Sam’s business.

President Cleveland—“mad clear through,” as
he put it—sent a bristling special message to Con-
gress. He urged an appropriation for a commission
of experts, who would run the line where it ought to
go. Then, he implied, if the British would not accept
this rightful boundary, the United States would fight
for it.

The entire country, irrespective of political
party, was swept off its feet in an outburst of hyster-
ia. War seemed inevitable, even though Britain had
thirty-two warships of the battleship class to only
five flying Old Glory.

Fortunately, sober second thoughts prevailed
on both sides of the Atlantic. The British, though
vastly annoyed by their upstart cousins, had no real
urge to fight. Canada was vulnerable to yet-to-be-
raised American armies, and Britain’s rich merchant
marine was vulnerable to American commerce
raiders. The European atmosphere was menacing,
for Britain’s traditional policy of “splendid isolation”
was bringing insecure isolation. Russia and France
were unfriendly, and Germany, under the saber-
rattling Kaiser Wilhelm II, was about to challenge
British naval supremacy.

The German kaiser, blunderingly and unwit-
tingly, increased chances of a peaceful solution to
the Venezuelan crisis. An unauthorized British raid-
ing party of six hundred armed men was captured
by the Dutch-descended Boers in South Africa, and
Wilhelm forthwith cabled his congratulations to the
victors. Overnight, British anger against America
was largely deflected to Germany, and London con-
sented to arbitrate the Venezuelan dispute. The final
decision, ironically, awarded the British the bulk of
what they had claimed from the beginning.
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America had skated close to the thin ice of a ter-
rible war, but the results on the whole were favor-
able. The prestige of the Monroe Doctrine was
immensely enhanced. Europe was irked by Cleve-
land’s claim to domination in this hemisphere, but
he had made his claim stick. Many Latin American
republics were pleased by the determination of the
United States to protect them, and when Cleveland
died in 1908, some of them lowered their flags to
half-mast.

The chastened British, their eyes fully opened to
the European peril, were now determined to culti-
vate Yankee friendship. The British inaugurated an
era of “patting the eagle’s head,” which replaced a
century or so of America’s “twisting the lion’s tail.”
Sometimes called the Great Rapprochement—or
reconciliation—between the United States and
Britain, the new Anglo-American cordiality became
a cornerstone of both nations’ foreign policies as
the twentieth century opened.

Spurning the Hawaiian Pear

Enchanted Hawaii had early attracted the attention
of Americans. In the morning years of the nine-
teenth century, the breeze-brushed islands were a

way station and provisioning point for Yankee ship-
pers, sailors, and whalers. In 1820 came the first
New England missionaries, who preached the twin
blessings of Protestant Christianity and protective
calico. They came to do good—and did well; their
children did even better. In some respects Honolulu
took on the earmarks of a typical New England
town.

Americans gradually came to regard the Hawai-
ian Islands as a virtual extension of their own coast-
line. The State Department, beginning in the 1840s,
sternly warned other powers to keep their grasping
hands off. America’s grip was further tightened in
1875 by a commercial reciprocity agreement and in
1887 by a treaty with the native government guaran-
teeing priceless naval-base rights at spacious Pearl
Harbor.

But trouble, both economic and political, was
brewing in the insular paradise. Sugar cultivation,
which had become immensely profitable, went
somewhat sour in 1890 when the McKinley Tariff
raised barriers against the Hawaiian product. White
planters, mostly Americans, quickly concluded that
the best way to overcome the tariff was to annex
Hawaii to the United States. But that ambition was
blocked by the strong-willed Queen Liliuokalani,
who insisted that native Hawaiians should control
the islands. Desperate whites, though only a tiny
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minority, organized a successful revolt early in 1893.
It was openly assisted by American troops, who
landed under the unauthorized orders of the expan-
sionist American minister in Honolulu. “The Hawai-
ian pear is now fully ripe,” he wrote exultantly to his
superiors in Washington, “and this is the golden
hour for the United States to pluck it.”

Hawaii, like Texas of earlier years, seemed ready
for annexation—at least in the eyes of the ruling
American whites. An appropriate treaty was rushed to
Washington. But before it could be railroaded through
the Senate, Republican president Harrison’s term
expired and Democratic president Cleveland came in.
“Old Grover,” who set great store by “national hon-
esty,” suspected that his powerful nation had gravely
wronged the deposed Queen Liliuokalani.

Cleveland abruptly withdrew the treaty from
the Senate early in 1893 and then sent a special
investigator to Hawaii. The subsequent probe

revealed the damning fact that a majority of the
Hawaiian natives did not favor annexation at all. But
the white revolutionists were firmly in the saddle,
and Cleveland could not unhorse them without
using armed force—a step American public opinion
would not have tolerated. Although Queen Lili-
uokalani could not be reinstated, the sugarcoated
move for annexation had to be abandoned tem-
porarily—until 1898.

The question of annexing Hawaii touched off
the first full-fledged imperialistic debate in Ameri-
can experience. Cleveland was savagely criticized
for trying to stem the new Manifest Destiny, and a
popular jingle ran,

. . . Liliuokalani,
Give us your little brown hannie.

But Cleveland’s motives, in a day of international
land-grabbing, were honorable both to himself and
to his country. The Hawaiian pear continued to
ripen for five more years.

Cubans Rise in Revolt

Cuba’s masses, frightfully misgoverned, again rose
against their Spanish oppressor in 1895. The roots of
their revolt were partly economic, with partial ori-
gins in the United States. Sugar production—the
backbone of the island’s prosperity—was crippled
when the American tariff of 1894 restored high
duties on the toothsome product.

Driven to desperation, the insurgents now
adopted a scorched-earth policy. They reasoned
that if they did enough damage, Spain might be will-
ing to move out. Or the United States might move in
and help the Cubans win their independence. In
pursuance of this destructive strategy, the insurrec-
tos torched canefields and sugar mills; they even
dynamited passenger trains.

American sympathies, ever on the side of patri-
ots fighting for freedom, went out to the Cuban
underdogs. Aside from pure sentiment, the United
States had an investment stake of about $50 million
in Cuba and an annual trade stake of about $100 mil-
lion. Moreover, Spanish misrule in Cuba menaced
the shipping routes of the West Indies and the Gulf of
Mexico, and less directly the future isthmian canal.

Fuel was added to the Cuban conflagration in
1896 with the coming of the Spanish general
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(“Butcher”) Weyler. He undertook to crush the rebel-
lion by herding many civilians into barbed-wire
reconcentration camps, where they could not give
assistance to the armed insurrectos. Lacking proper
sanitation, these enclosures turned into deadly pest-
holes; the victims died like dogs.

An outraged American public demanded
action. Congress in 1896 overwhelmingly passed a
resolution that called upon President Cleveland to
recognize the belligerency of the revolted Cubans.
But as the government of the insurgents consisted
of hardly more than a few fugitive leaders, Cleve-
land—an antijingoist and anti-imperialist—refused
to budge. He defiantly vowed that if Congress
declared war, the commander in chief would not
issue the necessary order to mobilize the army.

The Mystery of the 
Maine Explosion

Atrocities in Cuba were made to order for the sensa-
tional new “yellow journalism.” William R. Hearst
and Joseph Pulitzer, then engaged in a titanic duel
for circulation, attempted to outdo each other with
screeching headlines and hair-raising “scoops.”
Lesser competitors zestfully followed suit.

Where atrocity stories did not exist, they were
invented. Hearst sent the gifted artist Frederic Rem-
ington to Cuba to draw sketches, and when the lat-
ter reported that conditions were not bad enough to
warrant hostilities, Hearst is alleged to have replied,
“You furnish the pictures and I’ll furnish the war.”
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Among other outrages, Remington depicted Span-
ish customs officials brutally disrobing and search-
ing an American woman. Most readers of Hearst’s
Journal, their indignation soaring, had no way of
knowing that such tasks were performed by female
attendants. “Butcher” Weyler was removed in 1897,
yet conditions steadily worsened. There was some
talk in Spain of granting the restive island a type of
self-government, but such a surrender was so bit-
terly opposed by many Spaniards in Cuba that they
engaged in furious riots. Early in 1898 Washington
sent the battleship Maine to Cuba, ostensibly for a
“friendly visit” but actually to protect and evacuate
Americans if a dangerous flare-up should again
occur.

This already explosive situation suddenly grew
acute on February 9, 1898, when Hearst sensation-
ally headlined a private letter written by the Spanish
minister in Washington, Dupuy de Lôme. The indis-
creet epistle, which had been stolen from the mails,
described President McKinley as an ear-to-the-
ground politician who lacked good faith. The result-
ing uproar was so violent that Dupuy de Lôme was
forced to resign.

A tragic climax came a few days later, on Febru-
ary 15, 1898, when the Maine mysteriously blew up
in Havana harbor, with a loss of 260 officers and
men. Two investigations of the iron coffin were
undertaken, one by U.S. naval officers, and the other
by Spanish officials, whom the Americans would not
trust near the wreck. The Spanish commission stated

that the explosion had been internal and presum-
ably accidental; the American commission reported
that the blast had been caused by a submarine mine.
Washington, not unmindful of popular indignation,
spurned Spanish proposals of arbitration.

Various theories have been advanced as to how
the Maine was blown up. The least convincing
explanation of all is that the Spanish officials in
Cuba were guilty, for they were under the American
gun and Spain was far away. Not until 1976 did
Admiral H. G. Rickover, under U.S. Navy auspices,
give what appears to be the final answer. He pre-
sented overwhelming evidence that the initial
explosion had resulted from spontaneous combus-
tion in one of the coal bunkers adjacent to a powder
magazine. Ironically, this is essentially what the
Spanish commission had deduced in 1898.

But Americans in 1898, now war-mad, blindly
accepted the least likely explanation. Lashed to fury
by the yellow press, they leapt to the conclusion that
the Spanish government had been guilty of intolera-
ble treachery. The battle cry of the hour became,

Remember the Maine!
To hell with Spain!

Nothing would do but to hurl the “dirty” Spanish
flag from the hemisphere.

McKinley Unleashes the Dogs of War

The national war fever burned higher, even though
American diplomats had already gained Madrid’s
agreement to Washington’s two basic demands: an
end to the reconcentration camps and an armistice
with Cuban rebels. The cautious McKinley did not
want hostilities. The hesitant chief executive was
condemned by jingoes as “Wobbly Willie” McKinley,
while fight-hungry Theodore Roosevelt reportedly
snarled that the “white-livered” occupant of the
White House did not have “the backbone of a
chocolate éclair.” The president, whose shaken
nerves required sleeping pills, was even being
hanged in effigy. Many critics did not realize that
backbone was needed to stay out of war, not to
plunge into it.

McKinley’s private desires clashed sharply with
opinions now popular with the public. He did not
want hostilities, for he had seen enough bloodshed
as a major in the Civil War. Mark Hanna and Wall
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Many Spaniards felt that accusations about
their blowing up the Maine reflected on
Spanish honor. One Madrid newspaper 
spoke up:

“The American jingoes . . . imagine us capable
of the most foul villainies and cowardly ac-
tions. Scoundrels by nature, the American
jingoes believe that all men are made like
themselves. What do they know about noble
and generous feelings? . . . We should not in
any way heed the jingoes: they are not even
worth our contempt, or the saliva with which
we might honor them in spitting at their
faces.”



Street did not want war, for business might be
unsettled. But the public, prodded by the yellow
press and the appeals of Cuban exiles in the United
States, clamored for a fight. The president, recogniz-
ing the inevitable, finally yielded and gave the peo-
ple what they wanted.

But public pressures did not fully explain
McKinley’s course. He had no faith in Spain’s
promises regarding Cuba; Madrid had spoken them
and broken them before. He was certain that a
showdown would have to come sooner or later. He
believed in the democratic principle that the people
should rule, and he hesitated to deny Americans
what they demanded—even if it was not good for
them. He also perceived that if he stood out against
war, the Democrats would make political capital out
of his stubbornness. Bryan might sweep into the
presidency two years later under a banner inscribed
“Free Cuba and Free Silver.” Gold-standard McKin-
ley was a staunch party man, and to him it seemed
better to break up the remnants of Spain’s once-

glorious empire than to break up the Grand Old
Party—especially since war seemed inevitable.

On April 11, 1898, McKinley sent his war mes-
sage to Congress, urging armed intervention to free
the oppressed Cubans. The legislators responded
uproariously with what was essentially a declaration
of war. In a burst of self-righteousness, they likewise
adopted the hand-tying Teller Amendment. This
proviso proclaimed to the world that when the
United States had overthrown Spanish misrule, it
would give the Cubans their freedom—a declara-
tion that caused imperialistic Europeans to smile
skeptically.

Dewey’s May Day Victory at Manila

The American people plunged into the war light-
heartedly, like schoolchildren off to a picnic. Bands
blared incessantly “There’ll Be a Hot Time in the Old
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Town Tonight” and “Hail, Hail, the Gang’s All Here,”
thus leading foreigners to believe that those were
national anthems.

But such jubilation seemed premature to Euro-
pean observers. The regular army, which was com-
manded by corpulent Civil War oldsters, was
unprepared for a war under tropical skies. It num-
bered only 2,100 officers and 28,000 men, as com-
pared with some 200,000 Spanish troops in Cuba.
The American navy, at least to transatlantic experts,
seemed slightly less powerful than Spain’s. Euro-
pean powers, moreover, were generally friendly to
their Old World associate. The only conspicuous
exception was the ally-seeking British, who now
were ardently wooing their American cousins.

Yet in one important respect, Spain’s apparent
superiority was illusory. Its navy, though formidable
on paper, was in wretched condition. It labored under
the added handicap of having to operate thousands of
miles from its home base. But the new American steel
navy, now fifteen years old and ranking about fifth
among the fleets of the world, was in fairly good trim,
though the war was to lay bare serious defects.

The readiness of the navy owed much to two
men: the easygoing navy secretary John D. Long and
his bellicose assistant secretary Theodore Roosevelt.
The secretary hardly dared leave his desk for fear
that his overzealous underling would stir up a hor-
net’s nest. On February 25, 1898, while Long was
away for a weekend, Roosevelt had cabled Com-
modore George Dewey, commanding the American
Asiatic Squadron at Hong Kong, to descend upon
Spain’s Philippines in the event of war. McKinley
subsequently confirmed these instructions, even
though an attack in the distant Far East seemed like
a strange way to free nearby Cuba.

Dewey carried out his orders magnificently on
May 1, 1898. Sailing boldly with his six warships at
night into the fortified harbor of Manila, he trained
his guns the next morning on the ten-ship Spanish
fleet, one of whose craft was only a moored hulk
without functioning engines. The entire collection
of antiquated and overmatched vessels was quickly
destroyed, with a loss of nearly four hundred
Spaniards killed and wounded, and without the loss
of a single life in Dewey’s fleet. An American consul
who was there wrote that all the American sailors
needed was cough drops for throats made raw by
cheers of victory.

Unexpected Imperialistic Plums

Taciturn George Dewey became a national hero
overnight. He was promptly promoted to the rank of
admiral, as the price of flags rose sharply. An ama-
teur poet blossomed forth with this:

Oh, dewy was the morning
Upon the first of May,
And Dewey was the Admiral,
Down in Manila Bay.
And dewy were the Spaniards’ eyes,
Them orbs of black and blue;
And dew we feel discouraged?
I dew not think we dew!

Yet Dewey was in a perilous position. He had
destroyed the enemy fleet, but he could not storm
the forts of Manila with his sailors. His nerves
frayed, he was forced to wait in the steaming-hot
bay while troop reinforcements were slowly assem-
bled in America.
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Foreign warships meanwhile had begun to
gather in the harbor, ostensibly to safeguard their
nationals in Manila. The Germans sent five vessels—
a naval force more powerful than Dewey’s—and
their haughty admiral defied the American blockade
regulations. After several disagreeable incidents,
Dewey lost his temper and threatened the arrogant
German with war “as soon as you like.” Happily, the
storm blew over. The British commander, by con-
trast, was conspicuously successful in carrying out
London’s new policy of friendliness. A false tale sub-
sequently circulated that the British dramatically
interposed their ships to prevent the Germans from
blowing the Americans out of the water.

Long-awaited American troops, finally arriving
in force, captured Manila on August 13, 1898. They
collaborated with the Filipino insurgents, com-
manded by their well-educated, part-Chinese
leader, Emilio Aguinaldo. Dewey, to his later regret,
had brought this shrewd and magnetic revolution-
ary from exile in Asia, so that he might weaken
Spanish resistance.

These thrilling events in the Philippines had
meanwhile focused attention on Hawaii. An impres-
sion spread that America needed the archipelago as
a coaling and provisioning way station, in order to
send supplies and reinforcements to Dewey. The
truth is that the United States could have used these
island “Crossroads of the Pacific” without annexing
them, so eager was the white-dominated Honolulu
government to compromise its neutrality and risk

the vengeance of Spain. But an appreciative Ameri-
can public would not leave Dewey in the lurch. A
joint resolution of annexation was rushed through
Congress and approved by McKinley on July 7, 1898.

The residents of Hawaii were granted U.S. citi-
zenship with annexation and received full territorial
status in 1900. These events in the idyllic islands,
though seemingly sudden, were but the culmina-
tion of nearly a century of Americanization by
sailors, whalers, traders, and missionaries.

The Confused Invasion 
of Cuba

Shortly after the outbreak of war, the Spanish gov-
ernment ordered a fleet of warships to Cuba. It was
commanded by Admiral Cervera, who protested
that his wretchedly prepared ships were flirting with
suicide. Four armored cruisers finally set forth (one
without its main battery of guns). They were accom-
panied by six torpedo boats, three of which had to
be abandoned en route.

Panic seized the eastern seaboard of the United
States. American vacationers abandoned their sea-
shore cottages, while nervous investors moved their
securities to inland depositories. Demands for pro-
tection poured in on Washington from nervous 
citizens, and the Navy Department was forced to
dispatch some useless old Civil War ships to useless
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places for morale purposes. Cervera finally found
refuge in bottle-shaped Santiago harbor, Cuba,
where he was blockaded by the much more power-
ful American fleet.

Sound strategy seemed to dictate that an Ameri-
can army be sent in from the rear to drive out
Cervera. Leading the invading force was the grossly
overweight General William R. Shafter, a leader so
blubbery and gout-stricken that he had to be car-

ried about on a door. The ill-prepared Americans
were unequipped for war in the tropics; they had
been amply provided with heavy woolen underwear
and uniforms designed for subzero operations
against the Indians.

The “Rough Riders,” a part of the invading army,
now charged onto the stage of history. This colorful
regiment of volunteers, short on discipline but long
on dash, consisted largely of western cowboys and
other hardy characters, with a sprinkling of ex–polo
players and ex-convicts. Commanded by Colonel
Leonard Wood, the group was organized principally
by the glory-hungry Theodore Roosevelt, who had
resigned from the Navy Department to serve as lieu-
tenant colonel. Although totally without military
experience, he used his strong political pull to
secure his commission and to bypass physical stan-
dards. He was so nearsighted that as a safeguard he
took along a dozen pairs of spectacles, cached in
handy spots on his person or nearby.

About the middle of June, a bewildered Amer-
ican army of seventeen thousand men finally
embarked at congested Tampa, Florida, amid
scenes of indescribable confusion. The Rough 
Riders, fearing that they would be robbed of glory,
rushed one of the transports and courageously held
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With a mixture of modesty and immodesty,
Colonel Theodore Roosevelt (1858–1919)
wrote privately in 1903 of his “Rough Riders,”

“In my regiment nine-tenths of the men were
better horsemen than I was, and probably
two-thirds of them better shots than I was,
while on the average they were certainly
hardier and more enduring. Yet after I had
had them a very short while they all knew,
and I knew too, that nobody else could
command them as I could.”



their place for almost a week in the broiling tropical
sun. About half of them finally got to Cuba without
most of their horses, and the bowlegged regiment
then came to be known as “Wood’s Weary Walkers.”

Shafter’s landing near Santiago, Cuba, was
made without serious opposition. Defending Span-
iards, even more disorganized than the Americans,
were unable to muster at this spot more than two
thousand men. Brisk fighting broke out on July 1 at
El Caney and San Juan Hill, up which Colonel Roo-
sevelt and his horseless Rough Riders charged, with
strong support from two crack black regiments.
They suffered heavy casualties, but the colorful
colonel, having the time of his life, shot a Spaniard
with his revolver, and rejoiced to see his victim dou-
ble up like a jackrabbit. He later wrote a book on 
his exploits, which the famed satirist, “Mr. Dooley”
remarked, ought to have been entitled Alone in
Cubia [sic].

Curtains for Spain in America

The American army, fast closing in on Santiago,
spelled doom for the Spanish fleet. Admiral Cervera,
again protesting against suicide, was flatly ordered
to fight for the honor of the flag. The odds against
him were heavy: the guns of the USS Oregon alone

threw more metal than his four armored cruisers
combined. After a running chase, on July 3 the 
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foul-bottomed Spanish fleet was entirely destroyed,
as the wooden decks caught fire and the blazing
infernos were beached. About five hundred
Spaniards were killed, as compared with one death
for the Americans. “Don’t cheer, men,” admonished
Captain Philip of the Texas. “The poor devils are
dying.” Shortly thereafter Santiago surrendered.

Hasty preparations were now made for a descent
upon Puerto Rico before the war should end. The
American army, commanded by the famed Indian-
fighter General Nelson A. Miles, met little resistance,
as most of the population greeted the invaders as 
liberating heroes. “Mr. Dooley” was led to refer to
“Gin’ral Miles’ Gran’ Picnic an’ Moonlight Excur-
sion.” By this time Spain had satisfied its honor, and
on August 12, 1898, it signed an armistice.

If the Spaniards had held out a few months
longer in Cuba, the American army might have
melted away. The inroads of malaria, typhoid, 
dysentery, and yellow fever became so severe 
that hundreds were incapacitated—“an army of 
convalescents.” Others suffered from odorous
canned meat known as “embalmed beef.” Fiery and
insubordinate Colonel Roosevelt, who had no regu-
lar military career to jeopardize, was a ringleader in
making “round-robin”* demands on Washington
that the army be moved before it perished. About
twenty-five thousand men, 80 percent of them ill,
were transferred to chilly Long Island, where their
light summer clothing finally arrived.

One of the war’s worst scandals was the high
death rate from sickness, especially typhoid fever.
This disease was rampant in the unsanitary training
camps in the United States. All told, nearly four
hundred men lost their lives to bullets; over five
thousand succumbed to bacteria and other causes.

McKinley Heeds Duty,
Destiny, and Dollars

Late in 1898 the Spanish and American negotiators
met in Paris, there to begin heated discussions.
McKinley had sent five commissioners, including

three senators, who would have a final vote on their
own handiwork. War-racked Cuba, as expected, was
freed from its Spanish overlords. The Americans had
little difficulty in securing the remote Pacific island
of Guam, which they had captured early in the con-
flict from astonished Spaniards who, lacking a cable,
had not known that a war was on. They also picked
up Puerto Rico, the last remnant of what had 
been Spain’s vast New World empire. In the decades
to come, American investment in the island and
Puerto Rican immigration to the United States
would make this acquisition one of the weightier
consequences of this somewhat carefree war 
(see “Makers of America: The Puerto Ricans,” 
pp. 640–641).

Knottiest of all was the problem of the Philip-
pines, a veritable apple of discord. These lush
islands not only embraced an area larger than the
British Isles but also contained a completely alien
population of some 7 million souls. McKinley was
confronted with a devil’s dilemma. He did not feel
that America could honorably give the islands back
to Spanish misrule, especially after it had fought a
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*A “round robin” is a document signed in circular form around
the edges so that no one person can be identified (and pun-
ished) as the first signer.



war to free Cuba. And America would be turning its
back upon its responsibilities in a cowardly fashion,
he believed, if it simply pulled up anchor and sailed
away.

McKinley viewed other alternatives open to him
as trouble-fraught. The Filipinos, if left to govern
themselves, might fall into anarchy. One of the
major powers, possibly aggressive Germany, might
then try to seize them, and the result might be a
world war into which the United States would be
sucked. Seemingly the least of the evils consistent
with national honor and safety was to acquire all the
Philippines and then perhaps give the Filipinos
their freedom later.

President McKinley, ever sensitive to public
opinion, kept a carefully attuned ear to the ground.
The rumble that he heard seemed to call for the
entire group of islands. Zealous Protestant mission-
aries were eager for new converts from Spanish
Catholicism,* and the invalid Mrs. McKinley, to
whom her husband was devoted, expressed deep
concern about the welfare of the Filipinos. Wall

Street had generally opposed the war, but awakened
by the booming of Dewey’s guns, it was clamoring
for profits in the Philippines. “If this be commercial-
ism,” cried Mark Hanna, then “for God’s sake let us
have commercialism.”

A tormented McKinley, so he was later reported
as saying, finally went down on his knees seeking
divine guidance. An inner voice seemed to tell him
to take all the Philippines and Christianize and civi-
lize them. This solution apparently coincided with
the demands of the American people as well as with
the McKinley-Hanna outlook. The mixture of things
spiritual and material in McKinley’s reasoning was
later slyly summarized by a historian: “God directs
us—perhaps it will pay.” Profits thus joined hands
with piety.

Fresh disputes broke out with the Spanish
negotiators in Paris, once McKinley had reached
the thorny decision to keep the Philippines. Manila
had been captured the day after the armistice was
signed, and the islands could not properly be listed
among the spoils of war. The deadlock was broken
when the Americans at length agreed to pay Spain
$20 million for the Philippine Islands—one of the
best bargains the Spaniards ever drove and their
last great haul from the New World. House Speaker
“Czar” Reed sneered at America’s having acquired
millions of Malays, at three dollars a head, “in the
bush.” He resigned in protest against America’s new
imperial adventure.

America’s Course (Curse?) of Empire

The signing of the pact of Paris touched off one of
the most impassioned debates in American history.
Except for glacial Alaska, coral-reefed Hawaii, and a
handful of Pacific atolls acquired mostly for whaling
stations, the Republic had hitherto acquired only
contiguous territory on the continent. All previous
acquisitions had been thinly peopled and capable
of ultimate statehood. But in the Philippines, the
nation had on its hands a distant tropical area,
thickly populated by Asians of alien race, culture,
tongue, religion, and government institutions.

The Anti-Imperialist League sprang into being
to fight the McKinley administration’s expansionist
moves. The organization counted among its mem-
bers some of the most prominent people in the
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*The Philippines had been substantially Christianized by
Catholics before the founding of Jamestown in 1607.

President William McKinley (1843–1901)
later described his decision to annex the
Philippines:

“When next I realized that the Philippines had
dropped into our laps, I confess I did not
know what to do with them. . . . I went down
on my knees and prayed Almighty God for
light and guidance. . . . And one night late it
came to me this way. . . . That there was
nothing left for us to do but to take them all,
and to educate the Filipinos, and uplift and
civilize and Christianize them and by God’s
grace do the very best we could by them, as
our fellow men, for whom Christ also died.
And then I went to bed and went to sleep,
and slept soundly.”



United States, including the presidents of Stanford
and Harvard Universities, the philosopher William
James, and the novelist Mark Twain. The anti-
imperialist blanket even stretched over such
strange bedfellows as the labor leader Samuel
Gompers and steel titan Andrew Carnegie. “God-
damn the United States for its vile conduct in the
Philippine Isles!” burst out the usually mild-
mannered Professor James. The Harvard philoso-
pher could not believe that the United States could
“puke up its ancient soul in five minutes without a
wink of squeamishness.”

Anti-imperialists had still other arrows in their
quiver. The Filipinos panted for freedom, and to
annex them would violate the “consent of the gov-
erned” philosophy in the Declaration of Inde-
pendence. Despotism abroad might well beget
despotism at home. Finally, annexation would pro-

pel the United States into the political and military
cauldron of the Far East.

Yet the expansionists or imperialists could sing
a seductive song. They appealed to patriotism and
to the glory of annexation—“don’t let any dastard
dishonor the flag by hauling it down.” Stressing the
opportunities for exploiting the islands, they played
up possible trade profits. Manila, in fact, might
become another Hong Kong. The richer the natural
resources of the islands appeared to be, the less
capable of self-government the Filipinos seemed to
be. Rudyard Kipling, the British poet laureate of
imperialism, urged America down the slippery path:

Take up the White Man’s burden—
Ye dare not stoop to less—
Nor call too loud on Freedom
To cloak your weariness.
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In short, the wealthy Americans must help to uplift
(and exploit) the underprivileged, underfed, and
underclad of the world.

In the Senate the Spanish treaty ran into such
heated opposition that it seemed doomed to defeat.
But at this juncture the silverite Bryan unexpectedly
sallied forth as its champion. As a Democratic vol-
unteer colonel whom the Republicans had kept out
of Cuba, he apparently had no reason to help the
McKinley administration out of a hole. But free sil-
ver was dead as a political issue. Bryan’s foes
assumed that he was preparing to fasten the stigma
of imperialism on the Republicans and then sweep
into the presidency in 1900 under the flaming ban-
ner of anti-imperialism.

Bryan could support the treaty on plausible
grounds. He argued that the war would not officially
end until America had ratified the pact. It already had
the islands on its hands, and the sooner it accepted
the document, the sooner it could give the Filipinos
their independence. After Bryan had used his per-
sonal influence with certain Democratic senators, the
treaty was approved on February 6, 1899, with only
one vote to spare. But the responsibility, as Bryan had
foreseen, rested primarily with the Republicans.

Perplexities in Puerto Rico and Cuba

Many of Puerto Rico’s 1 million inhabitants lived in
poverty. The island’s population grew faster than its
economy. By the Foraker Act of 1900, Congress
accorded the Puerto Ricans a limited degree of pop-
ular government and, in 1917, granted them U.S.
citizenship. Although the American regime worked
wonders in education, sanitation, transportation,
and other tangible improvements, many of the
inhabitants still aspired to independence. Great
numbers of Puerto Ricans ultimately moved to New
York City, where they added to the diversity of its
immigrant culture.

A thorny legal problem was posed by the ques-
tions, Did the Constitution follow the flag? Did
American laws, including tariff laws and the Bill of
Rights, apply with full force to the newly acquired
possessions? Beginning in 1901 with the Insular
Cases, a badly divided Supreme Court decreed, in
effect, that the flag did outrun the Constitution, and
that the outdistanced document did not necessarily
extend with full force to the new windfalls. The Fil-

ipinos and Puerto Ricans might be subject to Ameri-
can rule, but they did not enjoy all American rights.

Cuba, scorched and chaotic, presented another
headache. An American military government, set up
under the administrative genius of General Leonard
Wood of Rough Rider fame, wrought miracles in
government, finance, education, agriculture, and
public health. Under his leadership a frontal attack
was launched on yellow fever. Spectacular experi-
ments were performed by Dr. Walter Reed and oth-
ers upon American soldiers, who volunteered as
human guinea pigs, and the stegomyia mosquito
was proved to be the lethal carrier. A cleanup of
breeding places for mosquitoes wiped out yellow
fever in Havana, while removing the recurrent fear
of epidemics in cities of the South and Atlantic
seaboard.

The United States, honoring its self-denying
Teller Amendment of 1898, withdrew from Cuba in
1902. Old World imperialists could scarcely believe
their eyes. But the Washington government could
not turn this rich and strategic island completely
loose on the international sea; a grasping power like
Germany might secure dangerous lodgment near
America’s soft underbelly. The Cubans were there-
fore forced to write into their own constitution of
1901 the so-called Platt Amendment.

The hated restriction severely hobbled the
Cubans. They reluctantly bound themselves not to
impair their independence by treaty or by contract-
ing a debt beyond their resources. They further
agreed that the United States might intervene with
troops to restore order and to provide mutual pro-
tection. Finally, the Cubans promised to sell or lease
needed coaling or naval stations, ultimately two and
then only one (Guantanamo), to their powerful
“benefactor.” The United States still occupies its
twenty-eight-thousand-acre beachhead under an
agreement that can be revoked only by the consent
of both parties.

New Horizons in Two Hemispheres

In essence, the Spanish-American War was a kind of
colossal coming-out party. Despite a common mis-
conception, the conflict did not cause the United
States to become a world power. Dewey’s thunder-
ing guns merely advertised the fact that the nation
was already a world power.
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The Puerto Ricans

A t dawn on July 26, 1898, the U.S. warship
Gloucester steamed into Puerto Rico’s Guánica

harbor, fired at the Spanish blockhouse, and landed
some thirty-three hundred troops. Within days the
Americans had taken possession of the militarily
strategic Caribbean island a thousand miles south-
east of Florida. In so doing they set in motion
changes on the island that ultimately brought a new
wave of immigrants to U.S. shores.

Puerto Rico had been a Spanish possession
since Christopher Columbus claimed it for Castile
in 1493. The Spaniards enslaved many of the island’s
forty thousand Taino Indians and set them to work
on farms and in mines. Many Tainos died of exhaus-
tion and disease, and in 1511 the Indians rebelled.
The Spaniards crushed the uprising, killed thou-
sands of Indians, and began importing African
slaves—thus establishing the basis for Puerto Rico’s
multiracial society.

The first Puerto Rican immigrants to the United
States arrived as political exiles in the nineteenth
century. From their haven in America, they agitated
for the island’s independence from Spain. In 1897
Spain finally granted the island local autonomy;
ironically, however, the Spanish-American War the
following year placed it in American hands. Puerto
Rican political émigrés in the United States returned
home, but they were soon replaced by poor
islanders looking for work.

Changing conditions in Puerto Rico after the
U.S. takeover had driven these new immigrants
north. Although slow to grant Puerto Ricans U.S. cit-
izenship, the Americans quickly improved health
and sanitation on the island, triggering a population
surge in the early twentieth century. At the same
time, growing monopoly control of Puerto Rico’s
sugar cane plantations undermined the island’s
subsistence economy, and a series of hurricanes
devastated the coffee plantations that had em-

ployed large numbers of people. With almost no
industry to provide wage labor, Puerto Rico’s unem-
ployment rate soared.

Thus when Congress finally granted Puerto
Ricans U.S. citizenship in 1917, thereby eliminating
immigration hurdles, many islanders hurried north
to find jobs. Over the ensuing decades, Puerto
Ricans went to work in Arizona cotton fields, New
Jersey soup factories, and Utah mines. The majority,
however, clustered in New York City and found work
in the city’s cigar factories, shipyards, and garment
industry. Migration slowed somewhat after the
1920s as the Great Depression shrank the job mar-
ket on the mainland and as World War II made travel
hazardous.
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When World War II ended in 1945, the sudden
advent of cheap air travel sparked an immigration
explosion. As late as the 1930s, the tab for a boat trip
to the mainland exceeded the average Puerto
Rican’s yearly earnings. But with an airplane surplus
after World War II, the six-hour flight from Puerto
Rico to New York cost under fifty dollars. The Puerto
Rican population on the mainland quadrupled
between 1940 and 1950 and tripled again by 1960. In
1970, 1.5 million Puerto Ricans lived in the United
States, one-third of the island’s total population.

U.S. citizenship and affordable air travel made it
easy for Puerto Ricans to return home. Thus to a far
greater degree than most immigrant groups, Puerto
Ricans kept one foot in the United States and the
other on their native island. By some estimates, 2
million people a year journeyed to and from the
island during the postwar period. Puerto Rico’s
gubernatorial candidates sometimes campaigned
in New York for the thousands of voters who were
expected to return to the island in time for the 
election.

This transience worked to keep Puerto Ricans’
educational attainment and English proficiency far
below the national average. At the same time, the
immigrants encountered a deep-seated racism in
America unlike anything on their multiracial island.
Throughout the postwar years, Puerto Ricans
remained one of the poorest groups in the United
States, with a median family income below that of
African-Americans and Mexican-Americans.

Still, Puerto Ricans have fared better economi-
cally in the United States than on the island, where,
in 1970, 60 percent of all inhabitants lived below the
poverty line. In recent years Puerto Ricans have
attained more schooling, and many have attended
college. Invigorated by the civil rights movement of
the 1960s, Puerto Ricans also became more politi-
cally active, electing growing numbers of congress-
men and state and city officials.
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The war itself was short (113 days), spectacular,
low in casualties, and uninterruptedly successful—
despite the bungling. American prestige rose
sharply, and the European powers grudgingly
accorded the Republic more respect. In Germany
Prince Bismarck reportedly growled that there was a
special Providence that looked after drunkards,
fools, and the United States of America. At times it
seemed as though not only Providence but the
Spaniards were fighting on the side of the Yankees.
So great, in fact, was America’s good fortune that
rejoicing citizens found in the victories further sup-
port—misleading support—for their indifference to
adequate preparedness.

An exhilarating new spirit thrilled America,
buoyed along by the newly popular military march-
ing-band music of John Philip Sousa. National pride
was touched and cockiness was increased by what
John Hay called a “splendid little war.”* Enthusiasm
over these triumphs made easier the rush down the
thorny path of empire. America did not start the war
with imperialistic motives, but after falling through
the cellar door of imperialism in a drunken fit of
idealism, it wound up with imperialistic and colo-
nial fruits in its grasp. The much-criticized British
imperialists were pleased, partly because of the
newfound friendship, partly because misery loves
company. But America’s German rival was envious,
and Latin American neighbors were deeply suspi-
cious of Yankee greed.

By taking on the Philippine Islands, the United
States became a full-fledged Far Eastern power.
Hereafter these distant islands were to be a “heel of
Achilles”—a kind of indefensible hostage given to
Japan, as events proved in 1941. With singular short-
sightedness, the Americans assumed dangerous
commitments that they were later unwilling to
defend by proper naval and military outlays.

But the lessons of unpreparedness were not
altogether lost. Captain Mahan’s big-navyism
seemed vindicated, and pride in the exploits of the
navy energized popular support for more and better
battleships. A masterly organizer, Elihu Root, took
over the reins at the War Department. He estab-
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Three years after the Spanish-American War
ended, a foreign diplomat in Washington
remarked,

“I have seen two Americas, the America
before the Spanish American War and the
America since.”

*Anti-imperialist William James called it “our squalid war with
Spain.”



lished a general staff and founded the War College in
Washington. His genius later paid dividends when
the United States found itself involved in the world
war of 1914–1918.

One of the happiest results of the conflict was
the further closing of the “bloody chasm” between
North and South. Thousands of patriotic southern-

ers had flocked to the Stars and Stripes, and the
gray-bearded General Joseph (“Fighting Joe”)
Wheeler—a Confederate cavalry hero of about a
thousand Civil War skirmishes and battles—was
given a command in Cuba. He allegedly cried, in the
heat of battle, “To hell with the Yankees! Dammit, I
mean the Spaniards.”
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Chronology

1820 New England missionaries arrive in Hawaii

1889 Samoa crisis with Germany
Pan-American Conference

1890 Mahan publishes The Influence of Sea
Power upon History

1891 New Orleans crisis with Italy

1892 Valparaiso crisis with Chile

1893 Pribilof Islands dispute with Canada
White planter revolt in Hawaii
Cleveland refuses Hawaii annexation

1895 Cubans revolt against Spain

1895-
1896 Venezuelan boundary crisis with Britain

1898 Maine explosion in Havana harbor
Spanish-American War
Teller Amendment
Dewey’s victory at Manila Bay
Hawaii annexed

1899 Senate ratifies treaty acquiring the
Philippines

1900 Hawaii receives full territorial status
Foraker Act for Puerto Rico

1901 Supreme Court Insular Cases
Platt Amendment

1902 U.S. troops leave Cuba

1917 Puerto Ricans granted U.S. citizenship

For further reading, see page A19 of the Appendix. For web resources, go to http://college.hmco.com.
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PART FIVE

STRUGGLING FOR
JUSTICE AT HOME

AND ABROAD
���

1899–1945

The new century brought
astonishing changes to

the United States. Victory
in the Spanish-American
War made it clear that the
United States was now a
world power. Industrial-
ization ushered in giant
corporations, sprawling fac-
tories, sweatshop labor,
and the ubiquitous auto-
mobile. A huge wave of
immigration was altering
the face of the nation, especially the cities, where a
majority of Americans lived by 1920. With bigger
cities came bigger fears—of crime, vice, poverty, and
disease.

Changes of such magnitude raised vexing ques-
tions. What role should the United States play in the
world? How could the enormous power of industry be
controlled? How would the millions of new immi-
grants make their way in America? What should the

country do about poverty,
disease, and the continu-
ing plague of racial in-
equality? All these issues
turned on a fundamental
point: should government
remain narrowly limited in
its powers, or did the times
require a more potent 
government that would
actively shape society and
secure American interests
abroad?

The progressive movement represented the first
attempt to answer those questions. Reform-minded
men and women from all walks of life and from both
major parties shared in the progressive crusade for
greater government activism. Buoyed by this outlook,
Presidents Theodore Roosevelt, William Howard 
Taft, and Woodrow Wilson enlarged the capacity of 
government to fight graft, “bust” business trusts, 
regulate corporations, and promote fair labor prac-



tices, child welfare, con-
servation, and consumer
protection. These progres-
sive reformers, convinced
that women would bring
greater morality to politics,
bolstered the decades-long
struggle for female suffrage.
Women finally secured the
vote in 1920 with the ratifi-
cation of the Nineteenth
Amendment.

The progressive era
presidents also challenged
America’s tradition of isola-
tionism in foreign policy.
They felt the country had a
moral obligation to spread
democracy and an eco-
nomic opportunity to reap
profits in foreign markets.
Roosevelt and Taft launched
diplomatic initiatives in the Caribbean, Central
America, and East Asia. Wilson aspired to “make the
world safe for democracy” by rallying support for
American intervention in the First World War.

The progressive spirit waned, however, as the
United States retreated during the 1920s into what
President Harding called “normalcy.” Isolationist
sentiment revived with a vengeance. Blessed with a
booming economy, Americans turned their gaze
inward to baseball heroes, radio, jazz, movies, and
the first mass-produced American automobile, the
Model T Ford. Presidents Harding, Coolidge, and
Hoover backed off from the economic regulatory
zeal of their predecessors.

“Normalcy” also had a brutal side. Thousands of
suspected radicals were jailed or deported in the
Red Scare of 1919 and 1920. Anti-immigrant pas-
sions flared until immigration quotas in 1924
squeezed the flow of newcomers to a trickle. Race
riots scorched several northern cities in the summer
of 1919, a sign of how embittered race relations had
become in the wake of the “Great Migration” of
southern blacks to wartime jobs in northern indus-
try. A reborn Ku Klux Klan staged a comeback, not
just in the South but in the North and West as well.

“Normalcy” itself soon
proved short-lived, a casu-
alty of the stock market
crash of 1929 and the Great
Depression that followed.
As Americans watched
banks fail, and businesses 
collapse, and millions of
people lose their jobs, 
they asked with renewed
urgency what role the gov-
ernment should play in 
rescuing the nation. Presi-
dent Franklin D. Roosevelt’s
answer was the “New Deal”
—an ambitious array of
relief programs, public
works, and economic regu-
lations that failed to cure
the Depression but fur-
nished an impressive legacy
of social reforms.

Most Americans came to accept an expanded
federal governmental role at home under FDR’s 
leadership in the 1930s, but they still clung stub-
bornly to isolationism. The United States did little in
the 1930s to check the rising military aggression of
Japan and Germany. By the early 1940s, events
forced Americans to reconsider. Once Hitler’s Ger-
many had seized control of most of Europe, Roo-
sevelt, who had long opposed the isolationists,
found ways to aid a beleaguered Britain. When
Japan attacked the American naval base at Pearl
Harbor in December 1941, isolationists at last fell
silent. Roosevelt led a stunned but determined
nation into the Second World War, and victory in
1945 positioned the United States to assume a com-
manding position in the postwar world order.

The Great Depression and the Second World
War brought to a head a half-century of debate over
the role of government and the place of the United
States in the world. In the name of a struggle for 
justice, Roosevelt established a new era of govern-
ment activism at home and internationalism
abroad. The New Deal’s legacy set the terms of
debate in American political life for the rest of the
century.
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1899–1909

I never take a step in foreign policy unless I am assured that I shall
be able eventually to carry out my will by force.

THEODORE ROOSEVELT, 1905

Liberty-loving Filipinos assumed that they, like
the Cubans, would be granted their freedom

after the Spanish-American War. They were tragi-
cally deceived. The Senate refused to pass such a
resolution granting Filipino independence. Bitter-
ness toward the American troops mounted. It finally
erupted into open insurrection on February 4, 1899,
under Emilio Aguinaldo.

The war with the Filipinos, unlike the “splendid”
little set-to with Spain, was sordid and prolonged. It
involved more savage fighting, more soldiers killed,
and far more scandal. Anti-imperialists redoubled
their protests. In their view the United States, having
plunged into war with Spain to free Cuba, was now
fighting ten thousand miles away to rivet shackles on
a people who asked for nothing but liberty—in the
American tradition.

“Little Brown Brothers” in the Philippines

As the ill-equipped Filipino armies were defeated,
they melted into the jungle to wage vicious guerrilla
warfare. Many of the outgunned Filipinos used 
barbarous methods, and the infuriated American
troops responded in kind. A brutal soldier song
betrayed inner feelings:

Damn, damn, damn the Filipinos!
Cross-eyed kakiak ladrones [thieves]!

Underneath the starry flag
Civilize ’em with a Krag [rifle],

And return us to our own beloved homes.

Atrocity tales shocked and rocked the United
States, for such methods did not reflect America’s



better self. Uncle Sam’s soldiers resorted to such
extremes as the painful “water cure”—that is, forc-
ing water down victims’ throats until they yielded
information or died. Reconcentration camps were
even established that strongly suggested those of
“Butcher” Weyler in Cuba. America, having begun
the Spanish war with noble ideals, now dirtied its
hands. One New York newspaper published a reply
to Rudyard Kipling’s famous poem:

We’ve taken up the white man’s burden
Of ebony and brown;

Now will you kindly tell us, Rudyard,
How we may put it down?

The backbone of the Filipino insurrection was
finally broken in 1901, when American soldiers clev-
erly infiltrated a guerrilla camp and captured
Aguinaldo. But sporadic fighting dragged on for
many dreary months.

The problem of a government for the conquered
islanders worried President McKinley, who, in 1899,

appointed the Philippine Commission to make
appropriate recommendations. In its second year,
this body was headed by future president William H.
Taft, an able and amiable lawyer-judge from Ohio
who weighed about 350 pounds. Forming a strong
attachment to the Filipinos, he called them his “little
brown brothers” and danced light-footedly with
their tiny women. But among the American soldiers,
sweatily combing the jungles, a different view of the
insurgent prevailed:

He may be a brother of Big Bill Taft,
But he ain’t no brother of mine.

McKinley’s “benevolent assimilation” of the
Philippines proceeded with painful slowness. Mil-
lions of American dollars were poured into the
islands to improve roads, sanitation, and public
health. Important economic ties, including trade 
in sugar, developed between the two peoples. 
American teachers—“pioneers of the blackboard”—
set up an unusually good school system and helped
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make English a second language. But all this vast
expenditure, which profited America little, was ill
received. The Filipinos, who hated compulsory
Americanization, preferred liberty. Like caged
hawks, they beat against their gilded bars until they
finally got their freedom, on the Fourth of July, 1946.
In the meantime, thousands of Filipinos emigrated
to the United States (see “Makers of America: The
Filipinos,” pp. 650–651).

Hinging the Open Door in China

Exciting events had meanwhile been brewing in  far-
away and enfeebled China. Following its defeat by
Japan in 1894–1895, the imperialistic European
powers, notably Russia and Germany, moved in.
Like vultures descending upon a wounded whale,

they began to tear away valuable leaseholds and
economic spheres of influence from the Manchu
government.

A growing group of Americans viewed the vivi-
section of China with alarm. Churches worried
about their missionary strongholds; manufacturers
and exporters feared that Chinese markets would be
monopolized by Europeans. An alarmed American
public, openly prodded by the press and slyly
nudged by certain free-trade Britons, demanded
that Washington do something. Secretary of State
John Hay, a quiet but witty poet-novelist-diplomat
with a flair for capturing the popular imagination,
finally decided upon a dramatic move.

In the summer of 1899, Hay dispatched to all
the great powers a communication soon known as
the Open Door note. He urged them to announce
that in their leaseholds or spheres of influence they
would respect certain Chinese rights and the ideal
of fair competition.

The phrase Open Door quickly caught the public
fancy and gained wide acceptance. Hay’s proposal
caused much squirming in the leading capitals of the
world. It was like asking all those who did not have
thieving designs to stand up and be counted. Italy
alone accepted the Open Door unconditionally; it
was the only major power that had no leasehold or
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The commercial interests of Britain and
America were imperiled by the power grabs
in China, and a close concert between the
two powers would have helped both. Yet as
Secretary of State John Hay (1838–1905)
wrote privately in June 1900,

“Every Senator I see says, ‘For God’s sake,
don’t let it appear we have any understanding
with England.’ How can I make bricks without
straw? That we should be compelled to
refuse the assistance of the greatest power in
the world [Britain], in carrying out our own
policy, because all Irishmen are Democrats
and some [American] Germans are fools—is
enough to drive a man mad.”



sphere of influence in China. Britain, Germany,
France, and Japan all accepted, but subject to the
condition that the others acquiesce unconditionally.
Russia, with covetous designs on China’s Manchuria,
politely declined. But John Hay artfully interpreted
the Russian refusal as an acceptance and proclaimed
that the Open Door was in effect. Under such dubi-
ous midwifery was the infant born, and no one
should have been surprised when the child proved
to be sickly and relatively short-lived.

Open Door or not, patriotic Chinese did not
care to be used as a doormat by the Europeans. In
1900 a superpatriotic group known as the “Boxers”
broke loose with the cry, “Kill Foreign Devils.” Over
two hundred missionaries and other ill-fated whites
were murdered, and a number of foreign diplomats
were besieged in the capital, Beijing (Peking).

A multinational rescue force of some eighteen
thousand soldiers, including twenty-five hundred
Americans, arrived in the nick of time and quelled
the rebellion. Such participation in a joint military
operation, especially in Asia, was plainly contrary to
the nation’s time-honored principles of nonentan-
glement and noninvolvement.

The victorious allied invaders acted angrily and
vindictively. They assessed prostrate China an
excessive indemnity of $333 million, of which Amer-
ica’s share was to be $24.5 million. When Washing-
ton discovered that this sum was much more than
enough to pay damages and expenses, it remitted
about $18 million. The Beijing government, appreci-
ating this gesture of goodwill, set aside the money 
to educate a selected group of Chinese students in
the United States. These bright young scholars later
played a significant role in the westernization of
Asia.

Secretary Hay now let fly another paper broad-
side, for he feared that the triumphant powers
might use the Boxer outrages as a pretext for carving
up China outright. His new circular note to the pow-
ers in 1900 announced that henceforth the Open
Door would embrace the territorial integrity of
China, in addition to its commercial integrity.

Defenseless China was spared partition during
these troubled years. But its salvation was probably
due not to Hay’s fine phrases, but to the strength of
the competing powers. None of them could trust the
others not to seek their own advantage.
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The Filipinos

At the beginning of the twentieth century, the
United States, its imperial muscles just flexed in 

the war with Spain, found itself in possession of the
Philippines. Uncertain of how to manage this em-
pire, which seethed resentfully against its new mas-
ters, the United States promised to build democracy
in the Philippines and to ready the islanders for
home rule. Almost immediately after annexation,
the American governor of the archipelago sent a
corps of Filipino students to the United States, hop-
ing to forge future leaders steeped in American ways
who would someday govern an independent Philip-
pines. Yet this small student group found little favor
in their adopted country, although in their native

land many went on to become respected citizens
and leaders.

Most Filipino immigrants to the United States in
these years, however, came not to study but to toil.
With Chinese immigration banned, Hawaii and the
Pacific Coast states turned to the Philippines for
cheap agricultural labor. Beginning in 1906 the
Hawaiian Sugar Planters Association aggressively
recruited Filipino workers. Enlistments grew slowly
at first, but by the 1920s thousands of young Filipino
men had reached the Hawaiian Islands and been
assigned to sugar plantations or pineapple fields.

Typically a young Filipino wishing to emigrate
first made his way to Manila, where he signed a con-
tract with the growers that promised three years’
labor in return for transportation to Hawaii, wages,
free housing and fuel, and return passage at the end
of the contract. Not all of the emigrants returned;
there remain in Hawaii today some former field
workers still theoretically eligible for free transport
back to their native land.

Those Filipinos venturing as far as the American
mainland found work less arduous but also less cer-
tain than did their countrymen on Hawaiian planta-
tions. Many mainlanders worked seasonally—in
winter as domestic servants, busboys, or bellhops;
in summer journeying to the fields to harvest let-
tuce, strawberries, sugar beets, and potatoes. Even-
tually Filipinos, along with Mexican immigrants,
shared the dubious honor of making up California’s
agricultural work force.

A mobile society, Filipino-Americans also were
overwhelmingly male; there was only one Filipino
woman for every fourteen Filipino men in Califor-
nia in 1930. Thus the issue of intermarriage became
acutely sensitive. California and many other states
prohibited the marriage of Asians and Caucasians in
demeaning laws that remained on the books until
1948. And if a Filipino so much as approached a
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Caucasian woman, he could expect reprisals—
sometimes violent. For example, white vigilante
groups roamed the Yakima Valley in Washington and
the San Joaquin and Salinas Valleys in California,
intimidating and even attacking Filipinos whom
they accused of improperly accosting white women.
In 1930 one Filipino was murdered and others
wounded after they invited some Caucasian women
to a dance. Undeterred, the Filipinos challenged the
restrictive state laws and the hooligans who found
in them an excuse for mayhem. But Filipinos, who
did not become eligible for American citizenship
until 1946, long lacked political leverage.

After World War II, Filipino immigration accel-
erated. Between 1950 and 1970, the number of Fil-
ipinos in the United States nearly doubled, with
women and men stepping aboard the new transpa-
cific airliners in roughly equal numbers. Many of
these recent arrivals sprang from sturdy middle-
class stock and sought in America a better life for
their children than the Philippines seemed able to
offer. Today the war-torn and perpetually depressed
archipelago sends more immigrants to American
shores than does any other Asian nation.
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Imperialism or Bryanism in 1900?

President McKinley’s renomination by the Republi-
cans in 1900 was a foregone conclusion. He had
piloted the country through a victorious war; he had
acquired rich, though burdensome, real estate; he
had established the gold standard; and he had
brought the promised prosperity of the full dinner
pail. “We’ll stand pat!” was the poker-playing coun-
sel of Mark Hanna, since 1897 a senator from Ohio.
McKinley was renominated at Philadelphia on a
platform that smugly endorsed prosperity, the gold
standard, and overseas expansion.

An irresistible vice-presidential boom had
developed for “Teddy” Roosevelt (TR), the cowboy-

hero of San Juan Hill. Capitalizing on his war-born
popularity, he had been elected governor of New
York, where the local political bosses had found him
headstrong and difficult to manage. They therefore
devised a scheme to kick the colorful colonel
upstairs into the vice presidency.

This plot to railroad Roosevelt worked beauti-
fully. Gesticulating wildly, he attended the nominat-
ing convention, where his western-style cowboy hat
had made him stand out like a white crow. He had
no desire to die of slow rot in the vice-presidential
“burying ground,” but he was eager to prove that he
could get the nomination if he wanted it. He finally
gave in to a chanting chorus of “We want Teddy!” He
received a unanimous vote, except for his own. A
frantic Hanna reportedly moaned that there would
be only one heartbeat between that wild-eyed
“madman”—“that damned cowboy”—and the pres-
idency of the United States.

William Jennings Bryan was the odds-on choice
of the Democrats, meeting at Kansas City. The free-
silver issue was now as defunct as an abandoned
mine, but Bryan, a slave to consistency, forced a silver
plank down the throats of his protesting associates.
Choking on its candidate’s obstinacy, the Democratic
platform proclaimed, as did Bryan, that the para-
mount issue was Republican overseas imperialism.

Campaign history partially repeated itself in
1900. McKinley, the soul of dignity, sat safely on his
front porch, as before. Bryan, also as before, took to
the stump in a cyclonic campaign, assailing both
imperialism and Republican-fostered trusts.

The superenergetic, second-fiddle Roosevelt
out-Bryaned Bryan. He toured the country with
revolver-shooting cowboys, and his popularity cut
heavily into Bryan’s support in the Midwest. Flash-
ing his magnificent teeth and pounding his fist
fiercely into his palm, Roosevelt denounced all das-
tards who would haul down Old Glory.

Bryanites loudly trumpeted their “paramount”
issue of imperialism. Lincoln, they charged, had
abolished slavery for 3.5 million Africans; McKinley
had reestablished it for 7 million Filipinos. Republi-
cans responded by charging that “Bryanism,” not
imperialism, was the paramount issue. By this accu-
sation they meant that Bryan would rock the boat of
prosperity once he got into office with his free-silver
lunacy and other dangerous ideas. The voters were
much less concerned about imperialism than about
“Four Years More of the Full Dinner Pail.” 

When the smoke cleared, McKinley had tri-
umphed by a much wider margin than in 1896:
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7,218,491 to 6,356,734 popular votes, and 292 to 155
electoral votes. But victory for the Republicans was
not a mandate for or against imperialism. Many citi-
zens who favored Bryan’s anti-imperialism feared
his free silver; many who favored McKinley’s “sound
money” hated his imperialism. One citizen wrote to
former president Cleveland: “It is a choice between
evils, and I am going to shut my eyes, hold my nose,
vote, go home and disinfect myself.” If there was any
mandate at all it was for the two Ps: prosperity and
protection. Content with good times, the country
anticipated four more years of a full dinner pail
crammed with fried chicken. “Boss” Platt of New
York gleefully looked forward to Inauguration Day,
when he would see Roosevelt exit Albany and “take
the veil” as vice president.

TR: Brandisher of the Big Stick

Kindly William McKinley had scarcely served
another six months when, in September 1901, he
was murdered by a deranged anarchist. Roosevelt
became president at age forty-two, the youngest
thus far in American history. Knowing he had a rep-
utation for impulsiveness and radicalism, he sought
to reassure the country by proclaiming that he
would carry out the policies of his predecessor. Cyn-
ics sneered that he would indeed carry them out—
to the garbage heap.

What manner of man was Theodore Roosevelt,
the red-blooded blue blood? Born into a wealthy
and distinguished New York family, he had fiercely
built up his spindly, asthmatic body by a stern and
self-imposed routine of exercise. Graduating from
Harvard with Phi Beta Kappa honors, he published
at the age of twenty-four the first of some thirty vol-
umes of muscular prose. Then came busy years,

Republican Victory 653

The contest over American imperialism took
place on the Senate floor as well as around
the globe. In 1900 Senator Albert J. Beveridge
(1862–1927), Republican from Indiana,
returned from an investigative trip to the
Philippines to defend its annexation:

“The Philippines are ours forever. . . . And just
beyond the Philippines are China’s illimitable
markets. We will not retreat from either. We
will not abandon our opportunity in the
Orient. We will renounce our part in the
mission of our race: trustee, under God, of
the civilization of the world.”

Two years later Senator George F. Hoar
(1826–1904), Republican from
Massachusetts, broke with his party to
denounce American annexation of the
Philippines and other territories:

“You cannot maintain despotism in Asia and a
republic in America. If you try to deprive even
a savage or a barbarian of his just rights you
can never do it without becoming a savage or
a barbarian yourself.”



which involved duties as a ranch owner and bespec-
tacled cowboy (“Four Eyes”) in the Dakotas, fol-
lowed by various political posts. When fully
developed, he was a barrel-chested five feet ten
inches, with prominent teeth, squinty eyes, droopy
mustache, and piercing voice.

The Rough Rider’s high-voltage energy was
electrifying. Believing that it was better to wear out
than to rust out, he would shake the hands of some
six thousand people at one stretch or ride horseback
many miles in a day as an example for portly cavalry
officers. Not surprisingly, he gathered about him a
group of athletic, tennis-playing cronies, who were
popularly dubbed “the tennis cabinet.”

Incurably boyish and bellicose, Roosevelt loved
to fight—“an elegant row.” He never ceased to
preach the virile virtues and to denounce civilized
softness, with its pacifists and other “flubdubs” and
“mollycoddles.” An ardent champion of military and
naval preparedness, he adopted as his pet proverb,
“Speak softly and carry a big stick, [and] you will go
far.” If statesmen had the big stick, they could work
their will among foreign nations without shouting; if
they lacked it, shouting would do no good. TR had
both a big stick and a shrill voice.

Wherever Roosevelt went, there was a great stir.
At a wedding he eclipsed the bride, at a funeral the
corpse. Shockingly unconventional, he loved to
break hoary precedents—the hoarier the better. He
was a colossal egoist, and his self-confidence
merged with self-righteousness. So sure was he of
the correctness of his convictions that he impetu-
ously branded people liars who disagreed with him.
As a true cosmopolite, he loved people and mingled
with those of all ranks, from Catholic cardinals to
professional prizefighters, one of whom blinded a
Rooseveltian eye in a White House bout.

An outspoken moralizer and reformer, Roo-
sevelt preached virtue from the White House pulpit.
Yet he was an opportunist who would cut a deal
rather than butt his head against a stone wall. He
was, in reality, much less radical than his blustery
actions would indicate. A middle-of-the-roader, he
stood just a little left of center and bared his mule-
like molars at liberals and reactionaries alike.

Roosevelt rapidly developed into a master
politician with an idolatrous personal following.
After visiting him, a journalist wrote, “You go home
and wring the personality out of your clothes.” TR—
as he was called—had an enormous popular

appeal, partly because the common people saw in
him a fiery champion. A magnificent showman, he
was always front-page copy; his cowboyism, his
bear shooting, his outsize teeth, and his pince-nez
glasses were ever the delight of cartoonists. Though
a staunch party man, he detested many of the dirty-
handed bosses. But he learned, as Cleveland never
did, to hold his nose and work with them.

Above all, Roosevelt was a direct-actionist. He
believed that the president should lead, and
although he made mistakes, he kept things noisily
moving—generally forward. Never a lawyer, he con-
demned the law and the courts as too slow. He had
no real respect for the delicate checks and balances
among the three branches of the government. Find-
ing the Constitution too rigid, he would on occasion
ignore it; finding Congress too rebellious, he tried a
mixture of coercion and compromise on it. The
president, he felt, may take any action in the general
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interest that is not specifically forbidden by the laws
of the Constitution. As one poet noted,

The Constitution rides behind
And the Big Stick rides before,
(Which is the rule of precedent
In the reign of Theodore.)

Colombia Blocks the Canal

Foreign affairs absorbed much of Roosevelt’s bullish
energy. Having traveled extensively in Europe, he
enjoyed a far more intimate knowledge of the out-
side world than most of his predecessors.

The Spanish-American War had emphasized
the need for the long-talked-about canal across the
Central American isthmus, through which only
printer’s ink had ever flowed. Americans had
learned a sobering lesson when the battleship Ore-
gon, stationed on the Pacific Coast at the outbreak
of war in 1898, had to steam all the way around
South America to join the fleet in Cuban waters. An
isthmian canal would plainly augment the strength
of the navy by increasing its mobility. Such a water-
way would also make easier the defense of such
recent acquisitions as Puerto Rico, Hawaii, and the
Philippines, while facilitating the operations of the
American merchant marine.

Initial obstacles in the path of the canal builders
were legal rather than geographical. By the terms of
the ancient Clayton-Bulwer Treaty, concluded with
Britain in 1850, the United States could not secure
exclusive control over such a route. But by 1901
America’s British cousins were willing to yield
ground. Confronted with an unfriendly Europe and
bogged down in the South African Boer War, they
consented to the Hay-Pauncefote Treaty in 1901. It
not only gave the United States a free hand to build
the canal but conceded the right to fortify it as well.

Legal barriers now removed, the next question
was, Where should the canal be dug? Many Ameri-
can experts favored the Nicaraguan route, but
agents of the old French Canal Company were eager
to salvage something from their costly failure at 
S-shaped Panama. Represented by a young, ener-
getic, and unscrupulous engineer, Philippe Bunau-
Varilla, the New Panama Canal Company suddenly
dropped the price of its holdings from $109 million
to the fire-sale price of $40 million.

After much debate, Congress in June 1902
decided on the Panama route. The scene now
shifted to Colombia, of which Panama was an
unwilling part. A treaty highly favorable to the
United States was negotiated between Washington
and a Colombian government agent in Bogota. It
granted to the United States a lease for a six-mile-
wide zone in perpetuity in exchange for $10 million
and an annual payment of $250,000. The Colom-
bian senate rejected the treaty, putting a higher
value on this precious isthmian strip. Evidence later
unearthed indicates that had Washington been will-
ing to pay an additional $15 million, the pact would
have been approved.

Roosevelt was infuriated by his setback at the
hands of what he called “those dagoes.” Frantically
eager to be elected president “in his own right” in
1904, he was anxious to “make the dirt fly” to
impress the voters. “Damn the law,” he reportedly
cried in private, “I want the canal built!” He assailed
“the blackmailers of Bogota” who, like armed high-
waymen, were blocking the onward march of civi-
lization. He failed to note that the U.S. Senate also
rejects treaties.

Uncle Sam Creates
Puppet Panama

Impatient Panamanians, who had rebelled numer-
ous times, were ripe for another revolt. They had
counted on a wave of prosperity to follow construc-
tion of the canal, and they feared that the United
States would now turn to the Nicaraguan route.
Scheming Bunau-Varilla was no less disturbed by
the prospect of losing the company’s $40 million.
Working hand in glove with the Panama revolution-
ists, he raised a tiny “patriot” army consisting largely
of members of the Panamanian fire department,
plus five hundred “bought” Colombian troops—for
a reported price of $100,000.

The Panama revolution occurred on November
3, 1903, with the incidental killing of a Chinese civil-
ian and a donkey. Colombian troops were gathered
to crush the uprising, but U.S. naval forces would
not let them cross the isthmus. Roosevelt justified
this highly questionable interference by a strained
interpretation of the treaty of 1846 with Colombia.
(This pact obligated Washington to maintain 
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the “perfect neutrality” of the isthmus, obviously
against outsiders.)

Roosevelt moved rapidly to make steamy
Panama a virtual outpost of the United States. Three
days after the uprising, he hastily extended the right
hand of recognition. Fifteen days later, Bunau-
Varilla, who was now the Panamanian minister
despite his French citizenship, signed the Hay–
Bunau-Varilla treaty in Washington. The price of the
canal strip was left the same, but the zone was
widened from six to ten miles. The French company
gladly pocketed its $40 million from the U.S. 
Treasury.

Roosevelt, it seems clear, did not actively plot to
tear Panama from the side of Colombia. But the
conspirators knew of his angrily expressed views,
and they counted on his using the big stick to hold
Colombia at bay. Yet the Rough Rider became so
indiscreetly involved in the Panama affair as to 
create the impression that he had been a secret
party to the intrigue.

Unhappily, the United States suffered a black
eye as a result of Roosevelt’s “cowboy diplomacy.”
European imperialists, who were old hands at this
sort of thing, could now raise their eyebrows in
scorn at America’s superior moral pretensions—and
they did.
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Big Stick in the Caribbean
In 1901 Roosevelt declared, “If a man
continually blusters . . . a big stick will
not save him from trouble; and neither
will speaking softly avail, if back of the
softness there does not lie strength,
power. . . . If the boaster is not pre-
pared to back up his words, his
position becomes absolutely
contemptible.”

Theodore Roosevelt
intervenes, 1906

Theodore Roosevelt
customs intervention, 1905
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Revolution, 1903
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Completing the Canal 
and Appeasing Colombia

The so-called rape of Panama marked an ugly
downward lurch in U.S. relations with Latin Amer-
ica. Much fear had already been aroused by the
recent seizure of Puerto Rico and by the Yankee
stranglehold on Cuba. The fate of Colombia, when it
dared defy the Colossus of the North, indicated that
its weak fellow republics were not safe. The era of
the bullying “Big Brother” policy was brazenly
launched.

Roosevelt heatedly defended himself against all
charges of evildoing. He claimed that he had
received a “mandate from civilization” to start the
canal and that Colombia had wronged the United
States by not permitting itself to be benefited. To
deal with these “blackmailers,” he insisted, was like
“nailing currant jelly to the wall.”

But TR was not completely candid. He failed to
point out that the Nicaragua route was about
equally feasible and that it was available without a
revolution. Yet this alternative would have involved
some delay, and the presidential election of 1904
was fast approaching.

Active work was begun on “making the dirt fly”
in 1904, but grave difficulties were encountered,
ranging from labor troubles to landslides. The organ-
ization was finally perfected under an energetic but
autocratic West Point engineer, Colonel George
Washington Goethals. At the outset sanitation
proved to be more important than excavation.
Colonel William C. Gorgas, the quiet and determined
exterminator of yellow fever in Havana, ultimately
made the Canal Zone “as safe as a health resort.”

Americans finally succeeded where the French
had failed. In 1914 the colossal canal project was
completed at an initial cost of about $400 million,
just as World War I was breaking out. The whole
enterprise, in the words of the English writer James
Bryce, was “the greatest liberty Man has ever taken
with Nature.”

TR’s Perversion of Monroe’s Doctrine

Latin American debt defaults created the conditions
for further Rooseveltian involvement in affairs
south of the border. Nations such as Venezuela and

the Dominican Republic were chronically in arrears
in their payments to European creditors, particu-
larly Britain and Germany. Seeking to force pay-
ment, German warships sank two Venezuelan
gunboats and bombarded a town in early 1903.

This ironfisted intervention aroused Roosevelt.
He feared that if the Germans or British got their
foot in the door as bill collectors, they might remain
in Latin America, in flagrant violation of the Monroe
Doctrine. Roosevelt therefore devised a devious pol-
icy of “preventive intervention,” better known as the
Roosevelt Corollary to the Monroe Doctrine. He
declared that in the event of future financial malfea-
sance by the Latin American nations, the United
States itself would intervene, take over the cus-
tomshouses, pay off the debts, and keep the trou-
blesome powers on the other side of the Atlantic. In
short, no outsiders could push around the Latin
nations except Uncle Sam, Policeman of the
Caribbean.

This new brandishing of the big stick in the
Caribbean became effective in 1905, when the
United States took over the management of tariff
collections in the Dominican Republic, an arrange-
ment formalized in a treaty with the Dominicans
two years later. Dominican officials, who had raked
in much juicy graft, were not happy with such inter-
ference, and they acquiesced only after some stren-
uous arm-twisting from Washington. But from a
debt-collecting point of view, the customshouse
intervention was a success.

Roosevelt’s corollary, though tacked onto the
Monroe Doctrine, bore only a strained relation to
the original dictum of 1823. Monroe had in effect
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Theodore Roosevelt (1858–1919) wrote to a
correspondent in February 1904,

“I have been hoping and praying for three
months that the Santo Domingans would
behave so that I would not have to act in 
any way. I want to do nothing but what a
policeman has to do. . . . As for annexing 
the island, I have about the same desire 
to annex it as a gorged boa-constrictor 
might have to swallow a porcupine 
wrong-end-to.”



said to the European powers, “Thou shalt not inter-
vene.” TR changed this warning to mean, “We shall
intervene to prevent you from intervening.” The
Roosevelt doctrine was actually so radical as to be a
completely new policy, but it gained readier accep-
tance by being associated with the honored name of
Monroe. Yet in its own right, the corollary had con-
siderable merit as a preemptive stroke.

Roosevelt’s rewriting of Monroe’s doctrine had
its dark side. It probably did more than any other
single step to promote the “Bad Neighbor” policy
begun in these years. As time wore on, the new
corollary was used to justify wholesale interventions
and repeated landings of the marines, all of which
helped turn the Caribbean into a “Yankee lake.”
Latin Americans mistakenly cursed the unoffending
Monroe, when they should have cursed the offend-
ing Roosevelt. To them it seemed as though the
Monroe Doctrine, far from providing a shield, was a
cloak behind which the United States sought to
strangle them.

The shadow of the big stick likewise fell on Cuba
in 1906. Revolutionary disorders brought an appeal
from the Cuban president, and “necessity being the
mother of invention,” U.S. Marines were landed.
These police forces were withdrawn temporarily in
1909, but in Latin American eyes the episode was

but another example of the creeping power of the
Colossus of the North.

Roosevelt on the World Stage

Booted and spurred, Roosevelt charged into interna-
tional affairs far beyond Latin America. The outbreak
of war between Russia and Japan in 1904 gave him a
chance to perform as a global statesman. The Rus-
sian bear, having lumbered across Asia, was seeking
to bathe its frostbitten paws in the ice-free ports of
China’s Manchuria, particularly Port Arthur. In Japa-
nese eyes, Manchuria and Korea in tsarist hands were
pistols pointed at Japan’s strategic heart. Russian
troops had invaded Manchuria during the Boxer out-
burst of 1900 and, despite solemn promises, were not
withdrawing. The tsar was obviously stalling until his
trans-Siberian railroad could be finished, as it would
be in a few months. With the clock ticking against
them, the Japanese suddenly began war in 1904 with
a devastating surprise pounce on the Russian fleet at
Port Arthur. They proceeded to administer a humili-
ating series of beatings to the inept Russians—the
first serious military setback to a European power by
a non-European force since the Turkish invasions of
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the sixteenth century. But as the war dragged on,
Japan began to run short of men and yen—a weak-
ness it did not want to betray to the enemy. Tokyo
officials therefore approached Roosevelt in the deep-
est secrecy and asked him to help sponsor peace 
negotiations.

Roosevelt agreed and shepherded the delegates
of the two sides together at Portsmouth, New
Hampshire, in 1905. The Japanese presented stern
demands for a huge indemnity and the entire strate-
gic island of Sakhalin, while the Russians stubbornly
refused to admit the depths of their defeat. Bluster-
ing at both sides behind the scenes, Roosevelt
forced through an accord in which the Japanese
received no indemnity for the losses and only the
southern half of Sakhalin.

For achieving this agreement, as well as for
helping arrange an international conference at
Algeciras, Spain, in 1906 to mediate North African
disputes, Roosevelt received the Nobel Peace Prize
in 1906. But the price of TR’s diplomatic glory was
high for U.S. foreign relations. Two historic friend-

ships withered on the windswept plains of
Manchuria. American relations with Russia, once
friendly, soured as the Russians implausibly
accused Roosevelt of robbing them of military vic-
tory. Revelations about savage massacres of Russian
Jews further poisoned American feeling against
Russia. Japan, once America’s protégé, felt robbed of
its due compensation. Both newly powerful, Japan
and America now became rivals in Asia, as fear and
jealousy between them grew. To many Americans,
the Japanese were getting too big for their kimonos.

Japanese Laborers in California

Adding to tensions between America and Japan was
the issue of Japanese migration to America’s Pacific
Coast. The Japanese government prohibited emi-
gration of its citizens until 1884, when it began
allowing temporary laborers to work on sugar plan-
tations in Hawaii. From there thousands of Japanese
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were recruited for work in California as farm labor-
ers, railroad workers, and servants. Like the Chinese
before them, Japanese immigrants did the nation’s
most arduous, dangerous work but were barred
from becoming citizens. And like the Chinese, 
Japanese immigrants confronted racist hostility.
Although Japanese residents never amounted to
more than 3 percent of the state’s population, white
Californians ranted about a new “yellow peril” and
feared being drowned in an Asian sea.

A showdown on the influx came in 1906 when
San Francisco’s school board, coping with the after-
math of a frightful earthquake and fire, ordered the
segregation of Chinese, Japanese, and Korean stu-

dents in a special school to free more space for
whites. Instantly the incident boiled into an interna-
tional crisis. The people of Japan, who were highly
sensitive on questions of race, regarded this dis-
crimination as an insult to them and their beloved
children. On both sides of the Pacific, irresponsible
war talk sizzled in the yellow press—the real “yellow
peril.” Roosevelt, who as a Rough Rider had relished
shooting, was less happy over the prospect that Cal-
ifornia might stir up a war that all the other states
would have to wage. He therefore invited the entire
San Francisco Board of Education, headed by a bas-
soon-playing mayor under indictment for graft, to
come to the White House.
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TR finally broke the deadlock, but not until he
had brandished his big stick and bared his big teeth.
The Californians were induced to repeal the offen-
sive school order and to accept what came to be
known as the “Gentlemen’s Agreement.” This secret
understanding was worked out, during 1907–1908,
by an exchange of diplomatic notes between Wash-
ington and Tokyo. The Japanese, for their part,
agreed to stop the flow of laborers to the American
mainland by withholding passports.

Roosevelt worried that his intercession between
California and Japan might be interpreted in Tokyo
as prompted by fear of the Japanese. Accordingly, he
hit upon a dramatic scheme to impress the Japanese
with the heft of his big stick. He daringly decided to
send the entire battleship fleet on a highly visible
voyage around the world.

Late in 1907 sixteen sparkling-white, smoke-
belching battleships started from Virginia waters.
Their commander pointedly declared that he was

ready for “a feast, a frolic, or a fight.” The Great
White Fleet—saluted by cannonading champagne
corks—received tumultuous welcomes in Latin
America, Hawaii, New Zealand, and Australia.

As events turned out, an overwhelming recep-
tion in Japan was the high point of the trip. Tens of
thousands of kimonoed schoolchildren had been
trained to wave tiny American flags and sing “The
Star-Spangled Banner”—reportedly in English. In
the warm diplomatic atmosphere created by the visit
of the fleet, the Root-Takahira agreement of 1908 was
reached with Japan. The United States and Japan
solemnly pledged themselves to respect each other’s
territorial possessions in the Pacific and to uphold
the Open Door in China. The once fight-thirsty Roo-
sevelt, who thus went out of his way to avoid a war
with Japan, regarded the battleship cruise as his
most important contribution to peace. The voyage of
the white fleet also gave Uncle Sam a new recruiting
slogan: “Join the Navy and See the World.”
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Chronology

1899 Aguinaldo launches rebellion against 
United States in the Philippine Islands

First American Open Door note

1900 Boxer Rebellion and U.S. expedition to 
China

Second Open Door note
McKinley defeats Bryan for presidency

1901 McKinley assassinated; Roosevelt assumes 
presidency

Filipino rebellion defeated
Hay-Pauncefote Treaty

1902 Colombian senate rejects canal treaty

1903 Panamanian revolution against Colombia
Hay–Bunau-Varilla treaty

1904 Roosevelt Corollary to the Monroe 
Doctrine

1904-
1914 Construction of the Panama Canal

1905 United States takes over Dominican 
Republic customs

Roosevelt mediates Russo-Japanese peace 
treaty

1906 San Francisco Japanese education crisis
Roosevelt arranges Algeciras conference

1906-
1909 U.S. Marines occupy Cuba

1907 Great White Fleet

1907-
1908 “Gentlemen’s Agreement” with Japan

1908 Root-Takahira agreement

VARYING VIEWPOINTS

Why Did America Become a World Power?

American imperialism has long been an embar-
rassing topic for students of American history,

who remember the Republic’s own revolutionary
origins and anti-colonial tradition. Perhaps for that
reason, many historians have tried to explain the
dramatic overseas expansionism of the 1890s as
some kind of aberration—a sudden, singular, and
short-lived departure from time-honored American
principles and practices. Various explanations have
been offered to account for this spasmodic lapse.
Scholars such as Julius Pratt pointed to the irre-
sponsible behavior of the yellow press. Richard Hof-
stadter ascribed America’s imperial fling to the
“psychic crisis of the 1890s,” a crisis brought on, he
argued, by the strains of the decade’s economic
depression and the Populist upheaval. Howard K.
Beale emphasized the contagious scramble for
imperial possessions by the European powers, as
well as Japan, in these years.

In Beale’s argument, the United States—and
Theodore Roosevelt in particular—succumbed to a

kind of international peer pressure: if other coun-
tries were expanding their international roles and
even establishing colonies around the globe, could
the United States safely refrain from doing the
same? In Beale’s view, Theodore Roosevelt was no
simple-minded imperial swashbuckler, but a coolly
calculating diplomatic realist who perceived that if
the United States did not hold its own against other
powers, it would soon risk being pushed around,
even in its own hemisphere, despite the Monroe
Doctrine.

Perhaps the most controversial interpretation of
American imperialism has come from a so-called
New Left school of writers, inspired by William
Appleman Williams (and before him by V. I. Lenin’s
1916 book Imperialism: The Highest Stage of Capital-
ism). Historians such as Williams and Walter LaFeber
argue that the explanation for political and military
expansion abroad is to be found in economic expan-
sion at home. Increasing industrial output, so the
argument goes, required ever more raw materials
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and, especially, overseas markets. To meet those
needs, the nation adopted a strategy of “informal
empire,” shunning formal territorial possessions
(with the conspicuous exception of the Philippines),
but seeking economic dominance over foreign mar-
kets, materials, and investment outlets. That “revi-
sionist” interpretation, in turn, has been sharply
criticized by scholars who point out that foreign
trade accounted for only a tiny share of American
output and that the diplomacy of this period was far
too complex to be reduced to  “economic need.”

Most recently, historians have highlighted the
importance of race and gender in the march toward
empire. Roosevelt and other imperialists perceived
their world in gendered terms. American society,

many feared, was losing touch with the manly
virtues. It had grown soft and “feminine” since the
closing of the frontier. Imperialists also saw the
nations of the world in a strict racial hierarchy, with
“primitive” blacks and Indians at the bottom and
“civilized” Anglo-Saxons at the top. In this world-
view the conquest of “inferior” peoples seemed nat-
ural—a tropical tonic to restore the nation’s
masculine virility. Scholars who emphasize these
explanations of imperialism are less likely to see the
expansionism of the 1890s as an aberration in
American history. Instead, they argue, these over-
seas adventures were part of a long tradition of race-
fueled militarism, from the nation’s earliest Indian
wars to Cold War engagements in Korea and Vietnam.

For further reading, see page A20 of the Appendix. For web resources, go to http://college.hmco.com.
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When I say I believe in a square deal I do not mean . . . to give
every man the best hand. If the cards do not come to any man, 
or if they do come, and he has not got the power to play them, 

that is his affair. All I mean is that there shall be no crookedness 
in the dealing.

THEODORE ROOSEVELT, 1905

Nearly 76 million Americans greeted the new
century in 1900. Of them, almost one in seven

was foreign-born. In the fourteen years of peace
that remained before the Great War of 1914 engulfed
the globe, 13 million more migrants would carry
their bundles down the gangplanks to the land of
promise.

Hardly had the twentieth century dawned on
the ethnically and racially mixed American people
than they were convulsed by a reform movement,
the like of which the nation had not seen since the
1840s. The new crusaders, who called themselves
“progressives,” waged war on many evils, notably
monopoly, corruption, inefficiency, and social
injustice. The progressive army was large, diverse,
and widely deployed, but it had a single battle cry:
“Strengthen the State.” The “real heart of the move-
ment,” explained one of the progressive reformers,

was “to use government as an agency of human 
welfare.”

Progressive Roots

The groundswell of the new reformist wave went far
back—to the Greenback Labor party of the 1870s
and the Populists of the 1890s, to the mounting
unrest throughout the land as grasping industrial-
ists concentrated more and more power in fewer
and fewer hands. An outworn philosophy of hands-
off individualism seemed increasingly out of place
in the modern machine age. Social and economic
problems were now too complex for the intention-
ally feeble Jeffersonian organs of government. Pro-
gressive theorists were insisting that society could



no longer afford the luxury of a limitless “let-alone”
(laissez-faire) policy. The people, through govern-
ment, must substitute mastery for drift.

Well before 1900, perceptive politicians and
writers had begun to pinpoint targets for the pro-
gressive attack. Bryan, Altgeld, and the Populists
loudly branded the “bloated trusts” with the stigma
of corruption and wrongdoing. In 1894 Henry
Demarest Lloyd charged headlong into the Standard
Oil Company with his book Wealth Against Com-
monwealth. Eccentric Thorstein Veblen assailed the
new rich with his prickly pen in The Theory of the
Leisure Class (1899), a savage attack on “predatory
wealth” and “conspicuous consumption.”

Other pen-wielding knights likewise entered the
fray. The keen-eyed and keen-nosed Danish immi-
grant Jacob A. Riis, a reporter for the New York Sun,
shocked middle-class Americans in 1890 with How
the Other Half Lives. His account was a damning
indictment of the dirt, disease, vice, and misery of
the rat-gnawed human rookeries known as New
York slums. The book deeply influenced a future
New York City police commissioner, Theodore Roo-
sevelt. Novelist Theodore Dreiser used his blunt
prose to batter promoters and profiteers in The
Financier (1912) and The Titan (1914).

Caustic critics of social injustice issued from
several other corners. Socialists, many of whom
were European immigrants inspired by the strong
movement for state socialism in the Old World,
began to register appreciable strength at the ballot

box. High-minded messengers of the social gospel
promoted a brand of progressivism based in Chris-
tian teachings. They used religious doctrine to
demand better housing and living conditions for the
urban poor. Feminists in multiplying numbers
added social justice to suffrage on their list of
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needed reforms. With urban pioneers like Jane
Addams in Chicago and Lillian Wald in New York
blazing the way, women entered the fight to
improve the lot of families living and working in the
festering cities.

Raking Muck with the Muckrakers

Beginning about 1902 the exposing of evil became a
flourishing industry among American publishers. A
group of aggressive ten- and fifteen-cent popular
magazines surged to the front, notably McClure’s,
Cosmopolitan, Collier’s, and Everybody’s. Waging
fierce circulation wars, they dug deep for the dirt
that the public loved to hate. Enterprising editors
financed extensive research and encouraged pugna-
cious writing by their bright young reporters, whom
President Roosevelt branded as “muckrakers” in
1906. Annoyed by their excess of zeal, he compared
the mudslinging magazine dirt-diggers to the figure
in Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s Progress who was so intent on
raking manure that he could not see the celestial
crown dangling overhead.

Despite presidential scolding, these muckrakers
boomed circulation, and some of their most scan-
dalous exposures were published as best-selling
books. The reformer-writers ranged far, wide, and
deep in their crusade to lay bare the muck of iniq-
uity in American society. In 1902 a brilliant New York
reporter, Lincoln Steffens, launched a series of arti-
cles in McClure’s titled “The Shame of the Cities.” He
fearlessly unmasked the corrupt alliance between
big business and municipal government. Steffens
was followed in the same magazine by Ida M. Tar-
bell, a pioneering journalist who published a devas-
tating but factual exposé of the Standard Oil
Company. (Her father had been ruined by the oil
interests.) Fearing legal reprisals, the muckraking
magazines went to great pains and expense to check
their material—paying as much as three thousand
dollars to verify a single Tarbell article.

Plucky muckrakers fearlessly tilted their pen-
lances at varied targets. They assailed the malprac-
tices of life insurance companies and tariff lobbies.
They roasted the beef trust, the “money trust,” the
railroad barons, and the corrupt amassing of Ameri-
can fortunes. Thomas W. Lawson, an erratic specu-
lator who had himself made $50 million on the
stock market, laid bare the practices of his accom-

plices in “Frenzied Finance.” This series of articles,
appearing in 1905–1906, rocketed the circulation of
Everybody’s. Lawson, by fouling his own nest, made
many enemies among his rich associates, and he
died a poor man.

David G. Phillips shocked an already startled
nation by his series in Cosmopolitan titled “The
Treason of the Senate” (1906). He boldly charged
that seventy-five of the ninety senators did not rep-
resent the people at all but the railroads and trusts.
This withering indictment, buttressed by facts,
impressed President Roosevelt. Phillips continued
his attacks through novels and was fatally shot in
1911 by a deranged young man whose family he had
allegedly maligned.
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Some of the most effective fire of the muckrak-
ers was directed at social evils. The ugly list included
the immoral “white slave” traffic in women, the rick-
ety slums, and the appalling number of industrial
accidents. The sorry subjugation of America’s 9 mil-
lion blacks—of whom 90 percent still lived in the
South and one-third were illiterate—was spot-
lighted in Ray Stannard Baker’s Following the Color
Line (1908). The abuses of child labor were brought
luridly to light by John Spargo’s The Bitter Cry of the
Children (1906).

Vendors of potent patent medicines (often
heavily spiked with alcohol) likewise came in for bit-
ter criticism. These conscienceless vultures sold
incredible quantities of adulterated or habit-
forming drugs, while “doping” the press with lavish
advertising. Muckraking attacks in Collier’s were
ably reinforced by Dr. Harvey W. Wiley, chief chemist
of the Department of Agriculture, who with his
famous “Poison Squad” performed experiments on
himself.

Full of sound and fury, the muckrakers signified
much about the nature of the progressive reform
movement. They were long on lamentation and
short on sweeping remedies. To right social wrongs,
they counted on publicity and an aroused public
conscience, not drastic political change. They
sought not to overthrow capitalism but to cleanse it.
The cure for the ills of American democracy, they
earnestly believed, was more democracy.

Political Progressivism

Progressive reformers were mainly middle-class
men and women who felt themselves squeezed
from above and below. They sensed pressure from
the new giant corporations, the restless immigrant
hordes, and the aggressive labor unions. The pro-
gressives simultaneously sought two goals: to use
state power to curb the trusts and to stem the social-
ist threat by generally improving the common 
person’s conditions of life and labor. Progressives
emerged in both major parties, in all regions, and at
all levels of government. The truth is that progres-
sivism was less a minority movement and more a
majority mood.

One of the first objectives of progressives was to
regain the power that had slipped from the hands 
of the people into those of the “interests.” These
ardent reformers pushed for direct primary elec-
tions so as to undercut power-hungry party bosses.
They favored the “initiative” so that voters could
directly propose legislation themselves, thus
bypassing the boss-bought state legislatures. Pro-
gressives also agitated for the “referendum.” This
device would place laws on the ballot for final
approval by the people, especially laws that had
been railroaded through a compliant legislature by
free-spending agents of big business. The “recall”
would enable the voters to remove faithless elected
officials, particularly those who had been bribed by
bosses or lobbyists.
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In his muckraker speech (1906), Theodore
Roosevelt (1858–1919) said,

“Now, it is very necessary that we should not
flinch from seeing what is vile and debasing.
There is filth on the floor and it must be
scraped up with the muck-rake; and there
are times and places where this service is the
most needed of all the services that can be
performed. But the man who never does
anything else, who never thinks or speaks or
writes, save of his feats with the muck-rake,
speedily becomes, not a help to society, not
an incitement to good, but one of the most
potent forces for evil.”

In his muckraking classic The Shame of the
Cities (1904), Lincoln Steffens (1866–1936)
decried the great threat posed by New York
City’s Tammany machine:

“Bribery is no ordinary felony, but treason; . . .
‘corruption which breaks out here and there
and now and then’ is not an occasional
offense, but a common practice, and . . . 
the effect of it is literally to change the 
form of our government from one that is
representative of the people to an oligarchy,
representative of special interests.”



Rooting out graft also became a prime goal of
earnest progressives. A number of the state legisla-
tures passed corrupt-practices acts, which limited
the amount of money that candidates could spend
for their election. Such legislation also restricted
huge gifts from corporations, for which the donors
would expect special favors. The secret Australian
ballot was likewise being introduced more widely
in the states to counteract boss rule. Bribery was
less feasible when bribers could not tell if they
were getting their money’s worth from the bribed.

Direct election of U.S. senators became a
favorite goal of progressives, especially after the
muckrakers had exposed the scandalous intimacy
between greedy corporations and Congress. By 
1900 the Senate had so many rich men that it was
often sneered at as the “Millionaires’ Club.” Too
many of these prosperous solons, elected as they
then were by trust-dominated legislatures, heeded
the voice of their “masters” rather than the voice of
the masses.

A constitutional amendment to bring about the
popular election of senators had rough sledding in
Congress, for the plutocratic members of the Senate
were happy with existing methods. But a number of

states established primary elections in which the
voters expressed their preferences for the Senate.
The local legislatures, when choosing senators,
found it politically wise to heed the voice of the peo-
ple. Partly as a result of such pressures, the Seven-
teenth Amendment to the Constitution, approved
in 1913, established the direct election of U.S. sena-
tors. (See the Appendix.) But the expected improve-
ment in caliber was slow in coming.
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The suffrage campaign of the early twentieth
century benefited from a new generation of
women who considered themselves
“feminists.” At a mass meeting in New York in
1914, Marie Jenny Howe (1870–1934), a
minister by training as well as a prominent
early feminist, proclaimed,

“We intend simply to be ourselves, not just
our little female selves, but our whole big
human selves.”



Woman suffrage, the goal of feminists for many
decades, likewise received powerful new support
from the progressives early in the 1900s. The politi-
cal reformers believed that women’s votes would
elevate the political tone, and the foes of the saloon
felt that they could count on the support of enfran-
chised females. The suffragists, with their cry of
“Votes for Women” and “Equal Suffrage for Men 
and Women,” protested bitterly against “Taxation
Without Representation.” Many of the states, espe-
cially the more liberal ones in the West, gradually
extended the vote to women. But by 1910 nation-
wide female suffrage was still a decade away, and a
suffragist could still be sneeringly defined as “one
who has ceased to be a lady and has not yet become
a gentleman.”

Progressivism in the Cities and States

Progressives scored some of their most impressive
gains in the cities. Frustrated by the inefficiency and
corruption of machine-oiled city government,
many localities followed the pioneering example of
Galveston, Texas. In 1901 it had appointed expert-
staffed commissions to manage urban affairs. Other
communities adopted the city-manager system,
also designed to take politics out of municipal
administration. Some of these “reforms” obviously
valued efficiency more highly than democracy, as
control of civic affairs was further removed from the
people’s hands.

Urban reformers likewise attacked “slumlords,”
juvenile delinquency, and wide-open prostitution
(vice-at-a-price), which flourished in red-light dis-
tricts unchallenged by bribed police. Public-spirited
city dwellers also moved to halt the corrupt sale of
franchises for streetcars and other public utilities.

Progressivism naturally bubbled up to the state
level, notably in Wisconsin, which became a yeasty
laboratory of reform. The governor of the state, pom-
padoured Robert M. (“Fighting Bob”) La Follette, 
was an undersized but overbearing crusader who
emerged as the most militant of the progressive
Republican leaders. After a desperate fight with
entrenched monopoly, he reached the governor’s
chair in 1901. Routing the lumber and railroad “inter-
ests,” he wrested considerable control from the
crooked corporations and returned it to the people.

He also perfected a scheme for regulating public util-
ities, while laboring in close association with experts
on the faculty of the state university at Madison.

Other states marched steadily toward the pro-
gressive camp, as they undertook to regulate rail-
roads and trusts, chiefly through public utilities
commissions. Oregon was not far behind Wisconsin,
and California made giant bootstrides under the
stocky Hiram W. Johnson. Elected Republican 
governor in 1910, this dynamic prosecutor of grafters
helped break the dominant grip of the Southern
Pacific Railroad on California politics and then, like
La Follette, set up a political machine of his own.
Heavily whiskered Charles Evans Hughes, the able
and audacious reformist Republican governor of
New York, had earlier gained national fame as an
investigator of malpractices by gas and insurance
companies and by the coal trust.

Progressive Women

Women proved themselves an indispensable part of
the progressive army. A crucial focus for women’s
activism was the settlement house movement (see
p. 565). At a time when women could neither vote
nor hold political office, settlement houses offered a
side door to public life. They exposed middle-class
women to the problems plaguing America’s cities,
including poverty, political corruption, and intoler-
able working and living conditions. They also gave
them the skills and confidence to attack those evils.
The women’s club movement provided an even
broader civic entryway for many middle-class
women. Literary clubs, where educated women met
to improve themselves with poetry and prose, had
existed for decades. But in the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries, many of these clubs set
aside Shakespeare and Henry James for social issues
and current events. “Dante has been dead for sev-
eral centuries,” observed the president of the Gen-
eral Federation of Women’s Clubs in 1904. “I think it
is time that we dropped the study of his Inferno and
turned our attention to our own.”

Nineteenth-century notions of “separate
spheres” dictated that a woman’s place was in the
home, so most female progressives defended their
new activities as an extension—not a rejection—of
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the traditional roles of wife and mother. Thus they
were often drawn to moral and “maternal” issues
like keeping children out of smudgy mills and swel-
tering sweatshops, attacking the scourge of tubercu-
losis bred in airless tenements, winning pensions
for mothers with dependent children, and ensuring
that only safe food products found their way to the
family table. Female activists agitated through orga-
nizations like the Women’s Trade Union League and
the National Consumers League, as well as through
two new federal agencies, the Children’s Bureau
(1912) and the Women’s Bureau (1920), both in the
Department of Labor. These wedges into the federal
bureaucracy, however small, gave female reform-
ers a national stage for social investigation and 
advocacy.

Campaigns for factory reform and temperance
particularly attracted women foot soldiers. Unsafe
and unsanitary sweatshops—factories where work-
ers toiled long hours for low wages—were a public

scandal in many cities. Florence Kelley, a former res-
ident of Jane Addams’s Hull House, became the state
of Illinois’s first chief factory inspector and one of
the nation’s leading advocates for improved factory
conditions. In 1899 Kelley took control of the newly
founded National Consumers League, which mobi-
lized female consumers to pressure for laws safe-
guarding women and children in the workplace. 
In the landmark case Muller v. Oregon (1908), cru-
sading attorney Louis D. Brandeis persuaded the
Supreme Court to accept the constitutionality of
laws protecting women workers by presenting evi-
dence of the harmful effects of factory labor on
women’s weaker bodies. Although this argument
calling for special protection for women seemed
discriminatory by later standards and closed many
“male” jobs to women, progressives at the time
hailed Brandeis’s achievement as a triumph over
existing legal doctrine, which afforded employers
total control over the workplace. The American 
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Muller v. Oregon, 1908 Court records provide
notably fruitful sources for historians. They not only
tell often-colorful stories about the lives of ordinary
men and women caught up in the legal system; they
also by their very nature testify to the norms and
values that lawyers employ to make their cases and
that judges invoke to explain their decisions. The
case of Muller v. Oregon (see p. 670) is especially
instructive on both counts. The official Supreme
Court records tell how on September 4, 1905, Joe
Haselbock, a supervisor in Curt Muller’s Grand
Laundry in Portland, Oregon, asked an employee,
Mrs. E. Gotcher, to remain after hours to do an extra

load of laundry. That request violated Oregon’s law
prohibiting women from working more than ten
hours per day. Mrs. Gotcher later complained to the
authorities, and Muller was fined $10. Muller
refused to pay, and took his case all the way to the
United States Supreme Court. In its landmark deci-
sion, the Court upheld the constitutionality of the
Oregon statute, and Muller at last had to cough up
his fine. On what grounds did the Court justify its
ruling? What does Justice Brewer’s argument on
behalf of the Court’s decision suggest about the cul-
tural identity and social role of women in early-
twentieth-century American society?

(208 U.S. 412)
CURT MULLER, Plff. in Err., 

v. 
STATE OF OREGON.

. . . That woman’s physical structure and the
performance of material functions place her
at a disadvantage in the struggle for subsis-
tence is obvious. This is especially true when
the burdens of motherhood are upon her. . . .
and as healthy mothers are essential to vigor-
ous offspring, the physical well-being of
woman becomes an object of public interest
and care in order to preserve the strength
and vigor of the race.

Still again, history discloses the fact that
woman has always been dependent upon man.
He established his control at the outset by
superior physical strength, and this control in
various forms, with diminishing intensity, has
continued to the present. . . . It is still true that
in the struggle for subsistence she is not an
equal competitor with her brother. . . . Differ-
entiated by these matters from the other sex,
she is properly placed in a class by herself, and
legislation designed for her protection may be
sustained, even when like legislation is not nec-
essary for men, and could not be sustained. It

is impossible to close one’s eyes to the fact that
she still looks to her brother and depends upon
him. . . . The two sexes differ in structure of
body, in the functions to be performed by each,
in the amount of physical strength, in the
capacity for long continued labor, particularly
when done standing, the influence of vigorous
health upon the future well-being of the race,
the self-reliance which enables one to assert
full rights, and in the capacity to maintain the
struggle for subsistence. This difference justi-
fies a difference in legislation, and upholds that
which is designed to compensate for some of
the burdens which rest upon her.

We have not referred in this discussion to
the denial of the elective franchise in the
state of Oregon, for while that may disclose 
a lack of political equality in all things with
her brother, that is not of itself decisive. The
reason runs deeper, and rests in the inherent 
difference between the two sexes, and in 
the different functions in life which they 
perform. . . .



welfare state that emerged from female activism
focused more on protecting women and children
than on granting benefits to everyone, as was the
case in much of western Europe, with its stronger
labor movements.

Crusaders for these humane measures did not
always have smooth sailing. One dismaying setback
came in 1905, when the Supreme Court, in Lochner
v. New York, invalidated a New York law establishing
a ten-hour day for bakers. Yet the reformist progres-
sive wave finally washed up into the judiciary, and
in 1917 the Court upheld a ten-hour law for factory
workers. 

Laws regulating factories were worthless if not
enforced, a truth horribly demonstrated by a lethal
fire in 1911 at the Triangle Shirtwaist Company in
New York City. Locked doors and other flagrant vio-
lations of the fire code turned the factory into a
death trap. One hundred forty-six workers, most of
them young immigrant women, were incinerated or
leapt from eighth- and ninth-story windows to their
deaths. Lashed by the public outcry, including a
massive strike by women in the needle trades, the
New York legislature passed much stronger laws reg-
ulating the hours and conditions of sweatshop toil.
Other legislatures followed, and by 1917 thirty states
had put workers’ compensation laws on the books,
providing insurance to workers injured in industrial
accidents. Gradually the concept of the employer’s
responsibility to society was replacing the old dog-
eat-dog philosophy of unregulated free enterprise.

Corner saloons, with their shutter doors, natu-
rally attracted the ire and fire of progressives. Alco-
hol was intimately connected with prostitution in
red-light districts, with the drunken voter, with
crooked city officials dominated by “booze” inter-
ests, and with the blowsy “boss” who counted poker
chips by night and miscounted ballots by day
(including the “cemetery vote”). By 1900 cities like
New York and San Francisco had one saloon for
about every two hundred people.

Antiliquor campaigners received powerful sup-
port from several militant organizations, notably
the Woman’s Christian Temperance Union (WCTU).
Founder Frances E. Willard, who would fall to her
knees in prayer on saloon floors, mobilized nearly 
1 million women to “make the world homelike” and
built the WCTU into the largest organization of
women in the world. She found a vigorous ally in
the Anti-Saloon League, which was aggressive, well
organized, and well financed.

Caught up in the crusade, some states and
numerous counties passed “dry” laws, which con-
trolled, restricted, or abolished alcohol. The big
cities were generally “wet,” for they had a large
immigrant vote accustomed in the Old Country to
the free flow of wine and beer. When World War I
erupted in 1914, nearly one-half of the population
lived in “dry” territory, and nearly three-fourths of
the total area had outlawed saloons. Demon Rum
was groggy and about to be floored—temporarily—
by the Eighteenth Amendment in 1919.

TR’s Square Deal 
for Labor

Theodore Roosevelt, although something of an
imperialistic busybody abroad, was touched by the
progressive wave at home. Like other reformers, he
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feared that the “public interest” was being sub-
merged in the drifting seas of indifference. Every-
body’s interest was nobody’s interest. Roosevelt
decided to make it his. His sportsman’s instincts
spurred him into demanding a “Square Deal” for
capital, labor, and the public at large. Broadly
speaking, the president’s program embraced three
C’s: control of the corporations, consumer protec-
tion, and conservation of natural resources.

The Square Deal for labor received its acid test
in 1902, when a crippling strike broke out in the
anthracite coal mines of Pennsylvania. Some
140,000 besooted workers, many of them illiterate
immigrants, had long been frightfully exploited and
accident-plagued. They demanded, among other
improvements, a 20 percent increase in pay and a
reduction of the working day from ten to nine hours.

Unsympathetic mine owners, confident that 
a chilled public would react against the miners,
refused to arbitrate or even negotiate. One of 
their spokesmen, multimillionaire George F. Baer,
reflected the high-and-mighty attitude of certain
ungenerous employers. Workers, he wrote, would be
cared for “not by the labor agitators, but by the
Christian men to whom God in His infinite wisdom
has given the control of the property interests of this
country.”

As coal supplies dwindled, factories and schools
were forced to shut down, and even hospitals felt

the icy grip of winter. Desperately seeking a solu-
tion, Roosevelt summoned representatives of the
striking miners and the mine owners to the White
House. He was profoundly annoyed by the “extraor-
dinary stupidity and bad temper” of the “wooden-
headed gentry” who operated the mines. As he later
confessed, if it had not been for the dignity of his
high office, he would have taken one of them “by the
seat of the breeches” and “chucked him out of the
window.”

Roosevelt finally resorted to his trusty big stick
when he threatened to seize the mines and operate
them with federal troops. Faced with this first-time-
ever threat to use federal bayonets against capital,
rather than labor, the owners grudgingly consented
to arbitration. A compromise decision ultimately
gave the miners a 10 percent pay boost and a work-
ing day of nine hours. But their union was not offi-
cially recognized as a bargaining agent.

Keenly aware of the mounting antagonisms
between capital and labor, Roosevelt urged Con-
gress to create the new Department of Commerce
and Labor. This goal was achieved in 1903. (Ten
years later the agency was split in two.) An impor-
tant arm of the newborn cabinet body was the
Bureau of Corporations, which was authorized to
probe businesses engaged in interstate commerce.
The bureau was highly useful in helping to break the
stranglehold of monopoly and in clearing the road
for the era of “trust-busting.”

TR Corrals the 
Corporations

The sprawling railroad octopus sorely needed
restraint. The Interstate Commerce Commission, 
created in 1887 as a feeble sop to the public, had
proved woefully inadequate. Railroad barons could
simply appeal the commission’s decisions on rates 
to the federal courts—a process that might take ten
years.

Spurred by the former-cowboy president, Con-
gress passed effective railroad legislation, beginning
with the Elkins Act of 1903. This curb was aimed pri-
marily at the rebate evil. Heavy fines could now be
imposed both on the railroads that gave rebates and
on the shippers that accepted them.

Still more effective was the Hepburn Act of
1906. Free passes, with their hint of bribery, were
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Roosevelt was a charismatic figure who made
a powerful impression on his contemporaries.
The journalist William Allen White (1868–
1944) later wrote of his first meeting with 
TR in 1897,

“He sounded in my heart the first trumpet
call of the new time that was to be. . . . I had
never known such a man as he, and never
shall again. He overcame me. And in the
hour or two we spent that day at lunch, and
in a walk down F Street, he poured into my
heart such visions, such ideals, such hopes,
such a new attitude toward life and
patriotism and the meaning of things, as I
had never dreamed men had. . . . After that 
I was his man.”



severely restricted. The once-infantile Interstate
Commerce Commission was expanded, and its
reach was extended to include express companies,
sleeping-car companies, and pipelines. For the first
time, the commission was given real molars when it
was authorized, on complaint of shippers, to nullify
existing rates and stipulate maximum rates.

Railroads also provided Roosevelt with an
opportunity to brandish his antitrust bludgeon.
Trusts had come to be a fighting word in the pro-
gressive era. Roosevelt believed that these industrial
behemoths, with their efficient means of produc-
tion, had arrived to stay. He concluded that there
were “good” trusts, with public consciences, and
“bad” trusts, which lusted greedily for power. He
was determined to respond to the popular outcry
against the trusts but was also determined not to
throw out the baby with the bathwater by indiscrim-
inately smashing all large businesses.

Roosevelt, as a trustbuster, first burst into the
headlines in 1902 with an attack on the Northern
Securities Company, a railroad holding company
organized by financial titan J. P. Morgan and empire
builder James J. Hill. These Napoleonic moguls of
money sought to achieve a virtual monopoly of the
railroads in the Northwest. Roosevelt was therefore
challenging the most regal potentates of the indus-
trial aristocracy.

The railway promoters appealed to the
Supreme Court, which in 1904 upheld Roosevelt’s
antitrust suit and ordered the Northern Securities
Company to be dissolved. The Northern Securities
decision jolted Wall Street and angered big business
but greatly enhanced Roosevelt’s reputation as a
trust smasher.

Roosevelt’s big stick crashed down on other
giant monopolies, as he initiated over forty legal
proceedings against them. The Supreme Court in
1905 declared the beef trust illegal, and the heavy
fist of justice fell upon monopolists controlling
sugar, fertilizer, harvesters, and other key products.

Much mythology has inflated Roosevelt’s repu-
tation as a trustbuster. The Rough Rider understood
the political popularity of monopoly-smashing, but
he did not consider it sound economic policy. Com-
bination and integration, he felt, were the hallmarks
of the age, and to try to stem the tide of economic
progress by political means he considered the rank-
est folly. Bigness was not necessarily badness, so
why punish success? Roosevelt’s real purpose in

assaulting the Goliaths of industry was symbolic: to
prove conclusively that the government, not private
business, ruled the country. He believed in regulat-
ing, not fragmenting, the big business combines.
The threat of dissolution, he felt, might make the
sultans of the smokestacks more amenable to fed-
eral regulation—as it did.

In truth, Roosevelt never swung his trust-
crushing stick with maximum force. In many ways
the huge industrial behemoths were healthier—
though perhaps more “tame”—at the end of Roo-
sevelt’s reign than they had been before. His
successor, William Howard Taft, actually “busted”
more trusts than TR did. In one celebrated instance
in 1907, Roosevelt even gave his personal blessing to
J. P. Morgan’s plan to have U.S. Steel absorb the Ten-
nessee Coal and Iron Company, without fear of
antitrust reprisals. When Taft then launched a suit
against U.S. Steel in 1911, the political reaction from
TR was explosive.
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Caring for the 
Consumer

Roosevelt backed a noteworthy measure in 1906
that benefited both corporations and consumers.
Big meatpackers were being shut out of certain
European markets because some American meat—
from the small packinghouses, claimed the giants—
had been found to be tainted. Foreign governments
were even threatening to ban all American meat
imports by throwing out the good beef with the bad
botulism.

At the same time, American consumers hun-
gered for safer canned products. Their appetite for
reform was whetted by Upton Sinclair’s sensational
novel The Jungle, published in 1906. Sinclair in-
tended his revolting tract to focus attention on the
plight of the workers in the big canning factories, but
instead he appalled the public with his description
of disgustingly unsanitary food products. (As he put
it, he aimed for the nation’s heart but hit its stom-
ach.) The book described in noxious detail the filth,
disease, and putrefaction in Chicago’s damp, ill-
ventilated slaughterhouses. Many readers, including
Roosevelt, were so sickened that for a time they

found meat unpalatable. The president was moved
by the loathsome mess in Chicago to appoint a spe-
cial investigating commission, whose cold-blooded
report almost outdid Sinclair’s novel. It related how
piles of poisoned rats, rope ends, splinters, and other
debris were scooped up and canned as potted ham.
A cynical jingle of the time ran,

Mary had a little lamb,
And when she saw it sicken,

She shipped it off to Packingtown,
And now it’s labeled chicken.

Backed by a nauseated public, Roosevelt in-
duced Congress to pass the Meat Inspection Act of
1906. It decreed that the preparation of meat
shipped over state lines would be subject to federal
inspection from corral to can. Although the largest
packers resisted certain features of the act, they
accepted it as an opportunity to drive their smaller,
fly-by-night competitors out of business. At the
same time, they could receive the government’s seal
of approval on their exports. As a companion to the
Meat Inspection Act, the Pure Food and Drug Act of
1906 was designed to prevent the adulteration and
mislabeling of foods and pharmaceuticals.
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Earth Control

Wasteful Americans, assuming that their natural
resources were inexhaustible, had looted and pol-
luted their incomparable domain with unparalleled
speed and greed. Western ranchers and timbermen
were especially eager to accelerate the destructive
process, for they panted to build up the country, and
the environmental consequences be hanged. But
even before the end of the nineteenth century, far-
visioned leaders saw that such a squandering of the
nation’s birthright would have to be halted, or Amer-
ica would sink from resource richness to despoiled
dearth.

A first feeble step toward conservation had been
taken with the Desert Land Act of 1877, under which
the federal government sold arid land cheaply on the
condition that the purchaser irrigate the thirsty soil
within three years. More successful was the Forest
Reserve Act of 1891, authorizing the president to set
aside public forests as national parks and other
reserves. Under this statute some 46 million acres of
magnificent trees were rescued from the lumber-
man’s saw in the 1890s and preserved for posterity.
The Carey Act of 1894 distributed federal land to the
states on the condition that it be irrigated and settled.

A new day in the history of conservation dawned
with Roosevelt. Huntsman, naturalist, rancher, lover
of the great outdoors, he was appalled by the pillag-
ing of timber and mineral resources. Other dedi-
cated conservationists, notably Gifford Pinchot,
head of the federal Division of Forestry, had broken
important ground before him. But Roosevelt seized

the banner of leadership and charged into the fray
with all the weight of his prestige, his energy, his
firsthand knowledge, and his slashing invective.

The thirst of the desert still unslaked, Congress
responded to the whip of the Rough Rider by pass-
ing the landmark Newlands Act of 1902. Washington
was authorized to collect money from the sale of
public lands in the sun-baked western states and
then use these funds for the development of irriga-
tion projects. Settlers repaid the cost of reclamation
from their now-productive soil, and the money was
put into a revolving fund to finance more such
enterprises. The giant Roosevelt Dam, constructed
on Arizona’s Salt River, was appropriately dedicated
by Roosevelt in 1911. Thanks to this epochal legisla-
tion, dozens of dams were thrown across virtually
every major western river in the ensuing decades.
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In his annual message to Congress (1907),
Roosevelt declared prophetically,

“We are prone to speak of the resources of
this country as inexhaustible; this is not so.
The mineral wealth of the country, the coal,
iron, oil, gas, and the like, does not
reproduce itself, and therefore is certain to
be exhausted ultimately; and wastefulness in
dealing with it to-day means that our
descendants will feel the exhaustion a gener-
ation or two before they otherwise would.”



Roosevelt pined to preserve the nation’s shrink-
ing forests. By 1900 only about a quarter of the
once-vast virgin timberlands remained standing.
Lumbermen had already logged off most of the first-
growth timber from Maine to Michigan, and the
sharp thud of their axes was beginning to split the
silence in the great fir forests of the Pacific slope.
Roosevelt proceeded to set aside in federal reserves
some 125 million acres, or almost three times the
acreage thus saved from the saw by his three prede-
cessors. He similarly earmarked millions of acres of
coal deposits, as well as water resources useful for
irrigation and power. To set a shining example, in
1902 he banned Christmas trees from the White
House.

Conservation, including reclamation, may have
been Roosevelt’s most enduring tangible achieve-
ment. He was buoyed in this effort by an upwelling
national mood of concern about the disappearance
of the frontier—believed to be the source of such
national characteristics as individualism and de-
mocracy. An increasingly citified people worried
that too much civilization might not be good for the
national soul. City dwellers snapped up Jack Lon-
don’s Call of the Wild (1903) and other books about
nature, and urban youngsters made the outdoor-
oriented Boy Scouts of America the country’s largest
youth organization. The Sierra Club, founded in

1892, dedicated itself to preserving the wildness of
the western landscape.

The preservationists lost a major battle in 1913
when the federal government allowed the city of San
Francisco to build a dam for its municipal water
supply in the spectacular, high-walled Hetch Hetchy
Valley in Yosemite National Park. The Hetch Hetchy
controversy laid bare a deep division among conser-
vationists that persists to the present day. To the
preservationists of the Sierra Club, including famed
naturalist John Muir, Hetch Hetchy was a “temple”
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Gifford Pinchot (1865–1946), a leading
conservationist in the Roosevelt
administration, wrote,

“The object of our forest policy is not to
preserve the forests because they are
refuges for the wild creatures of the
wilderness, but the making of prosperous
homes. Every other consideration comes as
secondary. . . . The test of utility . . . implies
that no lands will be permanently reserves
which can serve the people better in any
other way.”



The Environmentalists

Humans have long been awed by nature, but they
have also yearned to be its masters. Native Ameri-

can peoples did what they could to shape the natural
environment to serve their purposes—burning forest
and grasslands, for example, to improve hunting
habitats—but they lacked the tools to make Mother
Earth bow deeply to their will. The earliest European
colonists saw North America as a “howling wilder-
ness” and toiled mightily with ax and plow to tame 
it. By the mid-nineteenth century, Americans com-
manded powerful new technologies like the railroad
and steam-powered drills and dredges, which
promised unbridled dominion over the natural world.
Only then did voices begin to be heard in defense of
the wounded earth—the faint first stirrings of what
would come to be called “environmentalism.”

In a pattern that would often be repeated,
nature’s earliest defenders tended to be well-off
townsfolk and city dwellers, like Henry David
Thoreau and Ralph Waldo Emerson. The Americans
most likely to appreciate the value of the pristine
wilderness, it seemed, were those who had ceased
to struggle against it. (“Cities, not log cabins, pro-
duce Sierra Clubbers,” one historian noted.) For the
loggers, miners, and farmers who continued to
sweat their living out of nature’s grudging embrace,
concern for environmental niceties often seemed
like the sanctimonious piety of a privileged elite.

By the dawn of the twentieth century, many gen-
teel, urban Americans had come to romanticize their
pioneer forebears. They reinvented hunting and fish-
ing as sports for the well-to-do, not simply as ways to
put food on the table. Preservationists like John Muir
waxed lyrical about the mystic allure of unspoiled
nature. Seizing the popular mood, Theodore Roo-
sevelt deliberately constructed a public image of him-
self as a manly outdoorsman—raising cattle in the
Dakotas, shooting lions in Africa, rafting down wild
rivers in the Amazon basin—and as president he
greatly expanded the system of national forests. But
Roosevelt was also a pioneer of another sort—as a

prominent promoter of the progressive-era “conser-
vation” movement, composed of a loose coalition of
scientists, bureaucrats, and businesspeople depend-
ent on America’s endowment of natural resources.
Progressive conservationists believed that nature
must be neither uncritically reverenced nor wastefully
exploited, but must instead be efficiently utilized.
Thus the same TR who admired the wonders of
Yosemite Valley in the company of John Muir also sup-
ported the professional forester Gifford Pinchot, who
declared that “the object of our forest policy is not to
preserve the forests because they are beautiful or
because they are refuges for the wild creatures of the
wilderness, but the making of prosperous homes. Use
must be the test by which the forester tries himself.”

Pinchot’s “rational use” philosophy guided
America’s natural resource policy until the mid-
twentieth century. It justified the systematic har-
vesting of millions of trees in the sprawling national
forests whose boundaries Roosevelt had expanded,
and the drowning of vast river valleys behind mas-
sive dams that Roosevelt’s Reclamation Service
helped to build. This attitude toward nature tri-
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umphed in the New Deal era of the 1930s, when the
federal government initiated colossal projects that
undertook nothing less than reengineering the face
of the continent—including the Tennessee Valley
Authority, the Soil Conservation Service, and the
Shelterbelt tree-planting project on the Great Plains.
The huge reach of these New Deal projects also
introduced millions of Americans for the first time
to the concept that nature had to be treated with
respect, helping to stimulate the post–World War II
grassroots environmental movement.

The rise of ecological science in the post–World
War II era fundamentally changed the debate about
the relation of nature to civilization. Ecologists
charged that the apparent “rationality” of the earlier
conservationists dangerously neglected the fateful
intricacies of biological systems. They called attention
to the stunningly complex webs of interrelationships
that linked together seemingly unrelated organisms—
and to the perils of tampering even slightly with the
delicate biological fabrics that nature had taken mil-
lennia to weave. Rachel Carson helped to popularize
the new outlook in her sensational 1962 exposé, Silent
Spring, about the far-reaching effects of pesticides on
birds, plants, and animals—including humans.

The advent of ecological studies coincided with
a revival of preservationist sentiment, especially in
the suburbs, where Americans increasingly dwelled.
Hordes of affluent baby boomers took to America’s
trails, slopes, and waterways to hike, bike, ski, fish,
boat, and otherwise recreate—often on public lands
like Arizona’s wondrous Grand Canyon National
Park, or public waters like Utah’s shimmering (and
man-made) Lake Powell. Membership in environ-
mental organizations such as the Sierra Club and the
Audubon Society soared, as a generation infatuated
with nature demanded a clean and green world. The
first celebration of Earth Day, on April 22, 1970,
marked the political maturation of modern-day
environmentalism, which wedded scientific analysis
with respect for nature’s majesty. That same year saw
the creation of the federal Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA), soon followed by the Endangered

Species Act and other legislation designed to regu-
late the relationship between humans and nature.

At the outset of the twenty-first century, devel-
opments like global warming served dramatic notice
that planet earth was the biggest ecological system
of them all—one that did not recognize national
boundaries. Yet while Americans took pride in the
efforts they had made to clean up their own turf,
who were they, having long since consumed much of
their own timberlands, to tell the Brazilians that they
should not cut down the Amazon rain forest? Who
were they, having tamed virtually all their own free-
flowing waters, to tell the Chinese not to dam their
rivers? For the peoples of the developing world,
struggling to match America’s standard of living,
environmentalists often seemed like spoiled spoil-
ers, preaching the same privileged pieties that had
infuriated generations of working Americans.



of nature that should be held inviolable by the civi-
lizing hand of humanity. But other conservationists,
among them President Roosevelt’s chief forester,
Gifford Pinchot, believed that “wilderness was
waste.” Pinchot and Roosevelt wanted to use the
nation’s natural endowment intelligently. In their
eyes they had to battle on two fronts: against greedy
commercial interests who abused nature, as well as
against romantic preservationists in thrall to simple
“woodman-spare-that-tree” sentimentality.

Under Roosevelt, professional foresters and
engineers developed a policy of “multiple-use
resource management.” They sought to combine
recreation, sustained-yield logging, watershed pro-

tection, and summer stock grazing on the same
expanse of federal land.

At first many westerners resisted the federal
management of natural resources, but they soon
learned how to take advantage of new agencies like
the Forest Service and especially the Bureau of
Reclamation. The largest ranches and timber com-
panies in particular figured out how to work hand in
glove with federal conservation programs devoted
to the rational, large-scale, and long-term use of
natural resources. The one-man-and-a-mule logger
or the one-man-and-a-dog sheepherder had little
clout in the new resources bureaucracy. Single-
person enterprises were shouldered aside, in the
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interest of efficiency, by the combined bulk of big
business and big government.

The “Roosevelt Panic” of 1907

Roosevelt was handily elected president “in his own
right” in 1904 and entered his new term buoyed by
his enormous personal popularity—the cuddly
“teddy bear” honored one of his bear-hunting
exploits (when he saved the life of a cub), and chil-

dren piped vigorously on whistles modeled on his
famous teeth. Yet the conservative Republican
bosses considered him as dangerous and unpre-
dictable as a rattlesnake. They grew increasingly
restive as Roosevelt in his second term called ever
more loudly for regulating the corporations, taxing
incomes, and protecting workers. Roosevelt, mean-
while, had partly defanged himself after his election
in 1904 by announcing that under no circumstances
would he be a candidate for a third term. This was a
tactical blunder, for the power of the king wanes
when the people know he will be dead in four years.

Roosevelt suffered a sharp setback in 1907,
when a short but punishing panic descended on
Wall Street. The financial flurry featured frightened
“runs” on banks, suicides, and criminal indictments
against speculators.

The financial world hastened to blame Roo-
sevelt for the storm. It cried that this “quack” had
unsettled industry with his boat-rocking tactics.
Conservatives damned him as “Theodore the Med-
dler” and branded the current distress the “Roo-
sevelt panic.” The hot-tempered president angrily
lashed back at his critics when he accused “certain
malefactors of great wealth” of having deliberately
engineered the monetary crisis to force the govern-
ment to relax its assaults on trusts.

Fortunately, the panic of 1907 paved the way for
long-overdue fiscal reforms. Precipitating a currency
shortage, the flurry laid bare the need for a more
elastic medium of exchange. In a crisis of this sort,
the hard-pressed banks were unable to increase the
volume of money in circulation, and those with
ample reserves were reluctant to lend to their less
fortunate competitors. Congress in 1908 responded
by passing the Aldrich-Vreeland Act, which autho-
rized national banks to issue emergency currency
backed by various kinds of collateral. The path was
thus smoothed for the momentous Federal Reserve
Act of 1913 (see p. 692).

The Rough Rider Thunders Out

Still warmly popular in 1908, Roosevelt could easily
have won a second presidential nomination and
almost certainly the election. But he felt bound by
his impulsive postelection promise after his victory
in 1904.
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The departing president thus naturally sought a
successor who would carry out “my policies.” The
man of his choice was amiable, ample-girthed, and
huge-framed William Howard Taft, secretary of war
and a mild progressive. As an heir apparent, he had
often been called upon in Roosevelt’s absence to “sit
on the lid”—all 350 pounds of him. At the Republi-
can convention of 1908 in Chicago, Roosevelt used
his control of the party machinery—the “steam-
roller”—to push through Taft’s nomination on the
first ballot. Three weeks later, in mile-high Denver,
in the heart of silver country, the Democrats nomi-
nated twice-beaten William Jennings Bryan.

The dull campaign of 1908 featured the rotund
Taft and the now-balding “Boy Orator” both trying
to don the progressive Roosevelt mantle. The solid
Judge Taft read cut-and-dried speeches, while Bryan
griped that Roosevelt had stolen his policies from
the Bryanite camp. A majority of voters chose stabil-

ity with Roosevelt-endorsed Taft, who polled 321
electoral votes to 162 for Bryan. The victor’s popular
count was 7,675,320 to 6,412,294. The election’s only
surprise came from the Socialists, who amassed
420,793 votes for Eugene V. Debs, the hero of the
Pullman strike of 1894 (see pp. 614–615).

Roosevelt, ever in the limelight, left soon after
the election for a lion hunt in Africa. His numerous
enemies clinked glasses while toasting “Health to
the lions,” and a few irreverently prayed that some
big cat would “do its duty.” But TR survived, still
bursting with energy at the age of fifty-one in 1909.

Roosevelt was branded by his adversaries as a
wild-eyed radical, but his reputation as an eater of
errant industrialists now seems inflated. He fought
many a sham battle, and the number of laws he
inspired was certainly not in proportion to the
amount of noise he emitted. He was often under
attack from the reigning business lords, but the
more enlightened of them knew that they had a
friend in the White House. Roosevelt should be
remembered first and foremost as the cowboy who
started to tame the bucking bronco of adolescent
capitalism, thus ensuring it a long adult life.
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TR’s enthusiasm and perpetual youthfulness,
like an overgrown Boy Scout’s, appealed to the
young of all ages. “You must always remember,” a
British diplomat cautioned his colleagues, “that the
president is about six.” He served as a political light-
ning rod to protect capitalists against popular indig-
nation—and against socialism, which Roosevelt
regarded as “ominous.” He strenuously sought the
middle road between unbridled individualism and
paternalistic collectivism. His conservation crusade,
which tried to mediate between the romantic
wilderness-preservationists and the rapacious
resource-predators, was probably his most typical
and his most lasting achievement.

Several other contributions of Roosevelt lasted
beyond his presidency. First, he greatly enlarged the
power and prestige of the presidential office—and
masterfully developed the technique of using the
big stick of publicity as a political bludgeon. Second,
he helped shape the progressive movement and
beyond it the liberal reform campaigns later in the
century. His Square Deal, in a sense, was the grand-
father of the New Deal later launched by his fifth
cousin, Franklin D. Roosevelt. Finally, to a greater
degree than any of his predecessors, TR opened the
eyes of Americans to the fact that they shared the
world with other nations. As a great power, they had
fallen heir to responsibilities—and had been seized
by ambitions—from which there was no escaping.

Taft: A Round Peg 
in a Square Hole

William Howard Taft, with his ruddy complexion and
upturned mustache, at first inspired widespread
confidence. “Everybody loves a fat man,” the saying
goes, and the jovial Taft, with “mirthquakes” of

laughter bubbling up from his abundant abdomen,
was personally popular. He had graduated second in
his class at Yale and had established an enviable rep-
utation as a lawyer and judge, though he was widely
regarded as hostile to labor unions. He had been 
a trusted administrator under Roosevelt—in the
Philippines, at home, and in Cuba, where he had
served capably as a troubleshooter.

But “good old Will” suffered from lethal political
handicaps. Roosevelt had led the conflicting ele-
ments of the Republican party by the sheer force of
his personality. Taft, in contrast, had none of the arts
of a dashing political leader and none of Roosevelt’s
zest for the fray. Recoiling from the clamor of con-
troversy, he generally adopted an attitude of passiv-
ity toward Congress. He was a poor judge of public
opinion, and his candor made him a chronic victim
of “foot-in-mouth” disease.

“Peaceful Bill” was no doubt a mild progressive,
but at heart he was more wedded to the status quo
than to change. Significantly, his cabinet did not
contain a single representative of the party’s “insur-
gent” wing, which was on fire for reform of current
abuses, especially the tariff.

The Dollar Goes Abroad as a Diplomat

Though ordinarily lethargic, Taft bestirred himself 
to use the lever of American investments to boost
American political interests abroad, an approach to
foreign policy that his critics denounced as “dollar
diplomacy.” Washington warmly encouraged Wall
Street bankers to sluice their surplus dollars into for-
eign areas of strategic concern to the United States,
especially in the Far East and in the regions critical to
the security of the Panama Canal. By preempting
investors from rival powers, such as Germany, New
York bankers would thus strengthen American
defenses and foreign policies, while bringing further
prosperity to their homeland—and to themselves.
The almighty dollar thereby supplanted the big stick.

China’s Manchuria was the object of Taft’s most
spectacular effort to inject the reluctant dollar into
the Far Eastern theater. Newly ambitious Japan and
imperialistic Russia, recent foes, controlled the rail-
roads of this strategic province. President Taft saw 
in the Manchurian railway monopoly a possible
strangulation of Chinese economic interests and 
a consequent slamming of the Open Door in the
faces of U.S. merchants. In 1909 Secretary of State
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Roosevelt, who preached the doctrine of the
“strenuous life,” practiced it until almost the
end. In 1913 he sent a political message on a
still-preserved phonograph recording to the
Boys’ Progressive League:

“Don’t flinch, don’t foul, and hit the line hard.”



Philander C. Knox blunderingly proposed that a
group of American and foreign bankers buy the
Manchurian railroads and then turn them over to
China under a self-liquidating arrangement. Both
Japan and Russia, unwilling to be jockeyed out of
their dominant position, bluntly rejected Knox’s
overtures. Taft was showered with ridicule.

Another dangerous new trouble spot was the
revolution-riddled Caribbean—now virtually a Yan-
kee lake. Hoping to head off trouble, Washington
urged Wall Street bankers to pump dollars into the
financial vacuums in Honduras and Haiti to keep
out foreign funds. The United States, under the
Monroe Doctrine, would not permit foreign nations
to intervene, and consequently felt obligated to put
its money where its mouth was to prevent economic
and political instability.

Again necessity was the mother of armed
Caribbean intervention. Sporadic disorders in palm-
fronded Cuba, Honduras, and the Dominican
Republic brought American forces to these countries
to restore order and protect American investment. A
revolutionary upheaval in Nicaragua, regarded as
perilously close to the nearly completed Panama
Canal, resulted in the landing of twenty-five hundred
marines in 1912. The marines remained in Nicaragua
for thirteen years. (See the map on p. 695.)

Taft the Trustbuster

Taft managed to gain some fame as a smasher of
monopolies. The ironic truth is that the colorless
Taft brought 90 suits against the trusts during his 4
years in office, as compared with some 44 for Roo-
sevelt in 71–

2 years.
By fateful happenstance the most sensational

judicial actions during the Taft regime came in 1911.
In that year the Supreme Court ordered the dissolu-
tion of the mighty Standard Oil Company, which
was judged to be a combination in restraint of trade
in violation of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act of 1890.
At the same time, the Court handed down its
famous “rule of reason.” This doctrine held that only
those combinations that “unreasonably” restrained
trade were illegal. This fine-print proviso ripped a
huge hole in the government’s antitrust net.

Even more explosively, in 1911 Taft decided to
press an antitrust suit against the U.S. Steel Corpo-
ration. This initiative infuriated Roosevelt, who had
personally been involved in one of the mergers that
prompted the suit. Once Roosevelt’s protégé, Presi-
dent Taft was increasingly taking on the role of his
antagonist. The stage was being set for a bruising
confrontation.
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Taft Splits the 
Republican Party

Lowering the barriers of the formidable protective
tariff—the “Mother of Trusts”—was high on the
agenda of the progressive members of the Republi-
can party, and they at first thought they had a friend
and ally in Taft. True to his campaign promises to
reduce tariffs, Taft called Congress into special ses-
sion in March 1909. The House proceeded to pass a
moderately reductive bill, but senatorial reactionar-
ies, led by Senator Nelson W. Aldrich of Rhode
Island, tacked on hundreds of upward tariff revi-
sions. Only items such as hides, sea moss, and
canary-bird seed were left on the duty-free list.

After much handwringing, Taft signed the
Payne-Aldrich Bill, thus betraying his campaign
promises and outraging the progressive wing of his
party, heavily drawn from the Midwest. Taft rubbed
salt in the wound by proclaiming it “the best bill that
the Republican party ever passed.”

Taft revealed a further knack for shooting him-
self in the foot in his handling of conservation. The
portly president was a dedicated conservationist,
and his contributions actually equaled or surpassed
those of Roosevelt. He established the Bureau of
Mines to control mineral resources, rescued millions
of acres of western coal lands from exploitation, and
protected water-power sites from private develop-
ment. But those praiseworthy accomplishments
were largely erased in the public mind by the noisy
Ballinger-Pinchot quarrel that erupted in 1910. 

When Secretary of the Interior Richard Ballinger
opened public lands in Wyoming, Montana, and
Alaska to corporate development, he was sharply
criticized by Gifford Pinchot, chief of the Agriculture
Department’s Division of Forestry and a stalwart
Rooseveltian. When Taft dismissed Pinchot on the
narrow grounds of insubordination, a storm of
protest arose from conservationists and from Roo-
sevelt’s friends, who were legion. The whole unsa-
vory episode further widened the growing rift
between the president and the former president,
one-time bosom political partners.

The reformist wing of the Republican party was
now up in arms, while Taft was being pushed increas-
ingly into the embrace of the stand-pat Old Guard. By
the spring of 1910, the Grand Old Party was split wide
open, owing largely to the clumsiness of Taft. A suspi-
cious Roosevelt returned triumphantly to New York
in June 1910 and shortly thereafter stirred up a tem-

pest. Unable to keep silent, he took to the stump at
Osawatomie, Kansas, and shocked the Old Guard
with a flaming speech. The doctrine that he pro-
claimed—popularly known as the “New National-
ism”—urged the national government to increase its
power to remedy economic and social abuses.

Weakened by these internal divisions, the
Republicans lost badly in the congressional elec-
tions of 1910. In a victory of landslide proportions,
the Democrats emerged with 228 seats, leaving the
once-dominant Republicans with only 161. In a fur-
ther symptom of the reforming temper of the times,
a Socialist representative, Austrian-born Victor L.
Berger, was elected from Milwaukee.* The Republi-
cans, by virtue of holdovers, retained the Senate, 51
to 41, but the insurgents in their midst were numer-
ous enough to make that hold precarious.

The Taft-Roosevelt 
Rupture

The sputtering uprising in Republican ranks had
now blossomed into a full-fledged revolt. Early in
1911 the National Progressive Republican League
was formed, with the fiery, white-maned Senator La
Follette of Wisconsin its leading candidate for the
Republican presidential nomination. The assump-
tion was that Roosevelt, an anti–third termer, would
not permit himself to be “drafted.”

But the restless Rough Rider began to change his
views about third terms as he saw Taft, hand in glove
with the hated Old Guard, discard “my policies.” In
February 1912 Roosevelt formally wrote to seven state
governors that he was willing to accept the Republi-
can nomination. His reasoning was that the third-
term tradition applied to three consecutive elective
terms. Exuberantly he cried, “My hat is in the ring!”
and “The fight is on and I am stripped to the buff!”

Roosevelt forthwith seized the Progressive 
banner, while La Follette, who had served as a
convenient pathbreaker, was protestingly elbowed
aside. Girded for battle, the Rough Rider came clat-
tering into the presidential primaries then being
held in many states. He shouted through half-
clenched teeth that the president had fallen under
the thumb of the reactionary bosses and that,
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although Taft “means well, he means well feebly.”
The once-genial Taft, now in a fighting mood,
retorted by branding Roosevelt supporters “emo-
tionalists and neurotics.”

A Taft-Roosevelt explosion was near in June
1912, when the Republican convention met in
Chicago. The Rooseveltites, who were about 100 del-
egates short of winning the nomination, challenged
the right of some 250 Taft delegates to be seated.

Most of these contests were arbitrarily settled in
favor of Taft, whose supporters held the throttle of
the convention steamroller. The Roosevelt adher-
ents, crying “fraud” and “naked theft,” in the end
refused to vote, and Taft triumphed.

Roosevelt, the supposedly good sportsman,
refused to quit the game. Having tasted for the first
time the bitter cup of defeat, he was now on fire to
lead a third-party crusade.
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Chronology

1901 Commission system established in 
Galveston, Texas

Progressive Robert La Follette elected 
governor of Wisconsin

1902 Lincoln Steffens and Ida Tarbell publish 
muckraking exposés

Anthracite coal strike
Newlands Act

1903 Department of Commerce and Labor 
established

Elkins Act

1904 Northern Securities case
Roosevelt defeats Alton B. Parker for 

presidency

1905 Lochner v. New York

1906 Hepburn Act
Upton Sinclair publishes The Jungle
Meat Inspection Act

1906 Pure Food and Drug Act

1907 “Roosevelt panic”

1908 Muller v. Oregon
Taft defeats Bryan for presidency
Aldrich-Vreeland Act

1909 Payne-Aldrich Tariff

1910 Ballinger-Pinchot affair

1911 Triangle Shirtwaist Company fire
Standard Oil antitrust case
U.S. Steel Corporation antitrust suit

1912 Taft wins Republican nomination over 
Roosevelt

1913 Seventeenth Amendment passed (direct 
election of U.S. senators)

Federal Reserve Act

For further reading, see page A20 of the Appendix. For web resources, go to http://college.hmco.com.
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1912–1916

American enterprise is not free; the man with only a little capital is
finding it harder and harder to get into the field, more and more

impossible to compete with the big fellow. Why? Because the laws of
this country do not prevent the strong from crushing the weak.

WOODROW WILSON, THE NEW FREEDOM, 1913

Office-hungry Democrats—the “outs” since
1897—were jubilant over the disruptive Repub-

lican brawl at the convention in Chicago. If they
could come up with an outstanding reformist
leader, they had an excellent chance to win the
White House. Such a leader appeared in Dr.
Woodrow Wilson, once a mild conservative but now
a militant progressive. Beginning professional life as
a brilliant academic lecturer on government, he had
risen in 1902 to the presidency of Princeton Univer-
sity, where he had achieved some sweeping educa-
tional reforms.

Wilson entered politics in 1910 when New Jer-
sey bosses, needing a respectable “front” candidate
for the governorship, offered him the nomination.
They expected to lead the academic novice by the

nose, but to their surprise, Wilson waged a passion-
ate reform campaign in which he assailed the
“predatory” trusts and promised to return state gov-
ernment to the people. Riding the crest of the pro-
gressive wave, the “Schoolmaster in Politics” was
swept into office.

Once in the governor’s chair, Wilson drove
through the legislature a sheaf of forward-looking
measures that made reactionary New Jersey one of
the more liberal states. Filled with righteous indig-
nation, Wilson revealed irresistible reforming zeal,
burning eloquence, superb powers of leadership,
and a refreshing habit of appealing over the heads of
the scheming bosses to the sovereign people. Now a
figure of national eminence, Wilson was being
widely mentioned for the presidency.
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The “Bull Moose” Campaign 
of 1912

When the Democrats met at Baltimore in 1912, Wil-
son was nominated on the forty-sixth ballot, aided
by William Jennings Bryan’s switch to his side. The
Democrats gave Wilson a strong progressive plat-
form to run on; dubbed the “New Freedom” pro-
gram, it included calls for stronger antitrust
legislation, banking reform, and tariff reductions.

Surging events had meanwhile been thrusting
Roosevelt to the fore as a candidate for the presi-
dency on a third-party Progressive Republican
ticket. The fighting ex-cowboy, angered by his recent
rebuff, was eager to lead the charge. A pro-Roosevelt
Progressive convention, with about two thousand
delegates from forty states, assembled in Chicago
during August 1912. Dramatically symbolizing the
rising political status of women, as well as Pro-
gressive support for the cause of social justice, 
settlement-house pioneer Jane Addams placed 
Roosevelt’s name in nomination for the presidency.
Roosevelt was applauded tumultuously as he cried
in a vehement speech, “We stand at Armageddon,
and we battle for the Lord!” The hosanna spirit of a
religious revival meeting suffused the convention,
as the hoarse delegates sang “Onward Christian Sol-
diers” and “Battle Hymn of the Republic.” William
Allen White, the caustic Kansas journalist, later
wrote, “Roosevelt bit me and I went mad.”

Fired-up Progressives entered the campaign
with righteousness and enthusiasm. Roosevelt
boasted that he felt “as strong as a bull moose,” and
the bull moose took its place with the donkey and
the elephant in the American political zoo. As one
poet whimsically put it,

I want to be a Bull Moose,
And with the Bull Moose stand
With antlers on my forehead
And a Big Stick in my hand.

Roosevelt and Taft were bound to slit each
other’s political throats; by dividing the Republican
vote, they virtually guaranteed a Democratic victory.
The two antagonists tore into each other as only for-
mer friends can. “Death alone can take me out
now,” cried the once-jovial Taft, as he branded Roo-
sevelt a “dangerous egotist” and a “demagogue.”
Roosevelt, fighting mad, assailed Taft as a “fathead”
with the brain of a “guinea pig.”

Beyond the clashing personalities, the overshad-
owing question of the 1912 campaign was which of
two varieties of progressivism would prevail—Roo-
sevelt’s New Nationalism or Wilson’s New Freedom.
Both men favored a more active government role in
economic and social affairs, but they disagreed
sharply over specific strategies. Roosevelt preached
the theories spun out by the progressive thinker Her-
bert Croly in his book The Promise of American Life
(1910). Croly and TR both favored continued consol-
idation of trusts and labor unions, paralleled by the
growth of powerful regulatory agencies in Washing-
ton. Roosevelt and his “bull moosers” also cam-
paigned for woman suffrage and a broad program of
social welfare, including minimum-wage laws and
“socialistic” social insurance. Clearly, the bull moose
Progressives looked forward to the kind of activist
welfare state that Franklin Roosevelt’s New Deal
would one day make a reality.

Wilson’s New Freedom, by contrast, favored
small enterprise, entrepreneurship, and the free
functioning of unregulated and unmonopolized
markets. The Democrats shunned social-welfare
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proposals and pinned their economic faith on com-
petition—on the “man on the make,” as Wilson put
it. The keynote of Wilson’s campaign was not regula-
tion but fragmentation of the big industrial com-
bines, chiefly by means of vigorous enforcement of
the antitrust laws. The election of 1912 thus offered
the voters a choice not merely of policies but of
political and economic philosophies—a rarity in
U.S. history.

The heat of the campaign cooled a bit when, in
Milwaukee, Roosevelt was shot in the chest by a
fanatic. The Rough Rider suspended active cam-
paigning for more than two weeks after delivering,
with bull moose gameness and a bloody shirt, his
scheduled speech.

Woodrow Wilson:
A Minority President

Former professor Wilson won handily, with 435
electoral votes and 6,296,547 popular votes. The
“third-party” candidate, Roosevelt, finished second,
receiving 88 electoral votes and 4,118,571 popular
votes. Taft won only 8 electoral votes and 3,486,720
popular votes (see the map on p. 690).

The election figures are fascinating. Wilson, with
only 41 percent of the popular vote, was clearly a
minority president, though his party won a majority
in Congress. His popular total was actually smaller
than Bryan had amassed in any of his three defeats,
despite the increase in population. Taft and Roo-
sevelt together polled over 1.25 million more votes
than the Democrats. Progressivism rather than Wil-
son was the runaway winner. Although the Demo-
cratic total obviously included many conservatives
in the solid South, the combined progressive vote for

Wilson and Roosevelt exceeded the tally of the more
conservative Taft. To the progressive tally must be
added some support for the Socialist candidate, per-
sistent Eugene V. Debs, who rolled up 900,672 votes,
or more than twice as many as he had netted four
years earlier. Starry-eyed Socialists dreamed of being
in the White House within eight years.

Roosevelt’s lone-wolf course was tragic both for
himself and for his former Republican associates.
Perhaps, to rephrase William Allen White, he had
bitten himself and gone mad. The Progressive party,
which was primarily a one-man show, had no future
because it had elected few candidates to state and
local offices; the Socialists, in contrast, elected more
than a thousand. Without patronage plums to hand
out to the faithful workers, death by slow starvation
was inevitable for the upstart party. Yet the Progres-
sives made a tremendous showing for a hastily
organized third party and helped spur the enact-
ment of many of their pet reforms by the Wilsonian 
Democrats.

As for the Republicans, they were thrust into
unaccustomed minority status in Congress for the
next six years and were frozen out of the White
House for eight years. Taft himself had a fruitful old
age. He taught law for eight pleasant years at Yale
University and in 1921 became chief justice of the
Supreme Court—a job for which he was far more
happily suited than the presidency.

Wilson: The Idealist in Politics

(Thomas) Woodrow Wilson, the second Democratic
president since 1861, looked like the ascetic intel-
lectual he was, with his clean-cut features, pinched-
on eyeglasses, and trim figure. Born in Virginia
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The Presidential Vote, 1912

Electoral Approximate
Candidate Party Vote Popular Vote Percentage

Woodrow Wilson Democratic 435 6,296,547 41%
Theodore Roosevelt Progressive 88 4,118,571 27
William H. Taft Republican 8 3,486,720 23
Eugene V. Debs Socialist — 900,672 6
E. W. Chafin Prohibition — 206,275 1
A. E. Reimer Socialist-Labor — 28,750 0.2



shortly before the Civil War and reared in Georgia
and the Carolinas, the professor-politician was the
first man from one of the seceded southern states to
reach the White House since Zachary Taylor, sixty-
four years earlier.

The impact of Dixieland on young “Tommy”
Wilson was profound. He sympathized with the
Confederacy’s gallant attempt to win its independ-
ence, a sentiment that partly inspired his ideal of
self-determination for people of other countries.
Steeped in the traditions of Jeffersonian democracy,
he shared Jefferson’s faith in the masses—if they
were properly informed.

Son of a Presbyterian minister, Wilson was
reared in an atmosphere of fervent piety. He later
used the presidential pulpit to preach his inspira-
tional political sermons. A moving orator, Wilson
could rise on the wings of spiritual power to soaring
eloquence. Skillfully using a persuasive voice, he
relied not on arm-waving but on sincerity and
moral appeal. As a lifelong student of finely chiseled
words, he turned out to be a “phraseocrat” who
coined many noble epigrams. Someone has
remarked that he was born halfway between the
Bible and the dictionary and never strayed far from
either.

A profound student of government, Wilson
believed that the chief executive should play a
dynamic role. He was convinced that Congress
could not function properly unless the president,

like a kind of prime minister, got out in front and
provided leadership. He enjoyed dramatic success,
both as governor and as president, in appealing over
the heads of legislators to the sovereign people.

Splendid though Wilson’s intellectual equip-
ment was, he suffered from serious defects of per-
sonality. Though jovial and witty in private, he could
be cold and standoffish in public. Incapable of
unbending and acting the showman, like “Teddy”
Roosevelt, he lacked the common touch. He loved
humanity in the mass rather than the individual in
person. His academic background caused him to
feel most at home with scholars, although he had to
work with politicians. An austere and somewhat
arrogant intellectual, he looked down his nose
through pince-nez glasses upon lesser minds,
including journalists. He was especially intolerant
of stupid senators, whose “bungalow” minds made
him “sick.”

Wilson’s burning idealism—especially his desire
to reform ever-present wickedness—drove him for-
ward faster than lesser spirits were willing to go. His
sense of moral righteousness was such that he often
found compromise difficult; black was black, wrong
was wrong, and one should never compromise with
wrong. President Wilson’s Scottish Presbyterian
ancestors had passed on to him an inflexible stub-
bornness. When convinced that he was right, the
principled Wilson would break before he would
bend, unlike the pragmatic Roosevelt.
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Wilson Tackles the Tariff

Few presidents have arrived at the White House
with a clearer program than Wilson’s or one des-
tined to be so completely achieved. The new presi-
dent called for an all-out assault on what he called
“the triple wall of privilege”: the tariff, the banks,
and the trusts.

He tackled the tariff first, summoning Congress
into special session in early 1913. In a precedent-
shattering move, he did not send his presidential
message over to the Capitol to be read loudly by a
bored clerk, as had been the custom since Jefferson’s
day. Instead he appeared in person before a joint
session of Congress and presented his appeal with
stunning eloquence and effectiveness.

Moved by Wilson’s aggressive leadership, the
House swiftly passed the Underwood Tariff Bill,
which provided for a substantial reduction of rates.
When a swarm of lobbyists descended on the Senate
seeking to disembowel the bill, Wilson promptly
issued a combative message to the people, urging
them to hold their elected representatives in line.
The tactic worked. The force of public opinion,
aroused by the president’s oratory, secured late in
1913 final approval of the bill Wilson wanted.

The new Underwood Tariff substantially re-
duced import fees. It also was a landmark in tax leg-
islation. Under authority granted by the recently
ratified Sixteenth Amendment, Congress enacted a
graduated income tax, beginning with a modest levy
on incomes over $3,000 (then considerably higher
than the average family’s income). By 1917 revenue
from the income tax shot ahead of receipts from the
tariff. This gap has since been vastly widened.

Wilson Battles the Bankers

A second bastion of the “triple wall of privilege” was
the antiquated and inadequate banking and cur-
rency system, long since outgrown by the Republic’s
lusty economic expansion. The country’s financial
structure, still creaking along under the Civil War
National Banking Act, revealed glaring defects. Its
most serious shortcoming, as exposed by the panic
of 1907, was the inelasticity of the currency. Banking
reserves were heavily concentrated in New York and
a handful of other large cities and could not be
mobilized in times of financial stress into areas that
were badly pinched.

In 1908 Congress had authorized an investiga-
tion headed by a mossback banker, Republican sen-
ator Aldrich. Three years later Aldrich’s special
commission recommended a gigantic bank with
numerous branches—in effect, a third Bank of the
United States.
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For their part, Democratic banking reformers
heeded the findings of a House committee chaired
by Congressman Arsene Pujo, which traced the ten-
tacles of the “money monster” into the hidden
vaults of American banking and business. President
Wilson’s confidant, progressive-minded Massachu-
setts attorney Louis D. Brandeis, further fanned the
flames of reform with his incendiary though schol-
arly book Other People’s Money and How the Bankers
Use It (1914).

In June 1913, in a second dramatic personal
appearance before both houses of Congress, the
president delivered a stirring plea for sweeping
reform of the banking system. He ringingly
endorsed Democratic proposals for a decentralized
bank in government hands, as opposed to Republi-
can demands for a huge private bank with fifteen
branches.

Again appealing to the sovereign people, Wilson
scored another triumph. In 1913 he signed the
epochal Federal Reserve Act, the most important
piece of economic legislation between the Civil War
and the New Deal. The new Federal Reserve Board,
appointed by the president, oversaw a nationwide
system of twelve regional reserve districts, each with
its own central bank. Although these regional banks
were actually bankers’ banks, owned by member
financial institutions, the final authority of the 
Federal Reserve Board guaranteed a substantial mea-
sure of public control. The board was also empowered
to issue paper money—“Federal Reserve Notes”—
backed by commercial paper, such as promissory
notes of businesspeople. Thus the amount of money
in circulation could be swiftly increased as needed for
the legitimate requirements of business.

The Federal Reserve Act was a red-letter
achievement. It carried the nation with flying ban-
ners through the financial crises of the First World
War of 1914–1918. Without it, the Republic’s
progress toward the modern economic age would
have been seriously retarded.

The President Tames the Trusts

Without pausing for breath, Wilson pushed toward
the last remaining rampart in the “triple wall of 
privilege”—the trusts. Early in 1914 he again went
before Congress in a personal appearance that still
carried drama.

Nine months and thousands of words later,
Congress responded with the Federal Trade Com-
mission Act of 1914. The new law empowered a
presidentially appointed commission to turn a
searchlight on industries engaged in interstate com-
merce, such as the meatpackers. The commission-
ers were expected to crush monopoly at the source
by rooting out unfair trade practices, including
unlawful competition, false advertising, mislabel-
ing, adulteration, and bribery.

The knot of monopoly was further cut by the
Clayton Anti-Trust Act of 1914. It lengthened the
shopworn Sherman Act’s list of business practices
that were deemed objectionable, including price dis-
crimination and interlocking directorates (whereby
the same individuals served as directors of suppos-
edly competing firms).

The Clayton Act also conferred long-overdue
benefits on labor. Conservative courts had unex-
pectedly been ruling that trade unions fell under the
antimonopoly restraints of the Sherman Act. A clas-
sic case involved striking hatmakers in Danbury,
Connecticut, who were assessed triple damages of
more than $250,000, which resulted in the loss of
their savings and homes. The Clayton Act therefore
sought to exempt labor and agricultural organiza-
tions from antitrust prosecution, while explicitly
legalizing strikes and peaceful picketing.

Union leader Samuel Gompers hailed the act as
the Magna Carta of labor because it legally lifted
human labor out of the category of “a commodity or
article of commerce.” But the rejoicing was prema-
ture, as conservative judges in later years continued
to clip the wings of the union movement.
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Wilsonian Progressivism at High Tide

Energetically scaling the “triple wall of privilege,”
Woodrow Wilson had treated the nation to a daz-
zling demonstration of vigorous presidential leader-
ship. He proved nearly irresistible in his first
eighteen months in office. For once, a political creed
was matched by deed, as the progressive reformers
racked up victory after victory.

Standing at the peak of his powers at the head of
the progressive forces, Wilson pressed ahead with
further reforms. The Federal Farm Loan Act of 1916
made credit available to farmers at low rates of
interest—as long demanded by the Populists. The
Warehouse Act of 1916 authorized loans on the
security of staple crops—another Populist idea.
Other laws benefited rural America by providing for
highway construction and the establishment of
agricultural extension work in the state colleges.

Sweaty laborers also made gains as the progres-
sive wave foamed forward. Sailors, treated brutally
from cat-o’-nine-tails days onward, were given relief
by the La Follette Seamen’s Act of 1915. It required
decent treatment and a living wage on American
merchant ships. One unhappy result of this well-
intentioned law was the crippling of America’s mer-
chant marine, as freight rates spiraled upward with
the crew’s wages.

Wilson further helped the workers with the
Workingmen’s Compensation Act of 1916, granting
assistance to federal civil-service employees during
periods of disability. In the same year, the president
approved an act restricting child labor on products
flowing into interstate commerce, though the stand-
pat Supreme Court soon invalidated the law. Rail-
road workers, numbering about 1.7 million, were
not sidetracked. The Adamson Act of 1916 estab-
lished an eight-hour day for all employees on trains
in interstate commerce, with extra pay for overtime.

Wilson earned the enmity of businesspeople and
bigots but endeared himself to progressives when in
1916 he nominated for the Supreme Court the promi-
nent reformer Louis D. Brandeis—the first Jew to be
called to the high bench. Yet even Wilson’s progres-
sivism had its limits, and it clearly stopped short of
better treatment for blacks. The southern-bred Wil-
son actually presided over accelerated segregation in
the federal bureaucracy. When a delegation of black
leaders personally protested to him, the schoolmas-
terish president virtually froze them out of his office.

Despite these limitations, Wilson knew that to
be reelected in 1916, he needed to identify himself
clearly as the candidate of progressivism. He
appeased businesspeople by making conservative
appointments to the Federal Reserve Board and the
Federal Trade Commission, but he devoted most of
his energies to cultivating progressive support. Wil-
son’s election in 1912 had been something of a fluke,
owing largely to the Taft-Roosevelt split in the
Republican ranks. To remain in the White House,
the president would have to woo the bull moose
voters into the Democratic fold.

New Directions in Foreign Policy

In one important area, Wilson chose not to answer
the trumpet call of the bull moosers. In contrast to
Roosevelt and even Taft, Wilson recoiled from an
aggressive foreign policy. Hating imperialism, he
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was repelled by TR’s big stickism. Suspicious of Wall
Street, he detested the so-called dollar diplomacy of
Taft.

In office only a week, Wilson declared war on
dollar diplomacy. He proclaimed that the govern-
ment would no longer offer special support to
American investors in Latin America and China.
Shivering from this Wilsonian bucket of cold water,
American bankers pulled out of the Taft-engineered
six-nation loan to China the next day.

In a similarly self-denying vein, Wilson per-
suaded Congress in early 1914 to repeal the Panama
Canal Tolls Act of 1912, which had exempted Ameri-
can coastwise shipping from tolls and thereby pro-
voked sharp protests from injured Britain. The
president further chimed in with the anti-imperial
song of Bryan and other Democrats when he signed
the Jones Act in 1916. It granted to the Philippines
the boon of territorial status and promised inde-
pendence as soon as a “stable government” could
be established. That glad day came thirty years later,
on July 4, 1946.

Wilson also partially defused a menacing crisis
with Japan in 1913. The California legislature, still
seeking to rid the Golden State of Japanese settlers,
prohibited them from owning land. Tokyo, under-
standably irritated, lodged vigorous protests. At
Fortress Corregidor, in the Philippines, American
gunners were put on around-the-clock alert. But
when Wilson dispatched Secretary of State William

Jennings Bryan to plead with the California legisla-
ture to soften its stand, tensions eased somewhat.

Political turmoil in Haiti soon forced Wilson to
eat some of his anti-imperialist words. The climax of
the disorders came in 1914–1915, when an outraged
populace literally tore to pieces the brutal Haitian
president. In 1915 Wilson reluctantly dispatched
marines to protect American lives and property. In
1916 he stole a page from Roosevelt’s corollary to
the Monroe Doctrine and concluded a treaty with
Haiti providing for U.S. supervision of finances and
the police. In the same year, he sent the leather-
necked marines to quell riots in the Dominican
Republic, and that debt-cursed land came under
the shadow of the American eagle’s wings for the
next eight years. In 1917 Wilson purchased from
Denmark the Virgin Islands, in the West Indies,
tightening the grip of Uncle Sam in these shark-
infested waters. Increasingly, the Caribbean Sea,
with its vital approaches to the now navigable
Panama Canal, was taking on the earmarks of a Yan-
kee preserve.

Moralistic Diplomacy in Mexico

Rifle bullets whining across the southern border
served as a constant reminder that all was not quiet
in Mexico. For decades Mexico had been sorely
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exploited by foreign investors in oil, railroads, and
mines. By 1913 American capitalists had sunk about
a billion dollars into the underdeveloped but gener-
ously endowed country.

But if Mexico was rich, the Mexicans were poor.
Fed up with their miserable lot, they at last revolted.
Their revolution took an ugly turn in 1913, when a
conscienceless clique murdered the popular new
revolutionary president and installed General Victo-
riano Huerta, an Indian, in the president’s chair. All
this chaos accelerated a massive migration of Mexi-
cans to the United States. More than a million Span-
ish-speaking newcomers tramped across the
southern border in the first three decades of the
twentieth century. Settling mostly in Texas, New
Mexico, Arizona, and California, they swung picks
building highways and railroads or followed the
fruit harvests as pickers. Though often segregated in
Spanish-speaking enclaves, they helped to create a
unique borderland culture that blended Mexican
and American folkways.

The revolutionary bloodshed also menaced
American lives and property in Mexico. Cries for
intervention burst from the lips of American jin-
goes. Prominent among those chanting for war was
the influential chain-newspaper publisher William
Randolph Hearst, whose views presumably were
colored by his ownership of a Mexican ranch larger
than Rhode Island. Yet President Wilson stood firm
against demands to step in. It was “perilous,” he

declared, to determine foreign policy “in the terms
of material interest.”

But though he refused to intervene, Wilson also
refused to recognize officially the murderous gov-
ernment of “that brute” Huerta, even though most
foreign powers acknowledged Huerta’s bloody-
handed regime. “I am going to teach the South
American republics to elect good men,” the former
professor declared. He put his munitions where his
mouth was in 1914, when he allowed American arms
to flow to Huerta’s principal rivals, white-bearded
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A Republican congressman voiced complaints
against Wilson’s Mexican policy in 1916:

“It is characterized by weakness, uncertainty,
vacillation, and uncontrollable desire to
intermeddle in Mexican affairs. He has not
had the courage to go into Mexico nor the
courage to stay out. . . . I would either go
into Mexico and pacify the country or I would
keep my hands entirely out of Mexico. If we
are too proud to fight, we should be too
proud to quarrel. I would not choose
between murderers.”

The United States in the Caribbean
This map explains why many Latin
Americans accused the United States 
of turning the Caribbean Sea into a
Yankee lake. It also suggests that Uncle
Sam was much less “isolationist” in his
own backyard than he was in faraway
Europe or Asia.
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Venustiano Carranza and the firebrand Francisco
(“Pancho”) Villa.

The Mexican volcano erupted at the Atlantic
seaport of Tampico in April 1914, when a small party
of American sailors was arrested. The Mexicans
promptly released the captives and apologized, but
they refused the affronted American admiral’s
demand for a salute of twenty-one guns. Wilson,
heavy-hearted but stubbornly determined to elimi-
nate Huerta, asked Congress for authority to use
force against Mexico. Before Congress could act, Wil-
son ordered the navy to seize the Mexican port of
Vera Cruz. Huerta as well as Carranza hotly protested
against this high-handed Yankee maneuver.

Just as a full-dress shooting conflict seemed
inevitable, Wilson was rescued by an offer of media-
tion from the ABC Powers—Argentina, Brazil, and
Chile. Huerta collapsed in July 1914 under pressure
from within and without. He was succeeded by his
archrival, Venustiano Carranza, still fiercely resent-
ful of Wilson’s military meddling. The whole sorry
episode did not augur well for the future of United
States–Mexican relations.

“Pancho” Villa, a combination of bandit and
Robin Hood, had meanwhile stolen the spotlight.
He emerged as the chief rival to President Carranza,
whom Wilson now reluctantly supported. Challeng-
ing Carranza’s authority while also punishing the
gringos, Villa’s men ruthlessly hauled sixteen young
American mining engineers off a train traveling
through northern Mexico in January 1916 and killed
them. A month later Villa and his followers, hoping
to provoke a war between Wilson and Carranza,
blazed across the border into Columbus, New Mex-
ico, and murdered another nineteen Americans.

General John J. (“Black Jack”*) Pershing, a grim-
faced and ramrod-erect veteran of the Cuban and
Philippine campaigns, was ordered to break up the
bandit band. His hastily organized force of several
thousand mounted troops penetrated deep into
rugged Mexico with surprising speed. They clashed
with Carranza’s forces and mauled the Villistas but
missed capturing Villa himself. As the threat of war
with Germany loomed larger, the invading army
was withdrawn in January 1917.

Thunder Across the Sea

Europe’s powder magazine, long smoldering, blew
up in the summer of 1914, when the flaming pistol
of a Serb patriot killed the heir to the throne of 
Austria-Hungary in Sarajevo. An outraged Vienna
government, backed by Germany, forthwith pre-
sented a stern ultimatum to neighboring Serbia.

An explosive chain reaction followed. Tiny Ser-
bia, backed by its powerful Slav neighbor Russia,
refused to bend the knee sufficiently. The Russian
tsar began to mobilize his ponderous war machine,
menacing Germany on the east, even as his ally,
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France, confronted Germany on the west. In alarm,
the Germans struck suddenly at France through
unoffending Belgium; their objective was to knock
their ancient enemy out of action so that they would
have two free hands to repel Russia. Great Britain, its
coastline jeopardized by the assault on Belgium, was
sucked into the conflagration on the side of France.

Almost overnight most of Europe was locked in
a fight to the death. On one side were arrayed the
Central Powers: Germany and Austria-Hungary, and
later Turkey and Bulgaria. On the other side were
the Allies: principally France, Britain, and Russia,
and later Japan and Italy.

Americans thanked God for the ocean moats
and self-righteously congratulated themselves on
having had ancestors wise enough to have aban-
doned the hell pits of Europe. America felt strong,
snug, smug, and secure—but not for long.

A Precarious Neutrality

President Wilson’s grief at the outbreak of war was
compounded by the recent death of his wife. He sor-
rowfully issued the routine neutrality proclamation
and called on Americans to be neutral in thought as
well as deed. But such scrupulous evenhandedness
proved difficult.

Both sides wooed the United States, the great
neutral in the West. The British enjoyed the boon of
close cultural, linguistic, and economic ties with
America and had the added advantage of control-
ling most of the transatlantic cables. Their censors
sheared away war stories harmful to the Allies and
drenched the United States with tales of German
bestiality.

The Germans and the Austro-Hungarians
counted on the natural sympathies of their trans-
planted countrymen in America. Including persons
with at least one foreign-born parent, people with
blood ties to the Central Powers numbered some 11
million in 1914. Some of these recent immigrants ex-
pressed noisy sympathy for the fatherland, but most
were simply grateful to be so distant from the fray.

Most Americans were anti-German from the
outset. With his villainous upturned mustache,
Kaiser Wilhelm II seemed the embodiment of arro-
gant autocracy, an impression strengthened by Ger-
many’s ruthless strike at neutral Belgium. German
and Austrian agents further tarnished the image of
the Central Powers in American eyes when they
resorted to violence in American factories and
ports. When a German operative in 1915 absent-
mindedly left his briefcase on a New York elevated
car, its documents detailing plans for industrial sab-
otage were quickly discovered and publicized.
American opinion, already ill disposed, was further
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inflamed against the kaiser and Germany. Yet the
great majority of Americans earnestly hoped to stay
out of the horrible war.

America Earns Blood Money

When Europe burst into flames in 1914, the United
States was bogged down in a worrisome business
recession. But as fate would have it, British and
French war orders soon pulled American industry
out of the morass of hard times and onto a peak of
war-born prosperity. Part of this boom was financed
by American bankers, notably the Wall Street firm 
of J.P. Morgan and Company, which eventually
advanced to the Allies the enormous sum of $2.3 bil-
lion during the period of American neutrality. The
Central Powers protested bitterly against the
immense trade between America and the Allies, but
this traffic did not in fact violate the international
neutrality laws. Germany was technically free to
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Principal Foreign Elements in the United States (census of 1910; total U.S. population: 91,972,266)

Natives with Two Natives with One
Foreign-Born Foreign-Born

Country of Origin Foreign-Born Parents Parent Total

Central Germany 2,501,181 3,911,847 1,869,590 8,282,618
Powers Austria-Hungary 1,670,524 900,129 131,133 2,701,786

Great Britain 1,219,968 852,610 1,158,474 3,231,052
Allied (Ireland)* 1,352,155 2,141,577 1,010,628 4,504,360
Powers Russia 1,732,421 949,316 70,938 2,752,675

Italy 1,343,070 695,187 60,103 2,098,360

TOTAL (for all foreign 
countries, including 
those not listed) 13,345,545 12,916,311 5,981,526 32,243,282

Percentage of total 
U.S. population 14.5 14.0 6.5 35.0

*Ireland was not yet independent.
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trade with the United States. It was prevented from
doing so not by American policy but by geography
and the British navy. Trade between Germany and
America had to move across the Atlantic; but the
British controlled the sea-lanes, and they threw a
noose-tight blockade of mines and ships across the
North Sea, gateway to German ports. Over the
unavailing protests of American shippers, farmers,
and manufacturers, the British began forcing Amer-
ican vessels off the high seas and into their ports.
This harassment of American shipping proved
highly effective, as trade between Germany and the
United States virtually ceased.

Hard-pressed Germany did not tamely consent
to being starved out. In retaliation for the British
blockade, in February 1915 Berlin announced a sub-
marine war area around the British Isles. The sub-
marine was a weapon so new that existing
international law could not be made to fit it. The old
rule that a warship must stop and board a mer-
chantman could hardly apply to submarines, which
could easily be rammed or sunk if they surfaced.

The cigar-shaped marauders posed a dire threat
to the United States—so long as Wilson insisted on
maintaining America’s neutral rights. Berlin officials
declared that they would try not to sink neutral
shipping, but they warned that mistakes would
probably occur. Wilson now determined on a policy
of calculated risk. He would continue to claim prof-
itable neutral trading rights, while hoping that no
high-seas incident would force his hand to grasp the
sword of war. Setting his peninsular jaw, he emphat-
ically warned Germany that it would be held to
“strict accountability” for any attacks on American
vessels or citizens.

The German submarines (known as U-boats,
from the German Unterseeboot, or “undersea boat”)

meanwhile began their deadly work. In the first
months of 1915, they sank about ninety ships in the
war zone. Then the submarine issue became acute
when the British passenger liner Lusitania was torpe-
doed and sank off the coast of Ireland on May 7, 1915,
with the loss of 1,198 lives, including 128 Americans.

The Lusitania was carrying forty-two hundred
cases of small-arms ammunition, a fact the Ger-
mans used to justify the sinking. But Americans
were swept by a wave of shock and anger at this act
of “mass murder” and “piracy.” The eastern United
States, closer to the war, seethed with talk of fight-
ing, but the rest of the country showed a strong dis-
taste for hostilities. The peace-loving Wilson had no
stomach for leading a disunited nation into war. He
well remembered the mistake in 1812 of his fellow
Princetonian, James Madison. Instead, by a series of
increasingly strong notes, Wilson attempted to
bring the German warlords sharply to book. Even
this measured approach was too much for Secretary
of State Bryan, who resigned rather than sign a
protestation that might spell shooting. But Wilson
resolutely stood his ground. “There is such a thing,”
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U.S. Exports to Belligerents, 1914–1916

1916 Figure as
a Percentage of

Belligerent 1914 1915 1916 1914 Figure

Britain $594,271,863 $911,794,954 $1,526,685,102 257%
France 159,818,924 369,397,170 628,851,988 393
Italy* 74,235,012 184,819,688 269,246,105 363
Germany 344,794,276 28,863,354 288,899 0.08

*Italy joined the Allies in April 1915.

The Fatherland, the chief German-American
propaganda newspaper in the United States,
cried,

“We [Americans] prattle about humanity while
we manufacture poisoned shrapnel and picric
acid for profit. Ten thousand German widows,
ten thousand orphans, ten thousand graves
bear the legend ‘Made in America.’”



he declared, “as a man being too proud to fight.”
This kind of talk incensed the war-thirsty Theodore
Roosevelt. The Rough Rider assailed the spineless
simperers who heeded the “weasel words” of the
pacifistic professor in the White House.

Yet Wilson, sticking to his verbal guns, made
some diplomatic progress. After another British
liner, the Arabic, was sunk in August 1915, with the
loss of two American lives, Berlin reluctantly agreed
not to sink unarmed and unresisting passenger
ships without warning.

This pledge appeared to be violated in March
1916, when the Germans torpedoed a French pas-
senger steamer, the Sussex. The infuriated Wilson
informed the Germans that unless they renounced
the inhuman practice of sinking merchant ships
without warning, he would break diplomatic rela-
tions—an almost certain prelude to war.

Germany reluctantly knuckled under to Presi-
dent Wilson’s Sussex ultimatum, agreeing not to sink
passenger ships and merchant vessels without giv-
ing warning. But the Germans attached a long string
to their Sussex pledge: the United States would have
to persuade the Allies to modify what Berlin
regarded as their illegal blockade. This, obviously,
was something that Washington could not do. Wil-

son promptly accepted the German pledge, without
accepting the “string.” He thus won a temporary but
precarious diplomatic victory—precarious because
Germany could pull the string whenever it chose,
and the president might suddenly find himself
tugged over the cliff of war.

Wilson Wins Reelection in 1916

Against this ominous backdrop, the presidential
campaign of 1916 gathered speed. Both the bull
moose Progressives and the Republicans met in
Chicago. The Progressives uproariously renomi-
nated Theodore Roosevelt, but the Rough Rider,
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who loathed Wilson and all his works, had no stom-
ach for splitting the Republicans again and ensuring
the reelection of his hated rival. In refusing to run,
he sounded the death knell of the Progressive party.

Roosevelt’s Republican admirers also clamored
for “Teddy,” but the Old Guard detested the rene-
gade who had ruptured the party in 1912. Instead
they drafted Supreme Court justice Charles Evans
Hughes, a cold intellectual who had achieved a solid
liberal record when he was governor of New York.
The Republican platform condemned the Demo-
cratic tariff, assaults on the trusts, and Wilson’s
wishy-washiness in dealing with Mexico and 
Germany.

The thick-whiskered Hughes (“an animated
feather duster”) left the bench for the campaign
stump, where he was not at home. In anti-German
areas of the country, he assailed Wilson for not
standing up to the kaiser, whereas in isolationist
areas he took a softer line. This fence-straddling
operation led to the jeer, “Charles Evasive Hughes.”

Hughes was further plagued by Roosevelt, who
was delivering a series of skin-’em-alive speeches
against “that damned Presbyterian hypocrite Wil-
son.” Frothing for war, TR privately scoffed at
Hughes as a “whiskered Wilson”; the only difference
between the two, he said, was “a shave.”

Wilson, nominated by acclamation at the Dem-
ocratic convention in St. Louis, ignored Hughes on
the theory that one should not try to murder a man
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During the 1916 campaign, J. A. O’Leary, the
head of a pro-German and pro-Irish organ-
ization, sent a scorching telegram to Wilson
condemning him for having been pro-British
in approving war loans and ammunition
traffic. Wilson shot back an answer:

“Your telegram received. I would feel deeply
mortified to have you or anybody like you
vote for me. Since you have access to many
disloyal Americans and I have not, I will ask
you to convey this message to them.”

President Wilson’s devastating and somewhat
insulting response probably won him more
votes than it lost.



who is committing suicide. His campaign was built
on the slogan, “He Kept Us Out of War.”

Democratic orators warned that by electing
Charles Evans Hughes, the nation would be electing
a fight—with a certain frustrated Rough Rider lead-
ing the charge. A Democratic advertisement appeal-
ing to the American workingpeople read,

You are Working;
—Not Fighting!
Alive and Happy;
—Not Cannon Fodder!
Wilson and Peace with Honor?
or
Hughes with Roosevelt and War?

On election day Hughes swept the East and
looked like a surefire winner. Wilson went to bed
that night prepared to accept defeat, while the New

York newspapers displayed huge portraits of “The
President-Elect—Charles Evans Hughes.”

But the rest of the country turned the tide. Mid-
westerners and westerners, attracted by Wilson’s pro-
gressive reforms and antiwar policies, flocked to the
polls for the president. The final result, in doubt for
several days, hinged on California, which Wilson car-
ried by some 3,800 votes out of about a million cast.

Wilson barely squeaked through, with a final
vote of 277 to 254 in the Electoral College, and
9,127,695 to 8,533,507 in the popular column. The
pro-labor Wilson received strong support from the
working class and from renegade bull moosers,
whom Republicans failed to lure back into their
camp. Wilson had not specifically promised to keep
the country out of war, but probably enough voters
relied on such implicit assurances to ensure his vic-
tory. Their hopeful expectations were soon rudely
shattered.
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WASH.
7

ORE.
5

CALIF.
13

NEV.
3

IDAHO
4

MONTANA
4

WYO.
3

UTAH
4 COLO.

6

ARIZ.
3

S.D.
5

KANSAS
10

OKLA.
10

MICH.
15

N.Y.
45

N.D.
5 MINN.

12

IOWA
13NEBR.

8

MO.
18

ARK.
9

LA.
10

TEXAS
20

N.M.
3 MISS.

10

ALA.
12 GA.

14

FLA.
6

TENN. 12
N.C.
12

S.C.
9

VA. 12
W. VA.

7
(+1 Dem.)

PA.
38

OHIO
24IND.

15
ILL.
29

WISC.
13

KY.
13

ME.
6

N.H.
4

VT.
4

MASS.
18

R.I. 5
CONN. 7

N.J. 14
DEL. 3
MD. 8

Wilson—Democratic

Hughes—Republican

Presidential Election of 1916
(with electoral vote by state)
Wilson was so worried about being
a lame duck president in a time of
great international tensions that he
drew up a plan whereby Hughes, if
victorious, would be appointed
secretary of state, Wilson and the
vice president would resign, and
Hughes would thus succeed
immediately to the presidency.

Chronology

1912 Wilson defeats Taft and Roosevelt for 
presidency

1913 Underwood Tariff Act
Sixteenth Amendment (income tax) passed
Federal Reserve Act
Huerta takes power in Mexico
Seventeenth Amendment (direct 

election of senators) passed

1914 Clayton Anti-Trust Act
Federal Trade Commission established
U.S. occupation of Vera Cruz, Mexico
World War I begins in Europe

1915 La Follette Seamen’s Act
Lusitania torpedoed and sunk by German 

U-boat

1915 U.S. Marines sent to Haiti

1916 Sussex ultimatum and pledge
Workingmen’s Compensation Act
Federal Farm Loan Act
Warehouse Act
Adamson Act
Pancho Villa raids New Mexico
Brandeis appointed to Supreme Court
Jones Act
U.S. Marines sent to Dominican Republic
Wilson defeats Hughes for presidency

1917 United States buys Virgin Islands from 
Denmark
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VARYING VIEWPOINTS

Who Were the Progressives?

Debate about progressivism has revolved mainly
around a question that is simple to ask but devil-

ishly difficult to answer: who were the progressives?
It was once taken for granted that progressive
reformers were simply the heirs of the Jeffersonian-
Jacksonian-Populist reform crusades; they were the
oppressed and downtrodden common folk who
finally erupted in wrath and demanded their due.

But in his influential Age of Reform (1955),
Richard Hofstadter astutely challenged that view.
Progressive leaders, he argued, were not drawn from
the ranks of society’s poor and marginalized. Rather,
they were middle-class people threatened from
above by the emerging power of new corporate
elites and from below by a restless working class. It
was not economic deprivation, but “status anxiety,”
Hofstadter insisted, that prompted these people 
to become reformers. Their psychological motiva-
tion, Hofstadter concluded, rendered many of their
reform efforts quirky and ineffectual.

By contrast, “New Left” historians, notably
Gabriel Kolko, argue that progressivism was domi-
nated by established business leaders who success-
fully directed “reform” to their own conservative
ends. In this view government regulation (as
embodied in new agencies like the Federal Reserve
Board and the Federal Tariff Commission, and in
legislation like the Meat Inspection Act) simply
accomplished what two generations of private
efforts had failed to accomplish: dampening cut-
throat competition, stabilizing markets, and making
America safe for monopoly capitalism.

Still other scholars, notably Robert H. Wiebe
and Samuel P. Hays, argue that the progressives
were neither the psychologically or economically
disadvantaged nor the old capitalist elite, but 
were, rather, members of a rapidly emerging, self-
confident social class possessed of the new tech-
niques of scientific management, technological

expertise, and organizational know-how. This “organ-
izational school” of historians does not see progres-
sivism as a struggle of the “people” against the
“interests,” as a confused and nostalgic campaign
by status-threatened reformers, or as a conservative
coup d’état. The progressive movement, in this view,
was by and large an effort to rationalize and mod-
ernize many social institutions, by introducing the
wise and impartial hand of government regulation.

This view has much to recommend it. Yet
despite its widespread acceptance among histori-
ans, it is an explanation that cannot adequately
account for the titanic political struggles of the pro-
gressive era over the very reforms that the “organi-
zational school” regards as simple adjustments to
modernity. The organizational approach also
brushes over the deep philosophical differences
that divided progressives themselves—such as the
ideological chasm that separated Roosevelt’s New
Nationalism from Wilson’s New Freedom. Nor can
the organizational approach sufficiently explain
why, as demonstrated by Otis Graham in An Encore
for Reform, so many progressives—perhaps a
majority—who survived into the New Deal era criti-
cized that agenda for being too bureaucratic and for
laying too heavy a regulatory hand on American
society.

Recently scholars such as Robyn Muncy, Linda
Gordon, and Theda Skocpol have stressed the role
of women in advocating progressive reforms. Build-
ing the American welfare state in the early twentieth
century, they argue, was fundamentally a gendered
activity inspired by a “female dominion” of social
workers and “social feminists.” Moreover, in con-
trast to many European countries where labor
movements sought a welfare state to benefit the
working class, American female reformers pro-
moted welfare programs specifically to protect
women and children.
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31

The War
to End War

���

1917–1918

The world must be made safe for democracy. Its peace must be
planted upon the tested foundations of political liberty. We have no
selfish ends to serve. We desire no conquest, no dominion. We seek no

indemnities for ourselves, no material compensation for the
sacrifices we shall freely make.

WOODROW WILSON, WAR MESSAGE, APRIL 2, 1917

Destiny dealt cruelly with Woodrow Wilson. The
lover of peace, as fate would have it, was forced

to lead a hesitant and peace-loving nation into war.
As the last days of 1916 slipped through the hour-
glass, the president made one final, futile attempt 
to mediate between the embattled belligerents. On
January 22, 1917, he delivered one of his most mov-
ing addresses, restating America’s commitment to
neutral rights and declaring that only a negotiated
“peace without victory” would prove durable.

German’s warlords responded with a blow of the
mailed fist. On January 31, 1917, they announced to
an astonished world their decision to wage unre-
stricted submarine warfare, sinking all ships,
including America’s, in the war zone.

Why this rash act? War with America was the last
thing Germany wanted. But after three ghastly years
in the trenches, Germany’s leaders decided the dis-

tinction between combatants and noncombatants
was a luxury they could no longer afford. Thus they
jerked on the string they had attached to their Sus-
sex pledge in 1916, desperately hoping to bring Eng-
land to its knees before the United States entered
the war. Wilson, his bluff called, broke diplomatic
relations with Germany but refused to move closer
to war unless the Germans undertook “overt” acts
against American lives.

War by Act of Germany

To defend American interests short of war, the presi-
dent asked Congress for authority to arm American
merchant ships. When a band of midwestern sena-
tors launched a filibuster to block the measure, 
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Wilson denounced them as a “little group of willful
men” who were rendering a great nation “helpless
and contemptible.” But their obstruction was a
powerful reminder of the continuing strength of
American isolationism.

Meanwhile, the sensational Zimmermann note
was intercepted and published on March 1, 1917,
infuriating Americans, especially westerners. Ger-
man foreign secretary Arthur Zimmermann had
secretly proposed a German-Mexican alliance,
tempting anti-Yankee Mexico with veiled promises
of recovering Texas, New Mexico, and Arizona.

On the heels of this provocation came the long-
dreaded “overt” acts in the Atlantic, where German
U-boats sank four unarmed American merchant
vessels in the first two weeks of March. As one
Philadelphia newspaper observed, “the difference
between war and what we have now is that now we
aren’t fighting back.” Simultaneously came the rous-
ing news that a revolution in Russia had toppled the
cruel regime of the tsars. America could now fight
foursquare for democracy on the side of the Allies,
without the black sheep of Russian despotism in the
Allied fold.

Subdued and solemn, Wilson at last stood
before a hushed joint session of Congress on the
evening of April 2, 1917, and asked for a declaration
of war. He had lost his gamble that America could
pursue the profits of neutral trade without being
sucked into the ghastly maelstrom. A myth devel-
oped in later years that America was dragged unwit-
tingly into war by munitions makers and Wall Street
bankers, desperate to protect their profits and
loans. Yet the weapons merchants and financiers
were already thriving, unhampered by wartime gov-
ernment restrictions and heavy taxation. Their slo-

gan might well have been “Neutrality Forever.” The
simple truth is that British harassment of American
commerce had been galling but endurable; Ger-
many had resorted to the mass killing of civilians.
The difference was like that between a gang of
thieves and a gang of murderers. President Wilson
had drawn a clear, if risky, line against the depreda-
tions of the submarine. The German high com-
mand, in a last desperate throw of the dice, chose to
cross it. In a figurative sense, America’s war declara-
tion of April 6, 1917, bore the unambiguous trade-
mark “Made in Germany.”

Wilsonian Idealism Enthroned

“It is a fearful thing to lead this great peaceful peo-
ple into war,” Wilson said in his war message. It was
fearful indeed, not least of all because of the formi-
dable challenge it posed to Wilson’s leadership
skills. Ironically, it fell to the scholarly Wilson,
deeply respectful of American traditions, to shatter
one of the most sacred of those traditions by entan-
gling America in a distant European war.

How could the president arouse the American
people to shoulder this unprecedented burden? For
more than a century, they had prided themselves on
their isolationism from the periodic outbursts of
militarized violence that afflicted the Old World.
Since 1914 their pride had been reinforced by the
bountiful profits gained through neutrality. German
U-boats had now roughly shoved a wavering Amer-
ica into the abyss, but ominously, no fewer than six
senators and fifty representatives (including the first
congresswoman, Jeannette Rankin of Montana) had
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voted against the war resolution. Wilson could whip
up no enthusiasm, especially in the landlocked
Midwest, by fighting to make the world safe from
the submarine. 

To galvanize the country, Wilson would have to
proclaim more glorified aims. Radiating the spiri-
tual fervor of his Presbyterian ancestors, he declared
the twin goals of “a war to end war” and a crusade
“to make the world safe for democracy.” Brandish-
ing the sword of righteousness, Wilson virtually
hypnotized the nation with his lofty ideals. He con-
trasted the selfish war aims of the other belligerents,
Allied and enemy alike, with America’s shining
altruism. America, he preached, did not fight for the
sake of riches or territorial conquest. The Republic
sought only to shape an international order in
which democracy could flourish without fear of
power-crazed autocrats and militarists.

In Wilsonian idealism the personality of the
president and the necessities of history were per-
fectly matched. The high-minded Wilson genuinely
believed in the principles he so eloquently intoned.
And probably no other appeal could have success-
fully converted the American people from their 
historic hostility to involvement in European
squabbles. Americans, it seemed, could be either
isolationists or crusaders, but nothing in between.

Wilson’s appeal worked—perhaps too well.
Holding aloft the torch of idealism, the president
fired up the public mind to a fever pitch. “Force,
force to the utmost, force without stint or limit,” he
cried, while the country responded less elegantly
with “Hang the kaiser.” Lost on the gale was Wilson’s
earlier plea for “peace without victory.”

Wilson’s Fourteen Potent Points

Wilson quickly came to be recognized as the moral
leader of the Allied cause. He scaled a summit of
inspiring oratory on January 8, 1918, when he deliv-
ered his famed Fourteen Points Address to an
enthusiastic Congress. Although one of his primary
purposes was to keep reeling Russia in the war, Wil-
son’s vision inspired all the drooping Allies to make
mightier efforts and demoralized the enemy gov-
ernments by holding out alluring promises to their
dissatisfied minorities.

The first five of the Fourteen Points were broad
in scope. (1) A proposal to abolish secret treaties

pleased liberals of all countries. (2) Freedom of the
seas appealed to the Germans, as well as to Ameri-
cans who distrusted British sea power. (3) A removal
of economic barriers among nations was comfort-
ing to Germany, which feared postwar vengeance.
(4) Reduction of armament burdens was gratifying
to taxpayers everywhere. (5) An adjustment of colo-
nial claims in the interests of both native peoples
and the colonizers was reassuring to the anti-
imperialists.

Other points among the fourteen proved to be
no less seductive. They held out the hope of inde-
pendence (“self-determination”) to oppressed
minority groups, such as the Poles, millions of
whom lay under the heel of Germany and Austria-
Hungary. The capstone point, number fourteen,
foreshadowed the League of Nations—an interna-
tional organization that Wilson dreamed would pro-
vide a system of collective security. Wilson earnestly
prayed that this new scheme would effectively guar-
antee the political independence and territorial
integrity of all countries, whether large or small.

Yet Wilson’s appealing points, though raising
hopes the world over, were not everywhere ap-
plauded. Certain leaders of the Allied nations, with
an eye to territorial booty, were less than enthusias-
tic. Hard-nosed Republicans at home grumbled,
and some of them openly mocked the “fourteen
commandments” of “God Almighty Wilson.”

Creel Manipulates Minds

Mobilizing people’s minds for war, both in America
and abroad, was an urgent task facing the Washing-
ton authorities. For this purpose the Committee on
Public Information was created. It was headed by a
youngish journalist, George Creel, who, though out-
spoken and tactless, was gifted with zeal and imagi-
nation. His job was to sell America on the war and
sell the world on Wilsonian war aims.

The Creel organization, employing some
150,000 workers at home and overseas, proved that
words were indeed weapons. It sent out an army of
75,000 “four-minute men”—often longer-winded
than that—who delivered countless speeches con-
taining much “patriotic pep.”

Creel’s propaganda took varied forms. Posters
were splashed on billboards in the “Battle of the
Fences,” as artists “rallied to the colors.” Millions of
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leaflets and pamphlets, which contained the most
pungent Wilsonisms, were showered like confetti
upon the world. Propaganda booklets with red-
white-and-blue covers were printed by the millions.

Hang-the-kaiser movies, carrying such titles as
The Kaiser, the Beast of Berlin and To Hell with the
Kaiser, revealed the helmeted “Hun” at his bloodiest.
Arm-waving conductors by the thousands led huge
audiences in songs that poured scorn on the enemy
and glorified the “boys” in uniform.

The entire nation, catching the frenzied spirit of a
religious revival, burst into song. This was undoubt-
edly America’s singingest war. Most memorable was
George M. Cohan’s spine-tingling “Over There”:

Over there, over there
Send the word, send the word over there,
That the Yanks are coming, the Yanks are coming
The drums rum-tumming ev’rywhere.

Creel typified American war mobilization,
which relied more on aroused passion and volun-
tary compliance than on formal laws. But he over-
sold the ideals of Wilson and led the world to expect
too much. When the president proved to be a mortal
and not a god, the resulting disillusionment both at
home and abroad was disastrous.

Enforcing Loyalty and Stifling Dissent

German-Americans numbered over 8 million,
counting those with at least one parent foreign-
born, out of a total population of 100 million. On the
whole they proved to be dependably loyal to the
United States. Yet rumormongers were quick to
spread tales of spying and sabotage; even trifling epi-
demics of diarrhea were blamed on German agents.
A few German-Americans were tarred, feathered,
and beaten; in one extreme case a German Socialist
in Illinois was lynched by a drunken mob.

As emotion mounted, hysterical hatred of Ger-
mans and things Germanic swept the nation.
Orchestras found it unsafe to present German-
composed music, like that of Wagner or Beethoven.
German books were removed from library shelves,
and German classes were canceled in high schools
and colleges. Sauerkraut became “liberty cabbage,”
hamburger “liberty steak.” Even beer became sus-
pect, as patriotic Americans fretted over the loyalty
of breweries with names like Schlitz and Pabst.

Both the Espionage Act of 1917 and the Sedition
Act of 1918 reflected current fears about Germans
and antiwar Americans. Especially visible among
the 1,900 prosecutions undertaken under these laws
were antiwar Socialists and members of the radical
Industrial Workers of the World (IWW). Kingpin
Socialist Eugene V. Debs was convicted under the
Espionage Act in 1918 and sentenced to ten years in
a federal penitentiary. IWW leader William D. (“Big
Bill”) Haywood and ninety-nine associates were
similarly convicted. Virtually any criticism of the
government could be censored and punished. Some
critics claimed the new laws were bending, if not
breaking, the First Amendment. But in Schenck v.
United States (1919), the Supreme Court affirmed
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their legality, arguing that freedom of speech could
be revoked when such speech posed a “clear and
present danger” to the nation.

These prosecutions form an ugly chapter in the
history of American civil liberty. With the dawn of
peace, presidential pardons were rather freely
granted, including President Harding’s to Eugene
Debs in 1921. Yet a few victims lingered behind bars
into the 1930s.

The Nation’s Factories Go to War

Victory was no foregone conclusion, especially since
the Republic, despite ample warning, was caught
flat-footedly unready for its leap into global war. The
pacifistic Wilson had only belatedly backed some
mild preparedness measures beginning in 1915,
including the creation of a civilian Council of
National Defense to study problems of economic
mobilization. He had also launched a shipbuilding
program (as much to capture the belligerents’ war-
disrupted foreign trade as to anticipate America’s
possible entry into the war)  and endorsed a modest
beefing-up of the army, which with 100,000 regulars
then ranked about fifteenth among the armies of the
world, in the same category with Persia’s. It would
take a herculean effort to marshal America’s daunting
but disorganized resources and throw them into the
field quickly enough to bolster the Allied war effort.

Towering obstacles confronted economic
mobilizers. Sheer ignorance was among the biggest
roadblocks. No one knew precisely how much steel
or explosive powder the country was capable of pro-
ducing. Old ideas also proved to be liabilities, as tra-
ditional fears of big government hamstrung efforts
to orchestrate the economy from Washington.
States’ rights Democrats and businesspeople alike
balked at federal economic controls, even though
the embattled nation could ill afford the freewheel-
ing, hit-or-miss chaos of the peacetime economy.

Late in the war, and after some bruising political
battles, Wilson succeeded in imposing some order
on this economic confusion. In March 1918 he
appointed lone-eagle stock speculator Bernard
Baruch to head the War Industries Board. But the
War Industries Board never had more than feeble
formal powers, and it was disbanded within days
after the armistice. Even in a globe-girdling crisis,
the American preference for laissez-faire and for a
weak central government proved amazingly strong.

Workers in Wartime

Spurred by the slogan, “Labor Will Win the War,”
American workers sweated their way to victory. In
part they were driven by the War Department’s
“work or fight” rule of 1918, which threatened any
unemployed male with being immediately drafted—
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a powerful discouragement to go on strike. But for
the most part, government tried to treat labor fairly.
The National War Labor Board, chaired by former
president Taft, exerted itself to head off labor dis-
putes that might hamper the war effort. While press-
ing employers to grant concessions to labor,
including high wages and the eight-hour day, the
board stopped short of supporting labor’s most
important demand: a government guarantee of the
right to organize into unions.

Fortunately for the Allied cause, Samuel Gom-
pers and his American Federation of Labor (AF of L)
loyally supported the war, though some smaller and
more radical labor organizations, including the
Industrial Workers of the World, did not. The IWW,
known as the “Wobblies” and sometimes derided as
the “I Won’t Works,” engineered some of the most
damaging industrial sabotage, and not without rea-

son. As transient laborers in such industries as fruit
and lumber, the Wobblies were victims of some of
the shabbiest working conditions in the country.
When they protested, many were viciously beaten,
arrested, or run out of town.

Mainstream labor’s loyalty was rewarded. At
war’s end, the AF of L had more than doubled its
membership, to over 3 million, and in the most
heavily unionized sectors—coal mining, manufac-
turing, and transportation—real wages (after
adjusting for inflation) had risen more than 20 
percent over prewar levels. A new day seemed to be
dawning for the long-struggling union movement.

Yet labor harbored grievances. Recognition of
the right to organize still eluded labor’s grasp. War-
time inflation threatened to eclipse wage gains
(prices more than doubled between 1914 and
1920). Not even the call of patriotism and Wilsonian
idealism could defuse all labor disputes. Some six
thousand strikes, several stained by blood, broke
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out in the war years. In 1919 the greatest strike in
American history rocked the steel industry. More
than a quarter of a million steelworkers walked off
their jobs in a bid to force their employers to recog-
nize their right to organize and bargain collectively.
The steel companies resisted mercilessly. They
refused to negotiate with union representatives 
and  brought in thirty thousand African-American
strikebreakers to keep the mills running. After bit-
ter confrontations that left more than a dozen
workers dead, the steel strike collapsed, a grievous
setback that crippled the union movement for
more than a decade.

The black workers who entered the steel mills in
1919 were but a fraction of the tens of thousands of
southern blacks drawn to the North in wartime by
the magnet of war-industry employment. These
migrants made up the small-scale beginnings of a
great northward African-American trek that would
eventually grow to massive proportions. Their 
sudden appearance in previously all-white areas
sometimes sparked interracial violence. An explo-
sive riot in East St. Louis, Missouri, in July 1917 left

nine whites and at least forty blacks dead. An
equally gruesome race riot ripped through Chicago.
The wartime Windy City was taut with racial tension
as a growing black population expanded into white
working-class neighborhoods and as African-
Americans found jobs as strikebreakers in meat-
packing plants. Triggered by an incident at a bathing
beach in July 1919, a reign of terror descended on
the city for nearly two weeks. Black and white gangs
roamed Chicago’s streets, eventually killing fifteen
whites and twenty-three blacks.

Suffering Until Suffrage

Women also heeded the call of patriotism and
opportunity. Thousands of female workers flooded
into factories and fields, taking up jobs vacated by
men who left the assembly line for the frontline. But
the war split the women’s movement deeply. Many
progressive-era feminists were pacifists, inclined to
oppose the participation both of America in the war
and women in the war effort. This group found a
voice in the National Woman’s party, led by Quaker
activist Alice Paul, which demonstrated against
“Kaiser Wilson” with marches and hunger strikes.
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In an open address to Congress in 1917,
suffragist Carrie Chapman Catt (1859–1947)
capitalized on the idealism of the day and
invoked the founding principles of American
democracy in arguing the case for women’s
right to vote:

“How can our nation escape the logic it 
has never failed to follow, when its last
unenfranchised class calls for the vote?
Behold our Uncle Sam floating the banner
with one hand, ‘Taxation without represen-
tation is tyranny,’ and with the other seizing
the billions of dollars paid in taxes by women
to whom he refuses ‘representation.’ . . . Is
there a single man who can justify such
inequality of treatment, such outrageous
discrimination? Not one. . . .”



But the larger part of the suffrage movement,
represented by the National American Woman Suf-
frage Association, supported Wilson’s war. Leaders
echoed Wilson’s justification for fighting by arguing
that women must take part in the war effort to earn
a role in shaping the peace. The fight for democracy
abroad was women’s best hope for winning true
democracy at home.

War mobilization gave new momentum to the
suffrage fight. Impressed by women’s war work, Presi-
dent Wilson endorsed woman suffrage as “a vitally
necessary war measure.” In 1917 New York voted for
suffrage at the state level; Michigan, Oklahoma, and
South Dakota followed. Eventually the groundswell
could no longer be contained. In 1920, eighty years
after the first calls for suffrage at Seneca Falls, the
Nineteenth Amendment was ratified, giving all Amer-
ican women the right to vote. (See the Appendix.)

Despite political victory, women’s wartime eco-
nomic gains proved fleeting. Although a permanent
Women’s Bureau did emerge after the war in the
Department of Labor to protect women in the work-
place, most women workers soon gave up their war
jobs. Meanwhile, Congress affirmed its support for
women in their traditional role as mothers when it
passed the Sheppard-Towner Maternity Act of 1921,
providing federally financed instruction in maternal
and infant health care. 

Feminists continued to flex their political mus-
cle in the postwar decade, especially in campaigns
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for laws to protect women in the workplace and
prohibit child labor. Complete success often eluded
them in those crusades, but the developments of
the World War I era nevertheless foreshadowed a
future when women’s wage-labor and political
power would reshape the American way of life.

Forging a War Economy

Mobilization relied more on the heated emotions of
patriotism than on the cool majesty of the laws. The
largely voluntary and somewhat haphazard charac-
ter of economic war organization testified unequivo-
cally to ocean-insulated America’s safe distance from
the fighting—as well as to the still-modest scale of
government powers in the progressive-era Republic.

As the larder of democracy, America had to feed
itself and its allies. By a happy inspiration, the man
chosen to head the Food Administration was the
Quaker-humanitarian Herbert C. Hoover. He was
already considered a hero because he had success-
fully led a massive charitable drive to feed the starv-
ing people of war-racked Belgium.

In common with other American war adminis-
trators, Hoover preferred to rely on voluntary com-
pliance rather than on compulsory edicts. He
deliberately rejected issuing ration cards, a practice
used in Europe. Instead he waged a whirlwind prop-
aganda campaign through posters, billboards,
newspapers, pulpits, and movies. To save food for
export, Hoover proclaimed wheatless Wednesdays
and meatless Tuesdays—all on a voluntary basis.
Even children, when eating apples, were urged to be
“patriotic to the core.”

The country soon broke out in a rash of veg-
etable “victory gardens,” as perspiring patriots hoed
their way to victory in backyards and vacant lots.
Congress severely restricted the use of foodstuffs for
manufacturing alcoholic beverages, and the war-
spawned spirit of self-denial helped accelerate the
wave of prohibition that was sweeping the country.
Many leading brewers were German-descended,
and this taint made the drive against alcohol all the
more popular. The reformers’ dream of a saloonless
nation was finally achieved—temporarily—in 1919
with the passage of the Eighteenth Amendment,
prohibiting all alcoholic drinks.

Thanks to the fervent patriotic wartime spirit,
Hoover’s voluntary approach worked. Farm produc-

tion increased by one-fourth, and food exports to
the Allies tripled in volume. Hoover’s methods 
were widely imitated in other war agencies. The
Fuel Administration exhorted Americans to save
fuel with “heatless Mondays,” “lightless nights,” and
“gasless Sundays.” The Treasury Department spon-
sored huge parades and invoked slogans like “Halt
the Hun” to promote four great Liberty Loan drives,
followed by a Victory Loan campaign in 1919.
Together these efforts netted the then-fantastic sum
of about $21 billion, or two-thirds of the current cost
of the war to the United States. The remainder was
raised by increased taxes, which, unlike the loan
subscriptions, were obligatory. (The ultimate bill,
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including interest and veterans’ benefits, mounted
to some $112 billion.)

Pressures of various kinds, patriotic and other-
wise, were used to sell bonds. The unfortunate Ger-
man-American who could not display a Liberty
Bond button might find his or her house bedaubed
with yellow paint. A number of reluctant investors
in war bonds were roughly handled. In at least one
instance, a man signed for a bond with a rope
around his neck.

Despite the Wilson administration’s preference
for voluntary means of mobilizing the economy, the
government on occasion reluctantly exercised its
sovereign formal power, notably when it took over
the nation’s railroads following indescribable traffic
snarls in late 1917. Washington also hustled to get its
hands on ships. It seized enemy merchant vessels
trapped in America’s harbors and orchestrated a
gigantic drive to construct new tonnage. A few con-
crete vessels were launched, including one appro-
priately named Faith. A wooden-ship program was
undertaken, though after months of war, birds were
still nesting in the trees from which the vessels were
to be hammered.

Making Plowboys into Doughboys

Most citizens, at the outset, did not dream of send-
ing a mighty force to France. As far as fighting went,
America would use its navy to uphold freedom of
the seas. It would continue to ship war materials to
the Allies and supply them with loans, which finally
totaled nearly $10 billion. But in April and May of
1917, the European associates laid their cards on 
the table. They confessed that they were scraping
the bottom not only of their money chests but, 
more ominously, of their manpower barrels. A huge
American army would have to be raised, trained,
and transported, or the whole western front would
collapse.

Conscription was the only answer to the need
for raising an immense army with all possible
speed. Wilson disliked a draft, as did many other
Americans with Civil War memories, but he eventu-
ally accepted and eloquently supported conscrip-
tion as a disagreeable and temporary necessity.

The proposed draft bill immediately ran into a
barrage of criticism in Congress. A congressman
from Missouri, deploring compulsion, cried out in
protest that there was “precious little difference
between a conscript and a convict.” Prophets of
doom predicted that on draft-registration day, the
streets would run red with blood. At length Con-
gress—six weeks after declaring war—grudgingly
got around to passing conscription.
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Putting aside grizzly tales of the agonies of
trench warfare, many young American men
saw an opportunity for adventure and seized
it. Author John Dos Passos (1896–1970)
recollected how he felt going off to war in
1917:

“We had spent our boyhood in the afterglow
of the peaceful nineteenth century. . . . What
was war like? We wanted to see with our
own eyes. We flocked into the volunteer
services. I respected the conscientious
objectors, and occasionally felt I should take
that course myself, but hell, I wanted to see
the show.”



The draft act required the registration of all
males between the ages of eighteen and forty-five.
No “draft dodger” could purchase his exemption or
hire a substitute, as in the days of the Civil War,
though the law exempted men in key industries,
such as shipbuilding.

The draft machinery, on the whole, worked
effectively. Registration day proved to be a day of
patriotic pilgrimages to flag-draped registration
centers, and the sign-up saw no shedding of blood,
as some had gloomily predicted. Despite precau-
tions, some 337,000 “slackers” escaped the draft,
and about 4,000 conscientious objectors were
excused.

Within a few frantic months, the army grew to
over 4 million men. For the first time, women were
admitted to the armed forces; some 11,000 to the
navy and 269 to the marines. African-Americans
also served in the armed forces, though in strictly
segregated units and usually under white officers.
Reflecting racial attitudes of the time, military
authorities hesitated to train black men for combat,
and the majority of black soldiers were assigned to
“construction battalions” or put to work unloading
ships.

Recruits were supposed to receive six months of
training in America and two more months overseas.
But so great was the urgency that many doughboys
were swept swiftly into battle scarcely knowing how
to handle a rifle, much less a bayonet.

Fighting in France—Belatedly

Russia’s collapse underscored the need for haste.
The communistic Bolsheviks, after seizing power
late in 1917, ultimately withdrew their beaten coun-
try from the “capitalistic” war early in 1918. This
sudden defection released hundreds of thousands
of battle-tested Germans from the eastern front fac-
ing Russia for the western front in France, where, for
the first time in the war, they were developing a dan-
gerous superiority in manpower.

Berlin’s calculations as to American tardiness
were surprisingly accurate. Germany had counted on
knocking out Britain six months after the declaration
of unlimited submarine warfare, long before America
could get into the struggle. No really effective Ameri-
can fighting force reached France until about a year
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One doughboy recorded in his diary his
baptism of fire at St. Mihiel: “Hiked
through dark woods. No lights allowed,
guided by holding on the pack of the man
ahead. Stumbled through underbrush for
about half mile into an open field where
we waited in soaking rain until about
10:00 P.M. We then started on our hike
to the St. Mihiel front, arriving on the
crest of a hill at 1:00 A.M. I saw a sight
which I shall never forget. It was the zero
hour and in one instant the entire front
as far as the eye could reach in either
direction was a sheet of flame, while the
heavy artillery made the earth quake.”



after Congress declared war. Berlin had also reckoned
on the inability of the Americans to transport their
army, assuming that they were able to raise one. Here
again the German predictions were not far from the
mark, as shipping shortages plagued the Allies.

Nevertheless, France gradually began to bustle
with American doughboys. The first trainees to
reach the front were used as replacements in the
Allied armies and were generally deployed in quiet
sectors with the British and French. The newcomers
soon made friends with the French girls—or tried
to—and one of the most sung-about women in his-
tory was the fabled “Mademoiselle from Armen-
tières.” One of the printable stanzas ran

She was true to me, she was true to you,
She was true to the whole damned army, too.

American operations were not confined solely
to France; small detachments fought in Belgium,
Italy, and notably Russia. The United States, hoping
to keep stores of munitions from falling into Ger-
man hands when Bolshevik Russia quit fighting,
contributed some 5,000 troops to an Allied invasion
of northern Russia at Archangel. Wilson likewise
sent nearly 10,000 troops to Siberia as part of an
Allied expedition, which included more than 70,000

Japanese. Major American purposes were to prevent
Japan from getting a stranglehold on Siberia, to res-
cue some 45,000 marooned Czechoslovak troops,
and to snatch military supplies from Bolshevik 
control. Sharp fighting at Archangel and in Siberia
involved casualties on both sides, including several
hundred Americans. The Bolsheviks long resented
these “capitalistic” interventions, which they re-
garded as high-handed efforts to suffocate their
infant communist revolution in its cradle.

America Helps Hammer the “Hun”

The dreaded German drive on the western front
exploded in the spring of 1918. Spearheaded by
about half a million troops, the enemy rolled for-
ward with terrifying momentum. So dire was the
peril that the Allied nations for the first time united
under a supreme commander, the quiet French
marshal Foch, whose axiom was, “To make war is to
attack.” Until then the Allies had been fighting
imperfectly coordinated actions.

At last the ill-trained “Yanks” were coming—and
not a moment too soon. Late in May 1918, the Ger-
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man juggernaut, smashing to within forty miles of
Paris, threatened to knock out France. Newly arrived
American troops, numbering fewer than thirty thou-
sand, were thrown into the breach at Château-
Thierry, right in the teeth of the German advance.
This was a historic moment—the first significant
engagement of American troops in a European war.
Battle-fatigued French soldiers watched incredu-
lously as the roads filled with endless truckloads of
American doughboys, singing New World songs at
the top of their voices, a seemingly inexhaustible
flood of fresh and gleaming youth. With their arrival it
was clear that a new American giant had arisen in the
West to replace the dying Russian titan in the East.

American weight in the scales was now being
felt. By July 1918 the awesome German drive had
spent its force, and keyed-up American men partici-
pated in a Foch counteroffensive in the Second Bat-
tle of the Marne. This engagement marked the
beginning of a German withdrawal that was never
effectively reversed. In September 1918 nine Ameri-
can divisions (about 243,000 men) joined four
French divisions to push the Germans from the St.
Mihiel salient, a German dagger in France’s flank.

The Americans, dissatisfied with merely bol-
stering the British and French, had meanwhile been
demanding a separate army. General John J. (“Black
Jack”) Pershing was finally assigned a front of
eighty-five miles, stretching northwestward from
the Swiss border to meet the French lines.

As part of the last mighty Allied assault, involv-
ing several million men, Pershing’s army undertook
the Meuse-Argonne offensive, from September 26 to
November 11, 1918. One objective was to cut the
German railroad lines feeding the western front.
This battle, the most gargantuan thus far in Ameri-
can history, lasted forty-seven days and engaged 1.2
million American troops. With especially heavy
fighting in the rugged Argonne Forest, the killed and
wounded mounted to 120,000, or 10 percent of the
Americans involved. The slow progress and severe
losses from machine guns resulted in part from
inadequate training, in part from dashing open-
field tactics, with the bayonet liberally employed.
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Tennessee-bred Alvin C. York, a member of an anti-
war religious sect, became a hero when he single-
handedly killed 20 Germans and captured 132 more.

Victory was in sight—and fortunately so. The
slowly advancing American armies in France were
eating up their supplies so rapidly that they were in
grave danger of running short. But the battered Ger-
mans were ready to stagger out of the trenches and
cry “Kamerad” (“Comrade”). Their allies were
deserting them, the British blockade was causing
critical food shortages, and the sledgehammer
blows of the Allies rained down relentlessly. Propa-
ganda leaflets, containing seductive Wilsonian
promises, rained upon their crumbling lines from
balloons, shells, and rockets.

The Fourteen Points Disarm Germany

Berlin was now ready to hoist the white flag. Warned
of imminent defeat by the generals, it turned to the
presumably softhearted Wilson in October 1918,
seeking a peace based on the Fourteen Points. In
stern responses the president made it clear that the
kaiser must be thrown overboard before an armi-
stice could be negotiated. War-weary Germans,
whom Wilson had been trying to turn against their
“military masters,” took the hint. The kaiser was
forced to flee to Holland, where he lived out his
remaining twenty-three years, “unwept, unhonored,
and unhung.”

The exhausted Germans were through. They
laid down their arms at eleven o’clock on the
eleventh day of the eleventh month of 1918, and an
eerie, numbing silence fell over the western front.
War-taut America burst into a delirium of around-
the-clock rejoicing, as streets were jammed with
laughing, whooping, milling, dancing masses. The
war to end wars had ended.

The United States’ main contributions to the
ultimate victory had been foodstuffs, munitions,
credits, oil for this first mechanized war, and man-
power—but not battlefield victories. The Yanks
fought only two major battles, at St. Mihiel and the
Meuse-Argonne, both in the last two months of the
four-year war, and they were still grinding away in
the Meuse-Argonne, well short of their objectives,
when the war ended. It was the prospect of endless
U.S. troop reserves, rather than America’s actual
military performance, that eventually demoralized
the Germans.

Ironically enough, General Pershing in some
ways depended more on the Allies than they
depended on him. His army purchased more of its
supplies in Europe than it shipped from the United
States. Fewer than five hundred of Pershing’s
artillery pieces were of American manufacture. Vir-
tually all his aircraft were provided by the British
and French. Britain and France transported a
majority of the doughboys to Europe. The United
States, in short, was no arsenal of democracy in this
war; that role awaited it in the next global conflict,
two decades later.

Wilson Steps Down from Olympus

Woodrow Wilson had helped to win the war. What
part would he now play in shaping the peace?
Expectations ran extravagantly high. As the fighting
in Europe crashed to a close, the American presi-
dent towered at the peak of his popularity and
power. In lonely huts in the mountains of Italy, can-
dles burned before poster-portraits of the revered
American prophet. In Poland starry-eyed university
students would meet on the streets, clasp hands,
and utter only one word: “Wilson.” No other man
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had ever occupied so dizzy a pinnacle as moral
leader of the world. Wilson also had behind him the
prestige of victory and the economic resources of
the mightiest nation on earth. But at this fateful
moment, his sureness of touch deserted him, and
he began to make a series of tragic fumbles.

Under the slogan “Politics Is Adjourned,” parti-
san political strife had been kept below the surface
during the war crisis. Hoping to strengthen his hand
at the Paris peace table, Wilson broke the truce by
personally appealing for a Democratic victory in the

congressional elections of November 1918. But the
maneuver backfired when voters instead returned a
narrow Republican majority to Congress. Having
staked his reputation on the outcome, Wilson went
to Paris as a diminished leader. Unlike all the parlia-
mentary statesmen at the table, he did not com-
mand a legislative majority at home.

Wilson’s decision to go in person to Paris to help
make the peace infuriated Republicans. At that time
no president had traveled to Europe, and Wilson’s
journey looked to his critics like flamboyant grand-
standing. He further ruffled Republican feathers
when he snubbed the Senate in assembling his
peace delegation and neglected to include a single
Republican senator in his official party. The logical
choice was the new chairman of the Senate Com-
mittee on Foreign Relations, slender and aristo-
cratically bewhiskered Henry Cabot Lodge of
Massachusetts, a Harvard Ph.D. But including
Lodge would have been problematic for the presi-
dent. The senator’s mind, quipped one critic, was
like the soil of his native New England: “naturally
barren but highly cultivated.” Wilson loathed him,
and the feeling was hotly reciprocated. An accom-
plished author, Lodge had been known as the
“scholar in politics” until Wilson came on the scene.
The two men were at daggers drawn, personally and
politically.
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Theodore Roosevelt (1858–1919) favored the
Germans’ unconditional surrender. Referring
to Wilson’s practice of drafting diplomatic
notes on his own typewriter, Roosevelt tele-
graphed several senators (October 24, 1918),

“Let us dictate peace by the hammering guns
and not chat about peace to the accompani-
ment of clicking typewriters. The language 
of the fourteen points and the subsequent
statements explaining or qualifying them 
are thoroughly mischievous.”



An Idealist Battles the 
Imperialists in Paris

Woodrow Wilson, the great prophet arisen in the
West, received tumultuous welcomes from the
masses of France, England, and Italy late in 1918 and
early in 1919. They saw in his idealism the promise of
a better world. But the statesmen of France and Italy
were careful to keep the new messiah at arm’s length
from worshipful crowds. He might so arouse the
people as to prompt them to overthrow their leaders
and upset finespun imperialistic plans.

The Paris Conference of great and small nations
fell into the hands of an inner clique, known as the
Big Four. Wilson, representing the richest and fresh-
est great power, more or less occupied the driver’s
seat. He was joined by genial Premier Vittorio
Orlando of Italy and brilliant Prime Minister David
Lloyd George of Britain. Perhaps the most realistic
of the quartet was cynical, hard-bitten Premier
Georges Clemenceau of France, the seventy-eight-
year-old “organizer of victory” known as “the Tiger.”

Speed was urgent when the conference opened
on January 18, 1919. Europe seemed to be slipping
into anarchy; the red tide of communism was lick-
ing westward from Bolshevist Russia.

Wilson’s ultimate goal was a world parliament
to be known as the League of Nations, but he first
bent his energies to preventing any vengeful parcel-
ing out of the former colonies and protectorates of
the vanquished powers. He forced through a com-
promise between naked imperialism and Wilsonian
idealism. The victors would not take possession of
the conquered territory outright, but would receive
it as trustees of the League of Nations. Strategic
Syria, for example, was awarded to France, and oil-
rich Iraq went to Britain. But in practice this half-
loaf solution was little more than the old prewar
colonialism, thinly disguised.
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Grave concern was expressed by General
Tasker H. Bliss (1853–1930), one of the five
American peace commissioners (December
18, 1918):

“I am disquieted to see how hazy and vague
our ideas are. We are going to be up against
the wiliest politicians in Europe. There will be
nothing hazy or vague about their ideas.”



Meanwhile, Wilson had been serving as midwife
for the League of Nations, which he envisioned as
containing an assembly with seats for all nations
and a council to be controlled by the great powers.
He gained a signal victory over the skeptical Old
World diplomats in February 1919, when they
agreed to make the League Covenant, Wilson’s
brainchild, an integral part of the final peace treaty.
At one point he spoke with such ardor for his plan
that even the hard-boiled newspaper reporters for-
got to take notes.

Hammering Out the Treaty

Domestic duties now required Wilson to make a
quick trip to America, where ugly storms were brew-
ing in the Senate. Certain Republican senators,
Lodge in the lead, were sharpening their knives for
Wilson. To them the League was either a useless
“sewing circle” or an overpotent “super-state.” Their
hard core was composed of  a dozen or so militant
isolationists, led by senators William Borah of Idaho
and Hiram Johnson of California, who were known
as “irreconcilables” or “the Battalion of Death.”

Thirty-nine Republican senators or senators-
elect—enough to defeat the treaty—proclaimed that
the Senate would not approve the League of Nations
in its existing imperfect form. These difficulties
delighted Wilson’s Allied adversaries in Paris. They
were now in a stronger bargaining position because
Wilson would have to beg them for changes in the
covenant that would safeguard the Monroe Doctrine
and other American interests dear to the senators.

As soon as Wilson was back in Paris, hard-
headed Premier Clemenceau pressed French
demands for the German-inhabited Rhineland and
the Saar Valley, a rich coal area. Faced with fierce
Wilsonian opposition to this violation of self-
determination, France settled for a compromise
whereby the Saar basin would remain under the
League of Nations for fifteen years, and then a popu-
lar vote would determine its fate.* In exchange for
dropping its demands for the Rhineland, France got
the Security Treaty, in which both Britain and Amer-
ica pledged to come to its aid in the event of another
German invasion. The French later felt betrayed

when this pact was quickly pigeonholed by the U.S.
Senate, which shied away from all entangling
alliances.

Wilson’s next battle was with Italy over Fiume, a
valuable seaport inhabited by both Italians and
Yugoslavs. When Italy demanded Fiume, Wilson
insisted that the seaport go to Yugoslavia and
appealed over the heads of Italy’s leaders to the
country’s masses. The maneuver fell flat. The Italian
delegates went home in a huff, while the Italian
masses turned savagely against Wilson.

Another crucial struggle was with Japan over
China’s Shandong (Shantung) Peninsula and the Ger-
man islands in the Pacific, which the Japanese had
seized during the war. Japan was conceded the strate-
gic Pacific islands under a League of Nations man-
date,* but Wilson staunchly opposed Japanese control
of Shandong as a violation of self-determination 
for its 30 million Chinese residents. But when the 
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*The Saar population voted overwhelmingly to rejoin Germany
in 1935.

*In due time the Japanese illegally fortified these islands—the
Marshalls, Marianas, and Carolines—and used them as bases
against the United States in World War II.



Japanese threatened to walk out, Wilson reluctantly
accepted a compromise whereby Japan kept Ger-
many’s economic holdings in Shandong and pledged
to return the peninsula to China at a later date. The
Chinese were outraged by this imperialistic solution,
while Clemenceau jeered that Wilson “talked like
Jesus Christ and acted like Lloyd George.”

The Peace Treaty 
That Bred a New War

A completed Treaty of Versailles, after more weeks of
wrangling, was handed to the Germans in June
1919—almost literally on the point of a bayonet. Ger-
many had capitulated on the strength of assurances
that it would be granted a peace based on the Four-
teen Points. A careful analysis of the treaty shows that
only about four of the twenty-three original Wilson-
ian points and subsequent principles were fully hon-
ored. Loud and bitter cries of betrayal burst from
German throats—charges that Adolf Hitler would
soon reiterate during his meteoric rise to power.

Wilson, of course, was guilty of no conscious
betrayal. But the Allied powers were torn by conflict-
ing aims, many of them sanctioned by secret treaties.
There had to be compromise at Paris, or there would
be no agreement. Faced with hard realities, Wilson
was forced to compromise away some of his less cher-
ished Fourteen Points in order to salvage the more
precious League of Nations. He was much like the
mother who had to throw her sickly younger children
to the pursuing wolves to save her sturdy firstborn.

A troubled Wilson was not happy with the results.
Greeted a few months earlier with frenzied acclaim in
Europe, he was now a fallen idol, condemned alike by
disillusioned liberals and frustrated imperialists. He
was keenly aware of some of the injustices that had
been forced into the treaty. But he was hoping that
the League of Nations—a potent League with Amer-
ica as a leader—would iron out the inequities.

Yet the loudly condemned treaty had much to
commend it. Not least among its merits was its lib-
eration of millions of minority peoples, such as the
Poles, from the yoke of an alien dynasty. Disap-
pointing though Wilson’s handiwork was, he saved
the pact from being an old-time peace of grasping
imperialism. His critics to the contrary, the settle-
ment was almost certainly a fairer one because he
had gone to Paris.

The Domestic Parade of Prejudice

Returning for the second and final time to America,
Wilson sailed straight into a political typhoon. Isola-
tionists raised a whirlwind of protest against the treaty,
especially against Wilson’s commitment to usher the
United States into his newfangled League of Nations.
Invoking the revered advice of Washington and Jeffer-
son, they wanted no part of any “entangling alliance.” 

Nor were the isolationists Wilson’s only prob-
lem. Critics showered the Treaty of Versailles with
abuse from all sides. 

Rabid Hun-haters, regarding the pact as not
harsh enough, voiced their discontent. Principled
liberals, like the editors of the New York Nation,
thought it too harsh—and a gross betrayal to boot.
German-Americans, Italian-Americans, and other
“hyphenated” Americans were aroused because the
peace settlement was not sufficiently favorable to
their native lands.

Irish-Americans, traditional twisters of the
British lion’s tail, also denounced the League. They
felt that with the additional votes of the five over-
seas British dominions, it gave Britain undue influ-
ence, and they feared that it could be used to force
the United States to crush any rising for Irish inde-
pendence. Crowds of Irish-American zealots hissed
and booed Wilson’s name.

Wilson’s Tour and Collapse (1919)

Despite mounting discontent, the president had
reason to feel optimistic. When he brought home
the treaty, with the “Wilson League” firmly riveted in
as Part I, a strong majority of the people still seemed
favorable. At this time—early July 1919—Senator
Lodge had no real hope of defeating the Treaty of
Versailles. His strategy was merely to amend it in
such a way as to “Americanize,” “Republicanize,” or
“senatorialize” it. The Republicans could then claim
political credit for the changes.

Lodge effectively used delay to muddle and
divide public opinion. He read the entire 264-page
treaty aloud in the Senate Foreign Relations Com-
mittee and held protracted hearings in which peo-
ple of various nationalities aired their grievances. 

Wilson fretted increasingly as the hot summer
of 1919 wore on. The bulky pact was bogged down
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in the Senate, while the nation was drifting into con-
fusion and apathy. He therefore decided to go to the
country in a spectacular speechmaking tour. He
would appeal over the heads of the Senate to the
sovereign people—as he often had in the past.

The strenuous barnstorming campaign was
undertaken in the face of protests by physicians and
friends. Wilson had never been robust; he had
entered the White House nearly seven years before
with a stomach pump and with headache pills for
his neuritis. His frail body had begun to sag under
the strain of partisan strife, a global war, and a
stressful peace conference. But he declared that he
was willing to die, like the soldiers he had sent into
battle, for the sake of the new world order.

The presidential tour, begun in September 1919,
got off to a rather lame start. The Midwest received
Wilson lukewarmly, partly because of strong German-
American influence. Trailing after him like blood-
hounds came two “irreconcilable” senators, Borah
and Johnson, who spoke in the same cities a few days
later. Hat-tossing crowds answered their attacks on
Wilson, crying, “Impeach him, impeach him!”

But the reception was different in the Rocky
Mountain region and on the Pacific Coast. These
areas, which had elected Wilson in 1916, welcomed
him with heartwarming outbursts. The high point—
and the breaking point—of the return trip was at
Pueblo, Colorado, September 25, 1919. Wilson, with
tears coursing down his cheeks, pleaded for the
League of Nations as the only real hope of prevent-
ing future wars. That night he collapsed from physi-
cal and nervous exhaustion.

Wilson was whisked back in the “funeral train”
to Washington, where several days later a stroke par-
alyzed one side of his body. During the next few
weeks, he lay in a darkened room in the White
House, as much a victim of the war as the unknown
soldier buried at Arlington. For more than seven
months, he did not meet his cabinet.

Defeat Through Deadlock

Senator Lodge, coldly calculating, was now at the
helm. After failing to amend the treaty outright, he
finally came up with fourteen formal reservations to
it—a sardonic slap at Wilson’s Fourteen Points.
These safeguards reserved the rights of the United
States under the Monroe Doctrine and the Constitu-
tion and otherwise sought to protect American sov-
ereignty. Senator Lodge and other critics were
especially alarmed by Article X of the League
because it morally bound the United States to aid
any member victimized by external aggression. A
jealous Congress wanted to reserve for itself the
constitutional war-declaring power.

Wilson, hating Lodge, saw red at the mere sug-
gestion of the Lodge reservations. He was quite will-
ing to accept somewhat similar reservations
sponsored by his faithful Democratic followers, but
he insisted that the Lodge reservations “emascu-
lated” the entire pact.

Although too feeble to lead, Wilson was still
strong enough to obstruct. When the day finally
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came for the voting in the Senate, he sent word to all
true Democrats to vote against the treaty with the
odious Lodge reservations attached. Wilson hoped
that when these were cleared away, the path would
be open for ratification without reservations or with
only some mild Democratic ones.

Loyal Democrats in the Senate, on November
19, 1919, blindly did Wilson’s bidding. Combining
with the “irreconcilables,” mostly Republicans, they
rejected the treaty with the Lodge reservations
appended, 55 to 39.

The nation was too deeply shocked to accept
the verdict as final. About four-fifths of the senators
professed to favor the treaty, with or without reser-
vations, yet a simple majority could not agree on a
single proposition. So strong was public indignation
that the Senate was forced to act a second time. In
March 1920 the treaty was brought up again, with
the Lodge reservations tacked on.

There was only one possible path to success.
Unless the Senate approved the pact with the reser-
vations, the entire document would be rejected. But
the sickly Wilson, still sheltered behind drawn cur-
tains and blind to disagreeable realities, again sent
word to all loyal Democrats to vote down the treaty
with the obnoxious reservations. He thus signed the
death warrant of the treaty as far as America was
concerned. On March 19, 1920, the treaty netted a
simple majority but failed to get the necessary two-
thirds majority by a count of 49 yeas to 35 nays.

Who defeated the treaty? The Lodge-Wilson 
personal feud, traditionalism, isolationism, disillu-
sionment, and partisanship all contributed to the
confused picture. But Wilson himself must bear a
substantial share of the responsibility. He asked for all
or nothing—and got nothing. One Democratic sena-
tor angrily charged that the president had strangled
his own brainchild with his own palsied hands rather
than let the Senate straighten its crooked limbs.

The “Solemn Referendum” of 1920

Wilson had his own pet solution for the deadlock,
and this partly explains why he refused to compro-
mise on Lodge’s terms. He proposed to settle the
treaty issue in the forthcoming presidential cam-
paign of 1920 by appealing to the people for a
“solemn referendum.” This was sheer folly, for a true
mandate on the League in the noisy arena of politics
was clearly an impossibility.

Jubilant Republicans gathered in Chicago in
June 1920 with wayward bull moosers back in the
corral (after Theodore Roosevelt’s death in 1919)
and the senatorial Old Guard back in the saddle. The
convention devised a masterfully ambiguous plat-
form that could appeal to both pro-League and
anti-League sentiment in the party. The nominee
would run on a teeter-totter rather than a platform.

As the leading presidential contestants jousted
with one another, the political weathervane began to
veer toward genial Senator Warren G. Harding of Ohio.
A group of Senate bosses, meeting rather casually 
in the historic “smoke-filled” Room 404 of the Hotel
Blackstone, informally decided on the affable and
malleable Ohioan. Their fair-haired boy was a pros-
perous, backslapping, small-town newspaper editor
of the “folksy” type, quite the opposite of Wilson, who
had earlier noted the senator’s “disturbingly dull”
mind. For vice president the party nominated frugal,
grim-faced Governor Calvin (“Silent Cal”) Coolidge of
Massachusetts, who had attracted conservative sup-
port by breaking a police strike in Boston.

Meeting in San Francisco, Democrats nomi-
nated earnest Governor James M. Cox of Ohio, who
strongly supported the League. His running mate
was Assistant Navy Secretary Franklin D. Roosevelt,
a young, handsome, vibrant New Yorker.

Democratic attempts to make the campaign a
referendum on the League were thwarted by Sena-
tor Harding, who issued muddled and contradictory
statements on the issue from his front porch. Pro-
League and anti-League Republicans both claimed
that Harding’s election would advance their cause,
while the candidate suggested that if elected he
would work for a vague Association of Nations—a
league but not the League.

With newly enfranchised women swelling the
vote totals, Harding was swept into power with a
prodigious plurality of over 7 million votes—
16,143,407 to 9,130,328 for Cox. The electoral count
was 404 to 127. Eugene V. Debs, federal prisoner
number 9653 at the Atlanta Penitentiary, rolled up
the largest vote ever for the left-wing Socialist
party—919,799.

Public desire for a change found vent in a
resounding repudiation of “high-and-mighty”
Wilsonism. People were tired of professional high-
browism, star-reaching idealism, bothersome do-
goodism, moral overstrain, and constant self-
sacrifice. Eager to lapse back into “normalcy,” they
were willing to accept a second-rate president—and
they got a third-rate one.
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Although the election could not be considered a
true referendum, Republican isolationists success-
fully turned Harding’s victory into a death sentence
for the League. Politicians increasingly shunned the
League as they would a leper. When the legendary
Wilson died in 1924, admirers knelt in the snow out-
side his Washington home. His “great vision” of a
league for peace had perished long before.

The Betrayal of 
Great Expectations

America’s spurning of the League was tragically
shortsighted. The Republic had helped to win a
costly war, but it foolishly kicked the fruits of victory
under the table. Whether a strong international
organization would have averted World War II in
1939 will always be a matter of dispute. But there
can be no doubt that the orphaned League of
Nations was undercut at the start by the refusal of
the mightiest power on the globe to join it. The
Allies themselves were largely to blame for the new
world conflagration that flared up in 1939, but they
found a convenient justification for their own short-
comings by pointing an accusing finger at Uncle
Sam.

The ultimate collapse of the Treaty of Versailles
must be laid, at least in some degree, at America’s
doorstep. This complicated pact, tied in with the

four other peace treaties through the League
Covenant, was a top-heavy structure designed to
rest on a four-legged table. The fourth leg, the
United States, was never put into place. This rickety
structure teetered for over a decade and then
crashed in ruins—a debacle that played into the
hands of the German demagogue Adolf Hitler.

No less ominous events were set in motion
when the Senate spurned the Security Treaty with
France. The French, fearing that a new generation of
Germans would follow in their fathers’ goose steps,
undertook to build up a powerful military force. Pre-
dictably resenting the presence of strong French
armies, Germany began to rearm illegally. The
seething cauldron of uncertainty and suspicion
brewed an intoxicant that helped inflame the fanati-
cal following of Hitler.

The United States, as the tragic sequel proved,
hurt its own cause when it buried its head in the
sand. Granted that the conduct of its Allies had been
disillusioning, it had its own ends to serve by carry-
ing through the Wilsonian program. It would have
been well advised if it had forthrightly assumed its
war-born responsibilities and had resolutely
embraced the role of global leader proffered by the
hand of destiny. In the interests of its own security, if
for no other reason, the United States should have
used its enormous strength to shape world-shaking
events. Instead it permitted itself blythely to drift
toward the abyss of a second and even more bloody
international disaster.
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VARYING VIEWPOINTS

Woodrow Wilson: Realist or Idealist?

As the first president to take the United States into
a foreign war, Woodrow Wilson was obliged to

make a systematic case to the American people to
justify his unprecedented European intervention.
His ideas have largely defined the character of
American foreign policy ever since—for better or
worse.

“Wilsonianism” comprises three closely related
principles: (1) the era of American isolation from
world affairs has irretrievably ended; (2) the United
States must infuse its own founding political and eco-
nomic ideas—including democracy, the rule of law,
free trade, and national self-determination (or anti-
colonialism)—into the international order; and (3)
American influence can eventually steer the world
away from rivalry and warfare toward a cooperative
and peaceful international system, maintained by
the League of Nations or, later, the United Nations.

Whether that Wilsonian vision constitutes hard-
nosed realism or starry-eyed idealism has excited
scholarly debate for nearly a century. “Realists,”
such as George F. Kennan and Henry Kissinger,
insist Wilson was anything but. They criticize the
president as a naive, impractical dreamer who failed

to understand that the international order is, and
always will be, an anarchic, unruly arena, outside
the rule of law, where only military force can effec-
tively protect the nation’s security. In a sharp cri-
tique in his 1950 study, American Diplomacy,
Kennan condemned Wilson’s vision as “moralism-
legalism.” In this view Wilson dangerously threat-
ened to sacrifice American self-interests on the altar
of his admirable but ultimately unworkable ideas.

Wilson’s defenders, including conspicuously his
principal biographer, Arthur S. Link, argue that Wil-
son’s idealism was in fact a kind of higher realism,
recognizing as it did that armed conflict on the scale
of World War I could never again be tolerated and
that some framework of peaceful international rela-
tions simply had to be found. The development of
nuclear weapons in a later generation gave this
argument still more force. This “liberal” defense of
Wilsonianism derives from the centuries-old liberal
faith that, given sufficient intelligence and
willpower, the world can be made into a better
place. Realists reject this notion of moral and politi-
cal progress as hopelessly innocent, especially as
applied to international affairs.

Chronology

1915 Council of National Defense established

1917 Germany resumes unrestricted submarine
warfare

Zimmermann note
United States enters World War I
Espionage Act of 1917

1918 Wilson proposes the Fourteen Points
Sedition Act of 1918
Battle of Château-Thierry
Second Battle of the Marne
Meuse-Argonne offensive

1918 Armistice ends World War I

1919 Paris Peace Conference and Treaty of 
Versailles

Wilson’s pro-League tour and collapse
Eighteenth Amendment (prohibition of

alcohol) passed

1920 Final Senate defeat of Versailles Treaty
Nineteenth Amendment (woman suffrage)

passed
Harding defeats Cox for presidency
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Some leftist scholars, such as William Appleman
Williams, have argued that Wilson was in fact a real-
ist of another kind: a subtle and wily imperialist
whose stirring rhetoric cloaked a grasping ambition
to make the United States the world’s dominant
economic power. Sometimes called “the imperial-
ism of free trade,” this strategy allegedly sought to
decolonialize the world and open up international
commerce not for the good of peoples elsewhere,
but to create a system in which American economic
might would irresistibly prevail. This criticism itself
rests on a naive assumption that international rela-
tions are a “zero-sum game,” in which one nation’s
gain must necessarily be another nation’s loss. In a
Wilsonian world, Wilson’s defenders claim, all par-
ties would be better off; altruism and self-interest
are not mutually exclusive.

Still other scholars, especially John Milton
Cooper, Jr., emphasize the absence of economic fac-
tors in shaping Wilson’s diplomacy. Isolationism, so
this argument goes, held such sway over American
thinking precisely because the United States had
such a puny financial stake abroad—no hard Ameri-
can economic interests were mortally threatened in
1917, nor for a long time thereafter. In these cir-
cumstances Wilson—and the Wilsonians who came
after him, such as Franklin D. Roosevelt—had no
choice but to appeal to abstract ideals and high
principles. The “idealistic” Wilsonian strain in
American diplomacy, in this view, may be an
unavoidable heritage of America’s historically iso-
lated situation. If so, it was Wilson’s genius to make
practical use of those ideas in his bid for popular
support of his diplomacy.

For further reading, see page A21 of the Appendix. For web resources, go to http://college.hmco.com.
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32

American Life in the
“Roaring Twenties”

���

1919–1929

America’s present need is not heroics but healing; 
not nostrums but normalcy; not revolution but 

restoration; . . . not surgery but serenity.

WARREN G. HARDING, 1920

Bloodied by the war and disillusioned by the
peace, Americans turned inward in the 1920s.

Shunning diplomatic commitments to foreign
countries, they also denounced “radical” foreign
ideas, condemned “un-American” lifestyles, and
clanged shut the immigration gates against foreign
peoples. They partly sealed off the domestic econ-
omy from the rest of the world and plunged head-
long into a dizzying decade of homegrown
prosperity.

The boom of the golden twenties showered gen-
uine benefits on Americans, as incomes and living
standards rose for many. But there seemed to be
something incredible about it all, even as people sang,

My sister she works in the laundry,
My father sells bootlegger gin,
My mother she takes in the washing,
My God! how the money rolls in!

New technologies, new consumer products, and
new forms of leisure and entertainment made the
twenties roar. Yet just beneath the surface lurked
widespread anxieties about the future and fears that
America was losing sight of its traditional ways.

Seeing Red

Hysterical fears of red Russia continued to color
American thinking for several years after the Bol-
shevik revolution of 1917, which spawned a tiny
Communist party in America. Tensions were height-
ened by an epidemic of strikes that convulsed the
Republic at war’s end, many of them the result of
high prices and frustrated union-organizing drives.
Upstanding Americans jumped to the conclusion
that labor troubles were fomented by bomb-and-



whisker Bolsheviks. A general strike in Seattle in
1919, though modest in its demands and orderly in
its methods, prompted a call from the mayor for
federal troops to head off “the anarchy of Russia.”
Fire-and-brimstone evangelist Billy Sunday struck a
responsive chord when he described a Bolshevik as
“a guy with a face like a porcupine and a breath that
would scare a pole cat. . . . If I had my way, I’d fill the
jails so full of them that their feet would stick out the
window.”

The big “red scare” of 1919–1920 resulted in a
nationwide crusade against left-wingers whose
Americanism was suspect. Attorney General A.
Mitchell Palmer, who “saw red” too easily, earned
the title of the “Fighting Quaker” by his excess of
zeal in rounding up suspects. They ultimately
totaled about six thousand. This drive to root out
radicals was redoubled in June 1919, when a bomb
shattered both the nerves and the Washington

home of Palmer. The “Fighting Quaker” was there-
upon dubbed the “Quaking Fighter.”

Other events highlighted the red scare. Late in
December 1919, a shipload of 249 alleged alien radi-
cals was deported on the Buford (“Soviet Ark”) to the
“workers’ paradise” of Russia. One zealot cried, “My
motto for the Reds is S.O.S.—ship or shoot.” Hyster-
ia was temporarily revived in September 1920, when
a still-unexplained bomb blast on Wall Street killed
thirty-eight people and wounded several hundred
others.

Various states joined the pack in the outcry
against radicals. In 1919–1920 a number of legisla-
tures, reflecting the anxiety of “solid” citizens,
passed criminal syndicalism laws. These antired
statutes, some of which were born of the war, made
unlawful the mere advocacy of violence to secure
social change. Critics protested that mere words
were not criminal deeds, that there was a great gulf
between throwing fits and throwing bombs, and
that “free screech” was for the nasty as well as the
nice. Violence was done to traditional American
concepts of free speech as IWW members and other
radicals were vigorously prosecuted. The hysteria
went so far that in 1920 five members of the New
York legislature, all lawfully elected, were denied
their seats simply because they were Socialists.

The red scare was a godsend to conservative
businesspeople, who used it to break the backs of
the fledgling unions. Labor’s call for the “closed,” or
all-union, shop was denounced as “Sovietism in 
disguise.” Employers, in turn, hailed their own 
antiunion campaign for the “open” shop as “the
American plan.”

Antiredism and antiforeignism were reflected in
a notorious case regarded by liberals as a “judicial
lynching.” Nicola Sacco, a shoe-factory worker, and
Bartolomeo Vanzetti, a fish peddler, were convicted
in 1921 of the murder of a Massachusetts paymaster
and his guard. The jury and judge were prejudiced
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An author-soldier (Guy Empey) applauded
the “deportation delirium” when he wrote,

“I believe we should place them [the reds] all
on a ship of stone, with sails of lead, and that
their first stopping place should be hell.”



in some degree against the defendants because they
were Italians, atheists, anarchists, and draft dodgers.

Liberals and radicals the world over rallied to
the defense of the two aliens doomed to die. The
case dragged on for six years until 1927, when  the
condemned men were electrocuted. Communists
and other radicals were thus presented with two
martyrs in the “class struggle,” while many Ameri-
can liberals hung their heads. The evidence against
the accused, though damaging, betrayed serious
weaknesses. If the trial had been held in an atmos-
phere less charged with antiredism, the outcome
might well have been only a prison term.

Hooded Hoodlums of the KKK

A new Ku Klux Klan, spawned by the postwar 
reaction, mushroomed fearsomely in the early
1920s. Despite the familiar sheets and hoods, it
more closely resembled the antiforeign “nativist”
movements of the 1850s than the antiblack
nightriders of the 1860s. It was antiforeign, anti-
Catholic, antiblack, anti-Jewish, antipacifist, anti-

Communist, anti-internationalist, antievolutionist,
antibootlegger, antigambling, antiadultery, and
anti–birth control. It was also pro–Anglo-Saxon,
pro–“native” American, and pro-Protestant. In
short, the besheeted Klan betokened an extremist,
ultraconservative uprising against many of the
forces of diversity and modernity that were trans-
forming American culture.

As reconstituted, the Klan spread with astonish-
ing rapidity, especially in the Midwest and the “Bible
Belt” South. At its peak in the mid-1920s, it claimed
about 5 million dues-paying members and wielded
potent political influence. It capitalized on the typi-
cally American love of on-the-edge adventure and
in-group camaraderie, to say nothing of the adoles-
cent ardor for secret ritual. “Knights of the Invisible
Empire” included among their officials Imperial
Wizards, Grand Goblins, King Kleagles, and other
horrendous “kreatures.” The most impressive dis-
plays were “konclaves” and huge flag-waving
parades. The chief warning was the blazing cross.
The principal weapon was the bloodied lash, sup-
plemented by tar and feathers. Rallying songs were
“The Fiery Cross on High,” “One Hundred Percent
American,” and “The Ku Klux Klan and the Pope”
(against kissing the Pope’s toe). One brutal slogan
was “Kill the Kikes, Koons, and Katholics.”

This reign of hooded horror, so repulsive to the
best American ideals, collapsed rather suddenly in
the late 1920s. Decent people at last recoiled from
the orgy of ribboned flesh and terrorism, while
scandalous embezzling by Klan officials launched a
congressional investigation. The bubble was punc-
tured when the movement was exposed as a vicious
racket based on a $10 initiation fee, $4 of which was
kicked back to local organizers as an incentive to
recruit. The KKK was an alarming manifestation of
the intolerance and prejudice plaguing people anx-
ious about the dizzying pace of social change in the
1920s. America needed no such cowardly apostles,
whose white sheets concealed dark purposes.

Stemming the Foreign Flood

Isolationist America of the 1920s, ingrown and
provincial, had little use for the immigrants who
began to flood into the country again as peace 
settled soothingly on the war-torn world. Some
800,000 stepped ashore in 1920–1921, about two-
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thirds of them from southern and eastern Europe.
The “one-hundred-percent Americans,” recoiling at
the sight of this resumed “New Immigration,” once
again cried that the famed poem at the base of the
Statue of Liberty was all too literally true: they
claimed that a sickly Europe was indeed vomiting
on America “the wretched refuse of its teeming
shore.”

Congress temporarily plugged the breach with
the Emergency Quota Act of 1921. Newcomers from
Europe were restricted in any given year to a defi-
nite quota, which was set at 3 percent of the people
of their nationality who had been living in the
United States in 1910. This national-origins system
was relatively favorable to the immigrants from
southern and eastern Europe, for by 1910 immense
numbers of them had already arrived.

This stopgap legislation of 1921 was replaced by
the Immigration Act of 1924. Quotas for foreigners
were cut from 3 percent to 2 percent. The national-
origins base was shifted from the census of 1910 to
that of 1890, when comparatively few southern
Europeans had arrived.* Great Britain and Northern
Ireland, for example, could send 65,721 a year as
against 5,802 for Italy. Southern Europeans bitterly
denounced the device as unfair and discrimina-
tory—a triumph for the “nativist” belief that blue-
eyed and fair-haired northern Europeans were of
better blood. The purpose was clearly to freeze
America’s existing racial composition, which was
largely northern European. A flagrantly discrimi-

natory section of the Immigration Act of 1924
slammed the door absolutely against Japanese
immigrants. Mass “Hate America” rallies erupted in
Japan, and one Japanese superpatriot expressed his
outrage by committing suicide near the American
embassy in Tokyo. Exempt from the quota system
were Canadians and Latin Americans, whose prox-
imity made them easy to attract for jobs when times
were good and just as easy to send back home when
they were not.

The quota system effected a pivotal departure
in American policy. It claimed that the nation was
filling up and that a “No Vacancy” sign was needed.
Immigration henceforth dwindled to a mere trickle.
By 1931, probably for the first time in American
experience, more foreigners left than arrived. Quo-
tas thus caused America to sacrifice something of its
tradition of freedom and opportunity, as well as its
future ethnic diversity.

The Immigration Act of 1924 marked the end of
an era—a period of virtually unrestricted immigra-
tion that in the preceding century had brought
some 35 million newcomers to the United States,
mostly from Europe. The immigrant tide was now
cut off, but it left on American shores by the 1920s a
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*Five years later the Act of 1929, using 1920 as the quota base,
virtually cut immigration in half by limiting the total to 152,574
a year. In 1965 Congress abolished the national-origins quota
system.

A recognized expert on American
immigration, Henry P. Fairchild (1880–1956),
wrote in 1926,

“The typical immigrant of the present does
not really live in America at all, but, from the
point of view of nationality, in Italy, Poland,
Czecho-Slovakia, or some other foreign
country.”



patchwork of ethnic communities separated from
each other and from the larger society by language,
religion, and customs. Many of the most recent
arrivals, including the Italians, Jews, and Poles, lived
in isolated enclaves with their own houses of wor-
ship, newspapers, and theaters (see Makers of
America: The Poles, pp. 734–735). Efforts to organize
labor unions repeatedly foundered on the rocks of
ethnic differences. Immigrant workers on the same
shop floor might share a common interest in wages
and working conditions, but they often had no 
common language with which to forge common
cause; indeed cynical employers often played upon
ethnic rivalries to keep their workers divided and
powerless. Ethnic variety thus undermined class
and political solidarity. It was an old American story,
but one that some reformers hoped would not go on
forever.

The Prohibition “Experiment”

One of the last peculiar spasms of the progressive
reform movement was prohibition, loudly sup-
ported by crusading churches and by many women.
The arid new order was authorized in 1919 by the
Eighteenth Amendment (see the Appendix), as im-
plemented by the Volstead Act passed by Congress
later that year. Together these laws made the world
“safe for hypocrisy.”

The legal abolition of alcohol was especially
popular in the South and West. Southern whites
were eager to keep stimulants out of the hands of
blacks, lest they burst out of “their place.” In the
West prohibition represented an attack on all the
vices associated with the ubiquitous western
saloon: public drunkenness, prostitution, corrup-
tion, and crime. But despite the overwhelming rati-
fication of the “dry” amendment, strong opposition
persisted in the larger eastern cities. For many “wet”
foreign-born people, Old World styles of sociability
were built around drinking in beer gardens and cor-
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Average annual inflow, 
1907–1914

Quotas under Act of 1921

Quotas under Act of 1924

Quotas under National-
Origins Provision of 1929

Quotas under McCarran-
Walter Act of 1952

Immigrants from Northern and 
Western Europe

Immigrants from other countries, 
principally Southern and Eastern Europe

                176,983

                                                                         685,531

                  198,082

              158,367

             140,999

21,847

            132,323

20,251

           125,165

 29,492

Annual Immigration and the Quota Laws The national-origins quota system was abolished 
in 1965. Legislation in that year capped the level of immigration at 170,000 per year but made
exceptions for children, spouses, and parents of persons already arrived. It also restricted
immigration from any single country to 20,000 people per year. The immigration laws 
were again significantly revised in 1986 (see p. 930 and p. 1023).

Automaker Henry Ford (1863–1947), an
ardent prohibitionist, posted this notice in
his Detroit factory in 1922:

“From now on it will cost a man his job . . . to
have the odor of beer, wine or liquor on his
breath, or to have any of these intoxicants on
his person or in his home. The Eighteenth
Amendment is a part of the fundamental
laws of this country. It was meant to be
enforced. Politics has interfered with the
enforcement of this law, but so far as our
organization is concerned, it is going to be
enforced to the letter.”



ner taverns. Yet most Americans now assumed that
prohibition had come to stay. Everywhere carousers
indulged in last wild flings, as the nation prepared
to enter upon a permanent “alcoholiday.”

But prohibitionists were naive in the extreme.
They overlooked the tenacious American tradition
of strong drink and of weak control by the central
government, especially over private lives. They for-
got that the federal authorities had never satisfacto-
rily enforced a law where the majority of the
people—or a strong minority—were hostile to it.
They ignored the fact that one cannot make a crime
overnight out of something that millions of people
have never regarded as a crime. Lawmakers could
not legislate away a thirst.

Peculiar conditions hampered the enforcement
of prohibition. Profound disillusionment over the
aftermath of the war raised serious questions as to
the wisdom of further self-denial. Slaking thirst
became a cherished personal liberty, and many
ardent wets believed that the way to bring about
repeal was to violate the law on a large enough
scale. Hypocritical, hip-flasked legislators spoke or
voted dry while privately drinking wet. (“Let us
strike a blow for liberty” was an ironic toast.) Frus-
trated soldiers, returning from France, complained
that prohibition had been “put over” on them while
they were “over there.” Grimy workers bemoaned

the loss of their cheap beer, while pointing out that
the idle rich could buy all the illicit alcohol they
wanted. Flaming youth of the jazz age thought it
“smart” to swill bootleg liquor—“liquid tonsillec-
tomies.” Millions of older citizens likewise found
forbidden fruit fascinating, as they engaged in “bar
hunts.”

Prohibition might have started off on a better
foot if there had been a larger army of enforcement
officials. But the state and federal agencies were
understaffed, and their snoopers, susceptible to
bribery, were underpaid. The public was increas-
ingly distressed as scores of people, including inno-
cent bystanders, were killed by quick-triggered dry
agents.

Prohibition simply did not prohibit. The old-
time “men only” corner saloons were replaced by
thousands of “speakeasies,” each with its tiny grilled
window through which the thirsty spoke softly
before the barred door was opened. Hard liquor,
especially the cocktail, was drunk in staggering vol-
ume by both men and women. Largely because of
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The Poles

The Poles were among the largest immigrant
groups to respond to industrializing America’s

call for badly needed labor after the Civil War.
Between 1870 and World War I, some 2 million Pol-
ish-speaking peasants boarded steamships bound
for the United States. By the 1920s, when antiforeign
feeling led to restrictive legislation that choked the
immigrant stream to a trickle, Polish immigrants
and their American-born children began to develop
new identities as Polish-Americans.

The first Poles to arrive in the New World had
landed in Jamestown in 1608 and helped to develop
that colony’s timber industry. Over the ensuing two
and a half centuries, scattered religious dissenters
and revolutionary nationalists also made their way
from Poland to America. During the Revolution
about one hundred Poles, including two officers
recruited by Benjamin Franklin, served in the Conti-
nental Army.

But the Polish hopefuls who poured into the
United States in the late nineteenth century came
primarily to stave off starvation and to earn money
to buy land. Known in their homeland as za chlebem
(“for bread”) emigrants, they belonged to the mass
of central and eastern European peasants who had
been forced off their farms by growing competition
from the large-scale, mechanized agriculture of
western Europe and the United States. An excep-
tionally high birthrate among the Catholic Poles
compounded this economic pressure, creating an
army of the land-poor and landless, who left their
homes seasonally or permanently in search of work.
In 1891 farmworkers and unskilled laborers in the
United States earned about $1 a day, more than
eight times as much as agricultural workers in 
the Polish province of Galicia. Such a magnet was
irresistible.

These Polish-speaking newcomers emigrated
not from a unified nation, but from a weakened
country that had been partitioned in the eighteenth
century by three great European powers: Prussia
(later Germany), Austria-Hungary, and Russia. The
Prussian Poles, driven from their homeland in part
by the anti-Catholic policies that the German impe-
rial government pursued in the 1870s, arrived in
America first. Fleeing religious persecution as well
as economic turmoil, many of these early immi-
grants came to the United States intending to stay.
By contrast, most of those who came later from Aus-
trian and Russian Poland simply hoped to earn
enough American dollars to return home and buy
land.

Some of the Polish peasants learned of America
from propaganda spread throughout Europe by
agents for U.S. railroad and steamship lines. But
many more were lured by glowing letters from
friends and relatives already living in the United
States. The first wave of Polish immigrants had
established a thriving network of self-help and fra-
ternal associations organized around Polish Catholic
parishes. Often Polish-American entrepreneurs
helped their European compatriots make travel
arrangements or find jobs in the United States. One
of the most successful of these, the energetic
Chicago grocer Anton Schermann, is credited with
“bringing over” 100,000 Poles and causing the Windy
City to earn the nickname the “American Warsaw.”

Most of the Poles arriving in the United States in
the late nineteenth century headed for booming
industrial cities such as Buffalo, Pittsburgh, Detroit,
Milwaukee, and Chicago. In 1907 four-fifths of the
men toiled as unskilled laborers in coal mines,
meatpacking factories, textile and steel mills, oil
refineries, and garment-making shops. Although
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married women usually stayed home and con-
tributed to the family’s earnings by taking in laun-
dry and boarders, children and single girls often
joined their fathers and brothers on the job.

By putting the whole family to work, America’s
Polish immigrants saved tidy sums. By 1901 about
one-third of all Poles in the United States owned real
estate, and they sent so much money to relatives in
Austria and Russia that American and European
authorities fretted about the consequences: in 1907
a nativist U.S. immigration commission groused
that the huge outflow of funds to eastern Europe
was weakening the U.S. economy.

When an independent Poland was created after
World War I, few Poles chose to return to their Old
World homeland. Instead, like other immigrant
groups in the 1920s, they redoubled their efforts to
integrate into American society. Polish institutions
like churches and fraternal organizations, which
had served to perpetuate a distinctive Polish culture
in the New World, now facilitated the transforma-
tion of Poles into Polish-Americans. When Poland
was absorbed into the communist bloc after World
War II, Polish-Americans clung still more tightly to
their American identity, pushing for landmarks like
Chicago’s Pulaski Road to memorialize their culture
in the New World.
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the difficulties of transporting and concealing bot-
tles, beverages of high alcoholic content were popu-
lar. Foreign rumrunners, often from the West Indies,
had their inning, and countless cases of liquor
leaked down from Canada. The zeal of American
prohibition agents on occasion strained diplomatic
relations with Uncle Sam’s northern neighbor.

“Home brew” and “bathtub gin” became popu-
lar, as law-evading adults engaged in “alky cooking”
with toy stills. The worst of the homemade “rotgut”
produced blindness, even death. The affable boot-
legger worked in silent partnership with the friendly
undertaker.

Yet the “noble experiment” was not entirely a
failure. Bank savings increased, and absenteeism in
industry decreased, presumably because of the
newly sober ways of formerly soused barflies. On
the whole, probably less alcohol was consumed
than in the days before prohibition, though strong
drink continued to be available. As the legendary
tippler remarked, prohibition was “a darn sight bet-
ter than no liquor at all.”

The Golden Age 
of Gangsterism

Prohibition spawned shocking crimes. The lush
profits of illegal alcohol led to bribery of the police,
many of whom were induced to see and smell no
evil. Violent wars broke out in the big cities between
rival gangs—often rooted in immigrant neighbor-
hoods—who sought to corner the rich market in
booze. Rival triggermen used their sawed-off shot-
guns and chattering “typewriters” (machine guns)
to “erase” bootlegging competitors who were trying
to “muscle in” on their “racket.” In the gang wars of
the 1920s in Chicago, about five hundred mobsters
were murdered. Arrests were few and convictions
were even fewer, as the button-lipped gangsters
covered for one another with the underworld’s code
of silence.

Chicago was by far the most spectacular exam-
ple of lawlessness. In 1925 “Scarface” Al Capone, a
grasping and murderous booze distributor, began
six years of gang warfare that netted him millions of
blood-spattered dollars. He zoomed through the
streets in an armor-plated car with bulletproof win-
dows. A Brooklyn newspaper quipped,

And the pistols’ red glare,
Bombs bursting in air
Give proof through the night
That Chicago’s still there.

Capone, though branded “Public Enemy Number
One,” could not be convicted of the cold-blooded
massacre, on St. Valentine’s Day in 1929, of seven
disarmed members of a rival gang. But after serving
most of an eleven-year sentence in a federal peni-
tentiary for income-tax evasion, he was released as
a syphilitic wreck.

Gangsters rapidly moved into other profitable
and illicit activities: prostitution, gambling, and
narcotics. Honest merchants were forced to pay
“protection money” to the organized thugs; other-
wise their windows would be smashed, their trucks
overturned, or their employees or themselves
beaten up. Racketeers even invaded the ranks of
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local labor unions as organizers and promoters.
Organized crime had come to be one of the nation’s
most gigantic businesses. By 1930 the annual “take”
of the underworld was estimated to be from $12 bil-
lion to $18 billion—several times the income of the
Washington government.

Criminal callousness sank to new depths in
1932 with the kidnapping for ransom, and eventual
murder, of the infant son of aviator-hero Charles A.
Lindbergh. The entire nation was inexpressibly
shocked and saddened, causing Congress in 1932 to
pass the so-called Lindbergh Law, making interstate
abduction in certain circumstances a death-penalty
offense.

Monkey Business in Tennessee

Education in the 1920s continued to make giant
bootstrides. More and more states were requiring
young people to remain in school until age sixteen
or eighteen, or until graduation from high school.
The proportion of seventeen-year-olds who fin-
ished high school almost doubled in the 1920s, to
more than one in four.

The most revolutionary contribution to educa-
tional theory during these yeasty years was made
by mild-mannered Professor John Dewey, who
served on the faculty of Columbia University from
1904 to 1930. By common consent one of America’s
few front-rank philosophers, he set forth the princi-
ples of “learning by doing” that formed the founda-
tion of so-called progressive education, with its
greater “permissiveness.” He believed that the
workbench was as essential as the blackboard, and
that “education for life” should be a primary goal of
the teacher.

Science also scored wondrous advances in
these years. A massive public-health program,
launched by the Rockefeller Foundation in the
South in 1909, had virtually wiped out the ancient
affliction of hookworm by the 1920s. Better nutri-
tion and health care helped to increase the life
expectancy of a newborn infant from fifty years in
1901 to fifty-nine years in 1929.

Yet both science and progressive education in
the 1920s were subjected to unfriendly fire from 
the Fundamentalists. These old-time religionists
charged that the teaching of Darwinian evolution

was destroying faith in God and the Bible, while
contributing to the moral breakdown of youth in the
jazz age. Numerous attempts were made to secure
laws prohibiting the teaching of evolution, “the bes-
tial hypothesis,” in the public schools, and three
southern states adopted such shackling measures.
The trio of states included Tennessee, in the heart of
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Hiram Wesley Evans (1881–1966), imperial
wizard of the Ku Klux Klan, in 1926
poignantly described the cultural grievances
that fueled the Klan and lay behind much 
of the Fundamentalist revolt against
“Modernism”:

“Nordic Americans for the last generation
have found themselves increasingly 
uncomfortable and finally deeply distressed. 
. . . One by one all our traditional moral
standards went by the boards, or were so
disregarded that they ceased to be binding.
The sacredness of our Sabbath, of our
homes, of chastity, and finally even of our
right to teach our own children in our own
schools fundamental facts and truths were
torn away from us. Those who maintained
the old standards did so only in the face of
constant ridicule. . . . We found our great
cities and the control of much of our industry
and commerce taken over by strangers. . . .
We are a movement of the plain people, very
weak in the matter of culture, intellectual
support, and trained leadership. . . . This is
undoubtedly a weakness. It lays us open to
the charge of being ‘hicks’ and ‘rubes’ and
‘drivers of second-hand Fords.’”

The bombastic Fundamentalist evangelist 
W. A. (Billy) Sunday (1862–1935) declared 
in 1925,

“If a minister believes and teaches evolution,
he is a stinking skunk, a hypocrite, and a liar.”



the so-called Bible Belt South, where the spirit of
evangelical religion was still robust.

The stage was set for the memorable “Monkey
Trial” at the hamlet of Dayton, eastern Tennessee, in
1925. A likable high-school biology teacher, John T.
Scopes, was indicted for teaching evolution. Batter-
ies of newspaper reporters, armed with notebooks
and cameras, descended upon the quiet town to
witness the spectacle. Scopes was defended by
nationally known attorneys, while former presiden-
tial candidate William Jennings Bryan, an ardent
Presbyterian Fundamentalist, joined the prosecu-
tion. Taking the stand as an expert on the Bible,
Bryan was made to appear foolish by the famed
criminal lawyer Clarence Darrow. Five days after the
trial was over, Bryan died of a stroke, no doubt
brought on by the wilting heat and witness-stand
strain.

This historic clash between theology and biol-
ogy proved inconclusive. Scopes, the forgotten man
of the drama, was found guilty and fined $100. But
the supreme court of Tennessee, while upholding

the law, set aside the fine on a technicality.* The
Fundamentalists at best won only a hollow victory,
for the absurdities of the trial cast ridicule on their
cause. Yet even though increasing numbers of
Christians were coming to reconcile the revelations
of religion with the findings of modern science,
Fundamentalism, with its emphasis on literal read-
ing of the Bible, remained a vibrant force in Ameri-
can spiritual life. It was especially strong in the
Baptist Church and in the rapidly growing Churches
of Christ, organized in 1906.

The Mass-Consumption Economy

Prosperity—real, sustained, and widely shared—put
much of the “roar” into the twenties. The economy
kicked off its war harness in 1919, faltered a few
steps in the recession of 1920–1921, and then
sprinted forward for nearly seven years. Both the
recent war and Treasury Secretary Andrew Mellon’s
tax policies favored the rapid expansion of capital
investment. Ingenious machines, powered by rela-
tively cheap energy from newly tapped oil fields,
dramatically increased the productivity of the
laborer. Assembly-line production reached such
perfection in Henry Ford’s famed Rouge River plant
near Detroit that a finished automobile emerged
every ten seconds.

Great new industries suddenly sprouted forth.
Supplying electrical power for the humming new
machines became a giant business in the 1920s.
Above all, the automobile, once the horseless char-
iot of the rich, now became the carriage of the com-
mon citizen. By 1930 Americans owned almost 30
million cars.

The nation’s deepening “love affair” with the
automobile headlined a momentous shift in the
character of the economy. American manufacturers
seemed to have mastered the problems of produc-
tion; their worries now focused on consumption.
Could they find the mass markets for the goods they
had contrived to spew forth in such profusion?

Responding to this need, a new arm of Ameri-
can commerce came into being: advertising. By per-
suasion and ploy, seduction and sexual suggestion,
advertisers sought to make Americans chronically
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discontented with their paltry possessions and want
more, more, more. A founder of this new “profes-
sion” was Bruce Barton, prominent New York part-
ner in a Madison Avenue firm. In 1925 Barton
published a best-seller, The Man Nobody Knows,
setting forth the provocative thesis that Jesus Christ
was the greatest adman of all time. “Every advertis-
ing man ought to study the parables of Jesus,” Bar-
ton preached. “They are marvelously condensed, as
all good advertising should be.” Barton even had a
good word to say for Christ’s executive ability: “He
picked up twelve men from the bottom ranks of
business and forged them into an organization that
conquered the world.”

Sports became big business in the consumer
economy of the 1920s. Ballyhooed by the “image
makers,” home-run heroes like George H. (“Babe”)
Ruth were far better known than most statesmen.
The fans bought tickets in such numbers that Babe’s
hometown park, Yankee Stadium, became known as

“the house that Ruth built.” In 1921 the slugging
heavyweight champion, Jack Dempsey, knocked out
the dapper French light heavyweight, Georges Car-
pentier. The Jersey City crowd in attendance had
paid more than a million dollars—the first in a
series of million-dollar “gates” in the golden 1920s.

Buying on credit was another innovative feature
of the postwar economy. “Possess today and pay
tomorrow” was the message directed at buyers.
Once-frugal descendants of Puritans went ever
deeper into debt to own all kinds of newfangled
marvels—refrigerators, vacuum cleaners, and espe-
cially cars and radios—now. Prosperity thus accu-
mulated an overhanging cloud of debt, and the
economy became increasingly vulnerable to disrup-
tions of the credit structure.

Putting America on Rubber Tires

A new industrial revolution slipped into high gear in
America in the 1920s. Thrusting out steel tentacles,
it changed the daily life of the people in unprece-
dented ways. Machinery was the new messiah—and
the automobile was its principal prophet.

Of all the inventions of the era, the automobile
cut the deepest mark. It heralded an amazing new
industrial system based on assembly-line methods
and mass-production techniques.

Americans adapted rather than invented the
gasoline engine; Europeans can claim the original
honor. By the 1890s a few daring American inven-
tors and promoters, including Henry Ford and Ran-
som E. Olds (Oldsmobile), were developing the
infant automotive industry. By 1910 sixty-nine car
companies rolled out a total annual production of
181,000 units. The early contraptions were neither
speedy nor reliable. Many a stalled motorist, pro-
fanely cranking a balky automobile, had to endure
the jeer “Get a horse” from the occupants of a pass-
ing dobbin-drawn carriage.

An enormous industry sprang into being, as
Detroit became the motorcar capital of America.
The mechanized colossus owed much to the stop-
watch efficiency techniques of Frederick W. Taylor, a
prominent inventor, engineer, and tennis player,
who sought to eliminate wasted motion. His epi-
taph reads “Father of Scientific Management.”

Best known of the new crop of industrial wizards
was Henry Ford, who more than any other individual
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put America on rubber tires. His high and hideous
Model T (“Tin Lizzie”) was cheap, rugged, and rea-
sonably reliable, though rough and clattering. The
parts of Ford’s “flivver” were highly standardized, but
the behavior of this rattling good car was so eccen-
tric that it became the butt of numberless jokes.

Lean and silent Henry Ford, who was said to
have wheels in his head, erected an immense per-
sonal empire on the cornerstone of his mechanical
genius, though his associates provided much of the
organizational talent. Ill educated, this multimillion-
aire mechanic was socially and culturally narrow;
“History is bunk,” he once testified. But he dedicated
himself with one-track devotion to the gospel of
standardization. After two early failures, he grasped
and applied fully the techniques of assembly-line
production—“Fordism.” He is supposed to have
remarked that the purchaser could have his automo-

bile any color he desired—just as long as it was
black. So economical were his methods that in the
mid-1920s he was selling the Ford roadster for
$260—well within the purse of a thrifty worker.

The flood of Fords was phenomenal. In 1914 the
“Automobile Wizard” turned out his 500,000th
Model T. By 1930 his total had risen to 20 million, or,
on a bumper-to-bumper basis, more than enough
to encircle the globe. A national newspaper and
magazine poll conducted in 1923 revealed Ford to
be the people’s choice for the presidential nomina-
tion in 1924. 

By 1929, when the great bull market collapsed,
26 million motor vehicles were registered in the
United States. This figure, averaging 1 for every 4.9
Americans, represented far more automobiles than
existed in all the rest of the world.

The Advent of the Gasoline Age

The impact of the self-propelled carriage on various
aspects of American life was tremendous. A gigantic
new industry emerged, dependent on steel but dis-
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Henry Ford’s mass-production techniques cut the costs of
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placing steel from its kingpin role. Employing
directly or indirectly about 6 million people by 1930,
it was a major wellspring of the nation’s prosperity.
Thousands of new jobs, moreover, were created by
supporting industries. The lengthening list would
include rubber, glass, and fabrics, to say nothing of
highway construction and thousands of service sta-
tions and garages. America’s standard of living,
responding to this infectious vitality, rose to an
enviable level.

New industries boomed lustily; older ones grew
sickly. The petroleum business experienced an

explosive development. Hundreds of oil derricks
shot up in California, Texas, and Oklahoma, as these
states expanded wondrously and the wilderness
frontier became an industrial frontier. The once-
feared railroad octopus, on the other hand, was
hard hit by the competition of passenger cars,
buses, and trucks. An age-old story was repeated:
one industry’s gains were another industry’s pains.

Other effects were widely felt. Speedy marketing
of perishable foodstuffs, such as fresh fruits, was
accelerated. A new prosperity enriched outlying
farms, as city dwellers were provided with produce
at attractive prices. Countless new roads ribboned
out to meet the demand of the American motorist
for smoother and faster highways, often paid for by
taxes on gasoline. The era of mud ended as the
nation made haste to construct the finest network
of hard-surfaced roadways in the world. Lured by
sophisicated advertising, and encouraged by tempt-
ing installment-plan buying, countless Americans
with shallow purses acquired the habit of riding as
they paid.

Zooming motorcars were agents of social
change. At first a luxury, they rapidly became a
necessity. Essentially devices for needed transporta-
tion, they soon developed into a badge of freedom
and equality—a necessary prop for self-respect. To
some, ostentation seemed more important than
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A lifelong resident of Muncie, Indiana,
disguised as “Middletown” in Robert and
Helen Lynd’s exhaustive investigation of
American life in a typical medium-size
community during the 1920s, pooh-poohed
their scientific sociological methods:

“Why on earth do you need to study what’s
changing this country? I can tell you what’s
happening in just four letters: A-U-T-O!”



transportation. Leisure hours could now be spent
more pleasurably, as tens of thousands of cooped-up
souls responded to the call of the open road on
joyriding vacations. Women were further freed from
clinging-vine dependence on men. Isolation among
the sections was broken down, and the less attractive
states lost population at an alarming rate. By the late
1920s, Americans owned more automobiles than
bathtubs. “I can’t go to town in a bathtub,” one
homemaker explained.

Other social by-products of the automobile
were visible. Autobuses made possible the consoli-
dation of schools and to some extent of churches.
The sprawling suburbs spread out still farther 
from the urban core, as America became a nation of
commuters.

The demon machine, on the other hand,
exacted a terrible toll by catering to the American
mania for speed. Citizens were becoming statistics.
Not counting the hundreds of thousands of injured
and crippled, the one millionth American had died
in a motor vehicle accident by 1951—more than all
those killed on all the battlefields of all the nation’s
wars to that date. “The public be rammed” seemed
to be the motto of the new age.

Virtuous home life partially broke down as
joyriders of all ages forsook the parlor for the high-
way. The morals of flaming youth sagged correspond-
ingly—at least in the judgment of their elders. What
might young people get up to in the privacy of a
closed-top Model T? An Indiana juvenile court judge

voiced parents’ worst fears when he condemned the
automobile as “a house of prostitution on wheels.”
Even the celebrated crime waves of the 1920s and
1930s were aided and abetted by the motorcar, for
gangsters could now make quick getaways.

Yet no sane American would plead for a return
of the old horse and buggy, complete with fly-
breeding manure. The automobile contributed
notably to improved air and environmental quality,
despite its later notoriety as a polluter. Life might be
cut short on the highways, and smog might poison
the air, but the automobile brought more conven-
ience, pleasure, and excitement into more people’s
lives than almost any other single invention.

Humans Develop Wings

Gasoline engines also provided the power that
enabled humans to fulfill the age-old dream of
sprouting wings. After near-successful experiments
by others with heavier-than-air craft, the Wright
brothers, Orville and Wilbur, performed “the mira-
cle at Kitty Hawk,” North Carolina. On a historic
day—December 17, 1903—Orville Wright took aloft
a feebly engined plane that stayed airborne for 12
seconds and 120 feet. Thus the air age was launched
by two obscure bicycle repairmen.

As aviation gradually got off the ground, the
world slowly shrank. The public was made increas-
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ingly air-minded by unsung heroes—often mar-
tyrs—who appeared as stunt fliers at fairs and other
public gatherings. Airplanes—“flying coffins”—were
used with marked success for various purposes dur-
ing the Great War of 1914–1918. Shortly thereafter
private companies began to operate passenger lines
with airmail contracts, which were in effect a sub-
sidy from Washington. The first transcontinental
airmail route was established from New York to San
Francisco in 1920.

In 1927 modest and skillful Charles A. Lind-
bergh, the so-called Flyin’ Fool, electrified the world
by the first solo west-to-east conquest of the
Atlantic. Seeking a prize of $25,000, the lanky stunt
flier courageously piloted his single-engine plane,
the Spirit of St. Louis, from New York to Paris in a
grueling thirty-three hours and thirty-nine minutes.

Lindbergh’s exploit swept Americans off their
feet. Fed up with the cynicism and debunking of the
jazz age, they found in this wholesome and hand-
some youth a genuine hero. They clasped the soar-
ing “Lone Eagle” to their hearts much more warmly
than the bashful young man desired. “Lucky Lindy”
received an uproarious welcome in the “hero
canyon” of lower Broadway, as eighteen hundred
tons of ticker tape and other improvised confetti
showered upon him. Lindbergh’s achievement—it
was more than a “stunt”—did much to dramatize
and popularize flying, while giving a strong boost to
the infant aviation industry.

The impact of the airship was tremendous. It
provided the restless American spirit with yet
another dimension. At the same time, it gave birth
to a giant new industry. Unfortunately, the accident
rate in the pioneer stages of aviation was high,
though hardly more so than on the early railroads.
But by the 1930s and 1940s, travel by air on regularly
scheduled airlines was significantly safer than on
many overcrowded highways.

Humanity’s new wings also increased the tempo
of an already breathless civilization. The flounder-
ing railroad received another setback through the
loss of passengers and mail. A lethal new weapon
was given to the gods of war, and with the coming of
city-busting aerial bombs, people could well debate
whether the conquest of the air was a blessing or a
curse. The Atlantic Ocean was shriveling to about
the size of the Aegean Sea in the days of Socrates,
while isolation behind ocean moats was becoming a
bygone dream.

The Radio Revolution

The speed of the airplane was far eclipsed by the
speed of radio waves. Guglielmo Marconi, an Ital-
ian, invented wireless telegraphy in the 1890s, and
his brainchild was used for long-range communica-
tion during World War I.
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Next came the voice-carrying radio, a triumph
of many minds. A red-letter day was posted in
November 1920, when the Pittsburgh radio station
KDKA broadcast the news of the Harding landslide.
Later miracles were achieved in transatlantic wire-
less phonographs, radiotelephones, and television.
The earliest radio programs reached only local audi-
ences. But by the late 1920s, technological improve-
ments made long-distance broadcasting possible,
and national commercial networks drowned out
much local programming. Meanwhile, advertising
“commercials” made radio another vehicle for
American free enterprise, as contrasted with the
government-owned systems of Europe.

While other marvels of the era—like the auto-
mobile—were luring Americans away from home,
the radio was drawing them back. For much of the
decade, family and neighbors gathered around a
household’s sole radio as they once had around the
toasty hearth. Radio knitted the nation together.
Various regions heard voices with standardized
accents, and countless millions “tuned in” to peren-
nial comedy favorites like “Amos ’n’ Andy.” Pro-
grams sponsored by manufacturers and distributors
of brand-name products, like the “A&P Gypsies” and
the “Eveready Hour,” helped to make radio-touted
labels household words and purchases.

Educationally and culturally, the radio made a
significant contribution. Sports were further stimu-
lated. Politicians had to adjust their speaking tech-
niques to the new medium, and millions rather than
thousands of voters heard their promises and pleas.
A host of listeners swallowed the gospel of their
favorite newscaster or were even ringside partici-
pants in world-shaking events. Finally, the music of
famous artists and symphony orchestras was
beamed into countless homes.

Hollywood’s Filmland Fantasies

The flickering movie was the fruit of numerous
geniuses, including Thomas A. Edison. As early as
the 1890s, this novel contraption, though still in
crude form, had attained some popularity in the
naughty peep-show penny arcades. The real birth of
the movie came in 1903, when the first story
sequence reached the screen. This breathless melo-
drama, The Great Train Robbery, was featured in the
five-cent theaters, popularly called “nickelodeons.”
Spectacular among the first full-length classics was
D. W. Griffith’s The Birth of a Nation (1915), which
glorified the Ku Klux Klan of Reconstruction days
and defamed both blacks and Northern carpetbag-
gers. White southerners would fire guns at the
screen during the attempted “rape” scene.

A fascinating industry was thus launched. Hol-
lywood, in southern California, quickly became the
movie capital of the world, for it enjoyed a maxi-
mum of sunshine and other advantages. Early pro-
ducers featured nudity and heavy-lidded female
vampires (“vamps”), and an outraged public forced
the screen magnates to set up their own rigorous
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Radio came in with a bang in the winter of
1921–1922. A San Francisco newspaper
reported a discovery that countless citizens
were making:

“There is radio music in the air, every night,
everywhere. Anybody can hear it at home on
a receiving set, which any boy can put up in
an hour.”



code of censorship. The motion picture really
arrived during the World War of 1914–1918, when it
was used as an engine of anti-German propaganda.
Specially prepared “hang the kaiser” films aided
powerfully in selling war bonds and in boosting
morale.

A new era began in 1927 with the success of the
first “talkie”—The Jazz Singer, starring the white per-
former Al Jolson in blackface. The age of the
“silents” was ushered out as theaters everywhere
were “wired for sound.” At about the same time, 
reasonably satisfactory color films were being 
produced.

Movies eclipsed all other new forms of amuse-
ment in the phenomenal growth of their popularity.
Movie “stars” of the first pulchritude commanded
much larger salaries than the president of the
United States, in some cases as much as $100,000
for a single picture. Many actors and actresses were
far more widely known than the nation’s political
leaders.

Critics bemoaned the vulgarization of popular
tastes wrought by the new technologies of radio and
motion pictures. But the effects of the new mass
media were not all negative. The parochialism of
insular ethnic communities eroded as the immi-
grants’ children, especially, forsook the neighbor-
hood vaudeville theater for the downtown movie
palace or turned away from Grandma’s Yiddish 
storytelling to tune in “Amos ’n’ Andy.” Much of the
rich diversity of the immigrants’ Old Country cul-

tures was lost, but the standardization of tastes and
of language hastened entry into the American main-
stream—and set the stage for the emergence of a
working-class political coalition that, for a time,
would overcome the divisive ethnic differences of
the past.

The Dynamic Decade

Far-reaching changes in lifestyles and values paral-
leled the dramatic upsurge of the economy. The
census of 1920 revealed that for the first time most
Americans no longer lived in the countryside but in
urban areas. Women continued to find opportuni-
ties for employment in the cities, though they
tended to cluster in a few low-paying jobs (such as
retail clerking and office typing) that became classi-
fied as “women’s work.” An organized birth-control
movement, led by fiery feminist Margaret Sanger,
openly championed the use of contraceptives. Alice
Paul’s National Woman’s party began in 1923 to
campaign for an Equal Rights Amendment to the
Constitution. (The campaign was still stalled short
of success seven decades later.) To some defenders
of traditional ways, it seemed that the world had
suddenly gone mad.

Even the churches were affected. The Funda-
mentalist champions of the old-time religion lost
ground to the Modernists, who liked to think that
God was a “good guy” and the universe a pretty
chummy place.

Some churches tried to fight the Devil with
worldly weapons. Competing with joyriding auto-
mobiles and golf links, they turned to quality enter-
tainment of their own, including wholesome
moving pictures for young people. One uptown
house of the Lord in New York advertised on a bill-
board, “Come to Church: Christian Worship
Increases Your Efficiency.”

Even before the war, one observer thought the
chimes had “struck sex o’clock in America,” and the
1920s witnessed what many old-timers regarded as
a veritable erotic eruption. Advertisers exploited
sexual allure to sell everything from soap to car tires.
Once-modest maidens now proclaimed their new
freedom as “flappers” in bobbed tresses and dresses.
Young women appeared with hemlines elevated,
stockings rolled, breasts taped flat, cheeks rouged,
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In the face of protests against sex in the
movies, the industry appointed a “movie
czar,” Will H. Hays (1879–1954), who issued
the famous “Hays Code” in 1934. As he stated
in a speech,

“This industry must have toward that sacred
thing, the mind of a child, toward that clean
virgin thing, that unmarked slate, the same
responsibility, the same care about the
impressions made upon it, that the best
clergyman or the most inspired teacher of
youth would have.”



and lips a “crimson gash” that held a dangling ciga-
rette. Thus did the “flapper” symbolize a yearned-
for and devil-may-care independence (some said
wild abandon) in some American women. Still more

adventuresome females shocked their elders when
they sported the new one-piece bathing suits.

Justification for this new sexual frankness could
be found in the recently translated writings of Dr.
Sigmund Freud. This Viennese physician appeared
to argue that sexual repression was responsible for a
variety of nervous and emotional ills. Thus not plea-
sure alone, but health, demanded sexual gratifica-
tion and liberation.

Many taboos flew out the window as sex-
conscious Americans let themselves go. As unknow-
ing Freudians, teenagers pioneered the sexual fron-
tiers. Glued together in rhythmic embrace, they
danced to jazz music squeaking from phonographs.
In an earlier day a kiss had been the equivalent of 
a proposal of marriage. But in the new era,
exploratory young folk sat in darkened movie
houses or took to the highways and byways in auto-
mobiles. There the youthful “neckers” and “petters”
poached upon the forbidden territory of each
other’s bodies.

If the flapper was the goddess of the “era of
wonderful nonsense,” jazz was its sacred music.
With its virtuoso wanderings and tricky syncopa-
tion, jazz moved up from New Orleans along with
the migrating blacks during World War I. Tunes like
W. C. Handy’s “St. Louis Blues” became instant 
classics, as the wailing saxophone became the
trumpet of the new era. Blacks such as Handy, “Jelly
Roll” Morton, and Joseph (“Joe”) King Oliver gave
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The Jazz Singer, 1927 The Jazz Singer was the first
feature-length “talkie,” a motion picture in which
the characters actually speak, and its arrival spelled
the end for “silent” films, where the audience read
subtitles with live or recorded music as background.
Although moviegoers flocked to The Jazz Singer to
hear recorded sound, when they got there they
found a movie concerned with themes of great
interest to the urban, first- or second-generation
immigrant audiences who were Hollywood’s major
patrons. The Jazz Singer told the story of a poor,
assimilating Jewish immigrant torn between follow-
ing his father’s wish that he train as an Orthodox
cantor and his own ambition to make a success for
himself as a jazz singer, performing in the popular
blackface style. The movie’s star, Al Jolson, was him-
self an immigrant Jew who had made his name as a

blackface performer. White actors had gradually
taken over the southern black minstrel show during
the nineteenth century. By the early twentieth cen-
tury, Jewish entertainers had entirely monopolized
these roles. Jolson, like other Jewish blackface per-
formers, used his ability to impersonate a black per-
son to force his acceptance into mainstream white
American society. This use of blackface seems ironic
since black Americans in the 1920s were struggling
with their own real-life battles against Jim Crow–era
segregation, a blatant form of exclusion from Amer-
ican society. Besides the novelty of being a “talkie,”
what may have made The Jazz Singer a box office hit
in 1927? How might different types of viewers in the
audience have responded to the story? What does
the popularity of blackface reveal about racial atti-
tudes at the time?



birth to jazz, but the entertainment industry soon
spawned all-white bands—notably Paul White-
man’s. Caucasian impresarios cornered the profits,
though not the creative soul, of America’s most
native music.

A new racial pride also blossomed in the north-
ern black communities that burgeoned during and
after the war. Harlem in New York City, counting
some 100,000 African-American residents in the
1920s, was one of the largest black communities in
the world. Harlem sustained a vibrant, creative cul-
ture that nourished poets like Langston Hughes,
whose first volume of verses, The Weary Blues,
appeared in 1926. Harlem in the 1920s also spawned
a charismatic political leader, Marcus Garvey. The
Jamaican-born Garvey founded the United Negro
Improvement Association (UNIA) to promote the
resettlement of American blacks in their own
“African homeland.” Within the United States, the
UNIA sponsored stores and other businesses, like
the Black Star Line Steamship Company, to keep
blacks’ dollars in black pockets. Most of Garvey’s
enterprises failed financially, and Garvey himself
was convicted in 1927 for alleged mail fraud and
deported by a nervous U.S. government. But the
race pride that Garvey inspired among the 4 million
blacks who counted themselves UNIA followers at
the movement’s height helped these newcomers 
to northern cities gain self-confidence and self-
reliance. And his example proved important to the
later founding of the Nation of Islam (Black Muslim)
movement.
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Cultural Liberation

Likewise in literature, an older era seemed to have
ground to a halt with the recent war. By the dawn of
the 1920s, most of the custodians of an aging gen-
teel culture had died—Henry James in 1916, Henry
Adams in 1918, and William Dean Howells (the
“Dean of American literature”) in 1920. A few novel-
ists who had been popular in the previous decades
continued to thrive, notably the well-to-do, cos-
mopolitan New Yorker Edith Wharton and the 
Virginia-born Willa Cather, esteemed for her stark
but sympathetic portrayals of pioneering on the
prairies.

But in the decade after the war, a new genera-
tion of writers burst upon the scene. Many of them
hailed from ethnic and regional backgrounds differ-
ent from that of the Protestant New Englanders who
traditionally had dominated American cultural life.

The newcomers exhibited the energy of youth, the
ambition of excluded outsiders, and in many cases
the smoldering resentment of ideals betrayed. They
bestowed on American literature a new vitality,
imaginativeness, and artistic quality.

A patron saint of many young authors was H. L.
Mencken, the “Bad Boy of Baltimore.” Little escaped
his acidic wit. In the pages of his green-covered
monthly American Mercury, he wielded a slashing
rapier as much as a pen. He assailed marriage, patri-
otism, democracy, prohibition, Rotarians, and the
middle-class American “booboisie.” The South he
contemptuously dismissed as “the Sahara of the
Bozart” (a bastardization of beaux arts, French 
for the “fine arts”), and he scathingly attacked do-
gooders as “Puritans.” Puritanism, he jibed, was “the
haunting fear that someone, somewhere, might be
happy.”

The war had jolted many young writers out of
their complacency about traditional values and lit-
erary standards. With their pens they probed for
new codes of morals and understanding, as well as
fresh forms of expression. F. Scott Fitzgerald, a
handsome Minnesota-born Princetonian then only
twenty-four years old, became an overnight
celebrity when he published This Side of Paradise in
1920. The book became a kind of Bible for the
young. It was eagerly devoured by aspiring flappers
and their ardent wooers, many of whom affected an
air of bewildered abandon toward life. Catching the
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In A Farewell to Arms (1929), Ernest
Hemingway’s (1899–1961) hero, Frederic
Henry, confesses,

“I was always embarrassed by the words
sacred, glorious, and sacrifice and the ex-
pression in vain. . . . There were many words
that you could not stand to hear and finally
only the names of places had dignity. Certain
numbers were the same way and certain
dates and these with the names of the
places were all you could say and have them
mean anything. Abstract words such as
glory, honor, courage, or hallow were obscene
beside the concrete names of villages, the
numbers of roads, the names of rivers, the
numbers of regiments, and the dates.” 



spirit of the hour (often about 4 A.M.), Fitzgerald
found “all gods dead, all wars fought, all faiths in
man shaken.” He followed this melancholy success
with The Great Gatsby (1925), a brilliant evocation 
of the glamour and cruelty of an achievement-
oriented society. Theodore Dreiser’s masterpiece of
1925 explored much the same theme: An American
Tragedy dealt with the murder of a pregnant work-
ing girl by her socially ambitious young lover.

Ernest Hemingway, who had seen action on the
Italian front in 1917, was among the writers most
affected by the war. He responded to pernicious
propaganda and the overblown appeal to patriotism
by devising his own lean, word-sparing but word-
perfect style. In The Sun Also Rises (1926), he told of
disillusioned, spiritually numb American expatri-
ates in Europe. In A Farewell to Arms (1929), he
crafted one of the finest novels in any language
about the war experience. A troubled soul, he finally
blew out his brains with a shotgun blast in 1961.

Other writers turned to a caustic probing of
American small-town life. Sherwood Anderson dis-
sected various fictional personalities in Winesburg,
Ohio (1919), finding them all in some way warped
by their cramped psychological surroundings. Sin-
clair Lewis, a hotheaded, heavy-drinking journalist
from Sauk Centre, Minnesota, sprang into promi-
nence in 1920 with Main Street, the story of one
woman’s unsuccessful war against provincialism. 
In Babbitt (1922) he affectionately pilloried George
F. Babbitt, a prosperous, vulgar, middle-class 
real estate broker who slavishly conforms to the
respectable materialism of his group. The word Bab-
bittry was quickly coined to describe his all-too-
familiar lifestyle.

William Faulkner, a dark-eyed, pensive Missis-
sippian, penned a bitter war novel, Soldier’s Pay, in
1926. He then turned his attention to a fictional
chronicle of an imaginary, history-rich Deep South
county. In powerful books like The Sound and the
Fury (1929) and As I Lay Dying (1930), Faulkner
peeled back layers of time and consciousness 
from the constricted souls of his ingrown southern
characters.

Nowhere was innovation in the 1920s more
obvious than in poetry. Ezra Pound, a brilliantly
erratic Idahoan who deserted America for Europe,
rejected what he called “an old bitch civilization,
gone in the teeth” and proclaimed his doctrine:
“Make It New.” Pound strongly influenced the Mis-
souri-born and Harvard-educated T. S. Eliot, who

took up residence in England. In “The Waste Land”
(1922), Eliot produced one of the most impenetra-
ble but influential poems of the century. Robert
Frost, a San Francisco–born poet, wrote hauntingly
about his adopted New England. The most daringly
innovative of all was e.e. cummings, who relied on
unorthodox diction and peculiar typesetting to pro-
duce startling poetical effects.

On the stage, Eugene O’Neill, a New York
dramatist and Princeton dropout of globe-trotting
background, laid bare Freudian notions of sex in
plays like Strange Interlude (1928). A prodigious
playwright, he authored more than a dozen produc-
tions in the 1920s and won the Nobel Prize in 1936.

O’Neill arose from New York’s Greenwich Vil-
lage, which before and after the war was a seething
cauldron of writers, painters, musicians, actors, and
other would-be artists. After the war a black cultural
renaissance also took root uptown in Harlem, led 
by such gifted writers as Claude McKay, Langston
Hughes, and Zora Neale Hurston, and by jazz artists
like Louis Armstrong and Eubie Blake. In an out-
pouring of creative expression called the Harlem
Renaissance, they proudly exulted in their black cul-
ture and argued for a “New Negro” who was a full
citizen and a social equal to whites.

Architecture also married itself to the new
materialism and functionalism. Long-range city
planning was being intelligently projected, and
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*From Collected Poems by Langston Hughes. Copyright © 1994
by the Estate of Langston Hughes. Reprinted by permission of
Alfred A. Knopf, Inc.

Langston Hughes (1902–1967) celebrated
Harlem’s role in energizing a generation of
artists and writers in his poem “Esthete in
Harlem” (1930):

“Strange,
That in this nigger place
I should meet life face to face;
When, for years, I had been seeking
Life in places gentler-speaking,
Until I came to this vile street
And found Life stepping on my feet!”*



architects like Frank Lloyd Wright were advancing
the theory that buildings should grow from their
sites and not slavishly imitate Greek and Roman
importations. The machine age outdid itself in New
York City when it thrust upward the cloud-brushing
Empire State Building, 102 stories high. Dedicated
in 1931, the “Empty State Building” towered par-
tially vacant during the depressed 1930s.

Wall Street’s 
Big Bull Market

Signals abounded that the economic joyride might
end in a crash; even in the best years of the 1920s,
several hundred banks failed annually. This some-
thing-for-nothing craze was well illustrated by real
estate speculation, especially the fantastic Florida
boom that culminated in 1925. Numerous under-
water lots were sold to eager purchasers for prepos-
terous sums. The whole wildcat scheme collapsed
when the peninsula was devastated by a West Indian
hurricane, which belied advertisements of a “sooth-
ing tropical wind.”

The stock exchange provided even greater sen-
sations. Speculation ran wild, and an orgy of boom-
or-bust trading pushed the market up to dizzy
peaks. “Never sell America short” and “Be a bull on
America” were favorite catchwords, as Wall Street
bulls gored one another and fleeced greedy lambs.
The stock market became a veritable gambling den.

As the 1920s lurched forward, everybody seemed
to be buying stocks “on margin”—that is, with a small
down payment. Barbers, stenographers, and elevator
operators cashed in on “hot tips” picked up while on
duty. One valet was reported to have parlayed his
wages into a quarter of a million dollars. “The cash
register crashed the social register,” as rags-to-riches
Americans reverently worshiped at the altar of the
ticker-tape machine. So powerful was the intoxicant
of quick profits that few heeded the voices raised in
certain quarters to warn that this kind of tinsel pros-
perity could not last forever.

Little was done by Washington to curb money-
mad speculators. In the wartime days of Wilson, the
national debt had rocketed from the 1914 figure of
$1,188,235,400 to the 1921 peak of $23,976,250,608.
Conservative principles of money management
pointed to a diversion of surplus funds to reduce
this financial burden.

A businesslike move toward economic sanity
was made in 1921, when a Republican Congress cre-
ated the Bureau of the Budget. The bureau’s director
was to assist the president in preparing careful esti-
mates of receipts and expenditures for submission
to Congress as the annual budget. This new reform,
long overdue, was designed in part to prevent hap-
hazardly extravagant appropriations.

The burdensome taxes inherited from the war
were especially distasteful to Secretary of the Trea-
sury Mellon, as well as to his fellow millionaires.
Their theory was that such high levies forced the
rich to invest in tax-exempt securities rather than 
in the factories that provided prosperous payrolls.
The Mellonites also argued, with considerable per-
suasiveness, that high taxes not only discouraged
business but, in so doing, also brought a smaller net
return to the Treasury than moderate taxes.

Seeking to succor the “poor” rich people, Mel-
lon helped engineer a series of tax reductions from
1921 to 1926. Congress followed his lead by repeal-
ing the excess-profits tax, abolishing the gift tax, and
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reducing excise taxes, the surtax, the income tax,
and estate taxes. In 1921 a wealthy person with an
income of $1 million had paid $663,000 in income
taxes; in 1926 the same person paid about $200,000.
Secretary Mellon’s spare-the-rich policies thus
shifted much of the tax burden from the wealthy to
the middle-income groups.

Mellon, lionized by conservatives as the “great-
est secretary of the Treasury since Hamilton,”
remains a controversial figure. True, he reduced the
national debt by $10 billion—from about $26 billion

to $16 billion. But foes of the emaciated multimil-
lionaire charged that he should have bitten an even
larger chunk out of the debt, especially while the
country was pulsating with prosperity. He was also
accused of indirectly encouraging the bull market. If
he had absorbed more of the national income in
taxes, there would have been less money left for
frenzied speculation. His refusal to do so typified
the single-mindedly probusiness regime that domi-
nated the political scene throughout the postwar
decade.
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Chronology

1903 Wright brothers fly the first airplane
First story-sequence motion picture

1919 Eighteenth Amendment (prohibition) ratified
Volstead Act
Seattle general strike
Anderson publishes Winesburg, Ohio

1919-
1920 “Red scare”

1920 Radio broadcasting begins
Fitzgerald publishes This Side of Paradise
Lewis publishes Main Street

1921 Sacco-Vanzetti trial
Emergency Quota Act of 1921
Bureau of the Budget created

1922 Lewis publishes Babbitt
Eliot publishes “The Waste Land”

1923 Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) proposed

1924 Immigration Act of 1924

1925 Scopes trial
Florida real estate boom
Fitzgerald publishes The Great Gatsby
Dreiser publishes An American Tragedy

1926 Hughes publishes The Weary Blues
Hemingway publishes The Sun Also Rises

1927 Lindbergh flies the Atlantic solo
First talking motion pictures
Sacco and Vanzetti executed

1929 Faulkner publishes The Sound and the Fury
Hemingway publishes A Farewell to Arms

For further reading, see page A22 of the Appendix. For web resources, go to http://college.hmco.com.
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